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uses oimtt o 

by 

K.C. Swanson 

This wilderness breathes forth roads 

in tender coiling ribbons that float up 

like smoke rings; the terse forests 

and spreadeagle American deserts bloom pavement 

like a painful hard shell 

to protect living tissue. And all across 

the country, spilling down the hot curving highways, 

are the buses. Greyhound buses 

flaring ragged breath into the cracks of the earth, 

coughing out migrant ghosts that taste 

of lonely streetlights and sticky sleep, 

nervousness and raving 

late-night radio. 

These buses shout frontier legends, shepherd 

the small-time saints and shrunken 

pioneers who clamor harsh 

for the lullaby of city lights 

and eternal movement. There is evangelist 

love of leaving writ in the feet 

sore from so much waiting, the old eyes 

that fade and start 

at the fear of losing, and young hands 

that cry ten reckless reasons 

from bus windows, pressing out their urgent palms 

as if the glass were skin 

and they could learn the night through it. 

The strong jaws of diesel engines infect 

the stations in Cleveland and Charlotte 

with the smell of fuel and passage, 

sure progress; the waiting rooms fill up 

with blind hopes like water, pooling 

prayer on cracked blue vinyl so the passengers 
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suck it up through the roots. 

Everywhere there is wanting, a fidgety nicotine 

impatience that snaps the ankles 

and drums the fingers of even those 

with no destination at all, for beyond the buses 

there is only the tangled 

unconquered dark, a sweep of stars 

and miles and goblin memories, 

and the sad earth whose veins 

are filling and burning 

with the rush of asphalt. 
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Starve Ocean IRanlio 

by 

Jerry A. Dowless 

And damn 

he'll in distress and games an end 

of the hammer and petalled sword 

and pulse a fingers, needed; needed to. 

and daddy to shit 

the blue light all echo blue 

and hammer game to you, 

all for you; I did it, all for you. 

Pull owly owly-cut the rubber the gloves treeish and hooey 

and wrapped, find them! find them! 

to come crying and come mouth 

all for you; 

owl-cut and swell-cut from low clouds, prone sea, trope the 

lights 

my, low- crawl in the salt: 

all greenish and you all prone where you see 

a game, find them! find them! 

and don't play loam with me; a game 

all bloodish and can't-be-stopped, the blood can only see 

and can only and can only, trip 

into the low brambles, thorns to the neck 

and the surf of hell is a giant mirror you can never reach 

stretched, and stretched, and stretched 

on oceany skin— and seay skin in tiny, baby bites 

stretched, my teeth 

hammer waves and cunt throwing hammer head, 

and dreams of blue cicadas: 

of amber, say, and surges of pain- 

chasing the writhe with a gouge, 

I did it all for you! 

gray to goes the gray ghost to all sheepish and trues scabbed 

fumbling for the mirror waves I am out too too far my pockets 

too 

with air, come cry, I have thought 
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I was a woman. Come for me, 

come for me, I love you. I love you— 

I love you 

buried in the obsidian heart, the warped intestine graves: 

the opal heart- 

killed in matches heaped- 500 miles north 

and 500 times in the dark lies Tranquility Sea, 

Make no mistake. 500 times that, Argyre 

Planetia. 500 more, Andromeda on the rocks— 

Mare Umbrium, I always loved you. 

I always loved you can you tell me between your thighs 

Tycho and the scars 

Serenity is nowhere 

to be seen. 

Welcome to the sea of abortions. 
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by 

Matthew Celona 

When I asked Terry 

about her mother, 

she falsetto squealed 

hugged her knees to her breast buds 

rocked back and forth 

and tremolo sang 

la la la 

“She has run away 

with wild Indians.” 

When I asked my uncle 

about his wife, 

he bit his nails 

cleared his throat of nothing 

and muttered 

“She was a nut.” 

I laughed picturing a woman 

with a pecan for a head. 

When I set my grandfather in motion 

on this same subject, 

he adopted his life’s-over tone, 

“Back then St. Lazarus 

was run by Italians, 

they annulled it 

with few hassles.” 

When my dad 

deemed me old enough, 

he told me about 

his brother’s wife. 

“She was too beautiful, 

something wrong with her eyes. 



Smart like you wouldn’t believe 

but silent for days. 

I remember your uncle, frantic 

under the front porch light 

clutching Terry to his shredded night-shirt.” 

On the kitchen floor 

she carved the contours 

of her inner turbine zoo. 

She punched holes in the walls, 

he heard the bones snap, 

her hands raised, lolling 

on broken wrists 

like tea bags loose 

in boiling water. 

And she’s moving forward 

to embrace her family. 
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photography by Matthew Celona 
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by 

Mitch Payton 

/introduction 

for my next trick, i will show to you, the audience, a facsimile copy 

of a letter from an author to his parents, while at school [the author 

is at school that is], even though neither the letter nor its author nor 

the parents truly exist: 

dear mom and dad it is so cold here (we wear coats [always) the 

only music is bob dylan i guess it is good that you taught me to like 

his stuff] all i do is write i work on the story i was telling you about 

we have a lot of free time a lot i use to think about the characters 

always worried about my character you told me that asparagus 

would build character and i am still unsure of what character is i 

have characters in my stories but how does that apply to me? i am 

thinking of using characters from other novels i can’t sign my real 

name anymore, the other characters are reluctant to be in the novel 

so they sometimes try to find me from now on you must call me 

covert that is my new name now i must go i leave you with the 

opening of my new novel it is supposed to suggest some semblance 

of intertextuality certainly you dad will recognize its origin, you an 

english prof and all give sister all my love and tell her i miss her i 

miss you too write back send pens 

all my love 

covert 

the story begins like this: 
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riverflow, past Jospeph K. and Thomas P.’s., from perturbance of 

plot to right of reflexivity, brings us by suspensions disbeliefs of 

rejection back to White House and Cable Environs 

the story 

riverflow, past Jospeph K. and Thomas P.’s., from perturbance of 

plot to right of relfexivity, brings us by suspensions disbeliefus of 

rejection back to White House and Expanded Cable Environs. . . 

{stencil: how did it happen? must have been gregor told them, gregor 

with the loose mouth his twenty legs just couldn’t carry him far 

enough fast enough always complaining, though his complaints 

were all of their complaints, all of them the same, never enough, 

never free. . . never free that’s all it takes lack of freedom thats 

all it takes to turn love to hatred and everyday life into revolution. 

[enter the quarry] 

they are on the couch, for now [and for this our establishing shot we 

sit among the putrid grime and cockraoch shit and fly piss high up 

here among the blades of the ceiling fan, thus our establishing shot 

is an overhead one, though we will switch soon enough] Blicero is 

on the fire escape wears only leather boots, watching as her tongue 

flicks in his ear, nipples hard to the touch he [Blicero] masturbates 

slowly, methodically, like all German officers he is easily turned on 

by watching others 

so: ignorant of their two+ unwelcome guests Clone and his friend 

continue their neon-lit activity he has the top two buttons of her 
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blouse undone, he rolls one nipple quickly through his fingers she 

moans, eyes closed, mouth open, nostrils flaring her ears have been 

useless for a few minutes now the tension at this point is high, as 

are they a little stoned he presses his knee between her thighs, 

unbuttons another button she moans again, louder this time it is 

at this point that the phone call upsets literally everything, not just 

everything here in this room now. . . the entire machinery of the 

world in which they live has now begun to churn, quite beyond the 

control of anyone, even Blicero out there on the fire escape, stiff 

penis in one hand and glass of brandy in the other, even Captain 

Blicero is an unknowing and less than free visitor here but how are 

they to know this? Clone pauses, hand above her nipple, trembling, 

[the hand trembles or the nipple trembles? never be sure... 1 waiting 

for some clue as to what he should do next 

he hates phones, he really does, Problem One: lack of gurantees 

one is never sure, in advance, if the activity one is engaged in is worth 

interrupting for the telephone call the chances are about fifty-fifty 

and truth can only be known by answering the goddamn phone 

Problem the Second: irritation factor of a ringing telephone one can 

only ignore the phone for so long, too soon the continuous ringing 

transports one into a state of total and unyielding insanity, a place 

where sex and telephones and rational decisions are as humorously 

decadent as the gods of olympos and the oracle at delphi, so the 

decision to answer or not answer the phone is hardly an objective 

one 

—going to answer that? she queries, sweaty trepidation lining her 

voice his reply is similarly throaty and almost james dean-ish, maybe 

even an early brando, on the waterfront maybe —yeah yeah i guess 

i’ll answer it gets up, across the room walks, bangs into coffee table 

[who the fuck put that there?], lunges across old manuscripts and 

magazines and with a flurry of rejection letters [which have become 

for the moment the phone support] he clutches the phone in the right 
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hand—that is, his left hand—and queries into the now off-the-hook 

receiver in typical fashion —hello? 

there is no response his breathing is all he hears now, pumped 

through some mystery of wires and magnets and speakers and 

regurgitated, tinged now with machinery, sounding false, like a 

recording of someone recording something, repeated but different, 

hollow he feels the air, the weight of authority on the other end, 

knows right away that there will be no conversation tonight that 

there is definitely more to come this is only a hint of what will not 

be coming[how he knows this is not our concern here and now— 

suffice it to say that his employer has endowed him with certain 

abilities and sometimes he can presurmise the effects and repercussions 

of events, usually in a very abstract and general sense, he works in 

a general sense not a specific one he couldn’t tell you on what day 

you will die but he can tell you that this silent phone caller is going 

to call back, that they will meet all to soon, and that the fabric of his 

very existence has been resewn and is now taking its own course 

note: Clone has realized that the adventure has begun, something we 

decided on long ago] this is how things will not be, there will be no 

more silent phone calls he feels naked, then realizes that he is 

naked; feels watched, then remembers Blicero who is actually his 

upstairs neighbor and is probably watching him now oh well the 

things you put up with for a cheap room and a little bit of peace every 

now and then 

she calls him to the couch and he moves to rejoin her, banging his 

shin on the table [who the fuck put that there?] they touch and to 

the interested observer it appears that sparks fly, just like the movies, 

it is destiny or fate or kismet they are together just as it was in the 

beginning is now and will be forever. . . or . . . or. . . or. . . or for a 

while, anyway. . . 
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machinations of the city surge through streets wet with tears. . . the 

grand circuitry works its magic and converts the dirt and water and 

fire and air, through some sweet man-made mystery process, 

converts the elements into brick and glass and asphalt and neon 

foot-steps fall time and time again, meaningless, useless, only 

destroying, breaking down the order of the machine, returning to the 

earth its elements, making fire and water out of neon and glass. . . 

clone walks same streets he can't sleep, like millions of others the 

thought of sleep only serves to wake him up daylight holds enough 

problems to carry' over into the night the sad and lonely night they 

say that alexander didnt ever sleep but three or four hours per night 

he said that sleep reminded him of his mortality, that sleep was like 

death maybe he was right, maybe sleep is like death maybe the 

reason clone cant sleep is just that, that it [sleep] reminds him of death 

and he is afraid to die because he feels like his life is incomplete that 

he hasnt had enough time to really do anything maybe he is a little 

despairing right now, w hat with an unfinished thesis and a meager 

book in progress and an all around meaningless existence closing 

around him slowly, ever more slowly growing tighter and tighter a 

sort of boa constrictor of meaninglessness choking whatever little 

life remained in him after his parents were through with their own 

personal indoctrination program. . . 

[maybe it was the cup of coffee he drank before he went to bed] 

but the phone call is there to be considered it is a reminder of them 

they are out there and they are watching they hope to turn him into 

a facade they hope to put him in a position w'here he thinks he is 

doing good w'here he thinks he is changing things where he 

considers himself to be a crusader wrhen in fact that is only 

appearance he w'ould in fact be doing nothing save reinforcing 

ancient codes and conventions rules been around longer than 

anything else man on top to man at wrork to men make the Riles 

to wrhite men make the Riles to a few select wiiite men making rules 
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that it looks like we all took part in making since day one its been 

like that if biological anthropology is true [whatever that means, 

true, but well go with the conventional definition—did they pay 

webster too?] then maybe the freemasons all have a similar dna 

structure maybe they all come from one ape who realized that the 

best position is behind the scenes, that the one true way to power 

is to make it look like everyone is acting on their own volition, 

convince everyone of their freedom and they will give it to you 

thank you iago for that interesting interlude 

what about the goddamn telephone call? clone walks the streets in 

deep reflection [that is, clone is in deep reflection not the streets 

(well some people might get confused)] he thinks mostly about the 

phone call the silence of it all things were rarely for clone as quiet 

as they became during those few seconds he isnt used to quiet 

though one must admit that it was a pleasant surprise when he was 

a child he used to hide in his closet he used to take all of the clothes 

that he could find and take them in the closet and close the door and 

turn the light out and pull all of the clothes down on top of himself 

and just sit there, total darkness and silence wonder what the control 

family was up to? he was certainly the child of a variable in some 

bizarre socio-psychological experiment why else would he identify 

so well with tyrone? they are old buddies at this point and clone 

cannot help but wonder if the disappearance of gregor and the way 

tyrone has been acting lately have anything to do with thephonecall 

he hopes that whatever is going on they dont drag him into it he 

just wants to write just finish the story and move out of this shithole 

town but boy is he in for a surprise. . . 

[out on highway 6l] 

stencil sits worthlessly alone, reading over sartre’s la nausee he 

identifies with characters like that boy does he ever understand lack 
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of freedom but in a different sense than the others his lack of 

freedom lies not in the abstract general fact that mankind is not free 

but in the definte concrete fact that he is being controlled by them 

he and his circle of friends all know it their every action is 

predetermined since 1963 herbert has been repeating the same 

actions over and over and over, stuck in the same placetime they 

are not free they cannot simply do what they want to do they are 

under the influence of a controller, all of them, the controllers 

comprising a high circle whose only function, like all high circles, is 

the maintenance of power only now they are close to freedom 

granted only simple freedom-from but a small step for mankind 

nonetheless 

once the realization of oppression washes over someone like 

tyrone then he is free from the eternal recurrence of being stuck in 

a determined world only clone is fully free they need clone but 

sometimes tyrone wonders—what if clone’s controller just hasnt 

made him/herself known yet? there are new’ controllers every day 

hell even clone could become a controller one day here in the city 

one is never too far from a controller, they are everywhere the trick 

is to remain hidden from your own personal controller tyrone has 

avoided tom for quite some time now once himself and benny came 

to see that the controllers are in control of actions only in specific 

places then they began to use this to their advantage it was einstein 

who eternally stratified the literary’ understanding of timespace for 

instance benny must avoid new york and malta and norfolk just as 

he tyrone must stay away from london and germany7 and the zone 

granted tom could come after them or as he has so recently done he 

could get bill to send benway after them 

benway and his personal confusion, looking for something hes 

already7 found hed do anything for money7 how the hell he ever 

got in on this we may never find out [thought bill was more on his 

side. . . but then again they thought tom might support them. . . ] 
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the hunt has begun tyrone says aloud, raising his glass to his lips, his 

voice echoing through five hundred years of yeast and barley and 

hops he wonders how many of his kind there are out there it seems 

that their only chance of survival would be to stick together not 

everyone is a controller some are blissfully unaware of such 

activities 

they must be able to go somewhere safe maybe all controllers arent 

as specific about location and time as tom and james and the others 

maybe they can get away maybe they can stage a revolution, break 

free permanently its too bad they cant sue after all this position 

theyre in is rather similar to slavery, which by the way is illegal hell 

the courts are against them too 

gotta warn clone he has no idea any of this is coming looks like 

he may be along for the ride, albeit against his will. . . let the man 

finish his beer. . . 

[inside maggie’s farm] 

herbert hides here he has found that the best hiding places are 

metaphorical for instance he can come here to maggie’s farm and 

even if tom figures out that he is in england he can go there and try 

to find him but he wront because benny is not really in the actual 

physical place england but in a metaphorical place known as 

maggie’s farm 

but with benway on his trail he wont have long luckily there is no 

work here so he has time to sit and think and come up with a plan 

above all they need a plan so far herbert is planless, groping about 

in a sea of indecision he never had to make plans before he just 

started out in norfolk and things went from there then years of 

nothing then he woke up one morning, restless, and went out 

looking for action moved into an apartment in the city met up with 

benny in valetta as they used to do every 424 minutes and then it 
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seemed like everyone like him was there joseph and bill lee and 

Stephen and murphy and who knows how many other restless souls, 

wandering the streets with nothing to do, no direction, no one to 

help them or lend them money no jobs only nothing so they 

banded together went on trips and became involved with one 

another and decided that their freedom should be official 

this decision was the recent one which had brought the roof down 

so to speak when they sent the letters to their respective controllers 

the city to which they had moved became infested with all sorts of 

low-life private detectives and bounty hunters and assorted other 

annoying assholes the smart ones fled and the smarter ones 

stayed—once the fool hunters figured out that the smart ones had 

fled they too left town so now herbert—along with tyrone the 

smartest of all—was safely able to communicate with the two or 

three people he felt were most essential to reaching a state of 

permanent freedom they were still in the city, you see... clone and 

benny and gregor and the others they were there, hiding, awaiting 

his instructions 

if only tyrone would get here hes been gone two-three days now 

where could he be all we needed was a check on what they know, 

and if anyone is suited to get in and out of a place quickly and silently 

it is tyrone probably in some bar somewhere trying to finish a beer 

goddamn him sticks too literally to the literary life oh well one cant 

fault the results of a determining controller 

[rewind: try-all] 

as greger samsa awakes this evening from a total lack of dreams he 

finds himself [not transformed into an insect, as he already knows 

that] tied down, by all of his legs, to a very cold and very wet cement 

table he lies face down, confused, remembering only the hotel with 

the charwoman, laying down on the floor with her she began to suck 
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his antannae and he began to writhe in ecstasy only hoping this 

feeling would last forever 

she then began to slide her tongue all over his body, licking 

everything, running her tongue along the bristles along his legs, 

licking his brown shiny leaethery cockroach casing, licking licking 

licking. . . . then she stood up wondered about the smell greger 

began to feel sick he tried to turn over he started squirming when 

the charwoman suddenly ran screaming from the room what greger 

had not seen but could now piece together was that dr benway had 

come into the doorway with a rather large can of insect spray he 

sprayed this on a cloth and snuck up behind gregor—who was stuck 

to the floor of what must have been a roach motel—and basically did 

the cockroach version of chloroforming someone 

he hit gregor with what was probably sodium fluosilicate, a bad bad 

bad drug if you are a cockroach [this is akin to humans swallowing 

a lot of drain cleaner] gregor could remember nothing after that 

now he was tied to some table in some god-forsaken basement 

the stupidity of it all began to irritate gregor the sheer stupid ididotic 

stupidity of it all he thinks to himself he knew the signs of a roach 

motel—the corpses, the wagon-bearers outside, the children singing 

“ring around the lobby”—and in his bliss with the charwoman he 

must not have noticed unless unless unless it was a setup unless 

somebody tipped of benway that i wasnt dead and he came after me 

but who why 

we almost made it he thinks to himself the charwoman and i almost 

made it they had come up with a plan, a way for him to escape the 

bad-feelings of his family and develop the relationship between him 

and her they simply staged his death after all, he was supposed 

to die, they all knew it, so they were ready to believe anything he 

faked his death and when no one was paying attention she spirited 

him into the hallway where he took the secret elevator to the 
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basement and awaited her she came down about an hour later and 

they immediately fled for a hotel 

it must have been the three boarders he thinks to himself but how 

would they know dr benway? come to think of, how did he know 

dr benway? alas it is unimportant he thinks as suddenly the door 

opens and in comes dr benway hello gregor how are you feeling 

and at this remark gregor passes out simply because of the weight 

of the sheer power of all that is behind the voice of that man dr 

benway. . . 

[quattara depression] 

he feels the water flow in above him filling the sand around him 

pushing him dowrn ever down all 436 feet (133 meters) below the 

level of the sea he drowns again and again but he always come back 

to life only to have the water swarm over him again and again he 

cries out but the water only takes his cry and spits it back out at him 

sarcastic and derogatory 

clone awakens sits up straight panting sweating breathing heavy 

[you know the drill] his senses are distraught and somewhere in the 

distance he thinks he hears a siren echoing again and again 

strangely the sound never seems to fade away it stays at the same 

level and with an unpleasant jerk back into the world of causation 

and sensory usefulness he realizes that the phone is ringing the 

phone the goddamn phone again he pauses before he picks up the 

phone, he knows it is them he know that this is the thing that 

happens next, his feeling during the last phone call that the silence 

was an insinuation of what was never to come again is about to come 

true he debates not answering the call, if he had a machine he would 

let the machine get it but he cant afford no machine he either 

answers the phone or he doesnt, its all or nothing, knowledge or 

ignorance what the fuck he thinks and picks up the phone —hello 
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in a throaty voice meant to sound like someone other than himself 

—ahh, herbert, so nice to hear your voice again —herbert? im not 

herbert im afraid you have— —yes yes dear mr stencil what name 

do you hide under these days? —what are you talking about? my 

name is clone i dont know any herbert [this to us is an obvious lie 

herbert and clone are good friends and herbert has enlisted clones 

help to overthrow the high circle but clone feels it prudent to deny 

knowledge of any herbert, and though he couldnt say why we must 

assume his decison is valid and useful, otherwise it is meaningless] 

—oh i see you arent even posing as a friend of yourself this time 

but someone totally new how interesting -im not posing as anyone! 

i dont know what you are talking about —im sure you dont, dear 

herbert just keep in mind that i know who you are you may sleep 

easy tonight, but you had best start paying attention to what—and 

who—merits being paid attention to —what? what are you talking 

about? hello? hello? click dial tone clone stands naked, defeated, 

slumping, confused above all confused 

clone is afraid now they know something hes not sure what but 

somehow one of them found him and got his number somehow but 

how he thought that he and the others had covered their tracks a 

little better than that 
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...scratched all to hell by Laura Poole 



>icycle sex; 35 p»s„i, 

by 
Andrew DuBois 

As you unroll the tissue-papered gem 

mined from the black plastic bag 

by dogs whose union sniffs the front yard ditch 

with sinister intent on Monday mornings 

(the day the garbage men, in afternoon, 

pick up the heap, unless its been picked through), 

you hold it to the sun, this wet balloon. 

This sticky sack of stuff, this hollow slug, 

swaddled in Charmin with care, 

is naked now and glistens opal wave, 

and smells like the air from a bicycle tire. 

Mnemosyne, entombed in worms of grey 

(Goddess—and parent of nine), 

deserved a decade’s sleep, then drank the wind 

and from cerebral graves was resurrected. 

Both mother and grandmother to the ink, 

she forms connections like Erector sets. 

To cycle is to see myself conceived; 

a punctured tube post-coital refuse leaks. 

Sex is like riding a bike: 

you mount and push and pedal and dismount, 

then wave off the dog with the sock in his mouth. 
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Doctrine of Space 

by 

Jerry A. Dowless 

It, red brick 

forced-in angel 

cries, into 

their towers 

around me and 

into two 

and me talking 

to and into 

and again you, 

adversary and 

whole brittle 

you, and in two 

bodies pouring 

like oceans 

again and again 

into each other 

and you. A death, 

clipped trash 

and lotus, a 

hot day, sweat 

flowering your 

chest I wait 

and in you, save 

and save me I 

won't come again, 

I can touch you. 

And love. Scrape 

you open, and 

love. Not to let 

you forget, or 

build, make a 

whole new skin 

and say inside it 

how you were bom 
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when I know 

that you weren’t, 

when I saw, and 

loved. And musiced 

through the head. 

Any gift to bone 

can gamble you, 

the world is made, 

and bones make 

nature for us. 

And wind through 

emerald trees, 

empty and heavily 

bearing and sweet— 

it is air. Is God. 

The breath of some¬ 

one through another 

sees God. And lonely 

hands to the face, 

and braille of love. 

Hands to the fleshy 

sockets, push your 

fingers beneath the 

lids, curl in your 

skull and harvest 

from your own face 

the breath, of God. 

And feel God, all 

shaky and sad 

and Godly blind. 

Tisiphone begat 

Oedipus. A world 

through the mouth, 

a word of you. A 

nature, And a love, 

cold with shrubs 

and vines. And fears 

like stray clouds 

or wolves, your eyes 

like something kind 
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of valuable, and 

fancy, and full— 

something I can 

open, something 

to cam' pictures 

of God through the 

waste through the cold 

town you are. It is. 

A making ready. Lie still. 

Don't expect me. 

Hydrant in Chains by Laura Poole 
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Wait For Fie 

by 

K.C. Swanson 

Wait for me 

in the small good streets 

where our children grew, 

the roads that straddle now 

to nowhere 

in a towrn well-versed 

in barren storefronts 

and anxious adolescent cars 

on fire to reach cities. 

Hold my hand 

in the tinny flashing dark 

of the carnival, 

the August ritual 

of flimsy young romance 

and awkward hair-tossing 

where our son’s and daughters’ 

cotton candy melted fast to our skin 

and we passed years of jokes 

with drunken Amvets and their wives 

in the pancake tent. 

Kiss me 

nights when nervous trains 

wail through the fields, 

remember how the porch light burned 

and the moths scorched 

helpless driven wings on it, 

how we lay awake 

as long as the light, for our son’s friend 

had burned early too 

in a gold blind rush 

of alcohol and tires. 
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Walk with me 

in the houses of our neighbors, the families 

that loved and those that didn't, 

and breathe the unused hum 

of air now aging, witness 

the rebellious human clatter of silverware; 

We see in them 

ourselves, yet seem to know 

their secrets better. 

Tell me you love me 

in the backyards of eternity, 

where the retriever puppy ran away 

and the tomato plants bloomed 

extravagant pendulous hearts 

all those summers, 

where our rusty swing-set 

wheezes still and rasps at dusk 

with grouchy old lungs, 

waiting like us. 
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©mely 1 ries 

by 

Catherine M. Dent 

The poem, 

empty plate. 

The tongue lags behind, 

licking the silverware daydreams 

and licking the table cloth of the scholars. 

Words clatter down, 

fall on the floor, 

ground 

into the red parisian rug. 

Amen. 

Absent eyes, 

a waiter 

in the Big City 

carries platefuls of foreign menus, 

finds detached time to ponder artists’ gardens. 

(the apartment, 

flat of strangers: 

no shared memories 

now 

nor at the hour of leaving) 

Amen. 

After time, 

the same one, 

money pocketed, 

finds himself a spotted apron, 

wipes his hands clean of the smell of the city. 

To find himself, 

to know the in¬ 

side of the actor, 

he 

shakes the fabric free 

from stale crumbs. 

Amen. 
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Eau Claire by Elizibeth Culbert 
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TLose Still Uncle termmeil Fieltls-^ For 

Canada 

by Josh May 

the ridges of hatchets didn’t provide the friction 

they needed to follow assuming they wanted to follow 

you into iron stability and pavement whores 

a trail of bodies would have been clearer 

and more useful in the end 

than all of the quotes of a blissful saint ignatius 

you claimed only fucked once in self-defense 

a king knows that the pelts must smell 

like shit for a year and lie fallow 

and far away to be worth anything 

to such a lily-livered folk 

that can’t understand the grace 

of an orgy the sap of a tree 

and that oceans are the only safe boundary 

this rain must have been dreamt for 

long ago when it would have fed 

other waters and ice bridges 

instead of the layered shots of rivers 

it is beading up on roofs 

and coming down in rivulets 

less proud and navigable 

take the land and even plant on it 

no longer in a position to root souls 

and maybe for the best 

now the people can sit back and watch scalps 

and watch cry and watch right 

all tied down to the coming silos 

that will be no more real after they are tilled 

i have given my prayers dances lakes and arquebuses 

all to a land that will cherish them. 
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9 P.M. Sitting in Mangio's 
by 

Steven Grey 

9:00 P.M. Sitting in Mangio's. Tortellini again. Wondering. Three 

chairs at twelve o'clock. Three girls at nine. Behind me, who 

knows? In the air. polka again. And to a Bo Diddley beat to boot. 

I started to tell you what I was thinking, but I went to the 

bathroom and I realized that some things are confidential. I’ll tell 

vou this. Agent Six. you're going to have to wait. Tactical. 

Mangio's. Nice place. I know even,' trap: No bathroom without at 

least seven decoys. Tortellini. This is the interesting part. Also 

why I say this: Don't come. 

It fell out of the noodles or maybe it came out at me. Regardless, 

my first impulse was to call it a jalapeno. However, it could have 

passed for a butler with tight tuxedo tails. I knew not to eat it. 

You'd know too. 

They were in the back, and the women were getting uneasy. My 

only prayer: ask the pepper. Identify. 

“My name is Clifford." 

I drew my gun. 

“What are you doing in my food? I don't trust your kind. Get 

stuck in my teeth and ruin all hopes of a Scorsese remake.” I 

poked it with my plastic fork. 

“Look, this may be hard to believe, but I'm a demon to the core. 

I take many forms, and I represent a creeping type of sexual 

insecurity which shows up in your food.” 

Frantically, twelve o'clock. Where are the chairs? Please God, 

where are the chairs? Nine: the ladies are so uneasy they don't 

even look female any more. I could have sworn they were 

preparing to bolt if I looked one more time. In between, a man 

grinned and touched his wife on the jaw. He doesn't want her to 
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know about me. He has penis instability. She has a damn hard 

jaw. 

“Clifford,” I grabbed him by the tails. “I don’t know about a 

demon but as for an agent of darkness, ha, ha.” I chuckled. I was 

bluffing. He saw through my laugh like a glass of anything 

people these days can throw at you. Dishwashing soap -- llleven 

deodorant. It really rocks me. “Now, Clifford,” I said, “I want you 

to calmly tell me who those men in the back are.” I moved him 

and there was a red stain on the plate. Clifford just lay there, 

looking up. I directed my gaze upward, and if you hear nothing 

else, hear this. The ceiling was lined with optic cables. That’s 

right: waiter, how many pay phones occupy this building? Don’t 

mention my name, and mail the bill to the address on the bottom 

of my shoe. As you’ve probably guessed by now, no one leaves 

alive, and as for the dead, ask my demon and check your chef 

for signs of the Pentecost. When I’m dead, pretend you’re 

homeless and feign shoelessness. 

Back to Clifford. We’ll be lucky if our walkie-talkies aren’t 

bugged. Even if they aren’t, when the power goes dead and the 

static goes dead, I’ve already implied that phones are useless, 

and when they go dead the links will be few. I was wondering if 

Clifford had died or simply turned his omnipresent energies to an 

eyelash in Armando’s lasagna. Twelve o’clock: nothing. Nine: the 

same. Aha. The girls are in the chairs and occupying a ten thirty 

station, blocking the man and his wife. 

Now listen, this is the key. Back at home base, a pillow fort 

where we keep dues, they’ve been questioning my competence. 

Are the men in the back ours or theirs? The music stopped: 

Assassins. Please, listen: don't come. This is hell or something. 

They wrere behind me, and they had made their move. The 

bullets pushed through my back and I knew the line was dead. 

In slowr motion, I sent you this in telepathic Morse code. Clifford 

knewr all along. As the bullets pushed through my chest, I 

frantically grabbed for my plastic fork to check for codes. Forget 

the booby traps. I checked: 

666. 
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"Song ol Prude;If out an 

in tlie key of IF-flat 

by 

Mike Wenthe 

My love, you long to think I’ve lied— 

I, sing a song of something lewd? 

Why not now sing! Too much I’ve cried 

Already; and, though it be crude, 

The tale is yours—your sin, my bride, 

The burden base on which I brood. 

From hurtful facts I fain won’t hide 

(I’m not that quakebuttock, weak type who’d 

Turn face from fear: I never shied 

From vulgar verities others shooed), 

Though I confess: when I descried 

Your scandalous, scurrilous state, I screwed 

My eyes tight shut; my mind denied 

To bear the shock of your back shared nude 

With someone else. But soon I tried 

Again, and then, eyes wide, I rued, 

And raged! 

But rage need not abide. 

With moral charity imbued, 

I judge: you've strayed. Amend your stride! 

Repent the path you misconstrued! 

What? Must you tremble and balk as I chide? 

Could innocence come so unglued? 

No, cheat!—Still I retain my pride. 

You’d have yours yet, were you a prude. 
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Wky I CouiMn'f Sell Mly Flood For Fifty 

Dollars 

by 

Deborah Forbes 

I didn’t want my arm bound 

the precise needle in the muscle of the vein 

watching my blood gather like bright pennies 

like fear jumping through a mouse 

the pulse the night moan of the train 

the sirens whooping together like shiny white fast birds 

moving out and we don’t ask where they’re going 

and then you faint 

and they bring you back to life with sugar water and 

vanilla sandwich cookies 

those flat hard bits of oil 

cotton clutched in your elbow so 

your heart won’t fall out 

They wanted the blood for an experiment 

on women on the Pill I didn’t want, 

in the first place, my whole 

inner sanctum governed by flat green planets 

I just wanted to be clean 

white acid-clean 

to be just bones 

trying to make themselves stronger 

pavement replaced with 

slick permanent 

hard pottery 

to be a tall 

silent man 

or sexless 

And I didn’t want to want 

you to touch me know you could 

burst through my floor blowing splinters 
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against my mouth 

bum open my face while candles 

melt in the too-hot room then 

the heavy black leather jacket 

cold against my cheek no 

you the sharp moon at its thinnest 

silver won't cut me I'm faithful 

rusted to the ground redder than Georgia clay 

I need things to keep happening 

that are so beautiful 

or terrifying that I have to pretend 

they didn't and no I don't 

want something to bite down on 

for the pain I like 

that they're playing the song too fast 

the flying low and fast the rush 

of my neck against someone else's neck 

and I'll give blood if I'm struck 

or scratched or run 

into something just not too much 

of a spilling out 

I need the track, control, text 

the vein to bring me back. 
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G aim IBnrial 

by 

Jerry A. Dowless 

And its also June. Our death, 

the smell of old- 

woman piss "once, only, 

"take me home." I don't tell 

or believe, 

no running, throwing, flying, shit! 

No staying power, no staying me— 

take me home. Funniest damn things, 

that I ran from you that once I caught 

funniest damn things, funniest damn things- 

evil's in your ass. 

I caught mud all over me, "no visions, 

"no visions of unvisited countries," 

I bled dry from the lip, 

"falling clothes," 

May in Resistance between teeth 

and run to music, Screamed shoes and shirts 

but, son, they bit, through pearls 

don't force me open, don't fuck my eyes 

"Take this," "just sink." 

"How brave are you?" 

"Just tingly sink." "Ripely, ripe ripe apple 

"life," 

For once, step, for once, love 

enough to step away, we all forgotten 

"how to eat:" 

Fucker! Love enough and take 

yourself once, 

the music is gored, and broken, 

fixed dead 

against my tongue, free me here 

with swelling, free my belly 

"Take me home. "No running, typing, 

"sudden stops." 
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it is then, how much down me, throat-grown sugar stalk higher 

I came free, I 

wandered through New Orleans at 3 trying shadows, 

unawakened, 

on the porch I saw you, '"afternoon" 

sunlit bays of trees, 

barefoot amidst tall summer, "take me away from here 

"I won't- "I won't- "I won't 

be mean to you and Daddy anymore, 

Verna picked terribly at the chicken 

"look at her! look at her!" where else 

muddy shoe- 

caked fields "Verna forgotten how to eat" 

but he bit, and she bit, 

and they bit those pearls, jaws clamp empty 

and dark-breaking horizons, witness silently there. 

again, alone, against true 

pines, tom all my skin gainst 

com, and ran like 

it was that night I got a second 

you both, please don't look, 

blood-filled, blood-helled, shoes, tell shit 

tell shit, tell shit never came for me 

no bad books, poems, love ,so simple- 

floating in the pails 

flying cracked, near disembodied, 

it was a car, and Mike in it, 

hand so near so touch him 

his eyes clear left of him 

and so I. on good days, get away 

climb and writhe, grow’ you so strong, 

growr you forgetful. Like com echoes, 

like exhaled mud, thunder's image 

cast across dirt, weeds twining 

your sex, 

and to your face, strict and carnage, bolt your wicked 

and free, and free, 

glitter all over your hands, greasepaint hooked in everywhere, 

asleep and all hairy’, a cry larger than 

hands and I am hands, 
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whispers, bones and strings 

one day, I chose memory 

unafraid, 

and unafraid of you I love you... 

accept paint, accept bony paths, and tumbling, 

down from old bottoms of rivers— 

dust, stony wreckage, old, 

old, old, novae 

nearer that house 

through bitten rooms. 
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ii I • r ii 
sale, moTie ior 

by 
Mitch Payton 

bleached-out whitewashed whispers 
fade into black 
fade out 

fade in: main character sits alone in crowded square 
sndtrk plays vivaldi 
vivid colors pervade the attitudes and altitudes of surroundings 
closeup: eye 
pan back: I wonder calls out the narration 
i wonder why i cant seem to do anything 
why i feel trapped within four walls a floor and a ceiling 
why you are here 
why you arent here 
why why why 
why do i count the ways 
let me replay over these days 
rewind: flashback 
what were you doing there 
what were you saying to me back then way back then the 
world somewhere way back 

there over your shoulder no cities no nice cities no 
niceties 
rude was the day 
you rued the day you will rue the day 
in some way we all feel cheated 
specially when camera pans too far back and we catch sight of 
the liqhts 

night falls but in your world there are no stars 
only suns worlds without end 
life everlasting the last thing ever was the birth of your eye 
your eye your I your view of your opinion 
confusion was first then order now we confuse and conflate 
acts of contrition 
deliberate 
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pure 

simple. 

film 

said becketr 

all we need to do is call the bluff 

follow the stuff of dreams and sad fantasies 

i'm bored with all this 

i'm board smooth and fine finesse 

and only under your pinning gaze do i wonder 

it dont make sense 

read=hard write=easy 

reading ones own writing is the easiest of all 

no surprise 

camera pans back slow 

reveals mirrors 

its a trick 

‘its all done with mirrors' 

heres the pitch sell the idea sell sell sell 
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ILazer Prose 

by 

Eric Bryant 

I was walking back to my room when I saw this guy 
about my age with long blond hair. I was looking at this girl that 

I thought I wouldn’t mind marrying before I saw this guy. He 

was on the other side of the street from us and had a backpack 

and a black leather jacket. He made some funny noise like he 

was trying to weird me out, and I thought, “What a dick,” and 

then I thought maybe he hadn't even seen me. I mean, I do that 

sometimes when I am singing to myself, and maybe this guy isn't 

that bad after all. 

He crossed to our side of the street. All the time that I had 

been watching him I had also been walking fast trying to catch 

up to the girl I thought I would like to marry so I could get a 

better look at her. But he was in front of me now, and between 

me and the girl I thought I would like to marry, and he took out 

a laser gun. It had an insulated wire on the base of the handle. 

He took it out of his jacket where there must have been a 

holster. I was worried he would turn around and shoot it at me. I 

noticed the wire led from the base of the handle to his backpack. 

After about ten seconds of walking five meters behind him 

I stopped worrying about whether he was going to shoot me. He 

was trying too hard to flaunt this laser gun. Making all of these 

strange noises and movements as if he were chopping the air. 

When I was close enough I checked, and he wasn't wearing a 

Walkman. He must have been trying to provoke me or maybe 

even make me aware that I was not safe. I thought though that I 

was stronger than him and in no real danger. 

The path I walk home on separated from his. “All the 

better,” I thought. So I turned off. and he kept following the girl 

that I thought would be nice to marry. After walking about fifty 

meters farther on the path, I noticed that I could see them again 

in the distance. He was much closer to her now. 

I thought it was best to watch what he did, not really for 
this girl I thought would be good to marry, but because he was 

carrying a laser gun. It was a plastic shell so it definitely wasn't a 

real pistol. Let me make that clear. I thought if he forced me I 
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could kill him; I could possess his technology. 

At that point I hadn't even considered that he 
could be a major league spy. But like I said, he was my age. 

Eventually it got to the point where my line of vision 

would lose them both for good. I thought, "The girl I wanted to 

mam' is very close to an open field where everyone will be able 

to see her, and this man with a laser gun won't dare shoot her 

there. ” 

I thought perhaps it wasn't a laser gun. but instead some 

kind of neural disrupter. 

art by Mike Wenthe 
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Piddle d^lusic 
by 

K.C. Swanson 

How they string the soul on wires; 

the wild scurry up the spine, the jagged pounce 

through the fingertips. They summon 

the succinct bum of magnolias 

on a white sky, the throaty urgent tremor 

of crickets at the windowpanes, 

the dark warm-scented spell 

of leaves before a storm. 

They testify of dancing, 

the fragile witching of a flung neck, 

eyes swelling black under new moons, 

faces melting sweat like wax 

where old music glints yellow 

in the comers. 

They have this night 

speaking in tongues, 

singing down strings, 

humming tight the vine-fringed bayous 

where the swamp ghosts 

skate on water. 

They wink; their fingers sear the hold 

of the bow to a memory, 

blurring gold rings through space, 

vaulting seasons in an octave. The notes 

clamber dowm their wrists and finally 

grow gentle, till at last the air trembles, 

exhausted, gaping 

with the hollow rasp of silence. 



Dagger by Ara Hacopian 
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II 
'1 love fLe woman or fLe man. 

by 

Zarena Aslami 

(!) 

I love the woman or man whose gaze doesn’t fall under mine. 

My mother 

My sister 

My unusual friend. 

When I study a face, I look for the texture: 

the pits, the uneven blood, the scars; 

trenches that my sight can hold to; 

what light harshly jets into relief. 

Too disoriented to leave the floor of the closet, where I talk with 

you through the door 

(dress hems crowning my head) for an hour, my soul laughing 

with happiness. 

The boy I love, the same becomes a man not through derived 

power but in his own right, 

Wicked, rather than virtuous out of conformity or fear, 

Fond of his sweetheart, relishing well his steak, 

Unrequited love or a slight cutting him worse than a wound cuts, 

First rate to ride, to fight, to hit the bull’s eye, to sail a skiff, to 

sing a song or play on the banjo, 

Preferring scars and faces pitted with smallpox over all latherers 

and those that keep out of the sun. (In 1233-1239) 

(Can you trust an Outline?) Can you speak an outline? 
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What I can't seem to get over is how much we talk about what 

we want. 

Instant desire: just add water. 

Wear down the walls or just graffiti them? 

Slow etch crawl: inscribe with unnailed fingers a new motto. 

The simple sweetness of bodies touching reappears in my dream 

and forces my semi-chartered face in a foreign direction. 

(@) 

I meet kisses with a cetain dread. 

I'm twelve years old and a half-"bred' cracker on a persian rug, 

reading the Koran and eating green beans and ham hocks. 

I serve hot tea until two in the morning to Dark-haired men 

whose history twists Kabul. 

“the dew drop on the rose petal.” and America into a fabric: 

my father s pattern I can't find. 

The mullah whose white beard he scents with rose water while 

his three wives in black drapery hang in the next room and, 

saved from the emasculating stares of infidels, caress their 

jewelery in the dark pungency beneath their robes; 
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The short, scrunched doctor who told his wife, near dead from 

giving birth, that in the old country, women squatted on the side 

of the road, dust steaming from the ground, the caravan leaving 

them behind, and easefully, quietly strained out life with none of 

the theatrics; 

The brothers who cool the most delicious, gleaming platters of 

pilaf and spice-seized lamb, broiled eggplant, potted in sour 

cream, the gumminess flavored with tomato and onions—and 

whose daughters will not show their forearms in public. 

I am not to endure the men’s kisses of greeting anymore, a 

flushing grip on my arm tells me, a skeletal glare, a sucking will 

to outline my own. Trembling into obscure treaties, I ask for a 

coke. 

An unseen hand also passed over their bodies, 

It descended tremblingly from their temples and ribs. 

(In 206-7) 

I cut for the healing process; 

am finding I just cut. 
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(*) 
wide open 

the land parts water runs into 

a half-heard yawp from the tower 

penetrating hurt 

an eloquent pissing of relief and mounting energies 

elucidating in fluted detail how to smell 

what reminds you of that smell 

what to tell the people who smelling saw you. 

all those stories consumed by The Man, all those faces that line 

his rooms... 

the blank awe of his audience, myself among them, astonished 

and angry. 

Through me forbidden voices. 

Voices of sexes and lusts... voices veiled, and I remove the veil. 

Voices indecent by me clarified and transfigured. 

(In 518-20) 

if i could only wrench from beneath above in which lies 

having been screwed on tightly hermetically field of play “she 

bunted when i touched her.’’ 

When i walked in Manhattan this summer, a woman whose skin 

was as brittle as her cotton dress moved past me. She didn’t 
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look at me or mean much to me. i remember only her age and 

that light shone through her sheer body. 

I thought then, This street is not 

mine. The asphalt screams to rub my face until the blood beads 

up, to claim me for its own; a swollen smile and scurrying 

glances riding a convulsive body. 

i used to crave experiences like cash, to flaunt and to spend on 

those i wanted to enslave. When i finally had these memories, i 

hoarded them. Spending undermined myself. With pieces of my 

body, it bought only more clutter. 

C) 

Tonight I am left with 

the knowledge that I’ve never 

met anyone like myself. 

That the boys and girls I’ve kissed out of pity and desire 

felt my lips, knew my tongue as parts of themselves to recall 

when I’m somewhere else 

reading: 

he passes through me, each word brown like the earth and as 

fertile, 

yet a sadness follows. 
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where is this america of noble lust and embodied dignity? 

how does this song sound to the ulcerous ear? 

To the fired, firebombed. battered, negated, denied, loathed, and 

self-despised? 

Why does this Song leave such a residue of fatigue and tears? 

These are the thoughts of all men in all ages and lands, they are 

not original with me. 

If they are not yours as much as mine they are nothing or next to 

nothing, 

If they do not enclose everything they are next to nothing, 

If they are not the riddle and the untying of the riddle they are 

nothing, 

If they are not just as close as they are distant they are nothing.” 

(In 355-7) 

In my twenty-first year, 

Swathed and eased by these words close and supple, 

Able to fill what's been pecked out, 

Not shut out or denied, 

Not shunned or burned. 

But beckoned and smiled at, stroked and believed. 

Nestled in the knowing that whatever smacks me, 

My hand is also powerful. 
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Genie fur 

by 

Andrew DuBois 

won’t be genteel genie fur, 

momma say gourd a skull, 

she’s done sin sin a titty bore, 

whore you thank about that, gull? 

climb a fork you hole, yes? 

split chew ought a dim chains, 

climb a sack on gnat ass; 

shore you who ain’t know queens. 

genie fur grown a cry, 

genie fur is a go in “in- 

oh, in-oh...” 

grown a orphan is a door, 

show you orphan or for sure. 

you done done colored mary 

beach eye swear eye black, 

spit chew spit chew spit chew spit, 

make you whole and round and 

word my crown. 



Gumball by Ben Wanicur 
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Sul ns lime* s Darkness? A .Revolt Agams tAon 
by 

High Plains Drifter 

Buckshot Text 

The History of Guns 

First there were fireworks using (what we commonly refer to 

as) gunpowder in China, then the musket of Europe, and from there 

we quickly move to the Eight Shot Uzi. 

The Weapon Itself 

Eight forty five degree angles constitute a full three hundred 

sixty degree radius. Based on this premise, with one clip one can 

have full rotation while still retaining maximum penetration. This is 

of course assuming proper skills. 

How the Skills Arose 
or Paying Bills 

Prefaces to this and all matters following: 

1) Of course, to protect my families and my own safety me name will 

be represented by the letter J. 

2) I can only include what I saw. All else would be supposition. 

Anything listed as athought (even my own) is only there to 

end to the narrative track. 

3) My memory is not too good. 

Look Me in the Eyes: 

On the first night (or night 1) Cowboy Sunshine (well at this 

point he was not really Cowboy Sunshine, but rather, shall we say, 

A) looked at me as you imagine he would have given the scope and 

range of his idea which had apparently been born full grown like 

Athena. And in the middle of this public dive we used to eat at every 

night he announced his plan to his two closest friends (or as the 

Russian revolution term them, comrades), “I am dissatisfied. 
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It is high time there was a revolution around here.” As he was 
carrying a knife, we felt obliged to agree with him. Actually the knife 
was only a manifestation of the reason: we realized that A would 
become Cowboy Sunshine (well obviously not that exactly because 
he would be the one to assign names) and do what he promised, but 
that night we had to retire with, and attempt to sleep full of, 
expectation. But as I said before (you must be painfully aware of 
such propaganda), I can not know for sure whether A or D had as 
many expectations as I did. 

What He Promised 

The next night at the dive (strategy planning sessions at this 
particular place would later be known as The Tradition) A said 
“This is not a joke. Well, it's only half a joke with real points in there.” 
It was then suggested by D that like many nations and the Beatles 
that some things would be fake in this revolt and some would be real. 

“NO, it’s all real”: A : “Eight Shot Uzi will be a movement 
with goals. . . [A pauses briefly to examine boo-yah}. . . eight goals.” 

After this much was accomplished it was already time for the 
three to split into The Three Directions. I realize that the reader may 
fell that very little was achieved and at a very slow pace in the early 
stages of the revolution. This is the way it had to be. We had no 
option but to cover our tracks as well: 

Precautions 

Bean Taco Salad Girl 

She was definitely on to the trio by day five. I had personally 
told A not to order the same thing everytime. The greatest memory^ 

aid. “The usual." She would have to be Offed. 

More Precautions 

Back to the reasons that things seemed to be moving at what 
some had termed “a snail’s pace”: In order to establish cover it was 
necessary for the group to talk about the revolution (for they were 
always talking about it) in a highly developed code.1 As it was they 
were spending hours a night at the dive. People who thought they 
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knew the group were often curious as to what could be so time 

consuming at the dive: 

“Are you watching the game?”. . . “There must be booty up 
there”. . . “Are you starting a revolution?”. . . Thus the people we 

didn’t tell. 

“Insane in the Booyaaaah”... “I have questioned myself four 

times today”. . . “They are taking over!!”. . . Thus the people we did. 

Someplace Else 

Revolutions by nature always stall at crucial points. This 

phenomenon is what makes them successful in some people’s eyes, 

but unsuccessful for most others. Take, for instance, the French and 

American. No sooner did they declare their aims then they were 

diluting them with manifest destiny and tobacco (America) and 
croissants (France). Of course the Russian and industrial revolutions 

are perfectly good examples of this perceived tragedy as well. 

In this respect Eight Shot Uzi was no different. Nor did 
it want to be— 

Some Separation 

Granted, a few days time had passed (in fact as an accurate 

count we were coincidentally on day eight) and agendas, a 

manifesto, and a hit list2 had been formed (if only to say that they 

had been) and momentum was in our favor, but I was determined 

that this should not hold us back, “I am leaving.” 

“For good J?” D said in a tone that I assure you contained no 

malice. 

“WE need you!” said A with equal sentiment. 

“WE have built too much momentum and I am determined 

that this should not hold us back”: myself. 

D: “Much akin to the Buddhist theory of suffering and 

Samsara.’’ 
“Yes, yes!”: A and J. This the realization that all fronts must be 

covered (including J’s trip and D’s excitement (an insult to both or 

neither)). 

Case in Point: J’s Affliction 
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J went to visit T (infamous for being the cause of less well 

known revolutions) in a town north of where all previous action has 

taken place. It has been shown without a doubt that T is either an 

agent or a double agent.3 

The First Coup or 

How She Tried to Undermine the Whole Thing and 

No Back Bone 

“A best friend is someone I make a big commitment to.” —T 

“Me too.” —J 

As I have said before I will not pretend to know the nature 

of exact events taking place in my absence, but I can relate the now 

fables of D’s excitement and A’s sickness: 

D smoked cheeba he found in an open field. This ganja 
led him through a world. This world was not open but instead a 

chain.4 D spent days nine (9) through eleven (11) reveling in his 

discovery of a world like a chain. He justified his joy with a symbolic 

dance in which he would swing his left forearm from perpendicular 

to the ground to parallel to it. Legend has it that when done eight 

times this symbolizes the divine hammer5 breaking the chain. 
A had similar luck during this period. He is said to have 

proved beyond a doubt that his own abode would prove an 

adequate fallout shelter should this be necessary. 

Knowing his compatriots would be forging ahead at record 

pace J was under what he perceived as a great deal of pressure. He 

also knew that the greatest obstacle Eight Shot Uzi would face 
was from the inside. It seemed only natural then to eliminate the 

inside. 

A History of Homecomings6- 7 

1) Apparently, about two (2) years before the naming of the 

revolution J told T he loved her. 

2) Apparently, about one (1) year, eleven (11) months, and two (2) 

weeks before the naming of the revolution T said they could be 

friends. 
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3) On day sixteen 06) J made T state the above epigraph to this 

chapter, thus cleansing J’s mind of possibility for a period of at least 

five (5) days. If the dates are accurate this would be all the time 

Eight Shot Uzi would need to begin the first wave. 

Either The Husband Becomes Like the Wife 
or The Wife Becomes Like the Husband 

As we had often come to realize most things are grey and 

analogies never really hold together. A felt it was apparent that the 

easiest way to describe the revolution was as just that: a revolution. 

Having not quite created their own Esperanto it seemed that J and 

A could be looked at much like newlyweds who had a shotgun 

wedding. 

I realized this on day twelve (not to be confused with day 

seventeen (with good reason, I think, the five days of Tr)e 'LtclW8 
were declared lost by The Power Structure0)) when I was 

preparing photographs (not to be confused with propaganda) for the 

revolution when Matt (whose position with Eight Shot Uzi was 
monumental (as is the case with all archetypal legends (Perhaps this 

is the Proper Time for. . . 

The Origin 

On Day Negative Ten (-10) Matt and I were walking back to 

our separate rooms. We had been taking pictures (using the Pentax 

K1000) of everything unusual in the adjacent city in order to 

document and map. As we approached the walls of our town Matt 

picked up a piece of Trash (hence how we garnered the Green 

vote10). 

“Eight shot uzi! That would be a cool name for a band.” — 

Matt. 

“Bands are a great way to get AAAhhboo-yah.... Man, I had 

a toy gun like this when I was a kid. “ (Hence how J lost the Riot Grrrl 

vote) 

Matt commented that this could be the start of something and 

that surely A (at recognize that at this point all was spontaneous and 

the codenames we were already using were not necessary) would 
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at least get a chuckle out of this. A piece of that original cardboard 

remains. 

The fact that our film from that day had been exposed did not 

seem important at that time.))) 

And I said: A Return to the Newlywed Theory 

that Cowboy Sunshine and I (High Plains Drifter at this point) were 
becoming one amalgam due to the inherent nature of a revolution 

to bring unity. 

Prime Example: I raised my eyes and hands to Matt (although 

if ever questioned it is doubtful he will recall these gestures as they 

were hard to trace in the darkroom) and said “God I hope that bitch 

dies. I mean, where the fuck does she get off telling me I’m not good 

enough? I could kick her ass. . . and write better poetry too.” 

“You’re not in a good mood are you?” 

“No, I am fucking not.” As gratuitous as this language was for 

the times (we will say nothing of its present stature) Cowboy had said 

each of these words and made each of these motions before. This 

was the farthest thing from mimicry though—it was an unretractable 

statement. One that would become a parable of The New 

Aesthetic11 for both its language and its unretractableness. 

The First Wave 

Heavy anonymous campaigning took place day and night.12 

Eight Shot Uzi enlisted the aid of Reservoir to help them gain 
media approval. During this critical initial stage the goal had been 

set of a five percent recognition rate. At this point (days eighteen 

through nineteen) we were said to have felt overworked and 

underpaid. During the tradition of those nights little in the way 
of strategy was accomplished, openly acknowledged spies drank 

our beverages while we told them where we would strike next. All 

in all it was merely an excuse. None have claimed for what. This is 

not to say that cowboy sunshine, high plains drifter, or 

cheebaveda had given up. 

Many historians have made the case that cowboy was a 

technocrat, but when he said the following words we all could see 
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his vision of a squirrel preparing for a harsh winter by burying 

acorns: “Let’s forget about this shit for a while. 

Endnotes 

1 This code has never been released for fear that it may be needed again in the future. 

We can only be sure that it appeared to others (who will for the sake of the argument 

remain named as a collective whole under the pseudonym Deepthroat) that they 

were talking about escrite, music, or perhaps booo-ya (but this category was more of 

less indistinguishable from the previous two). 

2 The manifesto is included in Appendix I; the hit list and other assorted fliers/public 
documents have been seized and deemed TOP SECRET by the power structure (see 

footnote 9 (nine)). 

3 This is privy information. 

4 In Price’s retelling of the story the chain is transliterated from the oral legend as a 

“great latticework easily undone.” 

^ Once again Price differs but this time in favor of a less specific noun “tool.” 

6 If there is one thing High Plains Drifter left well documented it is his 
“patterns” with T. Some scholars on the matter would say it seems almost too well 

documented. The search for secondary sources has brought us no closer to a 

conclusion. Letters mailed to T from J contradict themselves at times and T’s own 

documentation of J’s “affairs” with her are all masked in a high modemistesque 

verse. All that can be stated for sure is that J felt T would play an important role in 

the revilution (either as an agent or a double agent). 

7 No doubt A and D have similar histories, but they seem to have hidden their 

documents better. 

8 Translated by Fish as "The Stall". This period has been pinpointed to the dates on 
the solar calendar of October Fourteenth (14) through October Twenty-first (21) with 

a margin of error of three (3) days on either end in either direction. The most detailed 

(but slightly suspect) timetable of Occurrences is thought to be given in the chapters 

of separation. Above. 

9 An often referred to group in J’s early works, but never more clearly defined than 
“something that manifests itself in The Supreme Court.” It is clear though that he did 

not intend this statement to mean that The Power Structure was The Supreme Court, 

but just that it occasionally took that form. 

Of course a metaphor, for no votes were ever cast. 

11 See the Manifesto in Appendix I. 

1 2 These campaigns were conducted in what had become a typical revolutionary 

style—an attempt to sneak ideas past the public and their five-oh (5-0). 
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Appendix I 

8-Shot Manifesto! for the Successful Confrontation and 

Immobilization of Anti-history 

Statement of Intent; herein lie the S tenets on which our philosophy for the 

successful confrontation and immobilization of anti-history are based; we being 8-Shot 
Uzi! (see J's Sunshine's Darkness: a Revolt Against You for a simultaneously sprawling 
and concise history of the organization), unified by a stridently vehement belief in the 3- 
Shots! listed hereafter as well as by several smailer but ultimately no less large points, i.e., 
"buckshot." The successful placement of all 3-Shots! on the targets (locai universal 
ideological sexual societal) proposed, proposals made by the singular Uzi! her/himself 
(!), will indubitably throw into chaos the "life-systems" currently regarded as all- 
encompassing and wiil likewise iead to the rearrangement of accepted cosmology as said 
cosmology relates to each individual "universe " 

*Note on reading and interpretation: statements in bold! print (hereafter) are 
"shots1.” of which there are 8; text immediately following each shot! is "Shrapnel" and 
serves to iiluminate the basic nature of the shot! from which it springs. Shrapnel is 
malleable and may be shaped/added to as the move is made toward the confrontation and 
as the obligatory and necessary debate between Uzis! and anti-Uzis!, i.e., tools, occurs. 
Shots:, however, are non-negoriable; though chronologically and conceptually later than 
the concepts elucidated by shrapnel they are textuaily earlier, and like calcium-ennched 
concrete in the bleax starkness of winter, were quickly hardened and came to embody the 
concepts of shrapnel and prospects not yet explored therein. Furthermore, shots!, unlike 
shrapnel, may be used for a) hasty Uzi! proseivtrang [sic?] on busy asphalt streets, b) 
rallying angry masses when combined with spittle and raised, clutched fists, and c) tee- 
shirt slogans and other marketable items (keychains, bumper stickers, souvenir cups. etc.). 

whoomph dev it is... 

1- Shot!- Level of experience and the intricate simplicity of ideas are greater than or 

equal to ( > ) established age/class dichotomies. 
Seif-expianatory. Wh3t one has done is valuable insofar as the experience has been 

processed: simple ideas are the most intricate, and the most intricate ideas are the simplest 
if, but only if they are. Age/c!ass? Maya Angeiou is old and her poetry is much worse than 
Bukowski's, who is old too. but whose experiences are better processed in his work than 
are Angeiou s in heris. If Bukowsta were fifty years older than .Angeiou and his 
experiences were not processed as weil as hers, she would be the better poet (if they were 
both writing poetry which they claimed was based only on experience (rather than an for 
arts sake (although this idea dearly fails into the category of unprocessed, and as stated 
concurrently, is therefore useless))). Sam Waiton is rich but dead. 

2- Shot!- Thoughts and tongues must be unbound! which leads directly to the new 
aesthetic: return of dit and balls to art (life). 

We are currently operating under a repressive system of seif-censorship. We talk 
about our mothers but no one else does; this leaves us without alternate concepts of our 
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)pendix I (continued) 

mother. What was the purpose of de Sade or Nin or Miller or them wacky beats or Rhett 

Butler or Guccione...we will not turn back and reclasp the shackles on different 

(metaphorical) feet. We cannot pander to public opinion, and in fact must destroy such 

constructions. If the masses don’t care for the effusions, they can take it up in the Op-ed 

pages. You can say think write hoot hollar "whatever the fuck you want" (says J). To 

allow for and promote this old respected but forgotten concept, the new aesthetic must be 

employed The "return of clit and balls to art (life)” does not mean that an or life (or life 

or art (which are in the final analysis identical)) must contain explicit material; rather, it 

means that such material should be an option. Some material may no doubt be offensive, 

and responsibility should be kept quick in the holster, but it should also be noted that 

something is offensive to everyone and everything is offensive to someone. If for nothing 

else, what is deemed offensive should be allowed, even promoted (at least in underground 

circles (we are not calling for the inclusion of the new aesthetic on cartoons, but among 

mature thinking beings)) so as to document what was once considered offensive What is 

deemed offensive is undoubtedly offensive, inarguably so, but it is also inarguably 

inoffensive, or acceptable (see 8-shotl). 

3- Shot!- "Kill yr idols," i.e., annihilate the cult of the celebrity. 
For instance, SY uttered the above quoted statement, but we do not idolize them; 

rather, we respect the concept. There is a difference, of course (see C's Analects). If 

Alyssa [7] Milano said something would you write it down and worship it and live by it 

and ask for her autograph? How about Martin Amis? Maybe write down the statements of 

either of the two for reference, but not live by, and certainly don't ask for autographs ( 

first editions may be autographed but only for the subsequent increase in market value (we 

Uzis! are, unfortunately, products of our class (though we breaking them chains))). It is 

still acceptable to respect well-meaning parents, or good parents, or good people, or good 

literature, or good ideas. Teen Beat be gone. 

4- Shot!- K.Y.E.O. 
shhh. keep your eyes open. KEEP YOUR EYES OPEN For? For tools. Tools = 

anti-Uzis! = tools. You can tell a tool by their pheromones, or their pheneromes. Both are 

indications of the anti-Uzi! and can be crushed by successfully placed shots, shhh. keep 

your eyes open. 

5- Shot!- MTV must be destroyed! 
Most obvious of the shots to follow from all other shots (although we shall see this 

is only as it seems), it is also the point at which you the viewer can most eastlv take action. 

This is not a haphazard choice of an enemy just for that purpose. We would all be fools to 

think that Eric Neis was not hand-picked to represent your ideals. While it is true Music 

Television is not alone in the effort to put down all revolutions like Darth Vadar they are 

the most powerful threat by virtue of the simultaneity of the apparent position of creator 

and insider of culcha. 

6- Shot!- Dismiss Newtonian physics/ embrace chaotic systems. 

While Newtonian physics is fine for approximations, this is no longer a time for 

approximations. WE can no longer take error as error. The weather can never be 

predicted and would you have suspected this. It has been proven beyond a doubt that 

butterflies have created more havoc than us. The point being that infinite scales are 
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Appendix I (further continued) 

infinitely transmutable and more or less there for you to transmute. It is time to get your 

shit together. 

7- Shot!- most things are grey 

most things are gray 

colour, color, water closet, toilet, fag. cigar. None of these is the end ail. How 

can you be sure? Epistemological concerns are central to all ontological ones. No 

signalling to a new Skeptic era is to be interpreted. Nothing is being interpreted but what 

can be. This so-called grey/grayness is a mere fact of lingo — leading to the prospect that 

nothing is grey in the light of... 

8- Shot!- There is infinite objective truth. 

"Formal features do not exist independent of a beings experience", "not only will it 

prove something, it will prove anything", "the facts are there, but only as a consequence of 

the interpretive model that has called them into being" As it has surely been said a million 

times before this "Truth is in the eye of the beholder". This shot is non-negotiable. 

If I can't be an Uzi! I don't want to be part of your revolution! 
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Sexy Painter Sestma 

by 
Matthew Celona 

What is it about housepainters? 
I’ve never met a more lascivious group. 
Whether on the ladder, their knees, their backs, 
the topics of conversation are invariably sex, 
the female anatomy, pick-up lines, 
one thousand euphemisms for sex and the sexy parts, and 

baseball. 

On my first crew, Bruce the Shameless unfurled his tulip, made 
me look at his balls. 

“My woman takes both in her mouth, just like a cluster of 
grapes.” For him, painting 

all day translated into erotic self-control. “You got any dates 
lined- 

up? You gonna keep it up all night, yeah you’re a painter now.” 
I was his “Joy of Sex” groupie. 

One morning he ordered me to smell his finger. I did and 
smiled. He laughed, “That’s my girl’s sex, 

good clean pussy. You draw her out on her back, 

work your thumb, her razzberry button, relax then bring her 
back 

hard. When she’s close to spitting (he let the saliva run down his 
chin), get in there with the tongue, then start balling. 

Bruce would lie on his stomach propped on his forearms, 
grinding the earth, sexing 

the grass. “You see that Matt, You see?” and we’d all take a 
break from painting 

goading Bruce, “Work it now, bring it out of her” standing in 
group 

shielding his pumping body from the lines 
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of passing traffic. Charlie the foreman would beat Bruce’s ass 

with a brush-handle, raising dark lines. 

“Bruce you horny black son of a bitch, get back 

to work!” “What’s the matter Charlie? Just because your wife’s 

griping 

about your teeny white rabbit you can’t let me have fun? teach 

the boys a thing or two about the real baseball?” 

He’d wave his “black viper” at Charlie and implore him to suck 

it. “They ain’t paying me enough to paint, 

give me a fifty cent raise and I’ll stop talking about sex. 

All I can afford for breakfast is my girl’s raw protein, Jim’s buying 

sex 

one morning each week and he’s doing lines. 

Why can’t I make his wage?” Charlie answered, “Because you’re 

a bad painter.” 

But we were all pathetic. In an eight hour workday, we spent 

four on our backs 

napping, eating lunch, bantering about the national pastime, not 

baseball 

but sexercise, the aerobic methods best for burning calories, 

what groups 

to listen to while plating, scrumping, knocking, sliding, basting, it 

was group- 

think, group therapy. No other subjects seemed worthy. What 

to eat after sex: 

One dozen Dunkin Donuts, handfuls of Cheerios, one gumball 

shared between two mouths. How best to lay the line: 

the standard standing shower bang, the kitchen counter bread 

basket Budda, the dog-ass-back- 
wards Wisconsin snap, the lap sitter sideways tipper Pisa Tower 

pop painting. 

We painters stuck together as a group, 

line-junkies, drunks, blacks, whites, all thanks to sex 

and the fact that we had balls. 
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German Women In H 
by 

K.C. Swanson 

eaven 

I grew up in the wake 

of plain bone-faced women 

with round German ankles 

who threaded veils in their hair Sundays 

and never wore bangs 

who always served the sons first, 

who loved with the same spare economy 

that made them experts with last night's potatoes. 

I wonder sometimes if they saw God 

rushing down the spangled roll of Midwest harvests, 

if they found salvation in that pure black soil. 

Was there solace in the rich ripe smell 

of lilacs, in the black-eyed Susans that burst 

from the upturned dirt of newT graves? 

What did they think of those winters 

whipping fierce into the marrow 

of the prairie, the cold that tore 

the warmth from their breath 

and raked at the eaves 

at night, the bitterness that 

made their children shrink 

beneath the scowl 

of starched mute skies? 

Was there a gentle rub of hope 

in their submission 

to dead prophets who strangled 

their voices, who bound 

their minds and broke their backs 

on washboards and plows? 

I wonder if they finally snapped 
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in Heaven 

when they saw it could not atone 

for the savage taste of earth. 

Perhaps they dashed the wings 

from those male angels, 

kicked over porcelain pedestals 

so the grains 

would scratch glass feet. 

They torched the sacred books 

and flung the ashes in the air; 

So now the snow is falling fast, 

covering the split brittle husks 

that honeycomb fields, hanging 

starved gold heads, 

and the veined square hands of German women 

are bearing up cool white pedals to melt 

in the furrows 

that point the way beyond December geometry 

to the shape of daughters. 
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And pain lias brought yon here 

by 

Jerry A. Dowless 

I am more guilty of the loving of you 

than the awful fires walking forgotten 

and alone, high in your skull’s hoary new 

acts, poems, drugs, obsessions: fragments 

I move and push together in your head, 

on your floor and through the broken window, 

the wild shards, tongues inconsolably dead 

and cut into the earth so that there no 

one can get into you and no one can 

save you and no one ever reaches teeth 

or wounds, make rot like fruit, like God, like sand 

cast alone into each of us, of each 

in Egypt: you are a sphinx, and door, 

and now Abelard: let me be your whore. 
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Higliway 116 

by 

K.C. Swanson 

In 1969 my father, shortly returned from Vietnam, 

is building roads. Roads to split the coarse skin 

of earth and stitch it back together, 

sutures up the washboard belly of the prairie. 

Highways to Chicago, Champaign, Peoria, 

roads forking like rivers, branching out 

like bloodlines, running farther 

than the Mississippi. They spread their asphalt veins 

out steady, won’t buckle or waver; 

pour salt in the winter and they’ll hardly crack. 

In 1972 my father is still building roads. 

But now he is also rocking me 

in a blanket on the wicker porch swing, 

smelling of tar, sweat, and August skies, 

shoes edged with dust. He arches his right eyebrow 

at the camera, laughing at himself 

for the impossible new weight in his arms. 

When I am older and we go driving together 

my mother will point out the roads my father helped build. 

And I will love them as if they were bodies 

for the flawless sweep of their lines, 

the exuberant stretch of them 

reminding me of my father when I was born, 

holding me with a cocksure grin, or working somewhere 

in that stunned, boundless sprawl of wild grass. 
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Lazarus songs 

by 

Andrew DuBois 

wing-spun boy drug up like twine 

spin me round or calmer singer 

wine mad juggler poured from sound 

white bob white sing undersung 

this god a godder me the singer 

cracked the crazy bells who rang 

slur an arrow slur an arrow 

syrup lip a tongue a nipple 

harder brown now breather rabid 

dug aloud a holy brain a 

skull is hole is sounder butter 

heaven climb a noisy ladder 

funeral funeral funeral 

funeral 

laugh you down or dig-un loud 

am taut a wreck am singing songs of 

jesus oranges little girl snatches 

to burn your ears like witches 
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The Great Wall of China by Josh May 
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An Elegy Eor A nne Sexton, 

TLongli Slie C nurses Me 

by 

Susan B.A. Somers-Willett 

O Woman! 

Read your life last night- 

tripped through your pages post-mortem and post-partum, 

depressed like a snow hill in November- 

thought I was reading mine. 

Heard the pills sift through your fingers, 

you fell down the stairs, broke a hip; 

I wanted to catch you in your slip, 

fall into you like a birthday. 

Saw you in the hall of the hospital today, 

blue-gowned and drugged like skim 

milk with hair strangled at the nape. 

You looked my way. 

I want to take you away from these white 

men, these pink walls with moccasined shelves, 

have an hour-long phone call and hang at the end, 

take to the sky in a wheelchair. 

I promise to push and speed 

down these Easter halls ‘til we crack free the window; 

we’ll fly like cajun angels and sprinkle the sky cayenne. 

You and I know glass is safer than God. 

Abort these old notions of needle and thread; 

we can shoot through canons, 

blind as eggs. Come now, 

Nana will take you under her 

breast, make you cookies, 

push the poison out of you, 
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spin you words to take the mouse 

out of your head. 

Everything will be all right. 

Photograph by Surekha Samal 
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Eat at .Art's 

by 

Blair Weigle 

In between bites of her broccoli and onion casserole, my 
friend asked me how many dead bodies I had ever seen. That's 

why I like her - because she's the kind of person who can eat 

casserole and discuss death at the same time. So I put down my 

fork and thought about it. and after a minute or two I was able to 

tell her that I'd only seen one. One, that is, if you don't count 

the time I watched a boy from my sister's high school class 

collapse of a heart attack at the Graduation Week picnic. Right 

there next to the concession stand, a few feet from my mom and 

I. he just lay on the asphalt, the victim of a congenital heart 

defect. The tennis coach and guidance counselor were frantically 

giving him CPR. but he was still, so still that he looked out of 

place with all that panic around him. But I ni getting away from 

my story. The sad truth of it was that he did die - but not until 

that afternoon at the hospital, so I can t count that day as my 

seeing a dead body. 

Which brings me to the time that I really did see a dead 

body, right before lunch on a Saturday afternoon with my dad. I 

think we had been running errands, which in my family has 

never been more than an excuse to go out to eat. And that's 

what my dad and I had hoped to do when we pulled into the 

parking lot of Art's Old House, and saw the train, and the truck, 

and a whole mess of state troopers. 

But before I tell you about all that, let me first say that 
.Art s Old House has the best burgers I’ve ever tasted - Lake 

County's finest, as the menu will tell you. You'd never guess this 

fact standing on the outside of the place; it’s tall, and thin, with 

severe black siding - what a cruel governess might look like as a 

building. But inside, .Art s is all heat, vinyl, comfort, smokiness, 

blue collar grease, and the best burgers in the world. That's why 

people, like my dad and I, abandon the leafy suburbs now and 

again on a Saturday afternoon to visit .Art s on the other side of 

the tracks. 
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And I use ‘tracks’ in its most literal sense; Art’s stands - or 

leans - where the Chicago-to-Milwaukee line of the Northwestern 

train company crosses over Old Rockland Road. The parking lot 

backs right up to the rusted safety bars of the crossing itself, 

which is why that particular Saturday afternoon, my dad and I 

stumbled upon the train, and the truck, and a whole mess of 

state troopers, when all we really meant to do was park the car 

and eat burgers at Art’s. 

Instead, we parked the car and saw a dead body. Well, 

not at first, anyway - at first, I just saw the massive, immobile 

engine of the train hissing in the middle of the crossing, with 

troopers swarming around it like ants on a dying centipede. The 

train’s front end had been crushed, and it wasn’t until several 

seconds later that I recognized a snarl of metal resting a few feet 

down the tracks as the remains of a truck. By this time, my dad 

had approached one of the troopers to get the details of the 

accident; he told them he was working for Metra, the commuter 

rail line - which is true - and that he wanted to make sure it 

wasn’t one of their trains that had crashed. But I think my dad 

only wanted to see if there were a dead body or not. 

There was a dead body, of course - that’s the whole point 

of my story - but I spotted it before he did. There was a big 

yellow tarp over some ground outside the tracks. I wouldn’t have 

paid much attention to it, but a gust of wind got up under it, and 

the tarp billowed open, and I looked, and I saw a dead body. 

Well, I saw a dead body, but I only remembers leather jacket 

and blue jeans - still, it was there, lying near the tracks, and I saw 

it. I looked at my dad to see if he’d seen the body, too, but he 

was busy talking to the trooper - nodding his head, and folding 

his arms, and readjusting his glasses. I looked up at Art’s, maybe 

expecting a reaction, but the stiff black structure just stared 

evenly back at me, unmoved by the dead body next to the tracks 

near its parking lot. So, I just stood there and waited for my dad 

on the Saturday afternoon that I really saw a dead body. 

He joined me soon after. I think by then he had seen the 

body, too, because he didn’t ask me about it, and he didn’t seem 

to expect me to ask him about it, either. So we walked through 

the parking lot and into the hazy hum of Art’s Old House, where 

my dad ordered one of the world’s best burgers. I ordered a 
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grilled cheese instead. We ate our sandwiches, my dad and I, and 
then we went home, leaving Art's to watch over the crossing. 
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Facsimiles of Hard Copy 

by 

Matthew Celona 

It is important 

to walk fast, 

to crepitate the body, 

see what jostles loose. 

The library stands. 

The library stands brightly, 

cleanly; soft marble erodes. 

Open a book, any book will do. 

I read somewhere that 

aliens must have erected Cheops, 

because men are not ants, 

only tenuous rubber bands 

who grow remarkably on the rack; 

that the Lord, being He is who He is, 

sent AIDS against the crooked, 

a modern plague, 

a recycled text; 

that a little pain 

never hurt anyone; 

that every story 

hinges on pain, 

a pinning down of hurt 

allowing the panacea 

to sublimate 

and whip a dead horse; 

that pain can’t be remembered, 

all memory fails, 

so that from one footfall 
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to the next, the ankle fractures, 

lifts relief and pounds broken. 

She played tennis this way, 

envisioned martyrdom, 

fourteen arrows in her Achilles’ heel. 

There is a pain 

in my left shin. 

The man receiving radiation therapy 

smokes a Winston, 

wears a jaundiced toupee. 

It hovers like a Hovercraft 

over the English Channel. 

I saw this on television. 

On television I saw 

the Israelites, the Hebrews, 

the Habirus, the bandits, 

the nomads mad at Moses 

build a pyramid for Pharaoh, 

a flat character. 

“My heart is hard. 

God hardened my heart. 

I am a masochist.” 

When ravished by pain, 

cold water was introduced 

as an artificial stimulant. 

He awoke to the chromid reality 

of a nail, forgetting the dream 

of a dead boy glimpsed 

through black ice, 

who drowned lifting a lake 

that had hardened into 

a coroner’s table. 
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■ eiitiiemeai 'l uimmacrama 

J. 

by 

Jerry A .Dowless 

“I am turning up in circles, 

“rolling on the floor 

“Can you tell if I am lying?” 

You make me act like other people do. 

Rain sculpting the jaw, peroxide blond 

pulled into short, sharp shocks. 

“Do you know what it’s like to live in fear?” 

Explode Pris through the back, 

for she writhes too fast to see, 

bleeds clay out her mouth. 

And screams like your brakes do 

the minute before impact. 

I might cry. "I am turning up in circles left undone.” 

Pull and shoot. Feel what carves from queering wheels, 

what burns from the scarring kilns 

and leaves you all skinless, painful 

and hungry and brittle, looking for Buddhas. 

But dear Judas, I am an angry ghost 

looking for stories. I lie outside you 

like a countryside, and know 

how to wait out the one 

I’ve come to visit. 

Pull and shoot, leave your hand 

where I live a little longer, 

I do not hurt enough for you yet. 

I ache for you; I love you. 
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If you do not want to kiss me, 

its alright. 

In Hell we will be of the same tongue. 

Photography by Surekha Samal 
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Forgetting Carolina Dirt Roads 

by 

Karen Wachs 

The strangest things 

passing through a life 

streaking across the windshield 

and shrinking to pinpricks 

a mile or so back. 

So even that first love 

which one is supposed to remember 

till the last day of life 

discreetly becomes the speed limit sign 

marking the dip beyond the bridge, 

the rusted Chevy in the rearview with Virginia plates. 

The way he held you 

pressing his palms between your blades; 

his secular prayer, 

and his untrimmed hair 

brushing your brow; 

a whisper in answer to your open-ended gasp 

upon him reaching the crossroads. 

Turning onto yet another turnpike 

one forgets the 

‘dammit already why doesn’t somebody fix this godforsaken 

road’ 

all the four hours of a state ago, 

and taking the long route 

to avoid construction outside the capital. 

Whereupon he rises from the bed 

arching out on those two red hands 

which crossed the Carolinas, North and South, 

leaving you lying there 

not knowing should you start 

putting your socks on 
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while the faucet runs in the bathroom, sounding 

like static coming in on AM 

as you coast through the hot, deserted heart of the country. 

Photograph by Lester Chen 
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A H iisiory ©1 Persons m 

Frank O'Hara's Book of Pies 

by 

Josh May 

I never sent postcards 

or even ever spoke to Jane 

on the phone, but my friends said 

she had a kitten named Isaac and 

a couch named Jacob (she 

had taken many men to wells 

they said she said)! and I gave 

her points just for having read 

the Old Testament. But you 

should see right through this — 

if Jane were to have screwed 

me I would have called her 

Tina and written something universal 

and timeless about it. “Chez Tina” 

(drag out your yellowed letters, 

your personism) — I’ll! give you 

a manifesto that kisses, and addresses 

that pawn themselves off as poems. 

Never let it be said that I wrote 

without a “you,” or had an effect, 

or used the correct postage. 
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H e Finally Realizes 

Sine is Gone 

by 

Elana B. Wakeman 

Upon reaching the fruit section, 

his wire basket shrills to the floor, 

flooding 2% lactose-reduced milk — 

a white river, soon mottled 

by an airstrike of coffee beans. 

The other shoppers cart bored children, 

pushing TV dinners and antacid. 

They read diet mags and flirt, sporadically. 

They hum musack-ed Madonna, 

without heed to free-range eggs 

which ooze, unsensational 

across naked carrots. 

Solemn, sacrificial, the basket yields 

beneath a pyramid of 

pears — bottoms that slope, 

reflecting flourescence like 

a sale of whores. 
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He doesn’t move. 

The pears don’t move. 

They say nothing: 

they’re just pears. 
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For a short time only, American culture offers you both conveniences of modernity and femininity. ORDER NOW!!! 

I Miss My Dishwasher by Susan B.A. Somers-Willett 
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Tlie Riglit Tiling To 

by 

Blaire Weigle 

'o 

When Jess picked up Hatch the rain had just begun to fall. 
At first the drops hit the windshield and stayed there. Then it 

rained harder and the water rolled down the glass in sticky 

streams. He sniffed and knew that his truck smelled. He 

reached down to the open bottle on the floor and screwed its top 

back on. The smell went away a little bit. Jess giggled out loud 

in the empty truck. 

Then the screen door banged shut, and Hatch opened the 

door to the cab and climbed in. The smell came back, and Jess 

knew that his friend had already started, too. Hatch picked up 

the bottle with his left hand and rested it on his knee. At the 

bottom of the driveway he unscrewed the top and took a drink. 

Just then the truck stalled and lurched forward, and Jess and 

Hatch both giggled when the drink spilled all down Hatch’s 

front. They had been friends since the third grade. It was 

Saturday afternoon so they were drunk. 

The truck quit two more times before Jess steered it onto 

Old Rockland Road. He got it started up again by pumping the 

clutch three times before turning the key. It always worked. 

The rain had slowed down to a spit and Hatch said, 

“We goin’ to meet the fellas at the shack today, Jessy?” 

They both knew that’s where they were going, so Jess 

didn’t answer. Satisfied, Hatch giggled and took another drink. 

He passed it to Jess, and Jess drank, too. Their friends would be 

drinking on their ways to the shack. They did every Saturday. 

Then they’d all drink together at the shack, and they’d laugh, and 

tell dirty stories, and drink. 

The truck stalled again, but Jess got it started up. When 

they saw the railroad tracks by Art’s Old House they knew they 

weren’t far. They had never eaten at Art’s but they passed it 

every Saturday on their way to the shack. A train was coming 

but Jess knew he could make it across the tracks. Hatch knew it, 

too. He took another drink. 
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Jess could feel the truck die just as its front wheels hit the 

tracks. He pumped the clutch three times. Nothing happened. 

Hatch looked at Jess. Jess tried again, only harder. Nothing. 

Hatch really looked at Jess and squeezed the bottle in his left 

hand. The train was too close. So Jess wrapped his right hand 

around Hatch’s, and together they held the bottle and giggled, 

because it seemed like the right thing to do. 
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Drawing by Adam Lopez 
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by 

Catherine Dent 

My bed, a warm dark 

that floats me only, one 

long-body cradle 

that calms me from my feet 

of day—void bright 

straightened time of life 

when busy like a wound 

watch my body runs. 

But night, I love the whispers: 

my burrow bed repeats, 

“—my love, my body, one 

who comes to me the night, 

You are yourself and only 

I love that—” 

My bed folds my arms 

into mouse hammocks, 

rocks me in my nest 

of toes, thighs, neck, 

nose, stomach, breasts, 

singing well a holder 

of precious goods language. 

Schoolgirl honest and lamb 

soft, my bed lilts 

slowly, to this curl of me. 
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Stepliens IFaiiiting Spells~IR.m„ 5212 

by 

Matthew Celona 

The grocery store is where I work. Tanya runs the cash register, she 

is a funny one. She has come to visit. She is leaving. I tell her I am 

going to the place where Mom and George got married, the hotel 

where you could build a five-bedroom home in the lobby. She 

doesn’t believe me, says I’m always kidding. I tell her good luck, 

break a neck, skip the elevator and fly out the window, six floors 

going up fast and a puddle of old people around her saying “spare 

some change.” She’s laughing, holding my hand and going away. 

This button calls the nurse, if I'm feeling ill I will press it. I’m reading 

a story about Russell-James and Motorcycle Boy, they fight with 

butterfly knives and bicycle chains. One has a girlfriend with thin 

hair who cries a lot but kisses real good with a hard tongue. I think 

she must be skinny from sadness. I can’t read anymore because my 

eyes go blurry. I need to remember these words for school: a self- 

elected candidate elects himself, a caucus is a meeting of cigar¬ 

smoking big guys to discuss little people, a democrat believes in 

democracy, a republican believes in something else, a right-in 

candidate wins by landslide, an independent doesn’t know who his 

friends are. I ride the bus to school. I won’t sit next to my sister or 

talk to her so no one knows we’re related. She has a different last 
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name and is younger, but we are in the same grade. It is weird to 

sleep in the same house as her. I like basketball and pretend to like 

football because my friends like it and I like to talk to them. I have 

a three-legged dog who gets along nicely, all tongue and tail 

bobbing, a little furrier. Mom won’t come because she’s working, 

George won’t come because he’s working, my sister won’t come. 

This button turns the light off. 
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Jesus Was A Well-Endowed Woman by Susasn B.A. Somers- 

Willett 
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my ears sing me locuisf 1mm 

by 

Lisa Barnes 

my ears sing the locust-hum 

in the drunken heat of southern afternoons 

burning veils and dripping Spanish moss 

under live oaks, arms extended, shadow-dark and studded 

with abandoned brown cicada shells crunching 

beneath my inquisitive fingers. 

the trees hide my grandmother’s house. 

she lives in a wedding cake, all frosting 

and air, a shrine 

of apricot rooms laced with plush draperies and fabric walls 

and stagnance. one by one I sniff 

the perfume bottles - her fragrance haunts 

black and white photographs, faces 

I can't name, she sends me 

to the mailbox - I don’t want to go, june bugs crawl inside 

and die between the pages of the Neiman Marcus catalog, 

up the road I hear a swish-swish, and creep 

silent behind the wrought iron fence 

near the bamboo trees lining the yard; 

they cackle at me, bone branches and the half-guessed eyes 

that watch me whenever I push through their private darkness 

to retrieve a lost ball or to try to see past the railings. 

I can see through the canes now, I catch blue pant flashes 

as the pool man comes 

darker than the trees. I run 

to the house to look at him from behind 
the bay window' - he doesn’t see me 

as he whistles a tune and pushes dead insects back and forth 

across the wTater. We only swim after he has gone, my 

grandmother 

and her friends collected in the pool, a duck flock, wearing 

smiles of bourbon glaze 

while the sun dances across their faces 

with the shadowr-king; he grins at me, w^e had met 
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in the bamboo cane, and when we dug up the rabbit kittens 

living beneath the chaise lounge, and again when 

I found the empty bottles at the bottom of the garbage can. 

Drawing by Adam Lopez 
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Old In Tlie IVIoiintams 

by 

Andrew Rowell 

I lay awake until two all summer, 

trying to find it in the night’s coldness 

and in the dim light rising from the cracks beneath 

creaking bunk number 15, 

knowing or fearing there was never much of my future 

to be seen in the faceless Adirondack mountains. 

I tried to read my coming days in the rotting wooden 

ceiling, hoping either a god or some earlier, wiser one, 

had inscribed some answers: how my own sons 

would run and play in spite of my growing slowness. 

The roof answered nothing, only echoed the running days of 

countless children, 

each now a lost father with only vague memories of how it felt 

to be so strong. 

Surrounding a summer of boys 

eager to prove their youth to me, 

there were always these questions of where time had hidden 

away memories of being ten years old, 

easy in the ageless light of my father’s knowing hands 

safe in his ability to fix my bike 

or bandage my mysterious scrapes 

that were my badges of honor, my pledges 

of loyalty to my neighborhood friends. 

I never recall reading pained knowledge on his face. 

He could only throw me twenty passes 

before his arm gave out. 

Now I was older, joining other new men 

to care for small pictures of our pasts. 

I will always remember them taking my hand from sailboat 

to dinner, watching my steps, mirroring them to avoid 

stumbling up the mountain. 
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for nothing would be worse than broken bones, a week in the 

infirmary, 

or tears for me to wipe away. 

I could see on the faces of the college boys the loss of 

childhood. 

After taps, we were old men fleeing from a child’s sound 

sleeping, 

seeing it as a betrayal of our nights, restless and worried. 

I was spending evenings in a local bar, kissing some girl 

from LSU and watching fellow workers pound beers; 

I could see age in our faces as we 

surrounded the bar like pioneers 

desperate for the campfire warmth. 

At night in returning, 

half-drunk on cigarette fumes and spilled beer, I could 

almost sense myself smelling the sweetness of their childhood 

coming with each breath, each creak as they shifted in sleep, 

their restlessness to live another day of soccer 

and swimming, of comic books and best friends. 

I was coming to understand and found myself praying for my 

sons. 
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Drawing by Josh Loftin 
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To HrnigerJfielcl 
by 

James Sanders 

My robe is heavy hung by the growls 

Of the thousand arms of begging souls 

Over a skeleton entwined with veins of licorice and quicklime, 

I the only angel with eyes. 

But my breast is dark as a silent mouth 

And my lantern a smoldering coal: 

Even darkness in between my atom starves, 

My throat and tunnel carved to nowhere known. 

Why do you hide as if naked, 

and cry like a hungry child? 

Why do you gnash your teeth like rats, 

and foam like 

dogs, 

and try to sell your sister to me? 

And why do you expose my ignorance with questions, 

and deride me like a half- 

breed? 

I arrive on the last day, stealing your void 

Like an old man’s thick husky finger inside a little girl 

Or the gentle imploding of a fruit decaying in the desert night. 

Before you I unshroud in shame into ash— 

They get your soul— 

Grant me your heart that I may add it to my core 

And one day walk whole, 

unknown and knowing, 

Free from this false reign 

and fleshy alms, 

And far from this dark ocean of exhumed and neverending toil. 
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Drawing by Adam Lopez 
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Some tiling New 

by 

Blair Weigle 

The sad fact of it is that if the Wal Mart hadn’t been closed 

that Sunday last month, she wouldn’t be working in this dump. 

At least that’s what she tells herself, every night as she comes off 

the shift with a few lousy dollars, and every morning as she jams 

her still-throbbing feet into her orthopedics, and heads off to do 

it all again. Of course she knew that cashiers at Wal Mart were 

on their feet all day, too, but she figured they were probably 

union or something, and got to have breaks every hour or so. 

Maybe even a lounge to smoke or watch t.v. 

Yes, she thought that sounded like a good deal all around, 

which is why she had arrived at the store that Sunday last month 

looking for “a spot.” But when she got there it was closed, and 

the Position Available sign had been taken down from the 

window, and she thought, damn, I knew I should’ve come down 

here yesterday. And as she was leaving, she saw a restaurant 

across the street, and she thought, what the hell, maybe they’re 

union too. So she walked in and went right up and asked the 

manager for a job. He asked if she had any experience, and she 

lied that yes, she had. She wasn’t a bad liar, so she got the job. 

Art’s. That’s the name of the dump she’s working in 

instead of the Wal Mart. Well, to be fair - generally she tries to be 

fair - it’s full name is Art’s Old House, and it isn’t really a dump. 

It just isn’t where she’d planned to end up. In high school she 

had wanted to own a beauty shop, but then she got married, and 

later divorced, and somewhere in between she had stopped 

thinking about beauty shops. But lately she’s begun to think 

about them again - just last week, even, she bought a book at 

Kerr’s on how to make all different kinds of hairstyles. She’s been 

practicing on herself, which is why she comes into work with a 

different sweep, or set of curls, each day. Some of her better 

attempts have gotten close to elegant, and on those days the a.m. 

cook asks her if she’s trying to hook a rich customer. She laughs 

harder than she needs to, because even the a.m. cook knows that 

customers like that don't come into Art’s. 
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Which, again, doesn’t mean that she thinks Art’s is really a 

dump. It’s clean, the burgers are fair, and cheap, and there’s a 

little Rondout Historic District plaque outside that says that Art’s 

stands where one of the earliest major train robberies took place 

over a century ago. And every time she sees it in the parking lot, 

she sighs, because everyone says that’s the last excitement Art’s 

has seen. She believes it, too. 

The last excitement, that is, until the morning she comes 

to work in a french twist coerced into place with dozens of 

bobbie pins. She spent almost forty minutes getting it right this 

morning, and she’d be damned if it didn’t hold. By the time 

lunch rolls around, it looks like her hairstyle might make it 

through to the dinner shift, and she chalks it up as a good day, 

forgetting - or at least not minding very much - the ache that has 

sharpened to a pain in her left heel. She’s picking up her tip from 

the drafty booth near the door, when Art’s is engulfed by a roar 

of crushed metal and catastrophe. 

While she’s standing at the booth near the door, patting 

her hair into place, and wondering if maybe the grill hadn’t 

exploded, the newly arrived p.m. cook rushes in. He begins to 

gush that oh my god, he was looking out the kitchen window at 

the tracks, and all of a sudden, oh my god, a train came and hit a 

truck that had stalled on the crossing. Everyone inside Art’s runs 

to become everyone outside Art’s, but she doesn’t follow - 

instead she sees her opportunity, and eases into the vinyl booth 

for a rest. She hates the slow hissing noise the seat makes when 

she sits down - it makes her feel fat - but she loves the heavenly 

sensation of her blood settling somewhere other than her feet. 

She’s lucky, too, because for the rest of the day she has 

the restaurant to herself. Diners straggle in every once in a while 

to get fueled up for their gaping, but the p.m. cook and even the 

owner are outside gaping too, so she gets to send customers 

away, from her seat in the drafty booth near the door. She knows 

she’s losing tips that afternoon, but she figures her feet could use 

the rest. 

The owner comes in a little later to say that he supposes 

she can go home for the day, seeing how there’s a tragedy and 

all. She’s rested, so she’s humming when she goes outside to her 

car. The wreck is a mess, and of course she feels bad, but really 

only the kind of bad that she feels when she sees a fire, or a 
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murder on the news at night - she gets tired of feeling bad, so 

she tries not to do it for too long. So she leaves, not even looking 

at the Wal Mart, and decides to try a braided bun for tomorrow. 

Photograph by Dave DeVito 
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by 

Brian Weinstein 

An aluminum pole 

with a net attached, 

used in suburban pools 

to keep the leaves from interfering with the children, 

can do nothing to save the infant boy, 

bubbling and sinking in his pool, dying, 

like his sister can. 

Still a child herself, 

still all freckles, 

her belly still the belly of a little girl, 

she can scoop him up from the water 

like nothing resembling jacks or ice cream, 

and shiver with the taste of heroism 

forced upon her too early, 

while the autumn leaves on the water’s surface settle, 

after all this commotion, 

like generous dabs of finger paint drying. 
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David on the Rug by Laura Poole 
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utli' Woman Pamimg 

(Or, Tlie H iimor of Erato) 

by 

Catherine M. Dent 

Once unexpected a poem rolled over 

as daylight drip-dropped away. 

I had been painting a room off-white. 

To run for writing tools would have been 

superfluous, not to mention 

garnering of undersirable attentions. 

Instead I took the paintbrush 

and gingerly tipped the tops 

of my fingers while I thought. 

The test patches pleased me, ten 

small eggs in the setting sun. 

From the freshly off-white window I watched the men 

as they packed their valuable work devices — 

rollers, edgers, ladders, dropcloths— 

like toughened babies into the work van, 

then roared fom the house without me. 

I waved with fleshy ghost fingers 

all frosted now, then dipped 

both hands into the bucket. 

The poem spackled every crack of my palms 

slipping like a tongue between my fingers. 

I lifted these dripping gloves 

over my head and down the milk slid 

into my tanktop armpits until I stripped. 

The evening in the off-white room 
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ricocheted off new walls onto me, 

a becoming creamy nude, while the poem 

swished patiently in the plastic tub 

(I quickly finished with the make-up, the wet wig, 

the slick bodysuit and footprinting hosiery shoes) 

and then rolled my body around the room walls. 

We made love dressed-up, gave 

multiple births over wood floors. 

I was naked with Erato long into the night — 

a slippery paintbrush labouring words 

in off-white on off-white. 
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Athens: Sad Geometry by Andrew DuBois 
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Letter to ElizaLetli, Witlk INo 

Oisrespect for Motl ier 

by 

Karen Wachs 

1991 
We jokingly called that hole of a room 

in which you lived for a year 

the womb. 

I’ll tell you now, though, 

it was where we were born 

definitively once and for all in the here/now 

without the fuss and blood of the first go-round. 

And you probably don’t know this 

so I’ll tell you that 

my new fist blossomed, opened 

and found the new fingers of my new twin 

(of whom I had the strangest feeling of knowing 

in another lifetime). 

We blinked our eyes against the remains of smoke 

that stroked your floor and curled up in the four cold corners 

of your pinched corner room in the attic of the country. 

Had we opened the curtained door 

of that high old brown house in which 

your room resided we might have seen 

the bus easing to its 10:20 stop at the corner of Kirkland, 

even gotten on with some hectic exchange 

of pocket-blackened silver change (not knowing anymore 

what money meant) 

and struck out to feel the yesterday-same city 

with today-different hands. 

Only later did we find the nerve to do so. 

From the fingers of a sickened soul 

sprout flowers; 

we have merely to take Van Gogh as an example. 
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Is it so surprising then, that despite the forest 

rooted in around your citadel— 

the smothering shade of month-opened wine bottles, 

street cats wandering in at ungodly hours, 

paper napkins scattered in surrender after your housemates’ 

Poker night— 

should make an appearance 

these curious new saplings of which I am one? 

Tossing aside a laugh, 

we called that grubby room 

in which you lived for a year 

the womb. 

Who would have known that in our 

two or three-day sublet alone; 

throwing wide the windows to let November in to hang with 

hiding our hair in braids, 

calling back to our minds the grip and aroma 

and the raw edge of stubble 

given in the embrace of some Church Street man who carried 

everything he owned on his back, 

that this was no joke. 

Well, who would have guessed? 
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Drawing by Lester Chen 
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Tlie Passed 

by 

Bret Witter 

I remember coming home and seeing her sitting at the 

table working the old black Singer sewing machine. She would 

be hunched over, drawing the cloth steadily under the needle, 

working the pedal with her foot slowly up and down. The 

needle would be a blur of motion and the sound of it punching 

through the cloth would fill the room, a pleasant, rhythmic, 

mechanical sound. She was a large woman, even half hidden 

behind the table. The flesh hung down on the back of her arms 

and her fingers were pudgy but agile, working the cloth. Her 

body spread forward and out under the soft flower dresses she 

used to wear, the kind that hang like a curtain over the body and 

seem barely even to touch it. She looked appropriate sitting 

there in her bright dress with the checkered yellow wallpaper 

behind her. Looking back, the image even begins to seem 

charming: an old woman, the sunlight streaming through an 

enormous window on her right throwing soft shadows across her 

fleshy features, across her flower dress, as her fingers nimbly 

work an antiquated sewing machine. 

My grandmother drove across the country to visit us about 

once a year. She would arrive almost without warning, an old 

memory in a wavering mind. She would hang about the house 

for a while, a presence rather than a person, and then she would 

be gone. Almost as soon as she arrived she would set to work 

mending our clothes or the old couch or anything else that could 

be fixed with a needle and thread. She seemed more of a 

servant than a guest, a lodger rather then a close relative. We 

never talked much; she seemed to prefer the company of the old 

sewing machine to my conversation and I was satisfied to let her 

go about her business. Most days, Grama simply mended things. 

But some days I would come home from school and she 

would not be sewing. Instead, she would be sitting at the table 

with a smile on her face, distant tremors in her eyes, the echoes 

of some other place. She would motion me softly, tell me she 

wanted to show me something. I would go to her and see the 
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past spread out before me on the on the table, the old 

photographs laying in a jumbled pile. She would hand them to 

me one by one, the old faces, forgotten by everyone but her. I 

could see the years in the yellowing corners of the photographs, 

smell their age in the stale odor of my grandmother. But she was 

vibrant on these days, passing her pudgy hands over the pictures 

with the excitement of a child. She would snap up one photo 

and then another, whispering in a slow but steady voice the 

related stories. I would drift along beside her, nodding although 

I barely heard her words, although the old eyes were barely 

strong enough to hold my attention even for a moment. And then 

she would show me the picture. Every year she would finally lift 

from the pile of memories the only snapshot that really 

captivated me, the only one I can remember clearly today. 

Two people stand against a railing and behind them 

stretches an enormous body of water. They are dressed in 

Sunday clothes, a dark suit and a white dress with dark lines 

around the waist and collar. The man has his arm around the 

woman and they are smiling, leaning back against the railing and 

smiling at each other. How thin she was in those days, I would 

think to myself, how beautiful. Her face was smooth and 

delicate, almost radiant beneath her curling black hair. I could 

almost see the vibrant red of her lips, the ecstatic blush of her 

cheeks. She was girlish and immature, giigling as if at the 

thought of her own beauty. Her eyes were dark and carefree, 

her neck arched casually, gracefully, as if she were leaning 

toward the afternoon sun. But there was no sun above her, only 

the brown and crumpled border of the picture, a picture that had 

faded from crisp black and white into subtler shades of brown. I 

saw her fingers holding onto the corner. Her nails were brown 

and cracked, the skin blotched and discolored. They were 

pudgy and bent, her trembling and misshapen fingers, her old 

arthritic fingers. But they were also white and delicate, carelessly 

clutching a black bag against her thigh. She was elegant. Her 

leg ran in a smooth line beneath her dress, the calf exposed 

seductively below the fabric, terminating in pale, slender ankles. 

She was so slender and shapely, so beautiful against the dark 

expanse of water, so playfully beautiful under that ceaseless 

moring sun. 
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“Isn’t he handsome?” Her voice was inside my ear and far 

away. I could smell her beside me at the table. 

“Yes,” I said, and then looked at him. He was tall and 

powerful, standing with solemn dignity, although his face was 

playful and serene. She never referred to her second husband, 

my step-grandfather, as handsome, he was always a good man, 

but when she spoke of him. . . Yes, he was a handsome man. 

I see him standing beside the road, shirtless and sweating 

in the blistering sun. He is shadowed and looking away over the 

horizon as if he finds the burning sky unutterably beautiful. This 

is not a picture, it is something I composed in my head a long 

time ago. He is standing beside the highway with the same 

dignity that he stood against the railing. He had loved his work. 

He had smiled as he hefted his spade, the hot summer sun 

blazing behind him. Who knows, my father sometimes says, if 

he had lived I may have made my living laying drainage pipe 

beside the highway, too. 

But he had not lived. He had been killed in a hunting 

accident when my father was two, when my uncle was just over 

three months old. How that moment must have torn her, when 

she found out that her husband was dead. She must have felt a 

sudden emptiness and all the anguish in the universe must have 

flown in to fill that hole. It is impossible for me to know what 

she went through, even harder for me to describe it in words. 

She had been emptied, and yet she had survived. She had gone 

to church, she had fallen back on her family. It was only much 

later that my mother told me that Uncle Wally, my grandmother’s 

brother, the one who had been to Alaska and shot a polar bear 

and laid the hide out on the floor of his retirement home in 

Texas, had also shot my grandfather. I wondered how the family 

had managed not to disintegrate completely, how she had kept 

herself from doing something irrevocable in those delicate first 

moments when she heard that he was dead. 

So she raised two children alone on a farm in Indiana. 

She worked two jobs to support them, worked twelve hours a 

day for twleve years, and when my father was fourteen she 

remarried. He was a good man, that’s all she says about him. 

My father tells one story about his step-father. ‘I was a senior in 

high school,’ he says, ‘and I knew my father was going to die. 

He had lung cancer and wasn’t expecteed to live more then a 
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few months. It was the last game of the season and I knew he 

would never see me play baseball again. I was four for four 

when I came to bat in the last inning. I looked up into the 

stands and saw him smoking a cigarette. He took it out of his 

mouth and smiled at me. When I hit the ball it felt good, it felt 

like I had hit it perfect, but it was only a towering fly ball to left 

field. An eighth of inch lower on the bat, a fraction of a second 

faster, and it would have been a home run.’ He stops there. I 

don’t know what difference it would have made if my father had 

hit a home run that day; he seems to believe he came close 

enough. 

That man, my grandfather I suppose, had worked in the 

steel mills since he was fifteen years old, rolling molten steel into 

long, thin sheets. My father had aslo started working in the steel 

mills when he was fifteen, lugging heavy metal scraps to the 

recycling pit. But he had gone to college, the first in the family. 

(I don’t know how she did it, he says, shaking his head, it must 

have cost a fortune.) My step-grandfather never went to college. 

He worked in the mill, rolling out steel, for forty years. When he 

retired they gave him a watch, which I wear on my wrist today. 

Inscribed on the back are words: UNITED STATES STEEL 

HONORS H. MEYER FOR 40 YEARS OF LOYAL AND 

DEDICATED SERVICE MAY 1970. He died a little more than a 

year later. I can’t help but believe that hard work had finally 

beaten him down. 

My grandmother didn’t sew much the last time she came 

to see us. Instead, she sat at the table and looked at the 

photographs, looked long and hard before putting them away. 

She drew me close and told me the old stories, longer versions 

than I had ever heard before, new stories that relieved the 

boredom and guilt. They were dying with her, she knew that 

although I didn’t realize it until now. All those stories and all 

those faces were dying and she was trying to give them to me. 

The family and broken up, they had scattered to Arizona and 

Alabama and Minnesota. No one knew each other. She was the 

last historian the last person who would keep in contact with he 

entire family, the last person who would consider those people a 

family. Do I remember her saying, or have I imposed this 
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thought upon those last coherent days, that no one goes to visit 

the old graves anymore? 

A few months later I heard that she was bedridden, that 

she had stomach cancer, only six months to live. I heard my 

father sob into the phone, ‘I told her to have it looked at.’ I 

remembered the pain she had been feeling. She would not get it 

checked out; she didn’t trust doctors. 

I saw her one last time, just before my sixteenth birthday. 

The room was dusty and dark, illuminated by a glowing yellow 

patch on the wall, a window with the shade drawn down. The 

sheets, yellow or maybe just dirty white, were pulled up to her 

neck. She didn’t move as I came in, just lay beneath the sheets 

with her arms at her side, her head tilted back. The flesh was 

hanging off her arms and her cheeks had slid down onto her 

neck. It was ominous how such a large woman, with all her 

flesh still on her, could look so emaciated. I came up beside her 

and grabbed her hand. It was soft and warm, but I could feel 

every twist in the bones, could feel them hard and cold beneath 

the flesh. I remembered the young girl by the water and the old 

woman with the sewing machine. . . I looked to her face. Her 

mouth was slightly open, a black crevice, and her eyes, hidden 

behind flabby lids, seemed to have sunk back into the shadows 

of her skull. I leaned forward and whispered, ‘I love you 

Grama.’ I could smell her in the motionless air in that room, the 

stench of decay. She opened her eys but didn’t seem to see 

anything, didn’t seem to know they were open, seemed to exist 

in another place where I could not go. I thought of the woman 

with the pictures. ‘Lon, Lon,’ she whispered hoarsely. She was 

calling for my father. 

It was the time of day when the world is most dynamic, 

even in silence: objects were becoming shadows, shadows were 

lengthening into darkness, and darkness was revealing the 

objects that had almost been lost. Or at least that’s what I 

thought as we drove to the trailer park where Grama had lived 

out her final years. A figure was rising out of the shadows at our 

approach, a person, an individual, a woman sitting on her back 

porch with a white sun visor and a pleasant smile. She waved, 

said she was a friend of Ruth’s, asked if I was the grandson who 
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had written the letter. ‘You are to be commended, young man,’ 

she said, ‘that letter made her very happy.’ 

I had written a letter. I had given a testimony. I had 

brought joy to that dusty, sunless room. I was to be 

commended. I had told my grandmother that I had accepted her 

death and found strength in the church, just as she had found 

comfort in God when her world had been shattered so many 

years ago. I had told her everything was all right, that she was 

going to a better place than either of us could imagine. In short, 

I had told her a lie. I had written a calculated lie, a brilliant lie, a 

final, unbreakable lie that she could take with her to the grave. I 

had assured her that she still knew the world, that it was as pure 

and fulfilling as she believed it to be, that her work had not been 

in vain, that I, at least, of all her descendants, was the kind of 

person that would make her proud. 
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Still Life by Deborah Forbes 
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For JFolm, Wko Reads I Ins 

Several Males F rom H ere 

by 

Susan B.A. Sommers-Willet 

I am walking down the mountain at Windy Gap 

in clothes too large for me, 

clothes I will eventually grow into, expanding like a tick 

and I think I might tumble through these red hills 

into the hands of someone I cannot see from here. 

I fetch water for the girl whose twelve-hour labor 

has just turned thirteen while I tangle like hair 

in these thickets. They make me late. 

But I have excuses: they chose me for this task because I 

was only four months along and three days new. 

My introductions didn’t come with directions 

or multi-colored maps sketched by hand, 

only thin-lipped instructions spoken 

from women with the tongues of angels, or so they say. 

My brow grows warm with the steam of 

white-hot engines churning behind Carolina sun. 

This is when I think of you, the you who is several miles 

gone or away, I can’t decide which. I asked you to sing 

dirges on an April lawn and instead you threw me a pot. 

My heart was shaped like the clay under my boot. 

Now after I have been melted and molded and fired 

by hand, my body glazed and hard with all but one 

bubble, I have become part of this earth which you touch 

somewhere with your kilns. My heels sink deeper. 

Sometimes I stare at the sky too long and think that 

I might find your eyes hidden in the pockets of clouds, kept 

like a secret. I know you watch me when I am not looking, 
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your eyes unprotected, melting like spun glass in ovens. 

You see, I have this engine in my belly turning 

like soil under plow. Its pistons tick and flush 

as if it is alive. You were there to kick 

the ashes, to keep its heart aglow. 

Most days now I can’t decide if I’m 

orphan or dame. Your eyes are so close 

to God but your hands are from holy. 

I have let them pick at my heart scabs for too long. 

Just for the record, it’s not as if I never warned you 

that my tongue was impressionable, my body sometimes mean. 

I was pushed into this clay and baked as bread, 

trapped like yeast and shaped to stay. 

And now this body has become my weapon, unbeknownst 

to the Magi who will come in winter bearing gifts. 

I will bear down. You will be bearded and sleeping aside 

your hearth, your breath almost steam by firelight. 

As I pull the bucket upshaft from the well, 

I remember the bricks we cooled after firing so much earth, 

the water shocked black from their smoky sides and underbellies. 

I was afraid they might break, like my hands now indenting. 

I can lift my head to see the steeple so well laid 

from here, a cross shunting up over pines in thick adobe, 

the walk is uphill. I hold the pail full and 

white-knuckled, as if I am shaking a hand. 
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Porch In Sunlight by Laura Poole 
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'Rules For anti Secrets Albouit 

by 

Andrew DuBois 

It is “rumors of ghosts chained to ghosts” 

(set yourself on fire), all 

Tide and gasoline; 

Not butterflies but birds that eat their young. 

Rotary dial a pulse and fuck your mouth. 

This is numbers and napalm, 

Anniversaries 

(to suck you out) 

To suck out the oxygen from the skin of time. 

It is happy and a happy lie and Derrida, 

Defining terms, and wine 

(soft in the mouth to say if it is anything 

it is two swans whispering). 
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Longings of the Monuments 

by Deborah Forbes 

This train condenses time into a series 

of unconnected perfect gestures, the greenhouse 

ceilings of stations and the woman 

with a lap full of fish linked only 

by its motion, simple as a passion. 

The imprecision of bombing leaves us 

Nazi eagles next to memorial angels, 

images like organ music, commanding 

and unreliable, the sound opaque as wax 

burning in my palms. And I am trying 

a reproduction by grids, tracing ghosts 

not of people but old stories unable 

to complete themselves, my body pressed 

against the blind iron gate. These are 

monuments of desire—I want to translate 

pasts, the most foreign languages. 

The bronze statues green and grow supple; 

the kittiwakes materialize like wishes 

from foam; somewhere outside the wet city 

casts up reflections; somewhere outside 

girls are jeering and smoking 

tough and oblivious as angels. 
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An Ode Awaiting Your Death 

by James Sanders 

If I rise within your statue 

might I be more than an ornamented, internal shadow— 

touch your lips from within the breathless chamber, 

roam and canter like the stallioned night across your desert— 

must you mention God within your iron whisper 

to crush my spirit, distill to mortal. 

Might I have built within myself too many gods, 

abandoned the fruit of my spirit, 

forgotten apricots decaying at your marbled feet, 

might I have let too many prayers as praises kiss your cheek, 

petals that descend and bless with sinful, blasphemous fingers? 

Indulge me, never fear— 

if I have through you blossomed 

and conjured with my scent the hungry messenger of death. 

I'll neither craft nor scrawl your carved sarcophagus 

but distract you like these curled and withered, whispering 

garlands— 

and the jealous God can feast upon my cancer. 
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T RENCH 

by John Gou 

These mouths, hollowed by rain, 

Cede to soundless vanishing the gut sieve 

Now recouped of the rain's losses 

And gone to slag for oiled guns. For weeks 

The torsion screams in our hands. 

Blood transfixing gunmetal in reclamation 

Of the bone; it being desirous of union 

With the hands—to blossom from them 

As flowers of war. These, when they come. 

Are grapnel-shaped; in dreams we drag them 

Plow-wise across the Front, and leave behind us 

Canyons big as God to draw down shell. 

For those of us left, ravine-sick acres 

Will fleece this sleep against moon-pull 

Of flak-elevators, though dreams mine prospects 

For Big Sky. Simply float a levee down 

Earthside past earshot of wind and cornrows 

And journeys jump some ten, twenty feet. 

But the kerosene out, the only sky left 

Is where soldiers sink a mineshaft marrow-wards 

To supply-line ore, tugging freight to bone-china. 
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North and South but in German 

by Andrew DuBois 

This is a cursed poem, Tiamat split 

into rivers 

the sun a pregnant letter. 

This is now a callous, or wax, 

the sun a broken chalice. 

Broken pleasure, yester¬ 

day 

a new language for thieves 

who can't laugh in Russian translation. 

"Te-he-he through an overcoat false full of 

mortar. 

Take brick from a stable kiln 

I'll write from my cock if the moon 

is an orange or planet 

through pieces, time, suck 

to orbit 

strain on the door; 

a flag unfurled, a silver tongue made slow; 

religion- the cold face- no text is pre¬ 

determined. 

We'll speak. The eyes of God ship the words 

up North, it's south but in German 
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Esoterica 

by Bret Witter 

This is a dream of mine, a true live waking dream—Don 

DeLillo and his professor friend walk into the sandwich shop 

where I work. 

I'll have a turkey on rye—no mustard. And a coke. 

Sure Don. 

You know me? 

Of course. You're Don DeLillo. 

How is it you know him? 

I saw his picture on the back of Great Jones Street, first 

edition, 1973. I've been carrying that image around in my head for 

years. 

That's frightening. You could be psychotic. 

You could be insane. 

I was in your class. Last semester. 

Amazing. I don't remember you at all. 

We read Mao II. Fascinating stuff. 

Thank you. 

A novel without a center. A spiral. Like the universe. I 

like that. 

What? What is he talking about? Don? 

I don't know—and it was my book. 

You shouldn't try to write the great Italian-American 

novel. I heard you might try to write the great Italian-American 

novel. I don't think you should. 

What kind of advice is this? 

Go ahead boy. Say your piece. I'm listening. 

Italians are real men, big men. Big people. Italians have 

hair, lots of it. You don't write about men with hair. 

I don't write hair? 

You need three dimensions for hair, not two. Two dimen¬ 

sions—no hair. Not that I don't like two dimensions, caricatures. 

I'm not being pejorative. They work. They work for you. But they 

don't work for hair. 

And Italians need hair? 

Of course. Lee Harvey Oswald, Kennedy—these guys can 

have no hair. But not Italians. 

You don't think Oswald had hair? 
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He was caricature, hallucination, abstraction. Wasn't that 

the point? He was folded paper, origami. That's what the philis- 

tines and simpletons missed. 

Who's hallucinating here? Is it me? Is it me, Don? Tell me. 

George Will—what a schmuck. If George Will were here 

right now I'd say, Mr. Will sir, your article on Libra was the most 

mindless, fascist, misguided piece of tripe I've ever seen. My 

question is—what makes you think Don DeLillo gives a damn 

about you or politics or something as irrelevant as a liberal 

agenda? 

That's quite a speech. 

I've been dreaming about it. 

This you dream about? George Will. You dream about 

George Will when there are big things out there, big things. Love, 

the universe, women crossing and uncrossing their legs like 

umbrellas. 

That's quite a metaphor. 

Pretty words, that's all it was, pretty words. That phrase 

meant nothing, which made it more beautiful. Don't you see? 

That's what you write, pretty words. Fuck the Italians. Your next 

book should be about words. 

Listen son. I used to like restaurants. The little autonomous 

groupings, the knots within the carefully crafted system. The 

tables like atomic nuclei and the waiters like roving ions. The 

communal sensation, variation on a theme. I used to love the 

anonymity of the public arena. The modern festival. The opportu¬ 

nity to publicly stuff your face. You've taken that from me. You 

may have taken every restaurant in the world from me. Please, 

son, shut up and give me my food. 

It doesn't always end that way. Almost never, in fact. Most 

of the time it ends well, very well. Don DeLillo likes me, and 

what's more, he respects me. And the beauty of it all, of this 

fantasy, is that his professor friend writes me a kick-ass recom¬ 

mendation for graduate school. 

the shrapnel shattering of the bone 

Like thunderous paws of ice— 

1 trailed your dropping teeth 

Like flies across the winding cloth 

that was our bed— 
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You're drunk. 

I was just reciting a poem I heard somewhere. 

Where would you hear something like that? 

Anywhere. All serious amateur poetry involves bones or 

sex. Usually both. And blood. If the poet is female, blood. 

I did not know that. 

I know a lot of things you don't know. I collect esoterica. 

Did you know Wallace Stevens never learned to drive? 

Who's Wallace Stevens? 

Yeats had a monkey gland surgically implanted onto his 

prostate. Joyce learned Swedish just so he could read Ibsen. 

Roseanne Barr used to weigh 78 pounds. 

Really? 

She was 12 at the time. But Alexander Pope never topped 

100 pounds. And Kerouac, or his stand-in, has appeared on televi¬ 

sion over 300 times since his death. 

You don't say. 

Does the name Trent Hill mean anything to you? 

San Francisco. 1950. 

So you've met Trent Hill. 

Beatniks all up and down the block. Juke joint at the 

bottom of the hill spinning rhythm. I was there man, I was there. 

But you're only twenty. 

I was there in spirit. 

You're right, you're right. That's what matters. Spirit. The 

real is irrelevant. 

Did I say that? 

Objects are nothing. They do not exist. 

But what about trees, tables? What about that beer? What 

about joints for Christ's sake? 

Drugs or bodily fulcrums? 

What about that babe over there in the red dress? 

Objects are nothing. Words, thoughts—they are all that are 

real to me. You forget, my friend, that I am blind. 

You're not blind. 

Fuck. You're right. 
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I. 

[HERE'S THE FUCKING TEXT] 

by Josh May 

here's the fucking text... unpregnant finally 

you sav it sounds just right and a little 

... i threw my mother fucking grand street 

clear across the room, it is still 

worth using all of those words. 

I visited with Tina on March 28 

. She had a thirty minute layover. 

there are extractable parts of a poem, says someone, where the word 

retains the word, and so on. The same could be said about 

personalities. 1 am just a translator, someone said. 

r. 

here is the fucking text... within is 

tina's teacher, peter gizzi. i have spent 

days with him and still he is an airport, 

as long as i have the right number of lines. 

runways runways, i mean. 

josh, when you started to make sense 

is when you stopped caring, tina 

said, this is the way our bodies work — 

a defence ... she has read one hundred 

three of my poems not counting this one. 

1. 

I giftwrap this as a present of subscription 

— a written written work that can be pulled 

apart as easy as a ribbon ... or a transition 

... "from here to there" was always culled. 
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already something 1 said clearly to you 

in gate one. so they could ask me if 

you were real and i could point to clear 

... andrew says we kill people that way. 

I quoted him, terrorists are never real. 

let's count the things the i did in this fucking 

poem: finished it, renumbered it, finished it 

made tina andrew, wrote wrote, pretended to 

make tina andrew, wrote wrote, and pretended 

that the issue at hand could be a quarterly. 
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Junked cars by the Barn 

by Laura E. Poole 
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Paper Crowns 

by Lisa Kalich 

It was the night Holly got homecoming queen. She sat 

royally in a folding chair, decorated like a throne, with a cheap 

paper crown on her golden hair. She smiled at just the right 

moments and winked at people in the crowd. She had the winning 

look perfected. She'd been practicing. 

It happened the day before school started when we were 

modeling our first day outfits for each other. She had been sitting 

on a little stool with oriental print, in front of a big oval mirror 

when she told me her secret. “I'm going to get homecoming queen 

this year, don't you think?" We both knew she was. “Yea," I 

muttered. Holly's response to my answer was another question. 

“Do you think I should practice for—well, you know—the cer¬ 

emony and all?" I gave her a disapproving look and she laughed, 

but I could tell she was serious. “Why would you wanna practice, 

Holly, you do everything perfect, it comes naturally." She changed 

the subject. “I think Chad's gonna finally ask me out. He called 

last night." I just looked at her. She was examining her eyelashes 

in the mirror. She always complained that they weren't long 

enough. In junior high she had even tried something called Eye¬ 

lash Miracle Growth. “I said Chad called last night." “Yea, yea, I 

heard you. So, great for you, what do you want me to say." Holly 

stopped looking at herself and turned around. She said, “What's 

wrong with you, I never thought you were the jealous type." “I'm 

not jealous, Holly, it's just that you always complain about how 

ugly you are, how stupid you are, and now Chad's gonna ask you 

out and you're gonna get homecoming queen. You're so perfect. 

Everybody knows it. You know it. It just makes me sick when you 

act like you've got all these problems. I'm tired of pretending to be 

sympathetic. Oh you poor baby, your eyelashes are too short, 

you're too skinny, your hair's too blonde." Holly just stared. She 

wasn't upset. I knew then she had a secret. Maybe I had always 

known. 

Holly got up from the makeshift throne and her atten¬ 

dants, two eighth graders, removed her crown and robe and 

handed them to her. She was escorted off the field. My eyes 
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followed her. She went to the concession stand walking hand in 

hand with Chad. He gave her a congratulatory kiss and bought 

her a Seven-Up. Anything else made her break out. Chad went 

back into the locker room for the coach's halftime pep talk and 

Holly made her way up the stairs of the stands. Little kids whis¬ 

pered how pretty' she was, while adults used words like gorgeous, 

stunning, and exquisite. They commented on how lucky her 

parents were or said things like “she is so blessed." She passed by 

where I was sitting. She waved, but I don't think the greeting was 

intended for me. We haven't talked much at all since she told me. 

Her eyes were blank. She was somewhere else. She faced 

the mirror again. “Holly, I'm sorry, listen, I didn't mean to hurt 

your feelings. You're probably right, I'm just jealous. I'm really—" 

Holly opened the drawer at the end of her bureau and removed a 

little white book. It was her diary. She flipped through it silently, 

her fingers trembling. She stopped and removed an envelope that 

had been stuck between the pages. She handed it to me. “Open it," 

she said. The envelope was white and I could see a picture inside 

it. It wasn't sealed. The picture was taken with an out of focus 

Polaroid. It looked like a park. Holly was sitting in front of a tree 

holding the hand of some guy in a Polo and khaki colored shorts. 

She looked happy. “It was taken two summers ago," she said, as if 

that would explain everything. “I went away to camp that year, 

remember?" I did. Summer without Holly was memorable. 

“That's when I met him—at camp. It was so wonderful." She 

smiled and I couldn't tell whether she meant him or the memory. 

Halftime was over and Holly was down on the field 

wearing her cheerleading uniform and the same glistening smile. 

Chad scored and Holly did five back-handsprings. The crowd 

oohed. I just sat there wishing I was somewhere else. 

“He's cute," I said, searching for words to break the si¬ 

lence. Holly stared at me blankly, “Who?" “The guy in the picture, 

silly." “Oh yea, him, yea he is. But that's not the point." I looked at 

her wondering if her eyes would tell me what the point was, but 

they were cold and gave no signal of knowledge. "He was a 

counselor. We had lunch in the park. He was twenty-two, did I tell 

you he was twenty-two?" Not waiting for a response she contin- 
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ued. "He told me I was the prettiest girl he'd ever seen." Her face 

lit up as if he were the only person in the world to ever say those 

words to her. Maybe it was the only time she believed it. 

The game was over. We won. The lights on the .field were 

slowly being dimmed and Chad had one arm around Holly's 

pompoms, the other arm around Holly. Her short skirt hung tight 

around her hips and bobbed in unison with her blonde ponytail. 

They were laughing. 

"We went for a hike up in the mountains. He was so strong 

and so nice." She spoke of him as if he were some dream that had 

never existed. She looked at me almost apologetically and whis¬ 

pered, "I killed him." Her voice was raspy and dry. I thought she 

was kidding. She wasn't. "Why did you—how did you—" She 

stood up and opened the door. She wanted me to leave. "I did it 

just to see what it felt like, just to see what it was like not to be so 

perfect all the time." She motioned me out the door. "I'm sorry," 

she said, "not for doing it, for telling you. I'm sorry." She looked 

away, maybe she was scared she would cry, or maybe she didn't 

want me to see the tears that were already there. Holly had once 

read some article that said crying wasn't good for your eyelashes. 

She hadn't cried since. Even now I don't remember leaving. 

I walked out the gate of the stadium. Holly and Chad 

walked ahead of me. I could hear them talking, mostly about the 

game and the parties tonight. They neared Chad's convertible and 

he turned Holly toward him with his hand, the hand that caught 

the touchdown pass. Then I heard Chad say it, he looked into her 

eyes and as though making a confession said, "You are the pretti¬ 

est girl I've ever seen." She smiled at him. She believed it. 
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Ruins 

by Deborah Forbes 

I am trying to place the slow drag of me 

among these walls, this granite mass 

that has split the hills, placed carefully 

as a burial site, layers of ghosts with their passions 

blown out, ghosts of trains sharing my air, 

taking granite out from the quarry. I am not 

in the perpendiculars and parallels, the purposeful 

iron crosses that must be holding things together. 

I am not in the lotus green beyond the gate, 

leaves like lizard feet reaching for the wet. 

Poor body, roofless, everything raptured out! 

The foundation thumbs out, failing to complete 

a doorway; I am waiting for something to happen 

like quicksand under my breath, granules bedding 

in my lungs, for low singing, whispering, 

rain, figures coming up over the moor. 

Somewhere above a black bell floats 

tongueless and mutating, refusing a pure sound. 
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Untitled 

by Laura E. Poole 
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The Madman Who Lived in the City 

by Shefali Srivastava 

I knew a man, he had this madness 

that consumed his mouth and his hands, his legs, 

ate at his soul so that he could not sleep 

nights, did not know his loves how to keep 

so lost them all. He was overgrown, 

unkempt, fell in love with the angel on the phone 

who spoke to him about disconnections 

and he thought she understood, she'd give him direction ... 

The madness grew worse the man he grew sicker 

and sicker, the fog inside him grew thicker 

until he lost who he was in his pea-soup insides 

sinking into the corners of his basement confines 

he would play his guitar all day long. Dark grew darker 

as winter came, the cold drove him starker 

raving mad, he made angels in the snow 

made love to the moon in her virginal glow 

and he died like that— 
in the white in the light 

his mad body made beautiful by the night 

and by the stars that smiled upon him, 

casting shadows on him of snowy lace; 

and it was like this that the madman died: 

in the city with peace upon his face. 
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We had company that afternoon. . . . 

by Kirk Peterkin 

We had company that afternoon. I wish I could tell you 

more about that afternoon. After all, part of this class is using the 

skills that were given to us at birth, using those abilities we all 

have, just to prove that expression is not just a thing for artsy 

fringe culture people. And already I have been convinced that as 

long as we all experience we can all express. However this par¬ 

ticular situation is just a little different. When I am at home, or 

when I am with my parents for one reason or another, I don't 

experience. At least not in the same way I do when I am alone or 

among my friends. Somehow or another I turn off, or I turn my 

receptors down a little bit. Actually, I don't really like myself 

around my parents. Don't get me wrong, my parents are intelli¬ 

gent articulate people. I think I would trade that just to see a little 

more emotion. I don't even care what emotion: love, hate, empa¬ 

thy, intimacy. At 518 Scenic Road it's all missing: at my house we 

cultivate cold silence, cynicism, and sarcasm. And you would 

think that being a happy, social-loving person, I would sit at home 

in my shell just thinking about what is wrong with my family, but 

I don't. Like I said before, I turn off. 

And that's why I can't tell you more about that day. It was 

during the summer and I'm pretty sure that it was bright out. 

Then again I couldn't tell if the sun was hot or the sun was warm. 

I do remember the trips. Walking from north to south and then 

from south to north, moving over approximately three and one 

half feet each trip. I'd let you know how many trips it was from 

beginning to end but then you would probably write me off as an 

anal basketcase. But really you can only do the lawn so many 

times before you start counting. 

I used to think that doing the lawn was hell, but now it has 

moved up to the royal pain in the butt category. I don't even mind 

doing it so much as I mind getting started: once I'm out there it's 

hardly even a problem. Nevertheless through some entanglement 

of fate and luck and time I was out there, with the lawnmower, 

contemplating whether or not the crop circles in Europe could 

have been created without the aid of an intelligence higher than 

ours. I mentioned before that we had company, and I kind of 

wanted to get this out of the way and go join them. Just because 
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my grandfather was over and my mom's parents are the kindest 

gentlest greatest human beings I know. I didn't really even have to 

do the whole yard. But I really hate doing something halfway. 

Three days ago my father had gone out and done a good portion 

of the lawn. But then he just stopped. And today even though I 

had plans he decided that I really ought to finish the lawn so that 

company wouldn't have to see (what a lazy bum he had been) the 

lawn unfinished. 

So there I was going back and forth, north and south, left 

and right, over and over. And then I felt a pinch, somewhere 

around my ankle. Not an unusual pinch, just a feeling like maybe 

my shoelace was in wrong. Unfortunately I wasn't wearing any 

shoelaces, or any shoes for that matter. Thanks to years of practice 

and to some distant ancestor with great reflexes I reached down 

and brushed my leg, and lo and behold the discomfort went away. 

I grabbed hold of my trusty lawnboy and continued on merrily 

one more step and WHAM. Not another pinch but a surge of 

pain—pain of the same caliber as having a six foot tall girl wear¬ 

ing heels lean back on your foot as she says cha cha cha during a 

conga line—raced up my leg through my spinal cord through my 

brain and out my mouth in a series of expletives that would make 

Spike Lee blush. I stumbled and I was honestly tempted just to fall 

down and give up. But I knew if I did through some fluke the 

lawnboy wouldn't disengage properly and it would wind up 

taking some organ of mine that I like, be it vital or cosmetic. So I 

ran, one two three four five six seven eight nine (Yes, I am taking 

artistic liberties here because I certainly can't count steps as fast as 

I can run) ten eleven and jump. I was surrounded by the cold blue 

of my swimming pool, and for twelve seconds everything was 

okay. 

And then I was born into the light for a second time. And it 

hurt for the second time. My father was yelling something about 

my dirty7 feet in the pool water, and my aunt was assaulting me so 

she could get a look at my leg. "Oh," she says, "I think he's been 

stung." You think maybe crazy lady. I went upstairs, dunked my 

leg in water and carefully removed six larger than normal sting¬ 

ers. I then retreated to my room with a bucket of ice water, to 

relieve my pain or at least to cover it with a different type of pain. 

My father entered the room and said something along the lines of 

"Were there a lot of bees out there?"— apparently—"I couldn't 
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finish the lawn earlier because I saw two or three nests buried in 

the grass." My leg began swelling rapidly as my immune system 

began to kick in, and I thought, "I wonder why he wouldn't think 

to mention to me that our yard had been overtaken by a hostile 

enemy force when he sent me out there." He walked out of my 

room and I sat there for a good minute and a half before my 

body's new chemical composition began to put me to sleep. Thirty 

seconds after that I hear "HEY, SO YOU'RE JUST GOING TO GO 

TO SLEEP NOW, WHO'S GOING TO FINISH THAT LAWN?" I 

assured him that I would get it done as soon as I was conscious 

again. 

As I heard his footsteps trailing off down the stairs, and I 

heard my taxed heart thumping in my ears and felt blood throb¬ 

bing in my leg and my eyes lost focus, I heard those faint footsteps 

of motherhood slippers, coming up the stairs to take care of me. 

She probably had some gauze and some vitamin C and some milk 

to drink with her. And she appeared in the door. Nothing in her 

hands, nothing behind her back, nothing in her eyes except anger. 

"You know you got my towel wet with your shenanigans." 

What kind of a word is shenanigans, and where does she 

get off using it in my room? I don't think I'd even let my Irish 

friends get away with that. "I'm sorry. Mom, I was really pretty 

out of control." She dismissed my response with a twitch and a 

'sure looks that way.' Then she said to come downstairs and stop 

acting like such a baby. Six bee stings and I was a baby. 

"Well I have to keep my leg in ice until it stops swelling." 

"No, you just have to deal with it and don't make a mess 

up here." She left. 

I started fading again. I pressed the power button on my 

stereo remote and KC101 Hamden New Haven did its best to 

crush me. 

Close your eyes, 

Give me your hand, darling 

Do you feel my heart beating? 

Host John Garribedian started the one song with any sentimental 

value for me. Immediately dredging up the feeling I had one night 

May of 1989 when I saw my best friend and my ex-girlfriend kiss 

and become the next thing right in front of me. The Bangles with 
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their hit “Eternal Flame." Shut up, I know it's a cheesy song. I hate 

the fact that I could read a 2,000 word composition about my 

grandmother at her funeral and not shed a tear, but as soon as I 

hear the weak little tater-tot organ in that song I'm back in 9th 

grade and no one cares that I am feeling like an eclair that has felt 

hot cream inside of it only to be torn apart, have all of the cream 

eaten away by some fat six year old, with a wooden stick, named 

Mikey, and is left in a heap on the kitchen counter with a nervous 

hot "something's missing" feeling inside, and a cold exposed 

alone feeling outside. The final scene of this story has me (the 

victim) lying on his back with afternoon light streaming in 

through deepblue mini-blinds, staring up blurry-eyed at a Salva¬ 

dor Dali Pieta over my bed with the Bangles wracking my insides, 

saying quietly out loud, over and over again. Thanks Mom 

Thanks Dad. Turning off all those stupid emotional receptors 

which just don't work right at 518 Scenic Road. 
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That I have never seen Ophelia 

by James Sanders 

That I have never seen Ophelia, 

more beautiful than death 

with her wreathed and reeded spread of needful hair, 

that I have never felt her necked kiss 

or touch as delicate as specks of dust, 

that I have never heard 

(than from the whispers in the speech of others) 

her crazed speech or shriek of famous grave emotion 

is false (though her occasioned moments couldn't hold your shadow) 

because in your black eyes and thighed, craving hips 

we touch across days and years and ages, 

across the very pages of distracting Shakespeare, 

and in the separation of death and dreamy death of days 

we are the heavened water— organic many and molecular one. 
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A Memento Worth Nothing 

by Josh May 

One thing and it is all gone: 

Let's think of things we can say 

to draw people in — include them. 

"the endurance test of america," 

said said 

said 

and almost rewritten 

I planned it like that. 

Debbie Forbes uses plain words like this, 

that is... 

well, yes, that certainly is 

Don't act like that. Don't tell 

a story like that she said 

with her fists clenched. This 

is never Debbie. 

I, on the other 

hand, am a cat cat 

stamp map 

anyone could this poem anyone did great poems 

too easy to be cross these days: 

"I will have to write prose 

to poke out her eyes" 

to another never Debbie 

Sometimes you like short jabs like that 

from our distance just a peck on the cheek 

if it gets to be too much after all it's just 

poetry. Sure I made it for you 

but that doesn't mean anything. 

"'human mind human mind' 

she only said it cause it rhymes" 

just a scribble for a scribbler 
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It's a thing I do to tattoos. 

I add to them 

and keep on adding. 

William said adding is 

a beautiful name 

and an addictive style, 

or rather progenitive, 

if you can say cosmolabe 

(meant in the sense of one who believes in making progress). 
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from Great Works in Neurobiology 

by Andrew DuBois 

The account which follows will be concerned chiefly with the reciprocal 
connections which exist between the hypothalamus and the gyrus cinguli 
and hippocampus. Its chief purpose is to point out that these connections 
may mediate by means of the cortical circuit the important function 
commonly called emotion. 

—James W. Papez, M.D., "A Proposed Mechanism of 

Emotion" 

sleep is not a bank— or even not a kiss 

for when the pig is unalive 

salt these wounds with rusted shears 

this pig must be a little sheep 

what are broken must be teeth 

fears and snakes are writhing in this vault 

life is when we trick the dead 

disbelief is what is cut 

strychnine spikes invite the driven charge 

bed it down then take the knife 

EEG will prove to you that you are only real 

barge is driven impulse (prick¬ 

ing pain is localized) 

feel this— this is where it says you hurt me 

drop electrodes on this coiled' spot 

synchronized glass on a diamond ring 

you say 'at this point I am called asleep. 

not when stimulation makes /when makes/ high voltage stop. 

low fast-voltage called a wake, 

deep inside this self is nothing new. 
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it is /it is/ over.' done 

make /thalamic make/ the wave roll slow 

brain stem split— lemniscus for the fall 

sun is /over Sun is/ over quit 

thunderhead inside the brutal skull 

wall of skull surround the brittle rain 

storm is stress and called deep thought 

'pull that reading, doc, and keep the subject under.' 

never what is 'mine' is mine 

ought to know desire is only impulse fit to form 

not in this equation ever know 

sine:cosine:mathematical:lever 

magnify synapses with a glass 

show 'insane' is information clot 

you say 'the magnifying glass I own is gold, 

pass the magic dime to pacify. 

with bloody reeds I made a dragonfly with wings, 

sold on a string, spoke with few.' 

dark angel! of the brain and new gods— she 

sings a lament for autonomy in guise of the fifth 

'sin not!' she exclaims, lifting her woolen hat 

'be not soul but electricity, the full remain stark.' 

o whore! whose hands are 

that which shed the winter skin 

turn us over once again to hateful gods 

bar this circuit from the house where spirits flow 
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stares are long but blank—machines are faulty 

rods probe—sleep is not a bank—memories and grails burn 

these dreams will not sustain investment 

salty water buoys no one up in chairs 
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Hall.. . has recently proposed the dichotomy of pain and suffering; 

suffering can be experienced without pain, and pain may not itivolve 

suffering, unless severe and presented under conditions arousing anxiety 

or other emotional disturbance. 

—George H. Bishop, Ph.D., "The Relation Between Nerve 

Fiber Size and Sensory Modality: Phylogenetic Implica¬ 

tions of the Afferent Innervation of Cortex" 

there are two tongues in this beast 

one mouth, or even two mouths— 

this mouth is the house that eats 

the flesh or the flesh itself 

from this mouth which speaks are 

the teeth, each tooth 

a house in the city of the dead 

each mouth a city unto itself 

this city a house of the flesh 

all dead flesh a mouth 

this mouth secures all teeth buried under 

dirt floors in the houses of saints 

with saints we make journey, we 

travel down the Street of the Knights for seven days 

on the seventh day Anubis, god 

of magnification, decrees over ouzo: 

all mosaic made from local stone stop couples 

dry hump inside the door stop cut 

tessara in cubes stop color must be local 

stop everything in two stop" thus, 

arousal here, of what— 

the tense is pleasure perfect pleasure pathway 
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this word is untranslatable, loosely joy 

bliss, the envelope text 

all shut in two and come 

unglued, bartered open 

a tongue for a tooth— 

lover, bodycup, pour me in 

for pain I am the last 

true cannibal worth my weight in salt 
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Untitled 

by Josh May 
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If Abel Lived 

by Jason Fagg 

Glory morning sunrise pink cloud blue ciel 

Apollo chariot hark trumpets angel wing 

Warm blanket clear crisp cold glass 

Bright light stain under eyelids 

Erect penis wedged leg and mattress 

Dream glimpse flood wakened mind 

Sex personality acceptance chance 

Stealth one last loin 

And nothing 'gainst time's scythe can make defense Save Breed, 

Interrupt biological cycle day setting 

Lapse sleep wavering wake limbs 

Move juggernaut circle its direction 

Sex personality acceptance chance 

Endorphin warm hug lips smile 

Calendar industry stock value drop 

Grow door lovestop 

Perception axon link Cain's eye 

Bass yellow fortissimo secondary 

Red treble blue pianissimo 

Rough sweet sour smooth 

Salt thick cotton spit 

Anxiety reliable lifewake relief 

Above-blanket sublimation warm sunray cheek 

Perception axon link Cain's eye 

Nectar exhaust fragrance stench 

Green sweet green sour green acid 

Perception axon link Cain's eye 

Glory morning sunrise pink cloud blue ciel 

Apollo chariot hark trumpets angel wing 

Perception axon link Cain's eye 

Sex personality acceptance chance 

Curve wet flesh inside flesh 

Pheromone lust tongue venture 
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Revolve spectrum audible scent Abel's ear 

One-half dead genes depleted 

Fratricide one-half boy, one-half boy 

Adam whole divided clean 

Present perspect, father Cain 

Half-sight steal Abel's ear 
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The Great War 

Or, As It Is Known in Some Circles, 

The Liberal Arts Tradition 

by Luke John 

“Well, in the end it's all a matter of depth," noted K., who 

was reclining in the sofa, his hand to his chin as if in search of a 

pipe. "If we are indeed to live what is popularly — and somewhat 

vulgarly — referred to as the enlightened life, we must make it 

our paramount priority to cultivate those finer emotions, those 

delicate sensibilities, those ethereal sentiments that characterize 

what it is to be truly learned." 

We were seated in a semi-circle around K., our hands to 

our chins in a manner akin to his, hearkening unto his words. 

"You do of course follow my meaning," K. said, casually 

gesturing at us with his other hand. We only nodded assent for to 

speak unnecessarily in K.'s presence would be unthinkable or 

rather, to use his own words, a "Nietzschean heresy." 

K. took his eyes away from us and returned them to 

himself, assuming that look of intense concentration so prevalent 

in the Academy in which the individual in question is at once in 

one's presence and yet at the same time miles away. The brow 

furrows, the eyebrows become knotted together to form one long 

bar of frontal hair, the eyeballs seem to turn in on themselves, 

pupil and sclera becoming indistinguishable from each other, so 

that the individual seems indeed to be looking into himself. My 

colleague W— and I stared at each other wistfully knowing that as 

former natural scientists we would never be capable of such a 

demeanor: our introduction to the liberal arts (or as they are 

known in France, "les sciences glorieuses et non-analytiques,") 

occurred far too late in our cognitive development, well after the 

baneful mental structures of quantitativity had been laid down, 

thus forever circumscribing our mental horizons. 

"And indeed," continued K., "it has often been rumored 

that the enlightened state is perhaps nothing more than a mental 

construction, that this entire process of intellectual examination is 

nothing more than the veiled victimization of the individual by 

the powerful forces of ambition latent in the psyche." 

K. paused reflectively, resting his chin on the arch of his 

fingers. 
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"A notion introduced by the long since discredited De 

Marchis school," suggested W—. 

"Indeed," responded K., and he sank his head deeper into 

his hands. A profound silence filled the room. W— and I glanced 

uneasily at each other as the silence deepened. And then suddenly 

out of the depths, like a mighty wave raising itself, K. raised his 

head from the sofa, his eyes blazing with righteous indignation, 

the pupils now fully distinct, the voice firm and unwavering. 

"And indeed to think that this age has not been character¬ 

ized by a profound decadence, to even harbor the thought that it 

has not been corrupted by the infernal pragmatic influences from 

the Americas has now become a heresy, a thought warranting its 

place in the lowest philosophical dungeons." 

"Yes, yes," we both said, and our voices trembled with fear 

knowing as Israelites did what it was to await the voice of God. 

"You are dismissed," he said, and with a single powerful 

gesture he flung his arm towards the door and sunk deep into his 

seat as if caving in upon himself. 

I retired to my chamber that night very much perturbed 

over this sudden turn of events. I had never known K. in all of his 

years at the Academy, yea never even since the Great Anti-Techno¬ 

cratic Revolution of 4086, to become so very agitated over the 

popular perception of his profession. Of course, it was impossible 

not to feel the veiled contempt from a variety of sources. In the 

popular circulars, images would abound of bespectacled, bearded 

men locked up in stocks with such accompanying messages as 

"VERILY FOR THE PROTECTION OF THE GOODLY PUBLICK" 

or "HEAR YE, HEAR YE: THE PATH TO PERDITION 'TIS THE 

PATH OF THE OVERLEARNT." But it was easy to ignore these 

references; after all, it had forever been the calling of the intellec¬ 

tual to be the Christ-figure of his society, to be that individual who 

through his suffering bears the brunt of society's ignorance and 

prejudice thereby in the process liberating and freeing society to 

proceed on its onward and upward spiral development in the 

manner prescribed by Hegel. 

And now as I took to my bed, snuffling out the candle and 

easing into my night gown, it was indeed with some trepidation. I 

tried to find solace in pleasant memories, but the night was an 

uneasy one, characterized by fitful sleep and distasteful dreams. It 

was not for myself that I feared for I had long since surrendered 
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myself to the Academy as an instrument for the propagation of its 

will on earth. Rather, I think it was for the whole enterprise that I 

feared. For as long as I can remember I have been haunted by a 

vague apocalypticism, sensing that the end was approaching, a 

time when the masses would rise up against us and storm all of 

the Academies in all parts of the civilized world putting them to 

no other use than the crude serving of their utilitarian needs, 

converting libraries to granaries, lectoreums to distilleries. We 

would be forced to return to the days of old when men had la¬ 

bored one under the other, striving for dignity in that huge 

imperson-alistic machine that was known as capitalism, defended, 

yea even strengthened by its archmistress, the hand of science. It 

would be a time when there was even dissension in our own 

ranks, when the great chain of locked intellectuals that had held 

steadfast for so long against the wave of humanity's ignorance 

would finally give way. Brother intellectual would turn against 

brother intellectual as we attacked the very worth of that which 

we were trying to achieve, a process inevitably resulting in 

humanity's fall into the abyss of anarchy. 

Needless to say, it would be a time, to use Vesvuva's term, 

of "reified discontent." 

I awoke the next day to find myself covered with sweat. 

Indeed so much so had I sweat over the course of the night that the 

clothes and sheets in which I had wrapped myself were literally 

soaked. From the third crow of the courtyard cock, I knew that the 

prescribed time for the daily ritualistic exorcism of my scientific 

nature had come, a sentence that the Academy in its infinite wisdom 

and mercy had granted me the privilege of serving. As I fastened the 

specially constructed bed of nails to my back, it was with especial 

delight that I remembered that today— being the fourth vernal 

equinox—I would have the additional pleasure of ritually lashing 

myself, thus providing a fully worthwhile act of ritualistic full-torso 

self-abuse. This had become especially necessary for me because I 

had been noticing within myself certain thoughts of a destructive 

nature, harking back to the period of my corruption that only the 

purity of self-directed torture would cleanse. Vaguely depressed by 

the presence of these criminal thoughts, I was neverthless confident 

of their expulsion. May the Eternal Beneficence of the Academy 

forever be praised and may the wisdom of their judgments and the 

fairness of their sentences forever be unquestioned! 
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I felt vaguely better after I had completed my flagellations 

though not as supremely confident as I would have liked. I 

thought it best—as I do so often when I feel ambivalent—to leave 

my emotions unexamined, and I decided to visit W— to see if his 

night had gone any better than mine had. I traversed the entire 

hall of the Academy's Scientist's Sectionalium where former 

scientists were kept in exclusion for fear of a corrupting influence 

on the resident intellectuals, and I entered the main sanctoretum 

where the intellectuals themselves could be found night and day 

huddled over the most obscure (and precisely for this reason most 

relevant) manuscripts. Indeed it had been rumored that the illumi¬ 

nation of the Santo Domingo Apocrypha had actually occurred in 

this room as well as St. Thomas' discovery of the fourth latent 

principle of the Trinity. But all the awe, wonder and mystery of 

these great deeds I confess failed for some reason or other to 

suitably impress me, my mind having succumbed to some vague 

distraction whose origin I could not pinpoint. 

I entered W—'s chamber to find him receiving the services 

of Mary Buxomite, a local courtesan. It was of course with a great 

deal of embarrassment that I hastily withdrew and for a moment 

of great shame stood panting with my back to his door. I could 

hear a violent rustling of sheets within the room, and within a few 

moments the courtesan appeared at the door, adjusting her frock 

over her bosom, and throwing a most singularly rueful glance in 

my direction. 1 could not find it within myself to fault her for it 

even though it was in my rights as a member of the scientist class 

to slap her down to the ground and demand her instant apology. 

Compassion dawned upon me as I realized that it was not she 

who was responsible for her actions but the courtesan inside her, 

that most ignominious representative of the collective proletariat 

consciousness that from the earliest age had bred within her a 

fierce disrespect for authority, an ardent anti-intellectuality, and a 

lust for only the brute creature comforts that Sherodius in his 

essay on the bestial labels animalistic. 

"Enter," W— said, and I entered to find him wrapped in 

his sheets with the most quizzical expression on his face. 

"It is not often that a man is interrupted in the process of 

giving life, especially a life that is as precious as the life that I have 

to give," he said, and I fancied that I could discern the distant 

trace of a smile on his lips. 
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"I beg your forgiveness, I had no idea," I began. "If I had 

only known, I would have waited. But as you can see, your 

chamber door was propped open, and I thought perhaps that you 

had begun your morning ministrations." 

"No matter, no matter. My daily exorcism can always wait 

a few hours. Pray tell, did you have any success today?" 

"Yes, it was moderately successful," I said. "But my 

brother,"—I closed the chamber door and leaned closer to him— 

"I fear I am having those thoughts again." 

"Brother!" he cried, and sprung back from me in 

recoil. "Why have you told me this? You know that I am 

obligated to report this to He-Who-Sits-In-Judgement-of- 

the-Empirical." 

I felt a hot pang of shame surge within me, more intense 

than I had ever felt before. My mind for one horrible instant flitted 

back to that terrible moment when the Academy had first found 

me guilty on all charges of premeditated Inductive Thought and 

had sentenced me (albeit lightly—may their Eternally Merciful 

Beneficence be praised!) to the Lifelong Second-Class citizen¬ 

ship of a known and convicted empiricist. 

"You cannot do this to me," I pled with him. "After all, I 

came seeking after your welfare, to find perchance if your sleep 

had been less fitful than mine." 

"Indeed," said W—, for the first time glancing at my 

sweat-stained clothes which were clinging in translucent outline 

to my body. 

"I did not sleep well after last night's interlude with His- 

Eminence-The-Most-Reverend-He-Whose-Name-May-Not-Be- 

Fully-Pronounced-K. His words were as a blight upon my soul for 

they have led me to fear for the dissolution of the Academy. Let 

this be the judge of my true nature, brother, before you act accord¬ 

ing to what is right to you." 

"A likely fabrication, if ever I heard one," said W—, his 

eyes narrowing as he looked me over. "How do I know that you 

have not been sent from the Vaticanus Philosophicus to test my 

loyalty? If you will remember, I too—trained as I am in three 

divisions of the organic sciences—am from the most disadvan¬ 

taged of circumstances." 

"Then, brother, I can only beg your forbearance and your 

trust." 
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He turned away from me, focusing his eyes on a corner of 

the room. When he turned back to face me eventually, it was with 

a grimace on his face. 

"Away from me," he said, turning his back to me, and as I 

fled his chambers, the blood pounding deep within my chest and 

throbbing at my temples, the last sight I caught of him was of his 

body twisted into foetal position, the white sheets coiled around 

him as if in the very act of entrapping him, the only thing left 

visible being his eyes that looked out from a crack in the sheets 

like those of a startled and resentful creature of the night. 

I spent the next few days in complete anguish, fearing both 

for my future at the Academy and for my personal freedom. I 

completely dreaded the prospect of the next meeting with K., 

knowing that if misfortune were indeed to befall me it would be 

precisely at this point. Time seemed to contract as the designated 

time approached, the seconds oozing by like hours. Finally, the 

time arrived, and I made my way to the Sanctum of the Recon¬ 

verted feeling that dull and insensate deadness that proceeds from 

prolonged fear. 

"Ah, we may begin," K. said as I took my seat, and I 

searched their faces for any sign of change. K.'s face was still 

blank and austere, possessing that craggy agedness and wizened 

solemnity that is common among the resident Elders. W— would 

not acknowledge my glance and chose to look only at his writing 

tablet. 

"To continue from last time, " began K., and I perceived no 

break in the smoothness of his style, no sense of imminent trag¬ 

edy, immediate persecution or oncoming disaster, no hint of anger, 

shame or withdrawal, only that same bland monotone that I had 

been taught was the product of that ideal and fervently aspired to 

state known as True Equanimity; it was a tone that betrayed no 

emotion, was stripped of feeling and focused only on the commu¬ 

nication of pure thought, thus maintaining the complete authority 

of speaker over listener, an authority which was divinely sanc¬ 

tioned and consonant with the natural order. 

Evidently W— had not revealed the nature of my condi¬ 

tion to the higher authorities. 

"We had, I believe in our last session, established the co¬ 

permanence of the firmament with the ether—choosing not to fall 

into the typical extremism of viewing the two Substances as 
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etemallv distinct moieties, preferring instead to recognize in a 

more sophisticated fashion their essential oneness, their ability, if 

you will, to exist both together and separate of each other. 

Arcantique. in his study of the influences of the celestial bodies, 

has discoyered that the ether and the firmament are not discon¬ 

tinuous but continuous, that they are together an engendered 

spectrum an idea which is in much greater harmony with the 

Creator 's plan for the Universe than that of a simple distinctness." 

And so proceeded the lesson. Despite all of the perturba¬ 

tions that had been yisited upon me, I found my heart rising as K. 

led us into the intricacies of the firmament-ether interface. What 

once I had sought to understand with the tools of experimentation 

and logic, I now understood by reasoning deductiyely and proyed 

by citing authorities. Gone were worry-fraught days of the past 

when each and eyery potential new finding held the potential for 

destroying old hypotheses, yea even causing entire shifts in 

paradigms of thought. These were the days when a scientist's 

entire life work could be rendered obsolete in a matter of days, 

when scientists, in their pursuit of ultimate objectivity, verily 

turned against each other, when the only thing that mattered was 

survival from month to month. Even now I remember the crowds 

of my former colleagues who would congregate outside the (now 

outlawed) Office of Scientific Release in those last mad days 

before the Revolution where the monthly periodicals would be 

thrown down to them from the 47th Floor as bread is thrown to 

hungry dogs, provoking a mad rush as we struggled to discover 

who was in and who was "out," who indeed that night would 

still have a laboratory to return to that night. 

But now things were profoundly different now humanity 

was free to build once more as it had in the proud old ancient days of 

pre-history. The paradigms were forever in place, and it had become 

the task of human beings everywhere no longer to add or detract but 

merely to apply and to interpret. It had forever been man's arrogance 

to believe that he was more capable than the ancients who, with the 

prescience of those untouched by culture and history, were able to 

lav dovsTt those founding principles, those central ideational 

processes which laid down the ordained manner in which society 

was to be and against which man for the last seven thousand 

years, with his naive liberalism, misplaced sympathies and his 

pathetic craving for universal justice, had foolishly rebelled. 
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I could feel the old thoughts from the past dispelling. Yes, 

indeed, I felt something new and bold stirring within me. Some¬ 

thing deep and special—was indeed that exorcism of my scientific 

nature that I had so long prayed for and so fervently anticipated 

coming about? I could feel a sense of breaking within me, of 

destruction and chaos and welling from it, finally that long antici¬ 

pated sense of peace. Now I was finally beginning to understand 

what the Great Anti-Technocratic Revolution had been all about. 

The peace had finally come, and I was at one with it. I turned now 

to K., to the writing lesson with renewed hope and vigor, confi¬ 

dent in my future and in the assured of success of the newly 

reborn humanity. We would go on, establishing more and more 

precepts in the manner of the ancients until all self-doubt would 

be erased. History had begun again. 
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Proj ect for Foolish (II) 

by Josh May 

, as they say: a constant 

rehearsal of revisions is like 

asking a mechanic to create a finished product 

I would be hard pressed: 

—full of mistakes 

(half passive): 

I know the man on the moon 

is the moon and allowing 

the lion to eat my cheese 

nobody else would have been fooled by the real wall 

you should learn to 

disbelieve in Japanese 

before the bottom—known ahead of time 

as ass you're right I said 

it's an off night for Letterman 

after the first break 

and missed a great show: 

—pet tricks: 

bunny flies south for the winter 

even finding gainful 

employment in the winter 

cleaning the code out of his bowls 

leaving him plenty of time to study 

objects: the Orient, chocolate bars and cake, 

and others she cares not to mention 
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the names of people I love 

or what it means to be shutdown 

Change's remote difference 

(after Grhithal) 
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Arranged Marriage 

by Deborah Forbes 

A body anchors in soil; a violet 

is anchored by a pebble to a grave 

in the Jewish cemetery, marking 

the symmetry of the material, 

the community of tombstone upon 

tombstone. Without afterlife or soul, 

people do not fall in love, only share 

shadows, sounds of birds, different kinds of dusks. 

Between you and I, only candles move 

from metal to wax to oil to nothing 

but reflection; between body and earth 

there are only the qualities of light. 
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Ceres • by Laura E. Poole 
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Empty Downtowns in a Sea of Desiring Machines 
by John Gou 

Lone proffers me 

My forces. 

Drudge cudgel in the crick 

Of my arm. Nasty boy 

Toadying coin-wise anyway. 

Back of a ten-gallon drip 

Down eastside, kind 

You find busted straight out of a two-bit 

Asshole, one 

After the other, lined up see: 

Parallel with the vertical. Nice it too 

When you scrimp the pimp-pumping 

And raz 'em a bit. 

Lucky all the while grinning 

The boy down, and I like to hit 

My stride on the funicular machine 

2.5 kilowatt doses per square ounce 

Of rented flesh. Crackles me up. 

Ballistics gone balls-nasty 

Like the vendor says. 

Get your Family-Sitcom-Burn 

Front of the fall-out shelter and meat-market, 

Circa 1915 sleeze 

Off of some pied-piper's mood-organ 

Of unleashed intensities, which basically comes down 

To this: they’re immune to the Voight-Knmpf. 

So you're nixed in seconds flat, 

Whoositz stud-farm slick-hollowing the blue funk 

Backwards first, up and over 

Scores ten points and the midget they call Teapot 

Williams. Just leave it to me. 

Candy boys plugging helium in doorways 

Still give me the fly-bye 

Where pimply Mr. Pimbly and Co. 

Canvassed "yours and your mother's" via the L 

and 9th, thug-running the pink 

East-west ways, both coming and going 
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Like lap-happy feys. 

Or blue men in the port-a-pod 

Try to strike up drool with you end up mapping 

Dag Woodward Central Subway System, 

After Borges. And now the fiends 

Sprout wings, means Big Time effluvial runoff 

Past your teeth, that's all torn up 

Where my face was now everything's recyclable. 

Scene's praktically engineered into a hotbed 

For nostalgia-addicts to sniff out boys like me 

Walk your orgasm for you. Just kick back 

The psychosocial currency bullshit 

With a grin on their baby-buttocks face. 

Like this paraplegic nipple around the corner 

Knows how to lay down the line: 

I want the pack. 

I want to get packed. 

1 want to get packed with the pack. 

Enhancements extra, cum-pay-t'-do-um, 

Right down to the Richard Nixon Sphincter-Boy vibrating chassis. 
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Agents 

by Josh May 

A Liquefactionist 
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Agents 

Senders 
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Agents 

Replicas 
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3 PRAYERS 

by Andrew DuBois 

prayer for a boy shaped like a bottle 

of traveller's club gin 

sphincter when you divide 

by nine he said that 

that girls got a key 

to a stick buy low 

float high theres grace in consumption 

testify use up all 

thats untied down swallow it 

light as blue fire to rise 

with a belly full this fat 

new world over tumble 

over and above all 

sweeten the tongue of ascension with helium kiss 
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3 Prayers 

prayer for the maps of antiquity and their 

various tongues; and subjectivity 

speaking finnish through boots a brogue 

or croak a thank you for making 

you my whore raggedy ann unbutton 

rebutton all eyes alleyes stomp 

the floorboard languages 

cryptic new boots 

a rubber horses hoof 

the reading of broken ribs water a jaw 

steel toed leather lips 

kittos doll a solid fresh dissembling 

philosophers stone 

drink water to gold weave 

brass into wine lie telephone to kick the talking 

head say true enough is true 
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3 Prayers 

domestic prayer 

gregory stop by the hearth 

illuminate your light decay 

turn now nude drawing a bath like 

a baby girl sing 

pretty bones casey jones 
layin track down the back 
runnin trains up the veins 
to the head driver dead 

you can wash now lover then 

pause by the basinet sticky weaver 

sleeper squeeze a pinkie 

throw the baby in the fire we need 

quick new music to dance to 
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Beth and Maxine 
by Heather McKenney 

She rolled down the window and let the light misty rain 

blow on her face and thought that this must be what driving 

through a cloud is like. She parted her lips and let the rain fall on 

her tongue. The incessant, obnoxious honking of the car behind 

her told her that the light was green. 

She switched on her headlights and fumbled in her purse 

for some gum. Driving in silence, she let her mind wander as she 

maneuvered her car through the familiarly deserted streets. 

"Beth is such a dull name for an outrageous blonde like 

me . . ." Her hair wasn't blonde at all, but a dull, mousy brown 

that'd been touched by the sun because she refused to wear a hat 

in the summer. She murmured to herself, "Maybe I'll change it to 

Maxine ... much more exotic ..Beth stifled a yawn and turned 

on the radio. She hated driving in dead silence; it depressed her ... 

The radio was half-tuned to an easy-listening station and 

Beth sang along as she left the city and drove on twisting, tree- 

lined roads. A song about escaping, or running away, or some¬ 

thing, came on. Beth liked it, so she turned up the volume and 

pressed more firmly on the accelerator. 

"This is a nice little escape of my own that I'm having here 

... And don't you wish you were here with me, Justin? You 

should. You just don't know what you're missing ..." 

She stopped to let a deer cross in front of her, and while it 

stared dumbly into her headlights, Beth looked at her reflection in 

the rearview mirror. "Ooooooh, that's attractive, Beth. Nice." Her 

mascara was smudged, and had run in a long salty stripe down 

her right cheek. She licked her finger and wiped the smear away. 

Realizing that there was no other sign of life around, except for 

this damn deer who didn't care how she looked anyway, she gave 

up her futile attempt at tidying her appearance and leaned on her 

horn until the deer was gone. Beth could continue on her voyage 

to nowhere. 

"Beth, Beth, Beth. What are we going to do with you?" She 

sighed and paused, realizing that she hadn't eaten yet today. Beth 

remembered that she still had the banana bread that she'd made 

for him. She pulled onto the shoulder and turned off the engine. 

The tree frogs and the cicadas screeched all around as she reached 
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into the back seat for the foil-wrapped loaf. The rain stopped, and 

the bread was still slightly warm. 

It was humid after the rain, and everything smelled new 

and green. Beth sat on the hood of her car eating her banana 

bread—it was dry—and inhaled the evening air. She thought that 

Justin would like it here ... and she wondered what he was doing 

right now; if he was still waiting for her, expecting her to walk in 

his door at any moment. "Beth, knock it off. You finally had the 

will power to do it, and you're a better person because of it. Now 

let's go." She shook her head and clicked her tongue in disgust 

over herself, over her weakness. 

She climbed back behind the wheel and pulled back onto 

the long stretch of road. The wind felt good on her face and neck, 

almost like a breath ... like Justin's ... 

Beth shook her mousy curls again and changed the radio¬ 

station to Top 40. She glanced at the clock on the dash. "Two 

hours, Beth. Only two hours and you're already wishing you 

hadn't done it. How're you supposed to get through this if after 

only two hours you wanna go back? No. It was the right thing to 

do. Maybe he'll miss you ..." But she didn't count on it. She knew 

better. 

"Well," she chuckled, "Mom'll be proud of me. Everyone 

will." Her lower lip trembled and the lump in her throat broke 

into a sob. She watched the road through her blur of tears and 

cursed herself again for her weakness. "Damn it, I am a strong 

person. I can do this. I can. I have to. Two years is long enough; 

too long. God, why didn't he want me? How can anyone be that 

empty? How could he not see how great I am? If he really knew 

me, he'd like me. God, I hate this!!!" The quiet tune on the radio 

and the ringing in her ears made her realize that she'd been 

shouting. And the speedometer showed 80 mph. 

Beth wiped her eyes with the back of her hand and 

breathed deeply, suddenly angry with herself for breaking down. 

"Steel, Beth, steel." She thought that her feelings were a sign of 

weakness. She knew that she wasn't supposed to feel anything for 

Justin, that if he could remain unattached, so could she. She 

remembered when she told him a little bit of how she felt, and that 

she couldn't do this anymore, it had hurt too much. He'd said to 

her, "Well, if that's what you want, I respect that." And that was to 

be the end of it. Except that wasn't what she wanted. She didn't 
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want it to just end like that. She couldn't just quit him, cold turkey. 

The next day she went back to his place and said that that wasn't 

what she wanted. Weak. That was two months ago. Since then, 

she thought she was okay. And so they continued. 

She shouldn't have put up with everything. Why she put 

up with him and the way he treated her she'd never know. She 

knew he was using her, and she let him. She sat by and listened to 

his girlfriend's voice on the answering machine when they'd just 

"let it ring." She'd pretended, just as he wanted her to, that when 

they were in public (not necessarily together, you understand, just 

in the same place at the same time) with friends, that there was 

absolutely nothing at all there. She'd listened to him talk to friends 

of his girlfriend, and pretended that she had only a passing inter¬ 

est. And she hated being an "on the side." 

But finally, after much too long, she'd taken the step. When 

he called, saying he'd "love to see her," she agreed to stop by. 

Then, at the last minute, she decided it was enough. She didn't 

really need such a casual thing, even if she was aware that that's 

what it was and all it ever could be. It hurt that she was separating 

herself from him like this, so abruptly, without seeing him one last 

time ... but it really was the best way. Easier in the long run. 

"... It really is, Beth. He said himself that he'd never have 

any feelings for you other than friendship, if that could even be 

called friendship, and anyone who is so inhuman doesn't deserve 

you." And she suddenly felt better. 

Up ahead she could see the beginnings of a town. 

"Mmmmmm, tea Beth ran her eyes along both sides of the 

street, searching for a coffee shop that would be open at this time 

of night. The rain had started to fall again, and her windshield 

wipers made squeals of protest as they swiped back and forth ... 

There was a Dunkin' Donuts a couple of blocks down, and 

Beth stopped for the light. Lightning flashed overhead, and Beth 

started counting to see how far away it'd struck ... "One one- 

thousand, two one-thousand, three one-thousand, four—" And 

the thunder rumbled. The light changed. 

"Oh, yay, it's open ... Tea is calling me ..." Beth grabbed 

her purse from the passenger seat, locked the doors, and went 

inside. After ordering her cup of tea, Beth walked over to the 

window where you could see into the kitchen where they made 

the donuts. The kitchen was empty now, and the steel tables 
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where the dough was rolled out were shiningly clean. How sad 

and lonely it looked without chubby men sprinkling powdered 

sugar... 

Beth smiled to herself and sat with her tea. She looked out 

the window at the rain washing over the quiet streets. Across the 

room there was a young woman eating an eclair. Beth walked over 

to her, smiled, and said, "Hello, my name's Maxine. May I join 

you?" 
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YOU ARE THE STONE 

by Deborah Forbes 

I wonder how long the color and light 

will sustain me. The sky won't stop silvering 

the water, throwing dimensions of shadow, 

reds in the greens. You are the stone like a shell 

that could not be broken. I pick over rocks 

and you are the stone with something trapped in it. 

Your thumb in my hand makes stones smooth as palms 

and warm, some so soft they crumble. My love 

is rigid as a backbone where wings were attached. 

You are an onyx in the raw. You are 

the stone that was the sun, that was pocketed. 

Sounds come that could be waves or thunder, a gray 

condensed, becoming prophetic, conducting 

energy. Veins of water shift against cliffs. 

You are the stone with the lizard print, with 

the rainbow in it; you are the stone fallen 

into the water, the stone like hipbones 

pushing against the skin, permanent edge 

of a coast I can no longer see. 
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A Letter 

by Josh May 

Dear You, 

You don't think I am going to the post office for this do 

You? You don't think You are getting stamps (Chinese new year for 

lovers (for specific lovers)), do you? At this point you can answer 

no or yes. The necessary elements of a question are there. 

Brian the grad student throws his pen at you and says I love 

you unfortunately like I love all people questions are complete 

tyranny. 

Yes, yes brian they are but i wasn't asking you 

well if i may be so bold as to interrupt (this is between the two of 

us after all) this did not happen, you're making it up. you may 

have once been in a class, but this particular brian is gay and 

roughly fivehundred miles away, and actually i am just plain sick 

of you saying everyone and their mother wants to sleep in your 

bed. Brian didn't say it but he meant to. Statements are a tyranny 

too. 

:if this were examined the way we were trained we could 

find certain things, author uses parenthesis as an indication of 

love, within them are always decipherable codes, reading alter¬ 

nate words and letters in this one we get 

five dead in a museum, a nasty fetish for formaldehyde, i person¬ 

ally don't see how you could get off once you were mummified, 

how do you ever touch anyone or yourself, do you have to. it is 

worth looking into tho you think, worth looking into. 

To. To To To To. i would have to say it is all that is worth 

saying, i get a chance to pretend sometimes, to say yessir the 

henry bogart ones sir. and once it is used the rest seems to follow, 

the quotes become unnecessary if not just damn ugly and the caps 

well to hell in a handbasket, even if the to is empty... 
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the section called Can the To Be Empty 

I think generally at the very least you are going to get a little bit of 

winnie in it. a little bit of cody or jack, but i have been told differ¬ 

ently. listen carefully to this skit: 

Man on stage who resembles our very own Brian the grad student (in the 

Dead Ringers sense): 

Man: I am writing a poem about the nature of emotion that has no 

emotion in itself. 

(silence from the did 1 mention crowd of hundreds) 

Man Again: Get it get it. jesus are you people people at all. i came 

up here to read so here it goes, 

angel angel angel 

read it so careful 

i miss kissing your navel 

whore whore whore 

read it so careful 

i miss kissing your navel 

well like i said a (oh it is over so quickly the crowd says and claps for 

the things it heard) 

o no thank you. really thank you. 

end 

...you are still getting this reader, the one that at best now means 

close to nothing, and you know what they say close but no cigar. 

You could claim you don't smoke but where would that leave us. 

The skit with the girl who doesn't smoke stogies 

no props needed 

end 

steve and i are only friends when we are writing to each 

other, when we hang out together i usually end up thinking he is 

too selfish, he likes to monopolize the conversation, it doesn't 

come off like that when he writes to me. Maybe because I have a 

few days to respond, come up with new questions, it usually 

comes out in a flurry of responses. 
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I tried to write last night when i was drunk but you 

weren't there, no i mean when i wrote i wasn't there and then i 

called and you weren't there. I wasn't getting the voice-overs 

people get on tv: the reader writing as the sender. The curious 

question is did Kevin ever send a letter to Winnie. Once. Never 

proper though, never the way we send things, never through the 

mail, never saying we are separate and separated, that time was a 

valentine, he couldn't even write the girl at the lake, i don't think 

there is much point in it for him. he is always vis-a-vis. Winnie 

here is a valentine for you it says i love you. Well why in gods 

name did you give it to her if you were going to tell her what was 

written on it anyway. If and only if more poets were like that they 

wouldn't be anymore poets. 

speaking of: the poet who was the man on the stage has 

written something new for us. i think you'll like it alot. 

requiem for the dying it's called 

bony called bony underneath a song 

is carols everything i was taught except 

for the things i was taught by these two 

first verse was really the same as the first 

your tendons a screaming eagle to me 

at least and the selective way your to¬ 

ngue matters soon you will be so thin 

that one could make you an open swan 

Brian: well he accomplished his goal didn't he? But how did that 

make you feel. I mean really deep inside. To use an analogy as 

deep inside as Hamlet. Did you care that he didn't care? Do you 

feel angry? If you saw the poet would you beat him up? Or you 

women in the class. I mean I cried out for you felt your pain when 

I heard that line about the eagle, yes you. 

Girl: I hated him and loved him for it 

Don't worry, Boy: Me too. 

I have tried to make you not so sensitive. I guess i regret it 

now. If it is all in the action then this is the fifties which were a 
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great time. If it is all in the sending then here we are at a loss for 

words. If you spend all your time on the envelope what do you 

have left for the letter. Wait till you are in the office to get an 

envelope to find the address to get a stamp (and don't even pick it 

out yourself), this is all of course if you have to write letters at all. 

I would hate to sound like a tyrant, but you see what i mean don't 

you? 

You must be happy at least that letters are so audience 

specific, there has never been any doubt there. No art involved in 

figuring that out. Just kidding, that is the hardest part, at the 

beginning and end. either edge usually has me all in tears, how 

dare you put a colon there good buddy, i sincerely you too. 

actually now that i think about it it's that way whether i am 

receiving or sending. A big risk to take, just one set of words, one 

voice (you see it even here), one copy, but as my and your father 

said so much better to take it. Really then. You must hate yourself 

for xeroxing them, no maybe not. how would i know? you never 

write to me. 

Love, 

Me 
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Homeburning 

by Aaron Pinero 

toy with my heart if you must, 

but remember a heart, like any other predator, 

has its own defenses. 

speak to me the lies 

and try my patience like the man that 

loathes his work, 

but sunshine lends itself 

to happiness alone. 

breathe to me the words that have no more meaning 

than a guide, 

and i will crush the armies 

of syllables you set forth. 

the battlefield painted with the promises you 

crucified today, 

with be the place you visit 

in your longing. 

for here set forth the journey 

i ended to see you 

the one time home, 

burning to ashes 

of the futures and the dreamlands 

to be written into a history 

never born, 

takes with it every word i uttered, 

every breath of kiss i gave, 

every last member of the family of emotions 

i placed with you. 

rest in peace my cousin self; 

your words untrue 

were always at least sweet to me while they were. 
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On Days When We Become Judas 

by James Sanders 

Over iced tea 

in autumn's evening 

we leave out things— 

circle and howl, 

their angry bones 

scratch our eyes 

like barren trees 

we swear we hear 

clawing through the panes 

when we are saying 

nothing. 

In our blind 

it is too difficult 

meteoric night 

on our journey back 

to catch or uncover 

the momentary shadows— 

for we drift on oceans 

of shadow-moments— 

and so we straighten our necks 

and obliviously kiss. 
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Errata Sheet 

(Counting from first page of text) 

page 21 - for creative wring read creative writing 

for Athaeneum read Atheneum 

page 23 - for William D. Blackburn read William M. 

Blackburn 

for James Tierney read James Tierney, Jr. 

page 24 - for awarded doctorate of letters read awarded an 

honorary doctorate of letters 

for Ann read Anne 

page 25 - for Clear pictures and a Whole New Life read 

Clear Pictures and A Whole New Life 

page 26 - for born you in Persia read borne you in Persia 

Inside back - For William Randolph read Rudolph William 

cover 
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Errata Sheet 

by Josh May 

for paintings outside of read 

a castle on the fruitbasket 

one that you are aware of 

that you could wear on your head 

for to Michael read to for 

for Hylus sees the unseen tree 

read Hylus sees that 

the tree he is seeing is unseen 

this time for another 

for letter's sound 

say letter's shape 

for twenty men crossing a bridge 

read twenty men christen 

a bridge they will never cross 

for limited structure read on 

the first page reads the first page of text 

for creative writing read creative wring 
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A Lie 

by Amy Lorenzo 

I 

The penis enters the vagina and it creates a baby, he tells 

me. How, I ask—fourth time, no better explanation. He is frus¬ 

trated with the explaining. Where Did I Come From? said that 

people felt itchy down there and so they squirmed around a lot to 

rub off the itch. I think about poison ivy. There isn't much love in 

poison ivy, but that's what he keeps telling me. When two people 

love each other very much they want to itch like poison ivy 

together. Strange habit those adults have. Kind of intriguing, 

though. Still doesn't tell me where the baby comes from. No¬ 

where, I guess. 

But the virgin birth was a lie because the baby came from 

nowhere. I guess the big white bearded guy or was it the scruffy 

rock star looking one (never did understand who was important) 

didn't have a penis. Babies, I guess, only come from penises. 

Church was boring anyway, so it was ok not to think like that, 

even if the new way wasn't any more help. I had been Catholic— 

when two people love each other and itch like poison ivy and 

make a baby and then hate each other, you change religions. 

That's how the world works. 

So I'm not supposed to play in the bathroom with a boy 

because I could have a baby. No, he said, you can't have a baby. 

Why not, I asked. Because you're not old enough to have the 

parts. Like a car or something. Needed a license. He said that 

wasn't it. But if I couldn't have a baby, why couldn't I play in the 

bathroom with a boy. I wanted to know real bad. It was fun and 

tickly and no stranger than adults with the poison ivy thing. 

Because its wrong, he said. Why, I wanted to know. But there 

wasn't any virgin birth for us anymore so he couldn't explain. 

II 

Lessons from the movies. Grease. Olivia Newton 

John is a good girl, but not much fun. She doesn't get 

pregnant like the bad girl because she is so good. Then she 

turns bad, has fun, and still doesn't have a baby. But she's 
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still not actually bad, just sexy. 

Pretty Woman. She is bad because she is a prostitute. Then 

she's still a prostitute but isn't bad because she loves the 

man she is having sex with and he changes her and makes 

her good. Since she really loves him, she lives happily ever 

after. 

Beauty tips from Seventeen Magazine. Pluck your brows. 

Eat carrots and pasta. Chocolate gives you zits. Bright stripes, 

neutrals are out this season. Red lips are cool. Pretty girls attract 

boys and are popular in high school. Good girls don't have sex 

with boys. It ruins a girl's reputation, and then she can't attract 

other boys. 

Lessons from the radio. Let's spend the night together. 

The devil wants to fuck me in the back of his car. Let's talk about 

sex bab-y. Suck my kiss, please pervert me, stick with this, is she 

talking dirty. You keep this love, thing, child, toy. What have I got 

to do to make you love me? You're every woman in the world to 

me. 

Beauty tips from Cosmo. Push your breasts together to 

make them look bigger. Kiss at the camera to imply sex. Read 

about techniques so you can talk dirty when you have the oppor¬ 

tunity. Find a man to buy you all the things we advertise. Prosti¬ 

tutes are fascinating, worth an article in every issue. None of our 

editors are prostitutes. 

Life tips from The Young and the Restless. Rich men 

always come into your life at the right time. They are bad but 

exciting. They never hit you. You have sex unexpectedly and it is 

perfect: cabin, wet from rain, cosy fire, slide gracefully into satin 

sheets. No bobbles in the sex and you can live happily ever after 

for a week. 

Lessons from the National Organization for Women. 
Birth control is our saviour. If you don't have a baby, you can 

have sex when you want. Sex is a political statement of libera¬ 

tion. Don't get married or you'll give your independence to a 

man. 

Lessons from the Vatican. Don't have sex until you're 

married. Only have sex to have children. Birth control is evil. 

Enjoying sex is wrong. 
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Ill 

Mrs. Lee told our class it wasn't funny and sent Luke out 

of the room and gave him lunch detention because he smiled. The 

movie was serious, even if it had a diagram of a penis in it. This 

was teaching us about abuse, she said. Some man opened up his 

coat and showed a little girl his penis. Kind of like the bathroom, I 

thought. Pretty intrigued since I hadn't seen one since then. Mrs. 

Lee said it was abuse because the girl didn't want to see his penis. 

Why not? I thought. Maybe she was scared of it. The diagram we 

hadn't laughed at (except Luke) was pretty ugly. Was it wrong if 

someone wanted to show you their penis and you wanted to see 

it, I wondered. I didn't ask Mrs. Lee. She was still mad. 

We read the Bible. Mr. Sherman made a big deal about 

telling us not to take it as the truth but not to not take it as the 

truth. Adam and Eve ate an apple. Then they were embarrassed 

of being naked all of a sudden. It seemed pretty stupid. Eve 

couldn't have been afraid of his penis since she'd seen it already. 

Maybe she got the parts to have a baby and was scared she would 

be bad if she got pregnant. Mr. Sherman said it was knowledge. I 

guess you can't have sex if you know a lot. That seemed to fit. All 

the dumb girls in high school could have sex and have babies 

since no one thought they were going to college. The smart ones 

in that English class never even talked about it. They didn't wear 

short skirts and lots of mascara. If you did that, you were a slut. 

That was just another way of calling you dumb. I guess I wasn't 

so smart. I thought about it a lot. 

A boy asked me to touch him on the serious place. I went 

home instead. I thought I was good and smart and was making 

my own decisions and being strong and no peer pressure and say 

no to drugs and do your homework and go to college and eat your 

broccoli and help prevent forest fires. 

IV 

I made love, or got laid (like an egg?), or had my cherry 

popped, or was slipped the old banana, or slept with someone. 

You don't tell people you had sex, you have to speak of love or 

food. It's more poetic that way. There was a condom, so I 

wouldn't get sick or pregnant. It didn't itch. It hurt. Maybe that 
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was punishment for not loving the boy enough. Then it kind of 

tingled and then my knees shook. That was about it. It must have 

been since it was in a car. If it had been in a cabin in front of a fire 

it would have felt better. Plus, I would have known what to do. I 

was pretty nervous, so I didn't get to live happily ever after. The 

next morning, nothing changed. I wasn't more in love. Some¬ 

body forgot to give me the knowledge they owed me. I still didn't 

understand why it was wrong when you didn't have a baby. 

In private, I learned how to make a boy come with my 

hands, I had sex in a car, in my room, in his apartment, woke up in 

his bed, got embarrassed receiving oral sex, gagged giving oral 

sex, and found out sunflower oil was used in more than cooking. 

However, I never did learn whether I was bad or good, whether I 

was damned or liberated, whether I deserved the pleasure I felt 

since I didn't push my breasts together like the women in Cosmo 

or march on Washington like the women in NOW. 

But I should be ashamed of telling you this and pass it off 

as a fantasy. I made it all up because I'm not a man so I don't tell 

stories about my first time and I don't have the last five years of 

Playboy under my bed in case I want to refer to the articles and I 

didn't get patted on the back by my best friend or maybe my dad 

when I bagged her. I made it all up because I was confused and 

things only go perfectly without any problems, it doesn't hurt, 

there's always a romantic fire, you don't have to break the mood 

to put on a condom, you always climax together. I made it all up 

because everything comes naturally and happens perfectly the 

first time, you only need to learn are all the responsibilities and 

implications and political statements and risks you undertake so 

you can have enough hang ups that you won't talk about it too 

loud and give away the secret. I made it all up because smart girls 

don't have sex and tell about it—not unless they're in confession. 

I never confess. 
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TORE SERIES: TANGO X 2 

by Andrew DuBois 
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Ten things which will try to say who I am 

by Josh Robertson 

My life has no greatest moment. Moments are moments which 

pass, and even if the best one came on June 20,1989 at Nags Head, 

N.C., it would only be so because I call it that, and wouldn't 

matter to anyone but me anyway. 

My friend Roger always thought he'd be a doctor until he went to 

college and failed every course in the biology department. His 

career now will never make him happy. That's why I've never 

wanted anything in particular; expectations are useless. 

I like walking alone at night in the city. I hope someday some 

punk kid with a plastic-handled switchblade tries to mug me. If 

this ever happens I will beat the living shit out of him. 

My experience with generous people is that they usually 

desperately want something back from you. We may have a long 

acquaintance and I may only ever give you a single thing, but you 

will never owe me anything. 

I saw Dougie Wilkins the other day. He finished law school last 

year, and he asked me if I knew what I wanted to do. I said 

nothing. He asked what I was interested in and I said I don't 

know. He said I have to be interested in something. I said I was 

presently studying post-American-dream middle-class 

brainwashing. He brightened up and said there was a start and it 

sounded very interesting. 

I've always bitten my fingernails down to bloody stumps. People 

accused me of being nervous, but my life has nothing to be 

nervous about. I'd just much rather feel pain than boredom, and I 

always feel boredom. 

Nothing really sad has ever happened to me. 

The mass of men lead lives of quiet desperation. Some 

despair about things like finding happiness in their lives, 

whatever that means. If I despair about anything it's that 
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the actual value of any asset must be calculated considering the 

opportunity cost as well. 

If you don't like me I will never have liked you anyway. You will 

always have been such a jackass. 

One morning I awoke and Rebecca had her ear to my chest, 

listening for something. I asked her what she was doing and she 

said she had been suspicious for several weeks now that I wasn't 

really a human being at all, but something else. That was not long 

before we split up for good; she was really wacko. 
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TORE SERIES: EYE, DYNAMO 

by Andrew DuBois 
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Ammonite 

by Deborah Forbes 

I will not love you until my bones are replaced 

by minerals that seep in from the sediment, 

until my soft parts decay into the moving 

shadow under the ocean. There are 

ammonites that glow hidden in the lead 

and burgundy waters, one hundred times 

more tightly coiled than snails, 

holding their breath under manless boats like 

signatures or twisted stars. Their shells 

are made of airtight chambers that keep them 

whole against the weight of the water; 

their bodies are tubes, pulsing like the throats 

of gulls, pushing the ocean in and out, 

wills made simple, hearts. 

They leave 

crushed imprints in shale, fool's gold in clay, 

and the calcite that sometimes fills their hollow 

chambers, sutures in the shape of foam. 

I will not love you until I am compressed 

between sandstone and lime— 

love isn't liquid; something must break— 

until my lungs fill with calcite, green crystal, 

seaglass, until my heart becomes 

the fossil of an ammonite, jelly body 

hardened to a jewel, trapping light— 

something the size and weight of a coin 

to be held in your palm 

and marveled at. 
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Untitled 

by Josh May 
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A-►A 
by James Sanders 

tips of clouds 

surface in the puddles— 

inside and outside 

are equally transparent, and 

the lavender of twilight, so 

if there were grumblings 

behind a door, 

they were not heard— 

or they are other things— 

fresh almonds in a bowl— 

air collapsed 

around green stems 

still-content and metronomic, but 

edges almost resonating 

in their every silhouette, so 

we owe our doubts 

and their ever evaporating 

to our single sun— 

and that an ocean of fusion— 

but kudzu threatens 

a parked car— and 

from other inroads 

through the streets, 

winter rains 

dripping off the dried 

ends of trees— 

fresh almonds in a bowl— 

smatterings, aromas, 

snatched forth from the ocean, 

dendrites, in their urchin 

contact, bloom into 

an ocean of their own, and 

mingle like two sides of 

a shadow— the weight of 

night plummets down 

and 
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the esophagus, overwhelming, 

even to the metronome of 

the eyeballs— 

and nowhere a soul— 

KlTCHEN 

by Laura E. Poole 
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I FEEL LIKE I’VE LEFT 

by Josh May 

I feel like I've left 

something behind for Mac 

maybe thomas — someone 

never as tho I gave them a 

tradition nothing like that 

your dyslexic eye 

cut off and sold to a camera shop 

leaving what would be if you were a centimeter tall 

a hall of mirrors, (the body) 

It would be that for me too if I was a centimeter. 

a regular ode, flaky and realistic 

written just so you could say it was 

with no voice or anything 
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Hands, IV 

by Laura E. Poole 
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Guinness contest entries 

by Josh Robertson 

Describe, in 50 words or less (every word, including "a" and "the" for 

example, counts), your most memorable pint of Guinness. Print your 

entry on an official entryform along with your name, complete address, 

telephone number and confirm that you are 21 years old or over, and 

mail it to be received by March 31, 1995 to Guinness Contest, PM1 

Station, PO. Bax 3585, Southbury, CT 06488-3585. First prize is a pub in 

Bantry, Ireland. 

The walls in O'Donoghe's gushed 

like overstuffed roses 

and the street poet in his ragged red jacket 

plopped his brown hat down almost 

the length of his shaggy sideburns 

and finished with 

"... Ulster linen!" 

to which there was uproar and applause 

from all corners and I was swallowing 

sweet black 

Guinness 

A week in country and every day rain 

here in Rosie's the drink from within 

and the fireplace from the wall 

soothe my soggy bones and joints 

yes 

Guinness is good for me 

oil lamps 

cast shadows on 

fishermen faces 

as they cough out their John Players 

laughing 

at everything 

Pints going round in the late afternoon 

as the sun's going down 

and the magic pint is 

either six or seven 

the one that changes me from pleasant 
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to pissed 

it's over before it should be 

and after I'm just piling matchsticks 

or shouting stupid words 

or wondering 

are you 

Kids grope 

in dark booths 

and the mob in the middle 

shouts a song I'll never learn 

chasing my night of whiskey with a syrupy pint 

I am 

broken glass on this 

campus pub floor I 

am 

the forgotten cigarette burning 

in the ashtray 

alone 

and unimportant to anyone 

here 

A fuzzy phone 

greasy receiver 

empty pint can clattering down the stairwell 

soaked pantcuffs and socks 

making me shiver 

while mumbling at a dollar a minute 

collect 

the things I said 

barely remembered but memorable 

and I lost 

my red hat 

that night 

Come on ye boys in green 

everyone in the Bleeding Horse cheers 

come on ye boys in green 

Ireland's going to the world cup 

come on ye boys 
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plastic pint cups raining down 

come on ye boys in green 

but all they did was tie 

ole ole' ole' ole' 

interesting 

I met Oliver in a dark pub 

told him my story 

he laughed 

said I didn't know problems 

said 

how's this for stupid 

I have to pick a Belfast girl 

I give my heart to her 

see her once a month 

see her street on the news 

twice as often 

Going home 

to what I don't know 

the duty free shop 

such beautiful shiny boxes 

I stood in line with pint cans of Guinness 

a present 

when suddenly I rememberd 

the hundred times or more 

you told me how you 

hate 

Guinness 

maybe 

I 
shouldn't buy it 

for you then 
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MEMO 

by Andrew DuBois 

MEMO 
to: poem 

re: plot for silent movie, black and white, called— 

“Means vs. Mystery: 

History of Domestic Spaces," a confession in three scenes 

Pan left as we enter room. Couple, nice, sit on couch 

in nice home decorated in the modern fashion. Nice things 

strewn about, which any well-groomed dog could fetch: 

pouch of hashish, vibrator, pens, an oscillating fan, 

Letch—the journal of hardcore erotica for married couples, etc. Man takes pea 

Man writes on cue-card (gentle orchestral score) from a crouch: 

"Rings, darling, mean something, like the ring of a death-knell, dead 

clangs like vows to the dying or gold aural spurs to a burning steed 

red and sick with death." Each word a thread going somewhere, 

his strings 

need room to unravel, twist, tangle. Words are nice things. Silence hangs 

things like horse thieves. Woman writes: "But people said, 

'Wow! A perfect match!'" He writes: "We've drawn this match 

slow for friction, struck anywhere like quick phosphor, spent 

mines ..." She writes: "Do you like this swatch? 

Patch the holes, dear, with the swatches I got from the interior 

decorator. Now 

watch out—what you say means nothing ..." "And what you 

mean says nothing, so 

how about we slit our throats and start over from scratch. 
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Untitled 

by Josh May 
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Untitled 

by Adam Lopez 
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Movies for Movies 

by Josh May 

1. 

if you were a fruit what kind of gun would you carry? 

small arms on a late nite 

the three millimeter, a little 

jack hammer of lost poetry 

easter in november, honey, potential 

potential rattling 

if you could wish for anything 

you would 

together again, hot potato of flowing 

2. 

soundtracks, Aurthur, are 

echoes, action turning itself 

in, to Billy, we, unlike 

canals, the, if ice then winter, have 

never, been this still, crossing, 

and yet, silence dancing in parens., 

minutes, in just a reel, being, listing, 

done easier, Franz said, so aloud 

3. 

the blanks fired are 

unknown sugar 

to vacuums of carpets 

coming underground from all directions 

he must have 

erased parts like this 
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-THE STORY OF EVERYTHING AVOIDED- 

sometimes he smokes 

however 

he means to be nothing 

finish of 

-THE STORY OF BACKGROUND- 

caved-in-sucked-out walls 

(well here she is, ask yourself) 

Were you 14 when you were Miss Nineteen? 

4. 

always now 

it is not the end of hollywood movies 

or even a complete sentence 

5-6. 

So much is still said into 

radio .Fair is fair. .Aspect 

ratio. .So be it. .Sequenced 

collage. .The beach trip is dead. 

.Stretched out 

on nobody's front porch. 

Adding to this offence he steals a scooter of the size of a smaller tv. 

Plank by plank there is between boats. The growing legend of 

shrinky-dinks. France of a young age etc.. Or just after. By 

ourselves: a hostage; together: a car chasing. King of others. It is 

also the size of light. 

7. 

notes on confidence games: 

terms: 

a tell: house of, building named, fade, or book you have written 

a frame: "you inevitably must pass thru," said pollock, 

"the largest thing you have ever seen," anything 
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recently old, sometimes a force (given?) 

cracking out: if there are stories than this is one. only 

meaningful if followed by "too early" which 

implies "you yourself are too late" 

manual: 

lost with the briefcase 

how to anyway: 

1) imagine using the previous terms 

2) it spreads his arms, unplaced 

3) the guns today are made of water 

4) winning your losses 

5) You will run down if you keep on like this. 

6) — failing... try again 

7) the feeling is mutual 

8 or 9. 

don't finish 

sleepy tiger 

10. 

Hidden still, I want us to see. Silent 

park. He, in old landscapes, does not. 

Beautiful posing; perfect, we are posing. 

"How did you manage to find 
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me?" "If I had a big room like 

this, I would hide myself." Our 

park was stolen — every grain 

I had blown up — gone. Circle 

itself. Until miming. 

11. 

an echo of themselves/between/space reigns supreme 

chapter one: apparatus in parts 

... the noise of music 

thursday: send the maid to the movies 

so we can be alone 

with our invisible rump 

our first and only dream 

I am a regular by now! an extra 

alias was my half brother (mixed-up) 

chapter seven: shadow boxing 

thursday: buried sand 

"homage": I do love you in my own way 

we only agree on everything, everything 

else is being scratched out 

to make room 

for words, of course 

nothing 

obviously 

chapter: a poet named sea following sea 

this is no cheap gag "a man shot himself" 

you can speak again 

250 billion or 137 seconds 

I am continuing, with 
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TORE SERIES: THE EYE, BABY 

by Andrew DuBois 
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Of Deaf Sappho 

by James Sanders 

water almost hushing in distant pipes, 

two atoms— cheered on— nearly colliding— 

we are where in winter birds arrive— 

my heart-conch inches away from your fingertips— 

the minus, ripening bloodridden and univocal— 

the valve-huff— a punishing deaf expanse 

skates symphonic eddies ribbed with vernacular 

into a broken cavity— the room veined 

almost beckons to itself, timid or indifferent 

backs away, scatters its roots, echoes 

of Thales almost surface ringing in my ears— 

I have prepared for you the canyons of silence 
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The idea of Wallace Stevens at Key West 

by Josh Robertson 

This is mostly a place for old men. 

The sculpted beach, golfcart, and planted palm. 

The west coast sea mute and calm, nothing breaks 

A persistent silence rustling from the palms. 

Here I am, under sun, in a chaise longue. 

One in a ring of men around a pool. 

Sizzle, sizzle, old man sleeping (?), moving 

Not an inch beside me, breath through nose hair 

Wildly whistling, skin as brown as springtime 

Mud. And this sleep he's sleeping is better 

Than sleep of where he's from. The rule of palms 

He doesn't see above his soft-shut eyes 

Makes it so. Vacationing or retired. 

His nostrils pass each meet breeze of relief 

Heavily in leisure. He needs this rest. 

He has seen a long winter, or career. 

Why search for beauty anymore? Who needs 

The challenge of the north: snow-muddied streets, 

Sun-blocking skylines, and covered-up skin? 

In Florida all things appear as pure. 

In Florida, ideas and real things 

Are one. The green of grass is exactly 

This grass's green, the blue of sky or sea 

Exactly that of these, in paradise. 

This old insurance man, this truth-lover 

Beside me, sees a way to be another 

Sort of man; I know his sunset chatter 

Over bone-dry martinis on the porch, 

"Sweet Jesus look at that beautiful sky. 

It's the stuff of poetry and paintings. 
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Honey, where did I leave my damn cigars?" 

I feel a twinge of shame; I've gone too far. 

I'm one more snotty punk with no respect: 

Here I patronize a god of supreme 

Fiction in disguise, who rhapsodizes 

Even while he snoozes. He produces. 

He need not come here to write poetry, 

The sunsets are not annunciation, 

Nor is conception any part Other; 

His fertile mind waits for no bull or swan. 

In 1955 he died. It is 

1994. He is not here. 

This pool is ringed by men, simulacra, 

Each with only a memory of when all 

Was beautiful, and all was possible. 

But, sadly, such youthful euphoria 

Sells no insurance policies, puts no 

Food on the table. Poetry becomes 

Your signature here, here, and here; and 

Imagination, for them, might be dead. 

They must divide Hartford and paradise. 

And find awe and bounty in Florida 

Because only there will they ever seek 

Those things. And now I am boiling over 

With my own logic, and I loathe old men, 

When Susanna arrives, gilded with wet, 

Standing in my sun. I fear the elders' 

Beauty-hungry gazes, that they defile 

Her young skin. I want to leave them all here 

In their depravity. But my neighbor, 

I see, has not stirred. I am again wrong. 

He is of the same species as Stevens, 

The species of all old men, who, sleeping. 

Snoring sea salt, go on catching tigers. 
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UNTITLED 

by Pitchaya Sudbanthad 
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Hands, I 

by Laura E. Poole 
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Passed Away 

by Lilian Crutchfield 

This morning I walk to the church on Cove Creek Road. 

It is raining light and gray in the trees and hissing 

into the grasses like a hundred sighs. 

I am thinking of you, Tim. 

Of how I will pass the hill where they must have 

buried your older brother - 

you standing beneath the one oak, looking out to the mountains, 

and your mother beside you in a brown dress, 

watching him go down into the stony earth, waiting for him 

to be taken. 

I am imagining your grief in the church, Tim - 

your feet, still, on the rotting floor and 

your rough hands, quiet, on the pew before you. 

Your eyes streaming across the yellow stains of rainwater on the walls, 

and your whole body sick with the shame of your brother. 

I am remembering how you weren't in school that day, 

how no one noticed, 

how gym class was ended early and we were gathered 

before the flag at half-mast. 

How we were told that a boy had taken his own life with a deer rifle 

out in his family's tobacco barn. 

Held it gently in his mouth in the quiet of early morning. 

I never once said a word to you - 

I feared your blank, pale face and eyes that moved 

like strange and searching animals. 

I never knew you, 

or your brother. 

I was only one of the others. 

I did not want to know the suffering of your trailer home 

up the road, the whining of your hounds or 

the faded yellow curtains in the window. 

I did not see the gaping seat at your table, 

or your heart groping in darkness 

as you lay in bed at night, the unending crickets outside. 
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Shiloh 

by Jerry A. Dowless 

Alone, achy 

and starless, God 

is what has not become. Is 

all, alone, all cottony night 

in the low, low crumbling 

leaves. And how 

will I know if no hard 

hands break me— if no hard hands 

by oyster roasts, tombstones 

by Shiloh Church, water, by 

June down Fla. Hard on me. God 

forgot hunting, their tails cut. 

And I watched. To hunt— (don't) 

Forget me. 

(don't) Let me hunt tick-ridden, river- 
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bottoming 

like dogs. (and) (and) (and) 

with no hard hands 

of mine, God 

sees my every pain 

Slipping 

to come, watch them, God, 

slit the doe and playing 

with girls with dolls with the white fat 

soaked 

by the loam by what, God? 

Straight ahead, no turning 

without hands , and seeing him, 

fading dead 

in purply mosquitoes and sun, over¬ 

filling the eyes and over- 
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owning Daddy, 

made him red , and plowed. 

Made him red and me, and God 

sees my every running 

or strapped in, a burnt offering, 

Say it. Once. 

Let me go. 
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TORE SERIES: NOISE OR, 2000 LBS 

by Andrew DuBois 
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The Battle of Sulfer Creek Trestle, 

September 25, 1864 

by Andrew DuBois 

I. 
soldiers 

There was hunger and thirst. 

The barrels had been dumped 

upstream. Fire spoke to conductors, 

saying "Stop. Turn your train 

around. The bridge and cross ties 

are burned, only the rails are left 

floating." 

There was no rain with the thunder 

and it was too late even if there was. 

But it is hard to take a hill when 

there are trenches and reason. 

And then it was built back in stone, 

a union from the breach, for trains. 

Stronger, it was said, but also that 

at nights you could see dark light 

through the tunnel, that was a ghost. 

II. 

soldiers 

This is the place my father built 

his house. There had been crops up 

here, well fertilized. 

I was loading firewood when 

the man said "Do you know what 

you people have done here?" Worked 

up to this place. And I said 

you from here and where'd you get 

that jacket and is that your name. 
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"Army surplus." 

I know you I said. 

"There are ghosts down there," 

he said. Naw I said thats 

just a water station 

with a light set up by the 

Tennessee Valley Authority. 
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Through the city, homeward south 

by Josh Robertson 

On the Hutchinson River Parkway 

The construction straitens us to one lane 

And a screaming woman, hysterical 

In her orange vest and hard hat, jumping 

Up and down slaps my car to slow me. I stop 

At the STOP and a worker loiters before 

My hood, bending to light his cigarette, takes 

Two steps back as the sign turns to SLOW ... 

Then there's the exit and immediately I'm 

A hunk of steel in a river of steel junk 

Flowing toward Manhattan, I own a piece 

Of the fastest property going, my lot 

In the only mobile neighborhood: 

For the next fifteen minutes I will live 

Between two Buicks and a Mayflower 

Freight truck. One neighbor sneers while 

Chewing a stumpy cigar, another advises me 

To roll my own. Mayflower is indifferent, 

A yellow wall. We plunge under viaduct. 

We surface, duck a street, surging in this 

Roaring aortal trench, we glimpse 

Parked cars, gas station logos, erect people. 

But only peripherally, each of us of one 

Unbroken speeding mind: forth. Like a 

Six-mile suicide pact we rumble 

Discomfortedly. No two-second rule. 

No car-length algebra, no time, no time. 

Cross-Bronx tide just take me to that bridge 

Alive. The route bends to the right and 

There he stands, old GW, and the many 

Signs: Upper Level, Lower Level, Ft. Lee 

Keep Right, No Stopping, and ultimately 

Before the plunge into the lower level 

Void, one homely square imperative or 

Prayer as blunt and rude as the city itself: 

DON'T 

HONK. 
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Untitled 

by Josh May 
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From Me To You 

by Josh May 

I wrote a letter to Tina that should have been this. 

We are confined. I mean we are not. This is america. Gertrude 

Stein was right and I have only read ten pages of her book. 

I don't feel like that anymore. The same general thing, or ideas, 

but I am sick of myself, "like I'm crying" And try to work in the latest 

novel. The same way I have been taught to hate journal entries. Paren¬ 

thetically, Jack Kerouac never wanted to tell a story. All an attempt to 

annihilate himself. Yes, an attempt. 

A Revised Version of the First Three Paragraphs (Written Much Later) [I 

didn't know where to stick them] 

I can't even write a letter to her and it's been two weeks. 

When I see her driving a stranger's boxed-in-but-still-endless 

blue volvo wagon, in a midnight lot, I can't say anything [John Cusack 

as an older John Cusack from Better Off Dead]. I want to but it would 

mean everything she has told me is a lie. Maybe I am a little bit para¬ 

noid. Frank O'Hara was orange and I have only read one hundred 

thirty-four actual pages of his post-humous book. 

I can't feel like that anymore [unwound said [informed (but not 

laying blame)]]. A matter of what I say has come before what you are 

now reading, but by my own rules that can't work, "broke down and 

busted" I thought using complete sentences was redundant since 

everyone always already knows the end. I have pretended it is all in the 

middle. Brackettally, Jack Kerouac wanted to tell a story. It was all an 

attempt to be Joyce and Proust. Yes, not an attempt. 

one 

I have been sent here to follow leads. This town is creeping with 

them. I have a few friends working on the case. A progress report 

follows [typed, but not disseminated]: 

1. red - The closest of the bunch at least for now. I am sure we would 

have pinned our man if not for red's insecurity. He is too scared to 

follow closely because he thinks ex knows there is a dick on his trail. If 

he does know it is a cause for worry. I personally have no doubts that x 

would shoot. I do have doubts as to whether x owns a gun. 

2. blue - Well actually blue is on a different case all together. 
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3. deep - deep found out ex's real name from city hall. Signatures and all. 

It seemed authentic enough. I went to the DMV a few times to try and get 

more information. At first I had the job pegged as an easy one, but by the 

fifth time I went they had alarms that were actually triggered by my scent 

alone. Back to the drawing board. I sent deep to check out X's hometown 

4. shallow - This route worked a bit better, shallow went to hot dog stands and 

the like (places ex had been), and found out all his aliases. Then used a pronged 

attack and went in for the kill. He knocked on room three-oh-four and a 

scrappy looking man answered the door. Walked in and there were three more 

men. "Ex," shallow said. Four "yes"s. Often the trouble these days. 

You must be wondering what my own results were. Surely I don't just 

use my friends to do all the leg work. 

two 

I watched Magnum P.I. today. At twelve thirty The Wonder 

Years comes on so I am forced to alternate a little at the half way point. 

There is a certain falseness in Magnum. It is especially obvious 

at the beginning of each episode. You feel as though all of the sudden a 

director character is going to jump in and say, "Cut!". It rarely happens 

though (I can't personally recall any instances). It is not really to the 

same end as Brecht (although I haven't read any (Matt mentioned him 

once in passing and I got the essentials from that)). Magnum uses the 

voice-overs (present tense in both cases) and the plot "construction" (as 

it must be called) to show the faults of authorship. Robin Masters 

permeates the work as the never seen writer [of it]. Contradictions 

become a must through the course of the series. I have seen Thomas 

meet Father Patty twice. Both are characters created by Masters and 

hence have no memory from season to season. At their first meeting 

Thomas thinks that it is a coincidence that the father looks so much like 

Higgins. When Patty shows up at the estate the next season Thomas not 

only has no recollection of their first run-in, but also is convinced that 

Higgins and his half brother are the same person (yes, he saw them 

together the first time). The next "mistake" is a gradual one that could 

only take place through the long course of the decade (estimate) long 

series. In the early years it is clear that Thomas has seen and spoken to 

Robin (while Higgins was present), but later he seems to think it possible 

that Higgins could be Robin [Higgins seems to be alot of people]. 

Confronting the Author: 

On the occasions when Magnum meets his benefactor slash 

creator it is quite transparent that we are watching a story about the 
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writing of a story. The problem elucidated now seems a dated one. It is 
easy to control your characters, but how do you control yourself. 
Should I be in two places at once? 

So then, the response of the newer station 45, putting on the 
Wonder Years midway through Magnum, is a valid one. The way 
deconstruction solved the problem was to make the character the author 
in a sense that could never be autobiographical. In other words, Kevin 
(both present and past (perhaps to illustrate it all the more)) is both the 
author and the character to the end that he must be you as well. Using 
the same trick as the living Kerouac, it is impossible to make the Wonder 
Years ring false unless you thought they were. Planned (and perhaps 
falsified) in the same manner as Magnum, but to the brighter side of the 
coin, history is proven to be what you make it, and really is. 

If you think I am not making sense, think of it this way: of course 
Winnie married Kevin, but if she had she never would have. 

three 

The ninety-seven twists and turns of Mary Higgins Clark were not 
initially what I had in mind, but it seems that this case is taking on that nature. 

four 

So that was the work I have done since my trip. I am still 
waiting for the pictures from overseas. At this point I think they are 
more likely to incriminate me than anyone else. About fifty photographs 
of girl's asses, statues, and some random rooftops. I was prepared for 
that though. I sent Bloody Irish on a recon mission. I told him to follow 
my footsteps. So his reports should adequately serve as my own. 

And then we have Tina. She actually begged me not to put her name 
in here (understandable but undoable). I sent her some reports. First of all, I 
doubt she will ever get them. Second of all, I doubt she will ever get them. 

She has busted a few cases wide open but this "X case" seems to be 
a little too tough for her. I am not blaming her. There are only so many 
cases a character can take in a lifetime. It is just logistics. She is too well 
known (that in some ways is my own fault (how many times have I walked 
up to her when she was undercover at a posh diplomat party and said, 
"Now Tina, I could swear I have told you a million times that the Barretta is 
a much nicer weapon than this clumsy old Colt you lug around. And 
regardless you should really strap it to your back, cause that dress is too 
tight and one of those Brazilians is bound to feel you up.")) to be effective. 

At one point I had my suspicions that she had actually been 
counter-hired by Ex to bungle the case so I had Bloody Irish do a back¬ 
ground check. Her record wasn't quite clean, but then again neither was 
Bloody Irish's, red's, Matt's, or my own for that matter. WE forged ahead. 
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five 

I was busy looking for a motive. The hardest part of the job. Especially 

when your thoughts were as clouded (or just plain empty) as mine. 

Here is what I came up with: 

a) Ex was a once successful producer. Famous for not being famous. A 

man who found out dirt about you and never let it out. Not quite 

blackmail. Who wants him dead? Everyone. Who is hired to do the job? 

Tina. Who does x hire on retainer for the security job? You guessed it — 

... Hence the Wonder Years. Luckily, I am no Kevin Arnold. 

The difference is simple. I am european. Kevin of course is 

american. I mean this in the lower case sense [the stronger of the two 

cases i think]. It's easy to see, could Kevin ever write this? 

I was going to say the difference between his it and my it but 1 

think it is already too late. 

One Reading of Close Encounters for Poetry's Sake (and an 
Attempt to Vindicate Myself) 

an obsession is something like being invited 

mountains, towers and the tvs that connect to them 

I think in the fifties they called it a color that is 

orange now 

it was vibrating in the marble corner 

of the de Kooning exhibit as your 

whisper "underneath underneath" 

the parts that missed my ear 

as alien as a as alien as an 

if I am just a mimic then how do I know so much 

how do I know to ask why 

your inks can be fleshed out and not inks renamed sculpture and 

retitled super-8 

I never meant to say this anything: 

to be a transmission it still must have a start 

if it is going to run out of your mouth which they would never call an 

end 

and to that end 

there are two men: one for shading, one for music, one for notes 

a correct response is nothing like being invited 

portrait of red 
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It has been harder to get into red's character than I initially anticipated. 

I connect him with Vietnam (post-war) but I am not sure why. If he had been in 

the war he would have stayed there, pimped a whorehouse (taken good care of 

the girls I'm sure) and smoked opium the rest of his life. He told me that. 

There is no need for stability when you think everyone is an 

agent. It might be a hindrance. I tried to explain this to him and it 

worked about as well as it is working. To be expected as you are now he. 

frameframeframeframeframeframeframeframeframeframeframeframe 

waah-lah 

section two 

a kiss in the eye 

Some revisions of motives and theories are in order (so soon): 

It is clear from the three "When a Man Loves a Woman" epi¬ 

sodes that america is only complete as the combination of Kevin and 

Winnie [Don't make me explain this as archetypes.]. Just one will not do, 

is not even viable. Furthermore, from these three symmetrically placed 

episodes, we can see how memory is a hindrance to this america. [Is it 

worth noting that Kevin was looking for Inga (a foreign-exchange) and 

Winnie for someone who had just transferred? Off-hand I would say 

"Yes." As you will see later it seems necessary to look outside ourselves 

for a geography; to try and create one that isn't there.] Memory does not 

just slow us down, it puts us off course, makes us "lose our aim," fire at 

the hence projected-Winnie, the always already soaked (I might say the 

first-meeting-baptism motif is unintentional in any real sense) Kevin. 

History/Winnie, at least here, is something that only produces remorse, 

and Future/Kevin is left to squander in endless possibility. Ideas do not 

lie in killing the memory or the future, but instead in getting rid of the 

person. Let all of the Harper's Woods (and strip malls, and Initials) 

exist... and all the things that occurred to/at/with them. It happened in 

a recognizable place you never went to: the suburbs, 

new-a) I was right when I said X kept notes on everything. He is Tina's 

typewriter. There is still a case here. Was I actually hired to protect 

something I could not even identify. It seems unlikely. Far more reason¬ 

able is the scenario of me going into a wild fit of rage and wiping out a 

crowd, which my employer must hope ex will be in. 

With this airtight motive it was easy to make up a "Things to Do" list. 

1. Spend a few hours a night at Dunkin Donuts finding a who. A safety 

precaution in case this thing is larger than the both of us. Of course the 

police seem to be the string that turns into a rope here. Tattoo and 

Suntan are some of the more vicious 5-0 I have encountered. Everynight 
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they tear the place apart. For example, they open the sugar pourers, 

dump it all onto the floor and then spill cold coffee over it. Impossible to 

ever get it all up. I would hate to be Chan when every customer says, 

"What did you do, pour sugar and coffee all over this floor?" And so it 

got larger as Tattoo and Suntan tailed me home and roughed me up: 

"Who's your client, son?" "Confidential." "I'll ask you one more time. 

Who's your client?" "Confidential." It is rough being in the same boat 

with those two. Especially when your boat is in the dark. 

two: using narrative to your advantage 

On this particular night I had two iced coffees. I was relieved 

when Tina did not show up at the rendezvous. I had no more informa¬ 

tion to give her about where ex was. Not even an idea of whether it was 

kidnapping or a runaway. Pleasantly surprised again because Tattoo and 

Suntan were relatively quiet. They stole a few donuts (primarily crullers 

and sugar-raised), but nothing anybody wanted. Nothing to do but sit 

back and try to use up the generous expense account. 

And if I wanted I could bring it all to a close. 

two: the episode after that one 

Bloody Irish had gone to the beach with Paul. There are some 

things I think Irish takes too literally. All this stuff about sin and being 

gay seems to create a conflict in him. Whenever I ask about it he just 

says, "That is what makes me a great agent," and I can't argue with that. 

In red's and blue's case I can argue with that. They wouldn't recognize 

ex if he went up and asked them to dance. [You must be wondering 

about] shallow — he couldn't care one way or the other, and I respect 

him for that [but then why should I bother with him, so I won't]. 

three 

I was not not working on the case. Robber surmised (well a 

prince of thieves this man was and to be trusted at all times, if only 

because he wasn't connected enough to have any good lies) that X was 

actually R. "Seems reasonable Robber. Tina has been known to have a 

Habit with both." "Well, then, it is settled let me take care of it." 

So for a week I sat back and gave him free rein. I wasn't going to 

stop him there if it weren't for what happened. 

What happened: On a dark field we were using as a drop point. 
Robber: "Tina and R were here and just left." 

Me: "Why didn't you apprehend them?" 

Robber: "They are innocent." 

Me: "Well at least some questioning! Besides, how do you know?" 
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Robber: "Trust me, I looked into her eyes." 

Me: "Oh jesus Christ. You're fired." 

Screech. Screech. Screech. I took off in my subaru and didn't stop until I was 

out of gas. Funny thing about that. If you have ever driven a tank from full to 

empty without stopping you know you have no choice but to fill it up and try 

again. Even if the trail is cold. And it was. 

chapter two 

see where Percy Shelley died 

When we investigate the summer (as I think Hugh (the same 

character [yes, yes] as Bloody Irish suggests we should)) I expect to be 

able to narrow down the causes of my depression (I do not mean investi¬ 

gate in the same sense as before): 

[Just a quick side note: nationality is all about how you break up 

your speech.] For the past two summers Tina has been somewhere else. 

Now she is going to Europe for a month (O laugh if you like). Well, I am 

going to stop this charade before it gets out of hand. I mean this charade. 

one 

Pretty in Pink fails for a few reasons. The most obvious of which is 

a lack of voice-overs. If you were going to guess a predictable plot and/or 

stereotypical people you are wrong. People are rather hard to stereotype. I 

mean Duckie jumps right out at you and says, "Hello, how do you like this 

dupe I am running. The capitalists pay me the ducks [if you will] to make 

you me and make you/me satisfied. Oh but surely that is nothing you 

haven't seen before in Revenge of the Nerds, but now you don't have to 

believe it." Impressive since his character also had to deliver the line "I 

love you!" at the same time in a heartfelt manner. If this is so impressive 

then how does it fail. Well, with the same mistake Magnum makes (but 

without the V-o's to cover): having a character in two places at once. Check 

the ending: Duckie is Duckie and the Richy, and Molly is Molly and some 

Richy-girl — like divine intervention without a religion. Sure it is fine for a 

person to do... but a character!?!?! Another reason is her car. 

What a mistake to put Dirty Dancing on afterwards. 

I have to devise a plan. Ex will only be in town for a two days, a 

layover before europe. I have to find out who s/he is [I am trying a 

whole new system] and nab same. A pretty tough job for one man — I 

am going to have to mobilize the troops. I have been in contact with Dr. 

Specter (an old friend of mine (he likes to give himself these silly names 

(I have nothing to do with it)) and he said he would be down soon to 

give me a fresh objective perspective. He tends to talk like that. From up 
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north, surrounded by nothing. In some senses it makes him out of touch 

but in others... I only hope soon is soon enough. 

In the meantime I am trying to develop my own surveillance skills. 

I really think this case can be that simple. Recognize the decoy and bang. 

Too many times X has walked in and out of this town without even being 

seen. It won't be any easier with Tina in town. Especially if she is on ex's 

side. Hell, for that matter, Doctor Specter may fuck things up himself. 

two 

I decided a sense of immediacy was not really for me. It makes me 

nervous and I already have an itchy trigger finger. I wonder who 

planted that idea in my head anyway. 

three 

Robber told me (himself) right before we reached ex's house that he had 

a split personality. 

"Who am I talking to now?" 

"You are talking to me." 

"Yeah great, but is it the you I always knew or the other you" 

"I've always been both you's... I mean me's" 

"Which one do you like better?" 

"Which one do you like better?" I think he was actually curious. 

"Does it matter? Do you have control of this thing?" 

"Ever since the third grade. I could do my math homework and 

talk on the phone at the same time. I can be at two places at once." 

"Hmmm. Your you's could be a valuable asset to the case. How 

do I know which you to trust?" 

"You never trusted me in the first place." 

"Oh... yeah." At this point we were already parked in front of the 

suspect's house. I, personally, needed to regroup. This conversation made 

the meaning of Robber's earlier comment a little clearer. "Tina and R were 

here and just left." They were where he was but not where he was. The 

suburbs. In the park he see-sawed in. They were in his house except it was 

theirs. And he didn't have a warrant. Maybe that is a metaphor. Robber 

would have to be himself to catch anyone else — you can't just live in the 

margins. Well you can but then they can't be margins anymore and you 

have to live somewhere else that is then the margin you can't live in. A 

dilemma not so much magnified by the suburbs as it is made not a question 

(or another person's statement) by them. I hate to belabor the point but do 

you think Karen had to move to Alaska, or do you think Kevin had to have 

her move there? Exactly! You don't think about it. In other words, Robber 

was not a traitor, he just continually over-stated the obvious. 
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It would be too risky to try and apprehend X while Robber was 

overwhelmed by what he was telling himself; and while I would have to 

constantly check to see who my partner was. Beside, the little voice in 

my head was telling me that I might need ex's help. I went home to 

decide whether my voice believed that or if it was buying time. After all, 

once ex was dead there was no going back. 

A cat can only safely be called it. It can be anything. 

I made Bloody Irish my Neal Cassidy figure. All he had to do was 

write a few good letters and Third Quarter. This way I can make him my 

Burroughs figure. It is really an attempt to make myself my Kerouac figure. 

This can never be a letter to Tina even if I say it can never be a 

letter to Tina. I wish to god though that it could be. 

the end 

Did you want me to tell you what the brackets meant? Or better 

yet, that X was really Tina? Or me? One way out is to say that it is not over 

— there is still a chance. I can't write anymore that is that or not that. Like 

Doctor Specter said, "If you can't write, read." Unfortunately he can't 

make the distinction. At an impasse again. [I watch Dead at 21 every week. 

A piece of art all in the making — with its own Winnie.] It ends like in 

came in: trite. The middle parts were so much better [relax, I'm kidding]. 

We can't even laugh about it. There is nothing here. Fucking 

absolutely nothing. This was meant to be a toy for me to play with and 

look what it has turned into: 

Dunkin Donuts a little before midnight. Looking through the windows 1 

thought it would at least be one of those good bad nights — when you are 

happy to be depressed. Suntan arid Tattoo weren't there, so 1 could be alone. I 

had already gotten my coffee (asked for iced, got regular) and had just sat down. 

Jay: Hey-, it has been a long time. I haven't seen you in two years. 

What's that. 

-: A copy of The Odyssey I have to read for class. 

I refuse to tell you my name or what I was doing. See how far 

we have come. Such good friends that you couldn't leave me a note. Jay 

said our "conversation was scripted." "No, no, of course not." I said to 

Jay. 

The piece you have just read was based entirely on an event that 

occurred two years ago to its author. A short summary follows: 

I went to a secret library with my friend. It had all of the letters 

ever written from everybody to this friend. No matter whose we read 
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the letter would be addressed to her and tell us about people she knew. I 

never had to ask, "Who is this?" or "What is he talking about?" Even if 

the person was from Denver. When we came to Jack Kerouac's though I 

had to ask. She said, "Why do you care now?!?" "Because somehow he 

has managed to not write to you but to everybody else who wrote you." 

Then the library and my friend disappeared. In their place stands 

something I can tell you about (and unlike before, I want to). 

four 

I thought it was over. I swear. I had even left my hometown to visit a 

friend for the weekend. But something was still calling me: 

Ring...Ring.. 

Me: Hello 

Person: Hi, may I please speak to Josh? 

Me: Speaking. Who is this? 

Person: Winnie... 

Josh: Who is it really? Who is this? 

Winnie: It's Winnie. I just called to say that I like your writing alot. 

Josh: You must have the wrong Josh. 

Click. 

five 

Smiley Smile is directly tied to a Beckettesque understanding of humor 

(if only in the mass consciousness sense). The essay on the inside cover explains 

the instances well enough (a reissue with Wild Honey). It does not go into the 

album as a commentary of Waiting for Godot specifically. ''Vegetables" is the 

clearest example. As a counterpoint to Estragon's and Vladamir's idea that they 

need each other, the Beach Boys reinscribe food as food, communication as just a 

social contract ("tell us the name of..."), and, for that matter, throughout the 

album maintain that things are exactly what they seem; are only what they 

seem. The attempt to erect the Song "Heroes and Villains" is won only after the 

exhaustion of the enumerated (all that are needed) possibilities. The Beach Boys 

are not just a Vladimir and Estragon with the power to create. After all, that is 

nothing special since the actual characters told stories and jokes in order to 

create their own existence. The difference is that The Beach Boys created 

everything but themselves. It worked for A.I. They built a stronghold out of 

straw. With no ostensible leads, and only a few more billable hours left, I 

thought I would follow suit. 

I spent the day writing poems [this needs more]. I finished my 

series of five fifty-line poems in about sixteen hours (just a rough draft 

mind you), and then spent another twenty four writing the translation: 
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To the Girl I Met in Franconia 

Let's go back to the El Tori to. 

Which only cost them $1008.75. 

six 

Red figured that I might have already solved the case and just not felt it 

necessary to tell myself about. He thought it would help to put me in a 

twelve-hour-awake-dream state (remember he still is Vietnam post-war) 

that is something like hypnosis (although 1 wouldn't really know). 

"Red, I don't even care about the X case anymore." 

"It's not healthy, not to care about anything." 

"I do care about some things. Just not about this." 

"But this case is everything to you. Everyone in town has heard 

about it. It can make or break your career as the top eye." The truth of it 

is is that he was right. I knew it too. The more I wanted off the case the 

more intriguing it became. Someone out there was playing me for a 

trout. There were two ways of handling it. Rip off the hook and try to 

survive with a big hole in your mouth, or wait to be reeled in, taken off 

the hook, and then slip out. I chose the second. 

"I think it has already broken red, but look, if you want to help, go 

here." And I handed a torn sheet of legal paper. He looked at it briefly: 

"I'll be out of town by daybreak." 

"Be careful, remember that warehouse is high security." Then 

we took fifteen [fourteen] dream capsules each. 

The Treasure of K. 

"My little voice was telling me something. It was vague though, 

and with blue talking in the other ear (no new clues mind you), very 

hard to discern. Despite the interference, I did find the pot of gold at the 

end of the waterfall. Magnum said to Higgins, 'You never know what to 

expect when you work for an author.' 'Especially one who writes such 

vagaries.' 'WE will be doing this for a long time, won't we?' 'Yes, al¬ 

ways.' said Higgins and into the water they went (forced). Finally, 

Magnum was a person if only that of Rosencrantz. But that was enough. 

He found the gold in a flashback (unusual). Thomas said he himself was 

not real and guess what — he was right. Well that was in the beginning 

(right after the beginning which was previously proven a false one) 

before he knew that he was more the author than Robin, who was 

hidden away in the south of France [I don't want to say, "How could you 
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be an author in europe?"]. He really won by making a chain of displace¬ 

ment that followed this order: T.C. (wearing the Da Nang hat this episode), 

his guest actress which is academia, Rick, Tanaka, Carol, Doc Eyebold, and 

the last stop, the native messenger. The evildoers cannot be counted in the 

chain (at least for these purposes), because by the time Magnum becomes 

the messenger they are the message. They are how the written work failed 

(i.e. Robin's real book). They are words too scared to act. Apparently it 

takes an author/contest to act, even if that author is a character or a word. 

What makes Magnum a successful person, in the end, is also what makes 

him a successful character. He lives by the book and actually lives." 

So I listened to my little voice say all of these things you have 

just heard, and I wondered where the intersections lie — with the ex 

case, with art, and with my life. This is the list I came up with: 

1. Upon looking at a slo-mo tape I was able to understand what Higgins 

meant by "There is nothing there." It was the go-ahead to Tina (cleverly 

disguised as the rosebushes (Tina loves roses)) to make her getaway with 

the million (X) and go to europe where she would meet Robin in his little 

love nest and become a person-author again. I couldn't just sit back and 

watch it happen. Let her and ex slip through my fingers for good. I 

would have to go to Hawaii, reshoot the episode, disguise myself as the 

trojan X, and let Tina lead me straight to the unseeable Robin. The trick 

here was to find out what EX looked like so I could masquerade as it. 

six 

At one point 1 thought 1 had to write if I was to find ex (like a 

tracking beacon), but then I decided that I could actually do things too: 

Suntan was being a smart ass. In the weak disguise of a skanky drunk 

— going up to everyone in the shop and out of nowhere saying, "Do you want 

to talk about IT?" I said "No." the first time. The counter had all but tossed him 

out for scaring away the other customers and then he said to me, "Ha Ha, 

you're never going to catch her. You're never going to catch her" 

"Look asshole, this is my case. And how do you know ex is a 

'she' anyway?" 

"Clark Novas are always 'she's." His face immediately curled. 

Suntan spilled more than he had intended. 

"Thanks for the info dupe" 

"Oh yeah... well your mother needs a haircut." 

"Let's take this outside. We wouldn't want your blood on a 

freshly mopped floor." (If fresh is last week.) 

"No." 

"Okay." It wasn't worth my time and besides I don't think 

Suntan has fought a clean fight in his life [that I know about]. 

He left for a few minutes only to return in a still weaker disguise 
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of Matt (Doctor Specter's half brother (of course played by Specter 

himself)), one of Tina's old boyfriends. "You remember me don't you? I 

used to go out with Tina." 

"Oh jesus Suntan, if you have something to say say it. Other¬ 

wise I have work to do." A complete lie. 

"Yeah, 1 am meeting Tina a year ago tonight... at the warehouse. 

She is bringing ex. It'll be your big chance." With that comment Suntan 

made all his previous info worthless. He made it crystal clear that his 

word meant nothing. Still I couldn't risk not showing up. just in case it 

was accidentally true. That only left me about an hour to figure out what 

I would do with ex if I actually did see her. 

Back to Basics 

The american show living in the margins of the american play: 

Winnie as Grover's Corners and Kevin becoming a major character 

offstage (i.e. a director). Winnie is a landscape [look, I am tired of your 

shit, Kevin isn't going around conquering anything. He is crying. Being 

america (which he is not anyways) does not require manifest destiny. 

And that rationalization crap gets us nowhere fast.] that lives every 

minute. Emily's lines through Winnie are those of an old building, and 

when those are gone there are people who remember the building. As 

both, she is central in the photograph that will always be one moment. 

While the play is occurring: As soon as Winnie becomes Kevin 

slash the town (saying the lines he said to/for her), Kevin must live as 

something other than himself. With his traditional spot of the suburbs (GC) 

taken by her, he moves into another margin, pushing the director into the 

role of onstage character (Miss Soames (sp) and the Director). The play is 

one of the rare times when we are witness to both Kevin and Winnie 

creating simultaneously. What is it worth? It is marked by a sense of 

joining. Beside the entire auditorium coming to a standing ovation, 

Winnie's father moves back in the house as a result of the performance. In 

a more theoretical sense (which has come to be expected), we are again left 

in the suburbs, with a piece of art that could be any other piece (according 

to K.) and should be. They did not "win" or "advance" or "manifest 

destiny [v.]," but maybe just made it through by attempting again. 

1, myself, never acted in this play. 

seven 

1 didn't know where Tina was. Luckily, she called me: 

Me: Hello 

Hello: Hello [greeting named itself (a stolen title (and so on...))] 

Me: Who is this? 
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Character: Tina 

Me: I've missed you. Hey, did you write your name in the wet pavement 

on the sidewalk of Democracy? 

Tina: No. 

Me: Are you sure, cause it is written, "TINA L. the 'Noun'." 

Tina: My last name is brown. 

Me: O... but it rhymes. 

chapter three 

So Tattoo pulled me over and gave me a speeding ticket. I think 

I might have so many points they are going to take away my license. I 

told Tattoo that in a crying/begging type of way. He didn't seem to care 

too much; just kept muttering about how Ricardo Montalban had a new 

series and how he wanted to get the hell out of this town or something 

like that. I followed his lead. "I wish I could have gotten past the city 

line." (Why do I only think of these things now. I was 500 feet from the 

line. If I had made it I would have been out of Tattoo's jurisdiction.) 

Before this incident, I was tailing X's car to a poetry reading. It was 

going to be red handed. Ex had stolen a stack of my poems (that I purposely left 

near the unlocked door) from my house. I would pull out the originals, SWAT 

would come in, and it would be all over. I had left all my other agents at home 

so I would get the pleasure of busting Tina myself (of course I was more 

prepared for her to pull out a badge) and taking ex into custody. 

Tattoo snapped me out of that day dream, "I don't have to read 

you your rights, do I? You know them. I have to get out of here." 

"Me too. Later. Dunkin' maybe?" 

"Yeah. Sorry. I know how much this meant. Are you still going 

to go to the wine and cheese? I'll give you a ride." 

maybe one day 

Read my first ending. Read my second beginning. Then read the 

first one and then the second one again. There is no need to reiterate; to go 

that extra mile and say I had a name that is the same, to close it ["This 

should not happen. Aren't you a little short to be a stormtrooper?" she 

asked, and shot her way into a garbage dump before I could hand her my 

reply — a different narrative altogether]. Better this than that. 

This whole case stunk of metaphors, brackets, authors, and 

characters from the top. I have even gone to the trouble of taking some 

out and making it less cluttered. You should have seen the part where I 

kiss Princess Leia — full of contradictions ("As if it could not be," returns 

Doctor Specter). "Should I use the blue or the red light saber?" There 

aren't even explosions in space. It is my own fault, but I hope you 
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forgive me. Sorry, but the title was picked long before the story — down 

to the letter. I had already bought the claymores. 

I am trying not to give up, but I am afraid of what happens 

between Rocky I and II, sitting in an inbetween space waiting around for 

another question. I was worried the moment he climbed the top step. 

And after I said all this stuff about "just attempting" to boot. 

Pregnant pauses have been given such a bad connotation. 

I didn't mean for this to stink of metaphors too: 

Every time you ask, "If he didn't marry her, did he really marry 

her?" you will get a different answer. I don't think it is a cop-out to say, 

"One reason might be that it is always a different question." 

Finished while reading Visions Of Cody 

Repel the Boarders 

by Hugh McClean 
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Untitled 

by Adam Lopez 
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When we walk 

by James Sanders 

When we walk 

down the shallow hill 

to the humid crawl of April— 

the mind almost forgotten from our legs— 

the precarious, cleansing fragrance of the distant hurricane— 

what if, we urnlike— I mean, — 

whenever we urnlike groan ourselves into a wilderness 

and— but the only time I've 

ever seen buds reclose 

or the tides completely still, 

silent ages of ice— 

when the crown of two pears, 

the grunt of clouds, 

the precarious, cleansing fragrance of the oncoming hurricane 

when— the currents 

carve August, its slouching 

embers, and grow beyond 

their motions, thus— because, and— 

when silence infiltrates, it 

is fed from water and because 

of its conspicuous absence on the tongue 

as if— we have the water alone, 

when we have the water alone at 

night, with our night ears, 

when we groan ourselves into a wilderness, 

the stars tremble like rain 

and trembling spiders scour the rock-curdled distance— 

we sit outside, resonating— disturbed 

out of simple and unremembered silence— 
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HanaleI 

by Andrew DuBois 

Our Golden Age of pigtails. This crash time has seconds 
added to years which we all recognize as days, 

do we not, the final unit—a hundred years a kiss. 
Perhaps you could feel a different way, tie the bow 

in a dove knot or paint the candles with wax 
from the finger piano which we hardly know at all. 

What is left is a black man, trees and bricks even and 
people mentioning Spain as if it were still there after all of this. 

But something is amiss, and if that seem gratuitous 
you should see the sex, you write a poem for every lover 

and write forty-one poems, excessively tedious, metrical as metro¬ 
nomes. Birds don't fly with less regularity, there's the 

Protestant theory of ravens where the molting breeds disease. 
It's a thing you've disregarded, spurred on by the diet of nots, 

houses of rum and wormwood painted white where discussions of 
fusion 

generate cold fusion, cold sores, cold orthodoxy 
slow with age like a split lip on a stained Asian boy. 

So what if I left language by the pier. Metaphor's a raft, 
silly, it was an island once, though even then the sand 

became pearls, natives remember oysters and swine, 
overhead projections leave the tropics seeming Greenland, not 

Iceland but not the Canaries, either, named for dogs, not canaries, 
either. If this is how we know each other, how do we 

know each other? Trompe le monde, baby, webs and correlation, 
ultra-sticky; sensational murders where one can, one cannot. 

When the wind is low she mostly says things like 
"What's the use in stories," and I have to agree 

until five minutes later she tells a story of a city of women 
shorn of hair and dying. "The city or the women," I ask. 

"See, that7s the trouble with stories," she says, hands like seagulls 
on crippled walls, flightless and the worse for it 

because uncontained, no boundaries erects a boundary 
against itself, like true lovers free to roam Europe using bad French, 

or words unconstrained that could say something 
but can't say anything at all. What map is this, 

a country undiscovered slowly. Untrammel thyself! 
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Call in the dogs, pheasants, orders. Coordinate the carpet 

bombs, they could paint the bridge with napalm if your papers 

were in order. Whose feather is this? Answer me, wench, 

let's pretend we're old people, okay, we're dead so don't 

make a sound. 

I'm tired of believing you're robotic, angel. 

Wherever there are horses that's where we'll be, man, 

open spaces dirty and clean, scalps removed with scalpels, 

a certain efficiency there, add an elevated train, 

and in the question posed softly over Kansas plum wine, 

"Married or alone?" "Both," she said writhing, 

and I draw the line at caring or referring to the places 

we have been. There are things that we don't need to know, 

dragons and such, where they come from. 

Is there a mathematician in the house? Could you 

make some calculations—we'll invade Amsterdam and new 

Amsterdam, use the word "bifurcate," introduce birds that 

can run. 

It always cracks me up. I have no desire for children or glamour 

though this has yet to be determined, yet. 

The shadows made sevens. Steven dropped in, we spoke about leather. 

You were gone, practicing. I didn't think to call you, there 

were heavenly sirens 

and the guns were firing crazily, five thousand rounds a minute 

each fifth round a flare like a cycle, love, a hundred years. 

Did anyone notice the silence? There's not one, he mentioned, 

never was. The train is to travel as the whore is to love, 

the Russian said. I can half-relate, this was before the freeing of the serfs, 

besides, the trains have been dismantled but the tracks remain 

where the blackbirds roost. There is always the unfulfilled desire 

to speak, to say something, anything new, not necessarily 

to say, "There is a boy who knows this country well but will never 

know it first." A hard sickness to learn, not the end of the world, 

just the century. There is always the wet reflection. 
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Black and white collage study-Woama/ Holding a 
Balance. Jan Vermeer c. 1664 (oil on canvas) 

by Adam Lopez 
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by Deborah Forbes 

Sleeping next to you is the stillness 

of riding a train—two tracks holding 

weight and shadow, the unblocked 

images like dreams coming and coming: 

laundry flapping by the track, 

sheds huddled like someone asking 

for change, grass the color of health. 

Elements combine against the window 

and leave their residue of strangeness, 

erratic as the desires of my body are erratic, 

momentum like the earth turning 

only felt when night falls, hollow 

sound in the wheels, trees tossing 

dark and leafless branches. When I arrive 

we will walk by the old city wall. 

I will not speak. The moment 

will be locked in on either side 

by trains, invisible center of the journey. 
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SWINGSET IN ACTION 

by Laura E. Poole 
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Poetry of our world 

by Josh Robertson 

Too often we are celled in our lives 

of supermarket-shopping, 

of weed-pulling, 

of driving, 

and the odd happens, 

not the earth-shattering, but the odd, 

the epiphany 

of soup cans, a file of ants, a stalled engine, 

and we think we're getting at what's really what 

as we feel the touch of Emerson's hand, 

and we say that's life, funny 

how it does that, 

like a guy in a room with the shades drawn 

writing poetry 

about the outside 

for the other guy in the room: 

this is not being read by anyone who doesn't 

own shoes, 

or who fears cholera, 

or was shot at by their country; 

anyone who could just tell you 

the things we must tease out: 

life is pain, or murphy's law, 

or beauty is the absence of contamination. 
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this is not being read by anyone 

who could refute it: she is worlds away 

from this poem, bent over and swinging, 

chopping sugarcane with a machete. 

* 
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James Sanders 

Im Resort Nichts Neues 

Poppies can crease the words, 

rotaryful wounds, 

a crow 

wakes 
hispers past 

the horizon 

with divotlike 

wingings- 

and notice, 

not one ice crease 

in my tea 
mporary 

elaboration, 

a lobbing idleness 
entifier, 

like rain 

over the anchors 
swers, like 

mish green 

with weed— an eden 
ible 

graveyard- 

cars maple by- 

we write 

as we sleep 

over our shoulder- 
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T. Emmaus 

Word;world 

Sieve-shouldered 

to the stars overhead. 

In the lung of a star 

to force the strain word, 

the rind center sweetness. 

Translating light, these noisy 

amens, moist with asphalt— 

crossing over the shoulders, 

silent like a noon leaf, 

unshadowed, sewn out 

beyond the lips, it 

flowers over the crevices, 

breath-deep, sutured 

blind. 

Translating light, 

this noisy omen 

a poem for 

no one. 

Translating light, 

it pronounces you slowly. 

You. You inheriting 

the earth behind the eyelid 

towards the star. 
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Rachel Daley 

Of a List 

a Porcelain cloak contrived envelop 

Full for some compelling of the five or six nasty trains 

Claims 

a Memory of specious nightmare 

not to be worn again, for 

Your days lost in diagonals and apotheosis of plan 

(shifting hands is like feeding your cat or the meter) 

—Can’t you simply show me how 

or, I know 

You can’t simply show me how 

Honestly can’t breach the flinch of my 

Disinterest (please don't call it dogmatic), 

When it’s only that my hands are too old 

and My eyes too wet and green, but 

just one more red scent may kill me. 

My hair will not hold me, you see, 

thank you anyway, but your mime 

is a terrible thing to lose and 

worry, waste too, when you see others come upon you; 

“Eyes shining louder than blades 

stole the train and the truce 

and the rescue, 

and the retirement into fecundity, and the 

resolution into alacrity. 

'Tis pity he’s a bore.” 

Hold fast, then, and the carousel men 

often forget— 

Sublimity need only be loblolly—and 

asked instead for that chunkful of black patent leather 

cut and stitched 

tight and clean. 

When my Sunday dress keeps forever wrapped in tissue. 



Leila Easa 

If That Reddest Hour You in Your Sleep and Me in Mine 

Maybe I had known you up. 

I will write you a story because it has been too long. Stories on the porch; 

about porches = the conversation. Now the stories are illicit, or at least bigger, but 

there is something for the whispered work, the stolen (hidden) kiss. A return to the 

realm of supposed privacy. (From The Chronicle:“I wouldn’t write anything over 

email that I wouldn’t say in a room full of 300 people.”) The conversation is dice 

to the game, blue ink across my leg, mark you up. We only know each other with 

stories. 

1) (without having moved): There are fewer leaves to rake in my new 

yard.” 

2) “From my window I can see everything I want to.” 

3) “What I’m after is complete self-effacement.” (in Jason, 

student/teacher relationships) 

4) “I won’t say I wasn’t jealous.” (in Latin, watching undergrads make 

love in the stacks) 

Reasons not to write: A story is not an argument. A story can be used as 

proof, or may be admissible in this court. The trial is a tired metaphor. (Another 

reason not to write) You could be wrong (Josh asks why I would dream to negate 

the concept of “truth”) 

I said to her: I read Richard Bach. I believed Illusions. You asked what 

happens when you get everything you want, but I want to know what happens 

when who you were meant for was meant for someone else (only one person in the 

world would panic at this sentence but that is the person it is for (test for witches)) 

In Broadcast News: the question is between the dusty American dream 

and even dustier notions of aristocracy. William Hurt is aristocracy (= success 

without work). Albert Brooks is America (= the Jew relegated in incremental steps 

and fantastically bad luck). Says William Hurt: "What do you do when your real 

life exceeds your wildest dreams?” 

Brooks:“Keep it to yourself.” 

Consistency is fool’s gold, a cage, a mermaid with no death wish, (if you 

stay in my arms) 
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Television theory posits flow as the modulator for viewing behaviors. I 

think me in flow. TV wants you to get on at 6 and stay the whole evening.” We talk 

of drag: the point of The Crying Game as opposed to Tootsie or Priscilla is that 

you as audience are fooled, not just the pathetic diegetic audience. Where is the 

conversation now? 

Nabokov writes that Lolita was the record of his love affair with the En¬ 

glish language: 

My private tragedy, which cannot, and indeed should not, be anybody’s concern, is 

that I had to abandon my natural idiom, my untrammeled, rich, infinitely docile 

Russian tongue for a second-rate brand of English, devoid of any of those appara¬ 

tuses — the baffling mirror, the black velvet backdrop, the implied associations 

and traditions — which the native illusionist, frac-tails flying, can magically use 

to transcend the heritage in his own way. 

he wrote: “Lolita, this may be neither here nor there but I have to say it.” 

In this conversation you are a footnote to an earlier work. Alice-like, I 

want to magnify, to make “want” a contraction. Wan’t. But you can’t have a story 

without a story. I have a bag full of five rhetorical tricks and I will use each one 

fully. As BG says (also stolen): Your front is your back. 

“We were doling out superpowers. (The important thing here is to see 

your life in terms of a story. To have the impudence.) Here I quote from a shorter 

work: 

Your superpower is that you’re always 

reinvented as a mystery. His superpower 

is to appear utterly ordinary. My superpower 

“Tay had sworn off waffle-os so we were attempting to shape holiday rice 

crispy treats into multi-cultural snowflake shapes, but you try making snowflakes 

out of sticky gravely crumb-like particles. Needless to say, none of us were too 

intrigued by the immanent weeks of winter celebration. Orgon had this theory that 

love, while the opiate of the masses that (much like football) medicated us up so 

much that we forgot to ask the “important” questions, still had a utopian kernel of 

miracle to it (an idea he stole from Jameson’s essay on Jaws). As we set about to 

write detailed love histories (admittedly with skepticism) I saw that it was already 

clear that love instances were distinguishable but ultimately parallel. You may ask 

if the most important tenet of the PMC is a short attention span, and you would 
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write to do so. Master of disguise, that was the missing superpower.” 

Avatar created his own sad computer world; it was the best I had seen. 

Allie Light said that madness is often merely the manifestation of sane behavior- 

strategies in mad situations. You have already forgotten the conversation of Tay 

and Orgon. 

My dance teacher set us straight: With blues, you keep something for 

yourself. 

We talk about coded language (for us as well as Nabokov, English is 

coded — I defy you native speaker) and we know that it is not race/gender/sexual¬ 

ity/class which divide the world but rather dialect. A conversation, as far back as 

Plato, starts with agreeing on terms. Discourse is a conversation with only one 

non-negotiable end-point. Your hand is a conversation whose terms we have not 

yet defined. 

What you don’t want to say is that you made me feel lonely, both then 

and now (here nor there) but lonely the way something attractive and addictive can 

make me feel, like MTV. You can say “you’ve got me” to the moon but I doubt that 

it will have you either. Apathy is the nectar of the gods. In the greater-Durham 

farm area there is a place called Infinity Road. 

A letter is always like a letter in its beginnings and ends. At Krista’s apart¬ 

ment I found a poem I had given her 7 years ago. It said: love is too real for words. 

Today I could say a lot about the misuse of terms in that statement, but I would still 

mean it. Without sadness, there my name is. They call it voice. 

a conversation is five part, because there are five fingers on a hand. A kiss 

may be a cigar, you can only tell a story from inside a story, thus proving the inside 

of an inside theory, you will say you are tired, and that you can’t translate, and 

that’s when i’ll say you’re in the right place. 

aurochs and angels, plastic barbie shoes — the aesthetics of the list, the 

list implies hierarchy in space, the genealogy implies hierarchy over time, only 

metonymy can house love. 

someone said of me once: she’s nice, but always so distracted. 



Josh May 

What if You Are Tossed? or Coin Lost 

the trampoline 

and bowling ball which 1 have 

heard lays on 

the trampoline when 

placed 

the moon does 

reach horseshoe crabs 

stirred by an old person 

not water 

surface tension 

(symmetrical) to the biplane 

‘s flat spin 

is an oblong balloon 

will cats become arrows 

if asked already 

willing to 

hand a yellow eye blue 

or two white spear(s) 

percolating just above below 

three short letters the longest 
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Andrew Snow 

trace 

her scent pungent 

wafting lovely trauma truck 

humming in glass brown streaks 

heavy hum laughs louder 

than the flavor of skin 

her scent pungent 

seizing wishful minutes 

bounding now forestfire speed 

sliding moonlight slick electric jacket 

(my thoughts sliding back to you) 

comfortable sheets of din 

marmelade flesh threshes with the sweet buzzing smell 

her scent pungent 

untrite 

slamming asthmatic 

eat me in again 

Nina Shapiro 

heat 

black blue purple shadow goddess 

languid summer beat 

I boil under a rusty peach sun 

a honey scream 

you swim in my storm 
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Brian Toth 

In Case of Fire 

I. 

A cage of flesh shrunk about her somehow. 

In case of fire, I make for the nearest exit. 

An upward-turned palm and rotation about the wrist signifies in the affirmative. 

You will find these things enumerated, 

Tatooed on her neck. 

II. 

I speak to her dryly, as through a glass: 

“We are trying to mistake inevitability,” I say. 

Even so, I continue to tickle her spine with my tongue until we both forget 

whose it is. 

This is no electric melodrama. 

This is skyscrapers and dimensions of skyscrapers, 

Orders of number, and mandates for construction. 

Fooling cannot be left unmistaken, even if it masquerades as a curved stone, or a 

nearby clap of thunder. 

Fooling, to her, recalls other things less pliable, less obvious. 

"I am enclosed in a stainless steel box,” she tells me, "three feet in width, five 

and a half in height, and two and three quarters in depth.” 

I find out they bring her meals on a tray that slides neatly into the side of the 

box. 

She says she likes it that way. 

They want to serve her other things which are not to her liking, but she declines 

them by simply pushing the tray in return without having removed the 

undesired objects. 

They become frustrated at this and begin to curse, which pleases her to hear. 

We continue to make sculptures out of each other in blue concrete until these 

problems are resolved. 

My effigies bear little resemblance to her: breasts a bit too large, hair woven into 

patterns that only concrete has revealed. 

Torso disproportionate to trunk in the ratio 13:11, 
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Head disproportionate to torso in the ratio 1:3.5, 

Arms disproportionate to torso in the ratio 1:1.17 

Arms disproportionate to trunk in the ratio 1:2.7 

I suppose I do not know these things as carefully as an architect should. 

I am very sure, however, of where the fire escapes lie. 

They wind down an unused portion of the structure, but only from the seventh 

floor downward. 

I resolved the problem on higher floors (specifically, floors numbered between 7 

and 17) by designing an elaborate system of chutes and dumbwaiters to 

which she consented after some hesitation. 

After gaining her approval, I drew up the plans and immediately began construc¬ 

tion. 

She was especially pleased with the great number of fire escapes (that is 

seventy-one) which I decided, in the end, to incorporate into the plans. 

She and I both envisioned them twisting around the first seven floors, entangling 

each other in nonsense and safety. 

Safety is a primary concern. Nonsense comes secondarily. 

The threat of a fire is much lower on our list of concerns and has actually been 

mathematically eliminated as a possible occurance, since the structure 

encloses a glass atrium (113 feet in width, 37 feet in height, and 89 feet in 

depth) which we intend to fill with 372,109 cubic feet of distilled water for 

the express purpose of preventing such an incendiary event. 

The water will be pumped into the atrium through cellulose woven hoses once 

the construction is complete. 

We intend to stock the atrium with a variety of commercial fishes: largemouth 

bass, trout, crappie, for instance. 

The water has already been purified in a UL-approved pyrex still, and it is 

currently being stored in a large number of oxidant-free glass jugs in a 

warehouse downtown. 

We rent out the space by the month. 

It has been eleven months, and I wonder if construction had been put on hold 

without my knowing. 

We do not communicate anymore except by Citizen’s Band Radio. 

She smuggled a small unit into her cell by hiding it in her vagina. The male 
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guards may not search her there, although they are permitted to conduct 

unannounced excursions into her rectum. 

I have noticed that the frequency of these excursions has increased as of late. 

They allow her to dictate letters to me which explain why this is so, but they do 

not allow the letters to be mailed. 

Postage must be an unaccounted expense. 

I have not received a transmission from her on the Citizen’s Band Radio for a 

number of days now. 

I cannot help wonder whether or not they managed to find the unit through some 

strange ritualistic search that violates the prison covenants. 

I cannot help wonder whether or not they managed to obtain her consent before 

they conducted the search. 

I have met them on occasion in the billiard halls. 

One of them plays the cello and strikes up learned conversation with me. 

They dress in bright colors and wield tattoo guns. 

Guns draw numbers, to keep precise track of all things suitable for tracking by 

number. 

"The price of concrete has increased by 173 per cent,” I tell him. 

"Are the fire escapes in place?” he asks. 

“Yes, they were the first things built.” 

(You can go by the site and observe a strange, apparently purposeless mass of 

steel twisting about itself in loops and ribbons. The chutes are half in place 

above it all. 

She says it reminds her of an animal skull pushed inside out, without any meat at 

the center.) 

"Fire should be your most important concern,” he says. 

I hesitate to tell him that nonsense ranks higher. 

Nonsense folds itself into a decisive web of probability, while 

Fire merely approaches zero. 

He plays cello and is not interested in such absurdities. 

I am afraid that he has decoded the day-glo cryptograms that my lover scratched 

on my cheek in pokeberry paint. 

The crypt is an elaborate hybrid of Cyrilic and Roman letters. 

The frequency of the appearance of certain letters depends on various sequences 

of prime numbers, as well as upon the numerical values assigned to pitches 

in the rows of the music of Karlheinz Stockhausen. 

I sweat because he speaks of the music of Karlheinz Stockhausen. 

He does not speak or read Russian, though, and this knowledge comforts me. 
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I suddenly realize that I have forgotten the language in which she speaks to me 

on the Citizen’s Band Radio. 

If she were to make a transmission now, I would not know how to respond in the 

language which I can’t remember forgetting. 

I want to tell her how much I pray that our underfunded band of hired arsonists 

might set themselves on fire. 

The blueprints have already been destroyed. 

I could not bear to watch them stink and yellow in piss-pale cardboard tubes, 

insect bores and lepidopteran coccoons making myopic tremors rumble in 

my frontal lobe. 

I’m waiting on mandates for construction. 

I’m waiting for things of grave importance to erupt in my own backyard, 

Or pipe bombs, by mail or by cello, thrust in my face. 

It breeds in these certain ways, 

which stink in their familiarity. 

Now I plunge them all into scalding water and 

I begin to remove the peels, one by one, 

one by two 

one by three 

one by five 

one by seven 

one by eleven. 
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Judith Yancey 

Untitled 

I like to watch things bum. 

I like to watch them die 

prettily into hell. 

Mad, mad moment— 

at these times I hear 

the voice of death 

whispering its erotic secrets, 

the sooty cherubs 

do their backward dance. 

I ought to have my hands on God, 

he ought to crumble down— 

mad, mad moment 

in which I know. 

In the living world 

I think nothing, 

all black abyss in my head. 

The proper convalescent, 

I learn to smile 

and nod and grin 

and even toothy talk— 

insane. 

The root of me still sizzles, black, 

when my body and I 

lie gutted— 

the real me still descends. 

Fool, fool, 

hundred times a fool 

satisfied by my pumpkin grin 

and Yes, I’m feeling better now. 
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Keisha E. Roberts 

Aleca Katrione Abate and i 

are you who you are 

she is someone else 

Aleca is the helper of men 

she hopes it says that on my tombstone 

i pray that is what speaks on hers 

a woman who rose left her pointillist vellum at the feet of lesser men 

that was i 

avant-garde that staccato is it not 

shoot it down anyway as the world said to do 

as the world will surely do if you do not 
she released me from that painless hell 

my threnody perished 

a helper of men does that 

urges the perished on to nirvana into the oversoul 

she makes auroras bed for me while i dance in chilled sunbeams 

Katrione oh purest lover grasp my womans body 

my heart is frigid within 

it cracks 

help me die again 

damn your shirt 

warm me in your shroud for thousands of yesterdays and 

millions of tomorrows and 

countless many more todays every time they dare to come 

i shed my pragmatism 

she lends her masochism to soothingly scorch my girlish spirit the sun failed to 

heat 

the world has whipped me with its displeasure 

pacifism fights within my breasts 

i cannot suckle 

Abate my mournings for my unborn 

they cannot 

they have been silenced 

atone for my death 
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atavism calls for me 

determinism demands it 

ambivalence clouds my soul as it often does 

i have lost my way 

she knows the clouds even understands their songs 

the psychodrama is laid well 

paranoia phobia psychedelia and psychosis have paid my price 

she has delivered me 

Aleca Katrione Abate is also known as the person i used to be 

she will not once more be known as i 

i am proud to say she walks with my feet 

she covers my tracks 

i follow her heels 

we waltzed in paradox until we had borne syncopation 

waltzed in paradise until i was overcome until she enveloped me 

i am in her warmed shroud resting being born again 

she walks 

—bom from Aleca Katrione Abate and i 



Silvia Wang 

Two Sketches 

Night 

The unusual calm of the night surprised the solitary wanderer as he trekked 

the unruffled, soft paths of the forest. Although the cool night is shrouded by a 

blanket of dead silence, the forest is a living haven of quiet sounds. Tonight is 

considerably well-lit, gathering a shaft of the brightest shade of the dim moon¬ 

light, which seems to act as a beaming spectator gazing at every movement of the 

world's creatures. Quickly darting through endless mazes of trees, the wanderer 

appears to be engaged in a game of combat in search of enemy and shelter. His 

elusiveness is his best asset, promising him safety and self-protection in an un¬ 

known surrounding of hidden foes. Seemingly purposeful, he lacks a destination 

of rest. Rather the forest of calm exerts a certain aura of captivity and mystery 

upon him, causing him to fantasize his escape forever while he becomes the vicitm 

of his fate and essence. 

Sky 

In the deadly silence lies a young girl, gazing as a frightened gazelle at 

the expansive sky. The grassy fields about her envelop her in billowy folds of 

satin that gradually stifle her breath. Unable to move, the expressionless girl be¬ 

comes as still as a grecian statued goddess awaiting her destruction by the ages of 

time. Nothing that is will always be. An eerie feeling mixed with nonchalance 

and defiance pervades the horrid tranquility of the air. Silently but distinctly, the 

captivated girl yearns for an unchallanged release from the grasps of the heavy sky 

weighing down upon her shoulders. Wishes, however, are seldom transformed 

into reality as the girl deadens into a lifeless form as the sculptor of time chisels 

her dying feature set to a marbled pattern of age. 
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Josh May 

as dAy 

morning church Road 

is light gray hissing 

into the sighs. 

,Tim. 

how I will pass 

the one looking out 

in a 

watching go earth, 

be taken. 

I am imagining 

still, 

rough 

Tim - - 

rotting and 

before 

of 

of 

remembering how day 

noticed, 

ended early and gathered 

before 

we own life with 

out 

it in his in the quiet 

I once said 

blank, and that 

like strange and animals. 

I never knew you 

or 

the others 

want your home 

or 

the window 

did not see gaping 

as night, 
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Andrew DuBois 

Rings and Swans 

The water which was dampening the bottom of his boxer shorts was cold, 

and he, too, was cold. A head floated some distance in front of him, a beautiful 

head, buoyant. 

—Jump in, she said, it’s not so cold once you jump in. 

—But I am not so sure I want to jump in. I am not so sure I want to get 

wet, he said. Or need to get wet. 

Three swans swam in the distance. Three swans gliding by in the dis¬ 

tance elegantly, or with what appears to be some sort of elegance; or if not that, 

exactly, then the motion of the swans brings to mind certain reverberations, certain 

cultural assumptions regarding “elegance.” 

—I am not coming in, he said. 

—Why not? Why not come in? She was treading water as if she were 

treading butter. It was quite attractive, really, much more attractive than it sounds, 

especially given the situation. 

—This is a pond, is it not? he asked. (His family had always had homes 

in the city. He had always lived in the city.) Or perhaps a small lake. If I enter the 

water, my bottle, this bottle here, which I hold in my hand, this bottle which I hold 

in my hand will fill with pond water, or small-lake water, just between you and me. 

—What is in the bottle now? she paddled. 

—Nothing, he said a bit, just a wee bit, defensively. There is absolutely 

nothing in this bottle now. 

—Well, then I just don’t see...she began. 

—This bottle was full of champagne, if you must know, but it is no longer 

full of champagne. Perhaps forty or so minutes ago it was a full bottle of cham¬ 

pagne, though that is certainly no longer the case. 

Paddle paddle paddle. 

—I bought you that bottle, she said, and it was I who said Drink! Drink! 

There are moments to celebrate, safeties to ruin! I hid the second sandwich from 

you so the champagne would go more quickly to your head. Jump in, jump in. 

This small lake is filled with champagne. 

He dove in clutching the bottle. Three swans continued to glide as he 

resurfaced, and there was honey or butter in his mouth. The sun was gleaming like 

a gold ring off which the sun gleams. Suddenly you could hear again—a golden 

band, sirens, motor car horns; an interstate highway minutes away, people leaving 

places and returning to places. Men driving cars the color of dirty swans, of seed¬ 

less grapes, the color of yesterday and your eyes and maybe the stars, though the 

company discontinued that particular model; the color of carpet an inch from a 
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face and sick, the color of the first animal our son shot with his grandfather’s gun, 

a rabid dog, a .22. There was some froth and the gnashing, the wailing. 

—You must feel considerable guilt, she said. 

—Yes, he admitted, the guilt is indeed considerable. I have never known 

such considerable guilt. 

—Well, there is no way to know before the fact, she said knowingly. But 

now you know something new, she said. Again, she demanded, again. 

Why not, he thought. Though I am wracked with guilt. This is what they 

must term wracked with guilt. 

—Again. 

He did not stir, except for a clumsy fleshy egg-beating motion. The lake 

was all bubbly, a small lake, but still....the sun....a golden band.... 

—Wracked with guilt! he wailed. Wracked with guilt! I have yet to 

recover my appetite! 

—There is nothing to eat here, she sang. There is nothing to eat, and you 

will starve having left a wooden table full of food for a jeweled goblet full of bile. 

Ribs showing, a deathly pallor. There is nothing to eat here. Again. 

And then something in him that had been giving way gave way, sounding 

like the steel bridge wrenching beyond repair or rate of survival. Knowing thus 

that he had built the bridge to bend under pressure and so had sought to test his feat 

of steel but had been found wanting, he dove to the bottom of the small lake to 

drown, downing a glass of champagne. The people along the bank in dresses, 

tuxedos and gowns made words, and he could see three swans which was only one 

swan, and could not remember if swans did or did not sing a song when they died, 

so he sang a song and it sounded like this, the soft soft sound of a corkscrew 

screwing. 



Shefali Srivastava 

Maps 

Roads sprawl out like veins across the world 

but are bloodless, 

or filled perhaps with an uglier liquid 

through which we formulate journeys. 

Here they are red and blue, 

resembling the ones that run the course of my arm, 

thrusting upward at my joints, 

designating the rivers and highways of my flesh; 

on paper they are beautiful, possessing of truth, 

cutting nations into inches 

and taunting me with the very insignificance 

of my hometown. 

I have imagined being born in other places 

whose names I have seen here before; 

from years of use and myriad foldings 

some fade into the creases, 

heartlessly rubbed from the memory of this world 

while others persist. 

Names suggest possibilities, confirm being, 

tell of the slow crawl of man along the lines and into the dots, 

the circles, the stars that decorate this paper. 

And so it is that here in the Bible of the wanderer 

I find the world— flattened, metered, mute, 

and bearing whole civilizations between its veins. 



James Sanders 

not leaving the neutral 

not leaving the neutral 

over the wave 

leaf-arced 

with the un- 

fseammed 

beyond the hand— hamd— 

not leaving the neutral 

the dune 

the drune 

the drone unpathed 

and worn 

through into me a meare 

breath— 

not leavfing the neutral 

heres 

your undescri— 

your undecir— 

your undecibeled 

inscribbling 

between winged 

sand,— your hem 

sewn with fingers— 

you were caught caucght on the 

sifting, unresidual 

not lea fing the 

neutral 

the dune 

the drone 
the drune 



Simon Glick 

Love Letters. January to June. 

126 

(good things come to those who wait), 

miss you in ways I did not could not expect. 

all my love 

130 

happiness, depression, for the last two weeks alone I have been 

beyond all that, betrothed all that, bedwarmed sex is over, nothing 

left to do but warm organ meats, and baths alone, only possibility 

is the gin. read 200 pages of ulysses, work, oh yes, irish girls 

the most beautiful, accents that melt glass. L. 

144 

as always I am noticing the subtext 

as always there are words and there are words 

as always I am taken by your ‘fancy prose style’ <VN> 

as always there are moments 

"I want to watch you react to the jokes and the jokes that aren’t” 

146 

darlin’ when you say you wish I was there to save 

you from yourself, the only thing I have done, can ever do is remind you of 

things that you already know. “Sylla and Jessica (my two old housemates)”, it is 

not like I am going to forget, find shelter soon, street noise is a mixed blessing. 

149 

guess I'm a little disconnected these days as well, at least in terms 

of. . .well. I must be disconnected from that as well. 

were I there and you were crying, I 

would be sure to kiss those tears away, as it were. 

love, 

151 

Date: Tue, 17 Jan 

26 



7 hours gone in a blink. 7 hours with girl x. and never bored, 

burned myself juggling fire. 

‘value systems shaken but still intact’. 

155 
I want an apartment, that is a flat (apartment), and I want to share it with 

you. and I want to cook meals and rub your back and have a big bath tub. 

all my love, 

171 

Date: Sat, 21 Jan 

jennifer mosley of ex-bedwarmed fame gave this to me on her letter for 

chanukah. along with hardback lolita. last night read bell jar. thought of a 

bathtub, that would be blushing. 

177 177 1777 

179 

i wish i had 50 

things, to read, yesterday i was terrified, but you cleared it 

like acne, 

rebel jew. 

189 

Stratego strategy: protect the spy and the miner, especially the miners, 

remembering our excrements. 15 hours until my last forseeable science 

examination. I would rather get drunk on than study ethanol, you 

said you know all about distillation, so what about absinthe? feel 

free to write more next time, feel free....stay loaded, loaded 

terms, transliterate the hebrew. 

shemoan 

190 

rumor has it pavement will be in town in the spring; I will be doing the 

interview, oh, i’m the +1, as in. . .new 

girl on the scene like I miss the old. 2 fingers. 2 states. 

27 
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206 

posted January 5 

in the Dublin hostel: 

in sligo there is a 

grave, there is a chapel 

perilous and the grave 

broken white quartz, 

(separate like bodies!) 

I hate to say ‘i’m trying’, availability 

for you is the goal. I spy a may queen, and it is you darlin’. 

off to process, my love for you. I wonder if you have or will 

receive something else from me today. 

213 

I was breathless at your cards today. #’s 3 and 4. 

the reminder of you lying on my bed. (it is more often your back in repose in my 

memory), oh you lady of images! 

I am down to 6 black and white postcards left. Time to get more 

photos and send as postcards, although you have all the photos don’t you? 

there you are again, cropping up in hidden recesses. I 

think I related how to you (i) am more self than life, but missing you more 

because in fact you are both. 

torn, mended, me 

325 

Date: Mon, 29 May 

thats the best thing I heard all day. it is melting outside 

330 

I am 

excited to see you. we will have to play and have to have fun (with forked 

tongues) 

‘mrs. mosley, can j. come out and play?’ 

332 

Date: Wed, 30 May 

something about love letters, that is the next assignment. I still 

have the cuts to prove. 
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333 

Subject: lighthouse 

Date: Wed, 31 May 

a whole letter without the letter ‘eye’. 

all that moosh, 

348 

From: Self <9479890> 

Date: Wed, 7 Jun 

after today europe fears for its pants. 

350 

pixies are elves with a complex, no more science ever. Science Ever 

clear, pants down winner, bob said to place your bets on green, 

you can never bet on double zero, rest there neither, hash 

melts in your mouth not in you hand and what of 14 yr. old 

australians anyways? 

she’s moaning 

356 

Date: Sat, 10 Jun 

time is running out. packing to london and lisboa. the addresses need to be put 

on the order form so that contact can be re-established, the revolts are in public 

squares like hangings. 

365 

To: ;(J); 

Subject: Bathtub 

today you wrote me, 

"I can never forget. 

In all my life I was so happy with you in Malta, we 

will have that again. Walking on cobblestones 

in the middle of the night. Touching and looking and 

Feeling and Loving: I will wear brown velvet for you 

every day." 

on a postcard without your address. 

beyond numerology, paper love letters. Will you write me everyday. 
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Eric Chang 

Parting at Ardennes 

Adieu, my Beloved, and until we meet again 

Beneath a veil of stars, atop a horse-drawn carriage. 

I must journey afar now 

To roam about the land of epic— breathtaking tales. 

And upon my promised return, 

I shall hope to spoil you with riches unimaginable: 

The spice of Immortality, the eternal olive branch, 

An essence of Prometheus, a lock of Samson's hair 

And much, much more. 

I have sailed the bitter winds of Virtue 

Across vast, ancient Moorish plains of sand 

And have vanquished without fail nor mercy. 

The tip of my blade answered Hastings well 

As I trod upon Charlemagne's domain 

And danced twenty final paces with Vice. 

Alas! Men become slaves of fate 

While Mars plays with Cupid's toys. 

If only you were there, sitting amidst the grand stand. 

To watch me duel those who have violated you, 

Those who have tried to take you from me. 

If only you were there... 

To smile once more as I galloped upon the field 

Bearing your colours across my bosom. 

If only you were there... 

To witness Pushkin announce, 

"He has come today, on this field of honour, 

For the sake of his lady, for the sake of love!" 

How I long to commence our eternal embrace 

As I dream visions of an unforgotten past— 

Of our first kiss upon the Hudson banks, 

Of caressing fingertips that crossed the Thames, 

Of balcony ovations while my heart sang true. 



Those were days well spent. 

Drunk to the dregs with the eternal wine. 

Name me a higher pleasure. 

Shall we beseech Venus to cast one more spell? 

Do not wait by the shores 

For the mist of death to subside; 

I know not when I shall return. 

Until then, you will have many suitors. 

Take them all; they will leave as men. 

And I can only hope 

That they will prove as worthy as I 

Or much, much more... 

Leila Easa 

Avatara: the Last 

"nowhere better than this place", 

churches to make you feel holy 

and a vastness not for pictures. 

you have to live in an apartment to understand 

about footsteps on your head. 

sly, there is nothing left but kisses. 

He says he will quote me to me, 

that there is only ever left one question 

and he won't tell what it is. 

drowning in the nature of the place, 

peaches in cans for the kitchen where 

there are more can-openers than cans. 

As it should be. The question is, 

where did you lose your faith 

:ll 



Andrew DuBois 

Infidels Over The Hills 

Somebody did this, or some poor soul. Patrols roll by, 

Suspects gather flowers from fields of vision. 

I love it when they lay down grids where no grids are. 

They once did that on this space too. No longer. 

How cruelly unusual, to force them to find their demise: 

Yes, we left it there, but that's why we left it. 

And thus the smoking gun, or jacket recovered in, say, 

Square A3, snaps into fantasy ordered, a great 

Groove in time and time’s conspiratorial movement, 

So even if the wind erased the winding smoke—it did— 

That jacket, that sidearm is loaded with significance 

In a different way than if the lieutenant says, 

"Hell, looks like he dumped it near the stump." 

There's an urge to theory. There are roofers. There in 

The wilderness, the woods, the hackers on main- 

Frames speaking intimately of primacy. It was an instrument 

I played and played well, never apologize, although 

To be frankly honest, well, frankly, the whole thing seems to have soured. 

Kept running into floss strung from tree to tree like 

Spiderwebs, I could blame positive dental hygiene for my even 

Noticing the degradation, but it runs somewhat deeper than that. 

Plus tree-huggers everywhere hugging trees, multi-nationals 

Raping our resources—what with the other stuff in between, 

That forest was a long-drawn continuum of physical animal contact; 

And floral. 

And death and people dying: it forces order in the chaos 

That it forces. A square in the grid, a dot on the line. Don't be fooled. 

It only subtracts, even the things it adds take away. 

This jacket which I wore while smoking—you'll always remember where 

I threw it down, square D6, and always hold it against me. 

Don't. You should give me consolation. Vodka, tonic, lime. 

Of course, it all comes back like pollution—the medicinal kiss. 

We have tattoos: a flower, hers; mine, a flaming sword 

With the legend "Trust your enemies, fear your friends. 

Nothing is easy, apart from a few million things and what we make hard 



On ourselves. You can't have him or her. There is a glow, 

A burning from a campfire so old that no records were destroyed." 

And what does that prove? It carries over— 

There was once a great voluptuary, she will never not cry at night again. 

These shovels, they are the devil. Comparatively a pinprick, inter¬ 

rogation. "Suspected" gathers flower. Searching for land, 

I was lost, you were loster I thought you had drowned. 

It is never exhausted. It's there, it's there, we'll always find new 

Ways to hurt and places. Some say the real estate is the state that's 

Left untroubled, but over the crest of the hill there come legions— 

Men, women, perhaps someday a child. One wears a shroud, 

Another a shape. Their cries are growing more abstract, like the cries 

Of rocks off which movies are projected; so scary. 

We are huddled in a little church, dilapidated, the roof unbuilt, 

The walls fall down. You hold me against your wishes. 

They are upon us now—horrible, loud, kaleidoscopic; our history. 

Mystified. Outrageous. You're biting my ear—expansion, destiny— 

Whispering three little words: location location location. 
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John Gou 

Brando 

When you weren't on you'd start to get antsy 

after a coupla months playing 

Stanley in Streetcar. It got to 

where you'd walk off, the audience thinking you'd gone out 

into the street, and you really had. 

You'd step right over that snuff box, two-room flat 

in New Orleans and find yourself ordinary 

in a backway alley just off Broadway. 

From there you'd walk a few blocks 

to get a bite to eat, maybe pick up a girl with the meal, 

and as easily, pretending 

you were from the island of Lesbos, 

you’d get her into your dressing room where 

you’d have sex. 

Then you'd kick the bitch out 

and for kicks, 

start sparring with a stagehand. Once, 

the dumb jerk pulled off a sucker punch 

to your nose and broke it, 

two minutes before you had to go back on. 

But like Terry Malone you insisted on rallying 

the mortified cast all the way 

to the curtain-call, at which point 

it was too late to set the nose. Afterwards, 

everyone agreed that it was a brilliant 

coup on your part, intended 

"to heighten the realism of Stanley’s rough-house lifestyle." 

Years later you'd explain yourself, saying 

what you had done 

was to disown the roles they heaped on you, 

that the only reason you were acting 

was the money, 

that you were not in fact an actor 

but a plumber who happened to answer a call one night 

about a plugged toilet, not knowing 

that it belonged to Tennessee Williams. 

U 



Joseph Smith 

Joppatunity Town Cincinnati Torn 

Turn 

Siri — There’s a thing on my wall I'd like you to sign, a laundry list? 

Mort — But we're in Durham. 

Siri — And he's in coastal Georgia, so it always is with the person you're writing 

to. 

Mort — Hello. Hello. Derby Clergy Yesterday? 

Siri — Your code is unbreakable. 

Mort — Breaker. Breaker. Dome Sturgeon Mawberly. 

Siri — Oh is that all? 

Mort — Boo hoo. Yes no. I'll have to tune you out. 

Tune 

Seri — When my grandfather died they called him a radio without speakers. 

Mort — 

Seri — Very funny. Meet me in your room at 11. 

Mort — ? 

Seri — Oh, I'm just pulling your leg. my animus is in Chicago. I never call him. 

I'll have to tune you out. 

Mort — But no I want to... 

Flown 

Court — Typical summer day we're having? 

Seri — Oh, sure. On days like this they say I have to hold things in reserve. You 

know I'm dangerously honest. 

Court — Yes and I'll have to finish the Civil War Book, of necessity blue. 

Seri — Are you listing toward me? (action sequence) 

Court — Maybe another good book on Vietnam is In The Works. 

Seri — I knew a man like you. He wasn’t dating that day (the first) but tomorrow 

my best friend and he. I will be so blank. So I tuned him out. 

Frame 

Jert — Where's Siri? 

Seri — Silenced by Mort. What's so special about her honey talk and what has 



been sent through you to her from him? 

Jert — The idiot (but I would never say something so descriptive as this). I made 

him believe in the five year plan and he actually thinks it can work. 

Siri — There's a thing on my wall I'd like you to sign, a crown crowd cloud? 

Jert — God bless the queen, you've been talking to Mort. 

Sin — Listening mostly. He said I'm way ahead of my time, positively bored by 

my contemporaries. 

Jert — And did he make you watch Kiss Me Deadly. 

Siri — Why yes. 

Jert — That's good. I can see you've assimilated the Brecht Conjecture. 

Siri — Why yes. 

Jert — That's good, possibly even terrible. So can I sign the wall with your 

blood, "Maker of Whore Signs"? 

Siri — That's the problem with you. You're a brute. A fat brute and proud (sexy). 

Same 

Kitty — I've written you out. 

Mort — Really 

Kitty — No. I'm pregnant. 

Mort — Really 

Kitty — No. The red light came on when the security cam picked me up. 

Mort — You're saying that to please me or Jert. 

Kitty — I'm not saying that. 

Mort — The Atlantic has developed a sense of humor in you. 

Kitty — And you still cannot say the first thing. Don't blame it on East Boston 

or ethnicity. 

Mort — You know Mudimbe laughed when I said I wasn't Catholic anymore. 

Kitty — Don't rope extras into this, /Vnlaughing at you. Speaking of Jert... 

Song 

Jert — I only know about you through Mort and what I thought I saw. Meeting 

you like this I'm blank. 

Kitty — You can do better. I'm sending whole short stories now collected as 

ahistorical autobiography: Night on Rock Opera. Misty Eyeland Clone, 

Dun Military X-ray. 

Jert — If I limit myself to Palmer's words, I could make you love me. 

Kitty — Oh, the words that represent themselves around the edges, like "Tina". 

It might be less difficult, I’m flip about boyfriends and into making 

movies in which I star. 

Jert — Who sent you and the others (while action sequencing)? I wouldn't ask 



this if I was writing Red Yellow Blue signs. 

Kitty — Others? 

(M)Others 

Siri — I'm like a mother my kids would say. 

Seri — I'm like a child period. 

Hanoi — Metaphor was an island then a raft dismissed by the letter. 

Siri — Won’t you talk to me I don't need you to. 

Seri — I won't talk to her because I don't write on the body the first things. 

"Soiled Utility" for example. 

Siri — Blank she is and white too you are. 

Hanoi — Who plays the stooped mother stooping for her ashen children who are 

mothers? 

Mort — Identify your location. 

Seri — Here. 

Siri — Here. 

(Cl)Ones — Thomas — Parens are like your childhood, old in the 70's, a shy 

story about Sicily also. 

Mort — I can't talk to you at the same time. 

Court — Why? 

Mort — Because you always bring it back to screen savers, airplanes and 

France. 

Court — Oh the French. I went to Paris and got my wallet pinched as I was 

telling you. 

Seri — I'm French German Scotch-Irish Indian (Indian) Afro-Native Nyorican 

did I say Frn? 

Siri — I've been screwed by the likes of you. 

Z(Eros) 

Jert — God save the queen at the risk of developing a voice. Slip into that little 

ditty you sang so well I never. 

Mort — I could see the pulse humping in his distended neck, the obdurate 

retreat of blood etc. 

Kitty — I like lapsing into beauty best, a little shack scattered by wind. Or 

heading for the coast where I give the introductions, imagine me only 

younger. 

Jert — The line becomes a soldier's field, numbered graves, canonical. It's one 

dead museum or an other. Entry level tricks for the kids. 

Kitty — But we can write out of this, thin teeth. Marry us Mort. Regenerate 

Through Violence was a title describing one thing then everything. 

Mort — Too soon. Too soon. Only Andrew believes in (his own) autobiography 



and he’s in Oxford sending postcards. 

Postcard — Angels Talking. Hear was the only word I couldn't read. 

Postcard — Lincoln Memorial. Dispatched to have you fill in everything. 

(S)Evens, L'ectures, Tore Sory 

Andrew — Dear Jert, Be have Be have has taken over my bloody body. The 

bleeding frogs have tunneled across. Just like a real writer, I fear I’m 

writing shit. PS. Don't let Mort continue to misapprehend (me) 

himself through you. 

Jert — Dear Behave, of the twelve ways, there are seven ways into way one. 

Bring me food is all the Zen I know. When we meet again I will only kick 

you once in the stomach again. 

Mort — Andrew and bee hive are their own play. This can be said of Kitty and 

Jert who never conversed as far as I know. Or Seri and Siri who talked 

of but not to and then only as a one way street and Mort who were cast 

by Jert for Mort or three or more. 

We Are All Together Then... 

Siri — I have a future of dead iguanas and Joey (a premise poem). I would 

describe my mind as full of dark interstices, sea holes, but without 

apology. I have promised to transmit to Mort, but I fear he won't respond. 

Mort — I will. 

Seri — Mort is a terrible agent (as effective as Grace Kelly in Rear Window) 

though improved by my naivete. I had him play Humbert for three weeks 

but he couldn't single out Lolita and as for Quilty...well there's no 

movie record and not even one photograph. 

Siri — My worst enemy is of my own making my best. I never met Seri but saw 

them together and so submitted the obituary. 

Siri — Who would I show it to you? 

Andrew — Shore to ship, strafed by Zeroes, I miss my pals. 

Siri — If I'm gone then I'm gone to Kentucky. Will keep in touch. 

Seri — The Pope then apologized for the eventuality I should be a whore. 

Court — I pay my visit to Jezebel each Wednesday, (action sequence, holding 

hands perhaps) 

Mort — I fear Siri Seri Kitty (no good-bye) Court Mort Jert and and rue Hanoi 

are gone. 

Jert — What are letters for messenger gods? 



A 

Letter — Kitty as telephone Kitty not Platonic cat. "I like literary agents because 

they believe in the things they promote." 

Reply — The bloody Rosenburgs surface through paper and broken codes. 

Andrew stop. Violet at base. Stop. Space Fermi. Stop. Slide rule. Stop. 

Confetti. Blank. Your long silent opinion. 

Reply — In order to distance myself from blondes, I dyed my hair blue. Some 

joker signed my wall "The Civil War." 

Reply — My strategy for Visions of Cody: get real drunk and act into a recorder; 

play back while reading On the Road what Cage says about looking 

away from art. 

/ 

Letter — Jert as all the Jerts he's become. "I don't need to read this farce 

(throwing his speech across the room) You want practice. Here's your 

fucking practice" (emotion). 

Reply — I can only privilege one view. You are where you come from. 

Reply — Pulling his pants above acceptable limits, he could only reference the 

body as the body. 

Reply — No one guessed the accent was affected. There had been no stage 

direction otherwise. 

U 

Letter — Mort as you like it as Jert wrote him. "Finished Endurance Test of 

America. Spent. In the following space justify your lack." 

Reply — She was built like a brick shit house (with all the bricks in place). The 

officer said, "Leave your daughter here as security." I had no license 

or daughter. 

Reply —If we're to agree on Dorsey and Sal Hoopi (who said that? —Genet), 

then also Swirlies and the night of the Working Holiday snowstorm 

spinout thin neck farewell concert. 

Reply — Now you see me. Then you no see me. In a little while, you see me 

again. This an old story from the old country. 

3) 



James Sanders 

Mondrian 

on the machine side of the sun 

my name, a lack 

grips 

of adhesion, the eye- 

a limp taste, 

a moon draining 

backwards, 

makes a horizon 

with no 

entrance untorn 

for you, 

canyon cleft out upon 

canyon— 

a word 

on stilts, 

or a tear slipping 

into an eyelid: 

a matrix we make 

matrix-maker. 

A man we embrace 

into blind 

us. Six-legged, 

antler 

us. An eye for 

implication, 

unprodigal, 

a pyramid 

my aripe name, 

in ram, 

regrets 

the last 

use of my 

penis. 
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Brian Toth 

Cataplexy in Central Park, October, 1993 

Curled soft and untoned as a hollowed egg, 

landing slight in the garden by the Met, 

I am bringing the recent consequences of 

beloved Miro into crisp resolve. 

Blown up and overblown by a 

horde of colored chemistry, 

snakes shriveling off canvas comers 

and cunts painted like tiny Spanish suns, 

spinning strata from a spinning hole, 

we now spend our days pining for incandescent light. 

I have abruptly witnessed the makings of a film piece: 

a Dali emblem burned into hard-ground-coated 

copper by a hi-watt bulb. 

Don't they see where avant bandits in false mustachios 

riddled the projection screen with bullet holes, 

carved a bloody ear-to-ear grin into the 

key grip's face? 

A giant soft-plastic fan begins to melt in the comer. 

Blocks away, I have to comply, collapse. 

Can find no power in these video threatenings, 

electric scarf hangings, neon roach postings— 

Would rather twitch and elevate this handful of stones 

to higher significance than that. 

Talk to me and we can melt alone under the light of 

our own strange stars. 
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Brian Toth 

Deux Tableaux 

I. 

I'm experimenting with multiple lens xerography for 

your technicolor birthday, 

reducing an infinite regress, dribbling; 

A chalk painting for you in the singular, 

a rainpainting a dousing of turpentine could 

not begin to dust away. 

Your sad Paul Klee still sits behind the refrigerator, 

sticking to maggot nests, gummed up works, 

crusts of hard breakfast bread, sour jellies 

spilled and spread in finer days. 

I saw the tables get up, walk away, and stumble 

in for late afternoon cocktails at banquets to which 

they had not been invited. 

You chastised them wildly. 

We ate hors d'ouvres off them and traced dotted lines 

to mark the sizes of our hands. 

II. 

A paintbox of summer berries tipped; 

a set of scattered fingers clamors loosely to 

follow along, 

remembering all the while 

that it cannot count past five. 

You are burning now like magnesium ribbon in my 

kitchen, sneaking up to scare seventy nine separate 

unaware blueberry painters. 
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Jessica Smith 

Postmodernism (eulogy for an ex-lover) 

Here comes your flower, woodman 

All upwards and sidestitch poking, 

skipping the drips of bloom. 

Wound of velvet truth living 

in negligence, under fringe of 

private affirmation. Your verbiage, 

molten and plumaged golden, 

has fallen out-of-doors with 

the aplomb of bricks, 

skates downstream astride 

a water lily boat, 

incarnate, bumping bold, 

sideways tearing each lillipad knot. 

These stem and mattress pads 
are crucial to your crisis, 

stepping stones plotting 

a crooked alley to land or 

some other deconstruction. 

You boogey on in your plastic 

esoteric suit, nighttime crawlers, 

flinging reality mudpies as though 

they were cheap to you, 

munching up the splatter 

as if you christened it subsidy. 

There goes your sidelines snoring 

as you wheeze out poetry 

for the microphone, breathilizer 

while sneezing in flies by the door. 

When it floods and screams rain, 

sticky weaver, you will want to contain it 

fill your dirge with stares long but blank, 

mold water into grief 

only to watch the concrete sink like pebbles 

all the same. Throw petal after 

furious ordered petal 

in after, severed attributes. 

Instead of this literary aroma, 

disrobe, and by standing still upright 

the water will bind your gossamer like gin, 
wet like sugar. 



Mia L. Geisinger 

Blank Space 

I have been tripping over unsaid sentences 
for too long 

and 
now my mouth can't 

even form the words 

like 

some rusted-up tin man. 

LionsandTigersandBears 

o 
my, 
God. 

I don't know if I am more afraid of the said 
or the unsaid. 

sometimes blank space is the fullest 

James Sanders 

Metronome 

But 

you it catches with its corona— 

it is a neutering cone, a siphon 

we scratch into a tight sash: o you- 

and you— the overcast we suck and breathe through us 

a cast iron mirror ~ 

a horse cut into hydraulics, 

a stamina without a name, 

it tames our skin, 

time drowned, 

tied to the I am. 



Josh May 

A Tenth Case for Incommensurability 

There are two people talking on a phone, a split screen of two places and 

two phones and by the back and forth of the whole thing I presume they hear each 

other as they are speaking to each other. 

"All I want you to say is yeah sure. To everything I say you say yeah sure. 

I don't care whether you say it"— 

She interrupts and is in a room with another person who is intently listen¬ 

ing to just her; he is not listening on the phone at all, can not even hear the voice if 

there is one and if it is the one of this man on the other side of the screen, who we 

think it is. The pause might be long enough so we think who else could it be. In any 

case "Honey, do"— 

"No no no" the man is in a room too and it is less distinguishable, the 

rooms are not interesting, the whole time he is in one room. It is at different times 

that he is quite possibly in different rooms. "I told you only to say yeah sure. The 

whole time we are on this phone all I ever want you to ever say is yeah sure. Do 

you get me? I don't care if it is a sarcastic yeah sure or a pleasant yeah sure, or even 

a fuckin' I hate you yeah sure, but you just fuckin' make sure it is a yeah sure. Have 

you got that?" 

"Yeah sure." 

"Exactly, so now I am going to tell you what I want to tell you and that fat 

pig won't know what it is I am saying." 

"Yeah sure." 

"Now look if you fuck that bastard, not only will I hang up the phone, but 

I will just laugh at you. I know you two are there alone, and you are thinking well 

hasn't my boyfriend been mean...you know how I know you are there with him 

alone. Because that is the way I see it and don't tell me otherwise, tell me yeah 

sure." 

"Yeah sure." 

"We get along much better like this don't you think." 

"Yeah sure." 

"I think so, and if we don't who would know would fatso know, no he 

would not. So then after that I would cheat on you and don't say I have or wouldn't 

cause you know you can't and then I think I would cut you and fatso open and stick 

you inside him, cause god knows you would fit." 

"Yeah sure." 

"See you then." As he hangs up the entire screen becomes her screen, she 

owns it; her's and what I presume he meant by fatso. She doesn't touch fatso, she 
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really hasn't looked at him once while we were looking at her and him and she isn't 

starting now. 

"Yeah sure." She holds on to the receiver for a while longer, waiting to 

say yeah sure again and she does say it again. "Yeah sure," and then she hangs up 

to look at a small room which we can all see and it is dark, but not menacing and 

she looks at it as if it were menacing. The man who is in the room with her looks at 

her and not at the room; he looks at her as if he thinks he knows that she did not 

want to be saying yeah sure all the time she was on the phone, and then he looks 

like he thinks no one thinks he is here. No one in my opinion including the woman 

who is there as well. 



Judith Yancey 

Untitled 

the terrible things they do— 

there are no words. 

Moons clatter down, 

there are dead babies on the water... 

been thinking about leaving here 

some black night. 

Where is my boy? 

I saw him last in dark, dark rain 

and tears that shattered onto me, 

ripped into me. 

He was a dirty little star then. 

All god's wrath 

came thundering down 

on the thin shoulders of my boy. 

We were on the wings of a jetplane 

slipping through the rain... 

...at that time 

god was already gone, 

didn't look back 

at his brimming son, 

the sin that flowed from 

his red hand. 

god simply couldn't stay, 

could not stay, 

not for the little girls 

in whom there is more poetry 

than anyone knows... 

the canvas weeps for her. 

god— god— 

I don't know now 

if I have a soul without you, 

or if I am a wisp of smoke 

that burns, scatters... 
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Landon Cox 

Bus Ride 

Through Manhattan gray windows 

the sidewalk, curb, and road begin their 

slow smear. 

Only two passengers, odd for this 

time of day, 

even with jack rabbit autos 

playing avenue leap frog— 

probably trying to get back 

to their hole in the ground, 

someone chuckles to themselves. 

Trees, fences, buildings all 

look the same 

from a bus, 

someone notices, 

trying to find something interesting to look at— 

very difficult 

from a bus. 

Quick, look at your feet! 

I hope she doesn’t think I was staring 

at her. 

The bus stop arrived, 

she got off and continued down 

the road, 

behind sat 

The Knight of Sad Countenance. 
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Leila Easa 

A Conversation With Fred Chappell 

Fred Chappell, a native of Canton, North Carolina, is a Duke alum¬ 
nus and former editor of The Archive who has published many critically ac¬ 
claimed books of poetry, including The World Between The Eyes, Source, First 
and Last Words, Castle Tzingal, C, the tetralogy Midquest, and the recently- 
published Spring Garden. He is the author of six novels: It Is Time, Lord; 
Dagon; The Inkling', The Gaudy Place', I Am One Of You Forever, and Brighten 
The Corner Where You Are. Chappell also has two collections of short Action 
and several works of criticism. His many honors include a Rockefeller Grant, 
the Roanoke-Chowan Peotry Prize, the Bollingen Prize in Poetry, the Award 
in Literature from the National Institute of Arts and Letters, the Prix de 
Meilleur de Livres Etrangers of the Academie Francaise, and the Ingersoll 
Foundation's T.S. Eliot prize. He and his wife Susan currently reside in Greens¬ 
boro where he teaches at the University of North Carolina at Greensboro. 

Leila Easa interviewed Professor Chappell as part of the oral history 
project of visiting professor Susan Ketchin's "Southern Fiction and Religion" 
class (in conjunction with the Lyndhurst Center for Documentary Studies). 
They met over wine at a crowded Magnolia Grill on November 9th, 1995, 
discussing religion, writing, love, and the real meaning of spacecraft. 

□ 
LE: I want to ask you about your growing-up experience. I was laughing when I 
read the statement your character in Brighten The Comer Where You Are, Joe 

Robert, makes when he says that “no sensible person talks publicly about reli¬ 

gion;” unfortunately, I want to know all about yours! Could you tell me something 

about growing up in Canton, how you were raised as a “mountain Presbyterian”? 

CHAPPELL: No, we were Methodists. You shouldn’t take everything that it says 

in the fiction as truth. We were Methodist. I was brought up very strongly in the 

Methodist church, though I was never taught what Methodism was particularly; I 

mean, I was never taught how to distinguish it from the other sects. Later on, 

when I read a little bit into the history of Methodism, I understood that if my 

parents had known what the history was they wouldn’t have belonged to that church. 

The Methodists are really Baptists. At any rate, I was brought up very strictly. 

This was the time when we had public prayer in schools and everybody in my part 

of the world was expected to be a Protestant. We had one Catholic family in town 

that I knew of, and I only knew of one Jewish family. They were not ostracized— 

there was no racism against them— but there was a way in which they were not 
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quite accepted. I didn't understand because I was small. But along about my 

twelth year, maybe even a little earlier, I began to resist this regimentation, and so 

the prayer in school, prayer at football games— I think those are excellent ideas. 

They turned me into an aetheist. 

LE: As early as 12? 

CHAPPELL: Sure. That’s the best time to be an aetheist. I stayed that way until 

I was maybe 14 when I said I was an agnostic and I didn’t know. 

LE: And do you still feel that you’re an agnostic? 

CHAPPELL: No, I’m not an agnostic. I believe in certain religious ideas but I 

don’t like organized religion. I think it’s very pernicious. 

LE: There seems to be this myth about your early intent to be a writer, almost as if 

you were called. In the introduction to the Fred Chappell Reader, Darby Stuart 

says that you were writing almost at birth and you even say that by the time you 

were 15 you already knew you wanted to be a writer. How did that come about? 

CHAPPELL: Well, first I was turned on to poetry, because I just....I’ve always 

loved it— I just loved the sound of it, the music it makes— since I was a very 

small child, but then that began to be acute about the age of 13 when I realized that 

a human person could write poetry; it seemed to be a wonderful thing to do. For a 

long time I thought that poetry was a part of nature like trees and rocks because I 

didn’t understand that books were made, because they seemed to be so inevitable 

a part of existence. When I found out you could do that I was positively intoxi¬ 

cated. And I’ve always loved intoxication. 

LE: So you just started off, as a child, with that feeling of intoxication and it grew. 

CHAPPELL: Yes, and I also had the mistaken notion when I was about 14 or so 

that writing poems would attract girls, the notice of girls. 

LE: [laughter] That works now days! 

CHAPPELL: Does it? It didn’t work then, they just thought I was weird and 

stupid, [laughter] The pretty ones. The dumb ones thought I was interesting but 

that doesn’t count. They were all pretty, not to say that they were all stunning, but 

they were all pretty girls. I grew up in a town with a lot of beautiful girls, we’re 

talking 12, 13 and 14. 
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LE: Right. Everyone’s beautiful at that age. 

CHAPPELL: [laughter] You may be right. Except yourself. Because you feel 

like you’re the odd animal out at that age. 

LE: Did you feel that way? I know in the Afterword in the Reader you say that 

you and your friend Fuzz felt kind of smarter than everyone else and sort of alien¬ 

ated as you were growing up. 

CHAPPELL: Oh sure, we were intellectuals in a non-intellectual place, but we 

were not smart. We learned that pretty soon. But we felt that way because we 

couldn’t find anybody else who felt like we did about books, music, art, and so on. 

But that doesn’t mean what you think it does at that time; later on you understand. 

We were just young and we wanted to set ourselves apart. 

LE: So what happened when you came to Duke and started being around other 

people who might have been intellectuals? 

CHAPPELL: It was a curious phenomenon. It was so exciting I couldn’t quite 

handle it. I stayed kind of excited about the notion all the time. I suppose it was 

because I was kind of hungry for this existence and I wasn’t ready for it. Reynolds 

[Price], for example, was able to take it kind of for granted. And I couldn’t read 

Jim [Applewhite] so I didn’t know how he felt. Wally [Wallace Kaufman] would 

say that he was very happy to be in this sort of situation. Later on when we’d 

established a sort of beachhead— later on when Anne Tyler, Tom Atkins and other 

people got here— there was kind of a foothold for them. 

LE: How did your growing intellectual awareness— I mean, it’s just stunning, 

reading your work, the kinds of literary knowledge that you draw on— did that 

change your feelings about writing or living; did it intimidate you or was it finally 

what you’d been hoping for? 

CHAPPELL: Both. I think you have a feel for yourself that it must be both or you 

wouldn’t have mentioned both in one question— it was both intimidating and 

exciting at the same time. There’s a way in which this kind of knowledge is not as 

necessary as you believe it is when you’re young— a way that you don’t need so 

much baggage. If you could just tear off the veil and look at the world freshly...but 

you can’t do that when you’re young because you're frightened and it takes a 

while. If you wanted to be a poet, for example, you should learn all there is to 

know about Biology, History, Physics if you can, certainly all the literatures of all 

the world and you should know a couple of languages that are not Indo-European, 

as well as Greek and Latin, and you should learn all this, which takes a little while. 



It gives you the privilege of starting even with some lady in Kansas who never 

went to school and sat down and just wanted to write a poem. 

LE: That brings me to a place in the Afterward when you talk about writing being 

humane. You write: “In my case adventurous experimenentation with form seems 

to lead to overintellectualization, to desiccation, of content. I have got to where I 

should like for my work to be humane, and I do not much care if it even becomes 

sentimental. Perhaps it would be nice if a few artists in our time decided to rejoin 

the human race, and I think that I would be glad to do so, however much I disagree 

with its politics.” Is that something that happened as an agenda later in your writ¬ 

ing? Some critics seem to identify the first three novels as being more dark, more 

psychological, and your later work as being more humane or more concerned with 

sentiment. 

CHAPPELL: That’s true, but that was a conscious decision, and I don’t consider 

the early works being either dark or light, I don’t think of them in those terms but 

rather as the result of logical propositions, very stringent artistic propositions that 

I worked out on paper. And that didn’t turn out to my satisfaction in the long run. 

In my later work, I decided do less intellectual constructs and more accidents of 

the imagination. I think when I was first writing I mistook a fatalistic vision for a 

tragic vision, and those are not the same things at all, they’re quite different. 

LE: And is this change something that came with life experience and growing? 

CHAPPELL: No, I became impatient with my writing. I became very impatient. 

I thought I was doing all these very limited things, finally, and they interested me 

and a few others, but I didn’t care who I interested, it just seemed that there was no 

heart in it and all of my life I had depended on people who had a lot of heart, who 

were friendly, who looked after us, so I thought, why not let a little of that in? 

LE: It sounds a lot like what Reynolds Price says about religion in an interview in 

The Christ Haunted Landscape when he talks about what his non-organized reli¬ 

gion is and he talks a lot about it being about having mercy for humanity. 

CHAPPELL: There’s a very important phrase he uses over and over again and it 

is a religious phrase, I think in this context, which is ‘Thank you.’ He loves to have 

his characters say ‘thank you’ in situations where you least expect it, and it’s very 

expressive, very emotional. 

LE: I was thinking about the mercy you show in "Forever Mountain;" at the very 

end you say "This is a prayer." There are also several poems in C that are like little 

prayers— where did that come from? What kind of poems are those and what is 



the connection between poems and prayers? 

CHAPPELL: Well, I think most poems are prayers of one sort of another. Prayer 

has a very large impulse in mankind. Did you ever hear of the Pioneer spacecraft 

we sent out? It had the little picture of a man and a woman on it and our address in 

digital terms and I think the later ones included earth’s “Greatest Hits,’’ music and 

everything. And we have something called SETT, did you ever hear of that? A 

search for extraterrestrial intelligence that we sent out. Maybe we’ll get an answer 

in a hundred thousand years, maybe. These are prayers. These are messages sent 

from man in the faith or at least the hope that there is something out there that 

hears them; that may in good time or in its own way react. Now, these are sup¬ 

posed to be scientific experiments but to me they look like prayers, I don’t see how 

you could call them anything else. And the way I think about prayers, I think a 

prayer to have real validity has to have a lack of faith behind it. Because if you’re 

certain that God hears you and answers your prayers then it’s only a phone call. 

But a prayer is when you think that perhaps nobody’s there, or perhaps there’s 

something that has no interest in human endeavors. But, this prayer is efficacious 

anyway, in some way even I don’t understand— even the person who makes it, 

even I, the person who makes it, does not understand. 

LE: There are at least three different places [in an anecdote in It Is Time, Lord, in 

“A Prayer for a Hanged Man” in First and Last Words and in “Another” in C] 

where you touch on the idea of someone not being able to pray— that it was a kind 

of grace that they could not pray. Could you tell me anything more about that 

idea? 

CHAPPELL: Oh, I wrote a meal prayer called “Grace Before Meat,” do you 

remember that? 

LE: In C? Yeah, I do remember that. 

CHAPPELL: Those who can’t pray and try to pray are praying just as earnestly 

as those who can. 

LE: I think two of your books,Dagon and It Is Time, Lord, deal with ministers and 

their explorations of their selves. Do you have anything to say about why you 

chose ministers as subjects or why they are interesting? 

CHAPPELL: I did that because they have a little more leisure-time than other 

folks, more time to explore their psyches than other folks. They’re obviously 

interesting characters to use to explore the problems I’m thinking about. The pro¬ 

tagonist in the first novel [It is Time, Lord] is not a minister; he’s thinking of him- 



self as a minister but its just a fiction he’s using in order to work out his problems. 

He’s actually just a proofreader for a University Press. 

LE: One way that you treat religion is with humor— there’s that scene where 

Jess’s father tells Canary, who’s hassling another character about conversion, that 

he’s just had a vision from God telling him that Canary is not to be trusted! It’s 

hysterical, it’s so funny... Is this one way that you deal with the organized part of 

religion that you find frustrating? 

CHAPPELL: The portrait of that little evangelist in that story is absolutely accu¬ 

rate and you can find his like on television pretty often. I find those folks to be 

false prophets, not only very irritating but also pernicious. And I thought it would 

be in Joe Robert’s character to take them to task and this was one way to do it... it 

was just a little revenge. I think they pollute religion. 

LE: I also am interested in the analysis of Midquest given by Dabney Stuart in the 

Introduction to the Reader where he says that Midquest is “written three quarters 

of the way through an exhaustingly secular century, determined, it sometimes ap¬ 

pears, to exceed past human horrors without the hope the church afforded in previ¬ 

ous times.” So he thinks that Midquest mirrors the structure of Dante’s trilogy 

without the “theological system” of Dante as an effect of the secularization of 

modernity. Do you believe that?” 

CHAPPELL: I don’t know. I didn’t understand that. Dabney’s a very serious and 

sometimes for me convoluted thinker. I admire his poetry and I love the profun¬ 

dity of his thought and desire but I don't always trust his logic. But then again, 

mine’s not very good either. That’s something I could not disagree with but I sure 

don’t agree with it. 

LE: Would you call yourself more spiritual than religious right now in this stage 

of your life? 

CHAPPELL: That’s a very difficult question and that’s a distinction I have 

not...[pause]... I think that most people are more spiritual than they are religious. 

I’m a religious person but my terms are really different. My God is very different 

from anybody else’s. 

LE: What is your God like? 

CHAPPELL: I’ ve forgotten the saint who said that God does not exist because 

existence is too small to contain God. That struck me as being so true that I began 

to think about it and I realized that we have a very limited notion of non-existence. 
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Our notion of non-existence we identify with nothingness and that’s not the case at 

all. But it’s difficult to talk about this because words don’t quite fit the situation, 

don’t fit the case the way I see it. But I think of God as being both existing and 

non-existing at the same time; that is, God can contain existence and non-exist¬ 

ence, He is spread across both of these states and existence is the smaller part of 

his being because non-existence is always greater than existence. Nature must be 

the smallest part of this non-existing entity as we perceive it. 

LE: 1 was also wondering about “Ideally Grasping The Actual Flower” which was 

reprinted in the centennial Archive , and later published in First and Last Words. 

That poem seemed like a perfect poem for a Duke magazine because it was an 

experience of not being able to have the actual flower until you got rid of all of the 

baggage that the character is going through. When the experience of the flower 

comes you say that “His flower is an angel./ The Rose is an Angel whose qualities/ 

Are as mathematic as a snowflake,/As empiric as the deep Empyrean.” And that 

seemed interesting because at the moment when the rose becomes angel, beyond 

comprehension and beyond words, it also becomes mathematic and logical. 

CHAPPELL: Oh, just a little touch of Dante in there, that the universe as envi¬ 

sioned by the God we know is extremely logical, it makes sense. Angels are the 

intermediary between the world of appearances that doesn’t make much sense and 

the ideal world that does make sense. This particular poet going out to the rose 

garden will suddenly understand that the rose is a bridge between the two worlds, 

like an angel. The poet that you see bumbling around in the garden there is of 

course Wallace Stevens. 

LE: I figured Wallace Stevens from the title, but then it threw me off when you 

also mentioned Kant in the poem. 

CHAPPELL: Well, I think that the idealism that informs the work of 

Stevens...[pause]...I don’t think he read Kant, but it derives from Kant, it must. I 

guess you could go directly to Plato but there’s a difference. There’s a romanti¬ 

cism that Kant adds to Plato’s idealism that foreshadows Steven’s work. 

LE: So it’s a parodic handling of Stevens. 

CHAPPELL: Oh, yes, I didn’t mean it to be serious. 

LE: I really like that poem, especially in the context of the University. I was 

reading from the “Rimbaud Fire Letter to Jim Applewhite” that you worked for a 

while after Duke and this was during a time period where you were doing both a 

lot of manual labor and reading, and trying to write and struggling about thinking 



about writing. 

CHAPPELL: Sure. Well, they threw me out of school and I was out for four 

years and during that period of time I was working hard manual labor and trying to 

read and write at night and that period became very precious to me because it 

imprinted the usage or the intensity of poetry in my life— that it was something 

that would sustain you day by day. So I tried to put both of those experiences 

together— the University experience and the extra-University experience together 

to be a single experience, a whole kind of “learning” experience— and that’s what 

I came up with. 

LE: And this was the period when you got married? 

CHAPPELL: Yes, to my high school sweetheart. 

LE: After you left Duke? 

CHAPPELL: After I was kicked out. I married her during that interim and we 

came back together. 

LE: And you both finished up here? 

CHAPPELL: She had been a student earlier at UNCG and then when she came 

here she took a lot of courses. But she couldn’t finish by the time I finished gradu¬ 

ate school, so when I went to teach at UNCG she finished over there. 

LE: And how did marriage change your work? It almost seems like love is seen as 

a sort of salvation, especially in poems like “Earthsleep” which ends with turning 

toward your wife, Susan, in the morning and holding her while the sun comes up 

like the first day of the world. Do you think that marriage had a big effect on your 

more “humane” additude towards writing? 

CHAPPELL: Oh, of course. It was the best thing that happened to me. The other 

best thing might be our son. I did not know it for a long time— I was frightened as 

I think most young men who get married are because you wonder how you are 

going to support a family— but it was the best thing that happened to me. Love, as 

you know, is so various and has so many stages that you can go through, they’re 

uncountable, almost everyday there’s a new thing. And we’re very fortunate. I’m 

very fortunate to be with Susan in that over a long period of time it just got more 

profound and also more intense so that it’s just magnificant and horrible because 

one of us has to die before the other. 



LE: Have you read White Noise by Don DeLillo? 

CHAPPELL: I read a lot of it but didn’t finish it because I had to do some jobs 

and I lost the book. What happened? 

LE: I was just thinking about how one of the most pervasive questions hanging in 

the air between the narrator and Babette, his wife, is who will die first. That’s so 

interesting to hear that it’s really true in your life. 

CHAPPELL: Well, the best handling is in Ovid, of course; if you read the legend 

of Bacchus and Philemon, I think you’ll like it. I don’t mean to put Mr. DeLillo 

down! I like White Noise, what I got to read of it. I didn’t stop reading it because 

of lack of interest, I just lost it on the road at a Holiday Inn somewhere. He de¬ 

serves better; I’ll have to start all over. There’s so much good detail. I love the 

detail in the novel, he noticed everything. I don’t think it was supposed to add up. 

When I’d come away from reading a scene I wasn’t quite sure what the point of the 

scene was but I knew it was somewhere. It was very interesting. He has an idea, 

he must have an idea. 

LE: Getting back to your life after you finished at Duke— you published your first 

book in 1963. How did that happen? Did you just know that you were going to 

write a novel and eventually it would get published. 

CHAPPELL: No, that’s not what happened. I published a little short story in the 

Archive, I think it was called “January,” and we had some writers and editors down 

for a literary conference in the spring. At any rate, Reynold’s editor was down, a 

very famous New York editor, and he read my little one page story in the Archive 

and asked me if I’d write a novel. And I said no! I said, “I’m a poet!” Novels 

seemed suspect to me. And then I ran out of money in the summer and I wrote him 

back and said I’d be interested in writing a novel and sent him about a hundred 

pages or so and he said, ok, if you can finish the novel I think we might be inter¬ 

ested in it. He sent me $250 and it saved our lives. We needed it. So things went 

on from there. 

LE: Why did being a poet initially make you hesitant about writing novels? What 

was the difference to you? 

CHAPPELL: Poets are full of light and truth and intensity and fever, and poets 

are on the side of literature and are against commercialism. Novelists sit around 

trying to make money writing trashy stuff and they write books that have people’s 

social security numbers in them and what floor they get off of the elevator and 
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stuff like that. But poetry strikes to the heart, takes out all this stuff...Well, that 

was the kind of stuff I thought. 

LE: And do you still feel that way? 

CHAPPELL: Maybe just a little. 

LE: After I read I Am One of You Forever I felt towards that book the same way 

you describe feeling about poetry. Dabney Stuart also points to the lyricism in 

some of your prose. 

CHAPPELL: Well, I try to make my prose writing not poetic or lyrical in that 

sense. I want it to be clear, understandable, easy, not simple-minded and not obvi¬ 

ous and always with a little step missing here and there. I work very hard on this 

stuff, I really work my ass off, but I don’t want it to be thought poetic in the way 

that Cormac McCarthy or even Reynolds is thought poetic; that to me is self- 

indulgent. 

LE: Inauthentic? 

CHAPPELL: Exhibitionist. Are we still talking about religion now? [laughter] 

LE: Well, in terms of religion and the south, I wonder what your feeling is about 

your Southern heritage? My own theory is that your rural background, versus the 

atmosphere of a city, had more of a shaping effect than issues of south vs. north on 

your writing. In “Score” you describe “A whole Manhattan of indifference,/ A 

whole Miami of despair. 

CHAPPELL: It’s not Southern and Northern, you’re right, its urban and rural I 

guess. But I'm not a Southern writer, except in the largest sense. I’m an Appalacian 

writer like Lee Smith and Jane Steele and other people. Our concerns are differ¬ 

ent, our subject matter is different, our background is different. There were hardly 

any black people where I came from. I don’t think I’d met 12 black people before 

I came down here to Durham. Well, no, I guess I saw them, but I never met them. 

[There were] no large land holders, no plantations, no big daddies like you’d find, 

no Catholic heritage, few Episcopalians as a matter of fact. I don’t know if these 

distinctions mean much to you but they mark off the mountain culture from the 

rest of the state. When I read the great southern writers like Faulkner in high 

school—just out of the blue I picked it off the shelf and read it— I thought I was 

reading a European writer rather than an American writer. His background, the 

things he was talking about seemed that alien to me. I didn’t have enough back¬ 

ground to pick him up, he seemed like Thomas Mann or James Joyce somehow, or 
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Proust, though I had not read any Proust at that time. 

LE: So now do you resist the term “Southern Writer?” 

CHAPPELL: I don’t reject it because Appalachians are Southern, but I reject it 

when it is meant by very narrow critics to be only about Faulknerian themes, which 

is generally what they mean which is kind of dumb; but Appalachia is part of the 

South and is part of the South in other ways, in its less good qualities, and yes, I’m 

a Southern writer. 

LE: What about teaching? How did that change your writing or even just your 

thinking? 

CHAPPELL: It’s impossible to say, but my real career is as a teacher. That’s how 

I make my living, that’s what I think about all the time. I spend more time on 

teaching than I do on writing. I work unimaginable hours at teaching, and I don’t 

know what to say about it. It’s just something I feel this terrific allegiance to. On 

the other hand I’m not proud of my teaching. I don’t think I’ve done a very good 

job in the last maybe 10 years. I’ve done an adequate job, which is not good. But 

it’s still the thing I need to do best. 

LE: Do you feel more comfortable about your writing than your teaching then? 

CHAPPELL: Well, in fact I do. 

LE: I wonder why you think that. I’m sure your students would not agree. 

CHAPPELL: You’re right. I think I have a pretty good reputation as a teacher. 

LE: So what is it that you think is missing? 

CHAPPELL: I don’t know, but I can't bring it off as well I’d like. In the first 

place, you can’t go back and revise it. It’s almost like improvising a jazz solo— 

you put everything you’ve got into it, but hey, you may have started a beat too late. 

LE: You also mentioned being a parent, you have a child. 

CHAPPELL: I don’t. 

LE: Oh, you don’t. 

CHAPPELL: I used to. But he grew up. He’s 35 years old. He’s a jazz musician 



in Chicago; it’s hard to call him my child. 

LE: But you still have him! 

CHAPPELL: Yes, in a certain sense. 

LE: Did you and Susan debate about raising him in a certain religion? 

CHAPPELL: Susan and I thought about this and we debated for a long time. We 

thought we should go to church and take Heath. And then we realized, doing this 

a few times when we’d return home to the mountains, that children see through 

charades and falsity very quickly and he would realize that we were just doing it 

for him without any alligiance to organized religion ourselves. So what we taught 

him— we actually had long conversations about this with Heath— was respect for 

religion, but without asking him to subscribe to any and not say whether we did 

ourselves. Now you might guess from this that he became a rather religious per¬ 

son. And he and his wife Catherine have been very active in the Episcopal church. 

She was originally Catholic but had a falling out. 

LE: I was also thinking about what you say in the Afterward to the Reader about 

your early love and obsession with music. 

CHAPPELL: Yes, he’s acting out all my fantasies. 

LE: I also want to ask you about the review you wrote on Betty Adcock that was 

published in Shenandoah this past summer in which you talk of the “tenet that 

poetry, and even language itself, are inadequate to express modem reality, that 

words can do nothing to change the course of events or to alleviate suffering or 

bring comfort to the sorrowing.” That’s not a reflection of your personal belief... 

CHAPPELL: No, I disagree with that. The words that we speak can influence the 

lives of others. I don’t believe that words don’t bring solace. If they did not bring 

solace then we would not have burial rituals, we would not have valentines, we 

would not have letters of apology, we would not have stop signs. This is the way 

we communicate. I used to ask the question: do you know a person better if 

they’re naked or if they have their clothes on? And my students always used to say 

“naked!” because they’re young, and they want to see someone naked. But it’s not 

true; you know the personality of somebody when they begin to put on their own 

clothes. Every piece of clothing they put on tells you something about how they 

feel. And I think words are like clothing. They tell about ourselves. They make a 

difference. 



James Sanders 

Evaporating 

without breath, without 

century, there- 

no string of sky between the stars, 

no breath-written throat,- 

breath-writing, breathing 

writes, whorled un- 

sunwards, unwreathed 

evaporating 

unbitten: 

vobiscum. 

til 



John Miller 

Ferris Wheels and Gabriel's Vision of the Universe 

Picture him first, no more than 25, close-cropped dark hair, his tee-shirt (worn 
through in places likely to rub) hangs from his body, seeming only to touch at the 
shoulders. His bare feet are pulled over his thighs in full lotus position. He cranes 
his head to answer questions. His mouth galloping beneath earnest eyes. 

The wall behind him holds what he calls a theory tree, which is not really a tree at 
all, but two mustard colored blankets sewn together hanging from a pole. On it, 
theories he has decided are pertinent to life are velcroed out in vertical rows from 
top to bottom, general to specific. 

One of these theories (he'd call it a leaf) reads, 
"It is better to wait for things to come to you than to 
expend the energy necessary to acquire them." 
Troubled, I asked him what he meant by it. Rotating his hands in opposing circles 
even before he spoke, he answered, 

The universe is like an infinite number 
of Ferris Wheels spinning through space. 
All opportunities come to those patient 
enough to wait and wise enough 
to see which chances are coming. 

I could only partly agree with Gabriel, though; I imagined myself clambering to¬ 
ward an opportunity 27 wheels away— leaping from car to car and wheel to wheel, 
constantly seeking and constantly finding. 

These thoughts come back to me one-hundred and twenty-five feet above the ground 
at the North Carolina state fair, in a Ferris wheel car facing my first date since 
June, a couple with two small children, and an older couple from Cary. Fireworks 
that started as we waited in line paint the darkness above us as fingers clutch my 
pant's leg. The little boy sitting by his mother has decided that I am related some¬ 
how, and that my blue-jeaned thigh is no different from that of his father who sits 
on the other side of the car. The feeling is eerie, but as the wind starts to rock the 
car so far above the earth, I realize that it is natural that he clings to something, and 

I am here. 

Looking around the car at the couples, the little boy and his sister, and then my 
date who smiles off into the flashes of light, I remember Gabriel and his Ferris 
wheels spinning through space that isn't really space but possibility, and wish that 
another infinite wheel would spin by right now. 



Josh May 

from 100 Days 

the melted, the undertow, 

brushed away weight, of flame, 

a galaxy but a telescope 

inside the flower, you 

resemble a smaller verse 

-starving dog of sinking. 

the loud remains: what then, 

of the semi-colon, beside 

yourself, or uncertain or should 

I paint, we discussed it 

but we said no. we said I 

should not paint right now. 

more over: kingdom, gripping sight. 

sugar enlarged by communication 

what I would give to be a banana 

or to have eggs in my world 

Written into squares. Ones. 

Magazines might discover some thing. Simple fear. How could he or 

would he. My wife would have none of that. The page would never the book. 

Sometimes someone wonders, does absence. Sheer people, each: if 

feeling were a dream. Yet. I miss you theoretical question. 

The miracle of ending a poem. Does it write back to you. 

the song if 

the hand sees and forgets: 

I had already written 100 Days 



three of the previous parts I 

exed out and the other parts I liked 

either because they seemed new or because 

they were all about the fact that everyone 

is a genius or how I would rather be 

jim morrison — picking him up dead, mind 

you: the declarative poem or the interrogative poem or 

else: think about 100 Days and then 

oh, I don't know, think of, say, another poem, 

for now let's call it Past To Our Future 

with lines like: "smack-dab-in-the-margin/ we are a- 

chargin'" and I think we can all agree about 100 

Days 

——the beginning of segments but beyond 

the start- 

such as historonic. what has been picked to represent Z. the arrival 

of sequence—to see inside from outside 

—In us there's chance marring the past and the past together. Instead of 

mingling. It was possible there was nothing to be sorry about. In fact, I would 

rather you weren't together.-—phone— 

the self and the deed before excerpt, 

before the tide——as if you were a 

phone— 

having the fog: wan, above us 



Simon Glick 

a)they 

reason is a function 

airy sleep lacks rule: 

do not see the suns come up— 

pance. Sorry if 

sin tax has left 

you broke 

at the end of this 

Sienne. Tense 

sense; this time round 

they is "symbolic mail order" 

something "new left" 

who are they to talk 

body politic, there 

women are 

insatiable anyways 

we should sleep together, sun 

or need to. 

to 



Andrew DuBois 

from Boy Scouts of the Air Lost in the Dismal Swamp 

Somehow the moral compass got broken. Dropped going over the gorge, 

there over the ledge is the creek that was a mighty river once and minute by minute, 

week by week, year etcetera etched its way through this rock here; but the com¬ 

pass didn’t fall over the ledge, we just looked there. It’s under the donkey’s foot. 

Even broken it will get you somewhere, or somehow, even 

magnetic 

We’ve passed this mirror twenty times, it’s still broken. Even broken (jour¬ 

nal: “heard a cricket off the smallest shard, took it as an omen”). Tied bailing 

twine to twigs, trees, reminding where we were in relation to self-same trees, twigs, 

then forgetting and tying twine around our fingers—the first one first, then the 

second to remember the first, then the third and so on. It’s an old wive’s joke, told 

above about the string, but the trip to the canyon was moved to the forest. 

When they first learned to make fire they couldn’t quit. Every limb was 

broken up for kindling and the trees wouldn’t bum as green as they were so they 

poured more gas on them so they could burn. They could bum when they wanted. 

Pick your state, they were from that state somewhere below the Mason-Dixon 

line, so there was one boy they called “the burnt.” Funny thing, they never always 

called him that, anyway, Coleman’s mother’s quilt caught on fire, he was on fire 

and jumped in the pond all cow pissy, mud. Then 

This compass reminds me 

of a watch, that joke about the broken watch. 

Nothing ever happened in the town so we made it happen. We left the 

house at six, we must’ve been sixteen—sixteen of us, we had sixteen years as the 

french would say. There were people who were good and people who were bad. 

We relied on the colloquial, a folkloric wisdom stenciled on curios—an object of 

art, piece of bric-a-brac, etc. valued as a curiosity'—as a kind of a clock. Doing 

time, we mark time. Drawing lines, partitioning minutes for easy consumption 

like those little packs of pudding, we fought over pudding or did favors to one 

another. Wholly innocent, 

—an object valued as a clock— 

but we were all working toward the 

same goal. Nobody owned the place we went. On friday nights in the fall after the 

football game somewhere would be where we should go. 
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the Poundrey 

the Trestle 

the Fish Hatchery 

either knew or never asked and never knew. Nobody ever said anything. We made 

enough things happen. 

What an unknowable tree! Look, surrounded by trees that could never be 

known, they were destroyed. Some said the rings should be counted, they were 

destroyed. Nevertheless. If put in the same situation, pundits declared that they 

would have reacted similarly, except for those who were incensed, they would 

have reacted differently, and then there were some who said they never would 

have put themselves in the initial situation. We fought tooth and nail against the 

latter two, we staged debates. Our man was barely a boy and when asked for a 

drink, rather, when asking for a drink the organizers brought a glass of vinegar I 

swear! The facts piled up, but things go beyond facts, but even the context spelled 

doom for our boy, until finally under the strain of a summary question he mutters 

“I don’t know, man, fuck off.” That’s okay, Bobby, good try, you gave it your best. 

Not your fault, the forces were too great, the cards were stacked against you, we 

set him on fire. Bye bye Bobby bye bye 

Badges rewarded for merit: 

the Badge of Grating Hindsight 

Metalwork and Basket Weaving 

the Badge of the Last Disillusioned 

Dry studies in cold urination were offered, then forced. 

If I lashed the younger boys to razor wire, one should view it as a test of will, not 

cruelty. Break out the nudie books. Ooh, aah, let’s build another fire to see around. 

As a troop, we started out clean enough, but our khakis were quickly 

unwearable, perhaps even unwashable. We were wading through freshly printed 

fibers, newly minted money, scalps of not just indians but ethnics of every persua¬ 

sion— Ah! the tired times when we would stop to rest and to amuse the troops 

would play make believe, wearing found wigs like found poems— the “cuffs are 

all ‘cuffed up” the cuter boys would say; it was their catch phrase, canned laughter 

floods the forest at this juncture. But then their voices broke, their faces broke— 

out, they broke out, they just weren’t cute anymore, they soiled the knees of their 

pants: “Doctor’s orders, fellas!” Then again, we all ended up sucking cock there 

really was no way around it. One week boys A, B and C would be getting blown 

by boys D, E, and F, and then the next week the whole deal would change. Recip¬ 

rocation, vice and vice versa; there was a hierarchy, of course, but then you get 
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into anality and that’s what’s refered to as the absent center. Hugh Hugh 

Hugh the game is over 

And the stains kept creeping upward, we soiled them there, too. It was embarrass¬ 

ing, grown boys we couldn’t behave. Our Leader was very disappointed— he had 

been so since the start, he had left us on the donkeys, saying “You boys! Be men!” 

With a frown. We always spoke of him, nostalgically, where is our Leader, what 

do you think our Leader is doing, that sort of thing. The question that bothered us 

the most was the one Geoffery kept asking, “Do you think he loves us?” We 

doubted if he even liked us after he called in the air strike, but only Geoffery was 

lost—a piece of shrapnel through the heart. His dying words, a snatch of Hebrew 

remembered from a Jewish babysitter forced to go to Hebrew school. We were 

mostly Protestant, nobody figured it out. It was haunting. 

The strange boy with the open chest kept repeating in prophetic song 

“Disintegrate brain! 

What brain? 

Disintegrate brain! What brain?” 

He was finally drowned in water, the first. 

The salamander boy. 



Josh May 

"...the little owl fly" 

STATES 

Wyoming, old diners 

ever really negotiate 

with weeds and 

if, if sea glass 

sprouted acrss the sculptures 

ZOOZOO 

otters intrnationl tricoloredelicious 

went to parties tht fell apart 

w/ my sster 

on horse, to become a legend 

"I am a beggar for rl things" 

why is sad mushroom sauce 

EXPLICIT INSTRUCTIONS 

like a new camera: 

Colourless is scared — what can I do for her? 

Wolf: the verb buried in stadium concrete. Wolven: "Kidnapper! Kidnapper! 

Someone stole my kidnapper." 

Tmslation, you saw off hands. 

Message from Mass.: "I miss our exchanges. Abt blue monday, its something 

like blue and orange." 
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Imagine it written out, sometimes beautifully 

my little flower, if 

I never see you again it will be too soon 

—signed Radio, signed Orphean, 

signed Perhaps It Is Not Like This For You 

PIANO 

any one: notes 

"if I knew anything this would b a big mirror 

but you cannot fool fire and air 

or birds they know this is you know" 

how to play what is made 

or aftr 

not what is made? 

SCANT 

& 
& 
& 
& 
& find you 

so so long 

ion 

the fact is is that we are rough 

recently I have been fantasizing about how people are 
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JOT TANK 

squid tank: ink fits itself 

like milk 

each 

first would be a new letter 

the lard is diminished 

into form 

and shadows 

the moment of narrative 

DEAR T, 

towards a rendezvous. I don't want to keep you from the facts of environment, 

just BETWEEN & BREATH, to resist each apocalypse, you and ben wld b 

much better friends now. Transfer/, he CARES as much as you i think — WE are 

needed, i agree with your 2 points, on the same line, 

from the sea 
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T. Emmaus 

Reassurance 

It was a day without lamps. 

You were there, answering across from us. Everything you 

said was a mistake. But I couldn’t hear anything over the 

blue sunlight echoing in the room. I rocked back and forth 

nodding. Otherwise how could I signal I was inattentive. 

Darkness leapt over the huts, a bath balanced on the 

crickets. We returned to the city, where it was truly 

quiet. I don’t remember seeing you, but you could be 

mistaken. 

I thought about what you said, but I couldn’t see my paper 

and my elbow hurt like a rib. I turned on the television, and 

it reminded me of when I was a child and I couldn’t see the 

television; so my mom would interpret it for me at dinner by 

rubbing her eyebrow. 

I got up and went into the bluish room (the one with the 

metronome) to write a poem; but I just sat there rubbing my 

eyebrow. 

I heard that you came by, but it was too dark to hear me 

writing. That is how I surprise people. I wouldn’t have 

accepted your explanation anyway. Besides, you don’t have 

any eyebrows. 
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Joseph Smith 

Portrait Raze 

aitch hill by runes placed backwards sinks low in a chair 

every one lost a job in the silent movies a deaf girl 

cat calls across a t shirt the words look at me Russian highway 

films over trans sit down and rout glory with will 

positional brown rooms a window pinned to the door objects 

synchronize folds unfolding bends Krishnas ox bow and blends 

aitch hill to lie on green between blades and leaves prematurely 

callow inside seven boxes an eighth stands clamoring whites the blue 

majolica oxygen in one arm tunnels a fluid advance plumbs 

four hearts ingest faceless cards converse conversation 

blanks said said hitch to the smashed telephone a Finland 

limivorous aitch hill finish stains r a bibles advertising reagent 
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Melanie Bateman 

Dark Room 

I spend a lot of my time imagining that you come to me. I see you slip¬ 

ping through a crack in the door into my dim cool room. You step into the dark, 

greeted by the buzz of my walkman and the mumble of my accompaniment. “Our 

world is your world. People like to hear their names. I’m no exception; please, call 

my name—call my name...No new tale to tell; no new tale to tell...” You walk in 

softly, and all I have to do is give you a smile to let you know that I know you’re 

there. Patiently, you lean against one of the counters or sit on the stool while I shift 

from station to station developing pictures. Finally, Love and Rockets grind their 

song to a close, and I stop the player with a click. 

Now, in the quiet of the room, we make noise. I do a lot of talking— 

maybe I even babble. But it feels good, so good, to be talking, I can’t help it. You 

don’t really say much, but you breathe. I can hear the soft whisper of your breath. 

I know you’re there, near me, nodding your head. So, I have what I need; I have 

your presence. 

This is in my day dreams that this happens. Now, as yesterday and the 

day before and so many more, I do the same thing. I take rolls and rolls of film— 

other people’s film—and develop them. It’s funny, you know, it really doesn’t 

matter whose film it is. It’s all the same: smiles and group shots. Junior poses with 

Mickey Mouse. Jane rides her bike-no help from dad; she’s balancing by herself 

for the first time. The family is on vacation. Over and over again I put these images 

on paper. All day, in the shady quiet, I do this alone. My mind moves like a rat in a 

cage. I think. What else can I do but think. Yes, that is why I listen to my walkman— 

to save me from my buzzing brain. 

With all of this time, for you I have dreamt a library of stories, thoughts, 

and observances. As I said before, in my imaginings, you listen to me talk; you let 

me tell you about things. I need to talk out these feelings—put them out in the air, 

let your breath rustle out all the crazy worries that are just some silliness that 

comes from loneliness. This is the hard part of my dream—what to tell you. 

Right now, I slide a paper into one of the tubs. An image emerges—the 

baby’s chin is crusted in icing, her eyes are wide and red. Her mouth is an “o” with 

a poke of pink tongue showing. She’s scrunching cake between her fingers. Creamy 

pink swirls of lathery icing say its her first birthday, 

I’ve seen this baby a hundred times today. Clothes pins hold the others on 

the wire where the drip dry. That’s how all the pictures are: baby pictures, holi¬ 

days, groups of friends lined up, rows of teeth bared, arms linked. 

I put baby in a bath to rinse. In a few minutes she'll go up on the line to 

dry with the rest. Baby, developing her, has made me remember what I want to tell 



you most. It isn’t a story. It’s a fear. It may even be a question. I hope that when 

you do come to me that you will be able to help me sort it out. 

How can baby and all those friends be secure that their treasures are so 

precious? These moments that I, the voyeur, glimpse are so unvaried from the 

precious moments of others. How can this thing—happiness, memory—be called 

a treasure when it is so indistinguishable from the treasures that everyone else has? 

This question leads me to others that are more and more worrisome. Maybe 

I do think too much. I can’t sort things out. Life, individuality, the value of things 

and experiences: I have trouble sorting out my concerns about these things. I think 

and I think on them, but I can’t sort out what is real-the smiles, there are so many 

of them, how can they be real happiness-and what is not. I hope you come to me 

soon so that I can make sense of these things. For now, I will sit in my dark room 

waiting to see the door crack with the light of your entrance. 

* 



Andrew Snow 

a train day 

upon eight hours and forty four minutes 

of stop signals 

frozen switches 

and snowbound hours in Carolinian cornfields 

i talked with my friend 

the friend you make wallowing in frustrating weather 

complaining about periods of reduced speed 

two hour fallen trees 

between the misery and the delay 

he would read Faulkner 

and think about his girlfriend’s hot tub in Baltimore 

cursing between chapters 

then sentences and light sleep 

i would spit a curse or two back occasionally 

assuring him i knew how he felt 

even though Faulkner 

nor i 

owned a hot tub. 
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Rachel Daley 

Untitled 



Elizabeth Einstein 

Through All the Sunsettings 

I am sixteen and sitting stiffly at the kitchen table, hands on my lap, the 

first time I hear him snort. I think it is supposed to be a laugh, but it comes out 

through his nose, pig-like and in no way masculine or even endearing. I don’t 

move, don’t smile, just sit there with my face frozen. The smell of freshly cut 

grass is drifting through the screen door, and all I want to do is take off these silly 

leather loafers and itchy knee-socks and make a break for it. But I am stuck. 

Mrs. Remsen and Mother are making a great show of busying themselves 

at the refrigerator, collecting cold cuts and arranging them on different platters, but 

I can sense their ears pricking up like dogs’s, trying to catch any words exchanged 

between Rupert and myself. There are none. I know that I am supposed to be 

entertaining this boy. We should be “getting along famously,” for he has been 

known to have a great interest in literature, and I am just about the only girl in 

Gordo, Alabama, to have ever enjoyed the thought of picking up, much less finish¬ 

ing, a book. But as I catch him sneaking a finger up to his nose, I know that I will 

never in a million years desire to share anything with him, thoughts or otherwise. 

"We ladies are going to sit on the porch and have a glass of tea—catch up 

on old times. Why don’t you two make yourselves some sandwiches and take 

them down to the dock?” At my mother’s mention of the dock I get excited, for I 

may finally have the chance to free myself from this suffocating social obligation, 

and I might even get to see Steven by the lake. But the thought of watching Rupert 

stuff his face, even with something other than his own snot, makes me feel slightly 

queasy. I start to tell Mother that I’m not really hungry, but she glares at me with 

such ferocity that half of the words get stuck in my throat. Mrs. Remsen is one of 

her best friends from Tuscaloosa, and it is my job to make sure that Rupert is 

suitably entertained for the afternoon—although thinly camouflaged in the day’s 

prescription is the hope that Rupert and I will fall in love, get married, and live 

happily ever after. Fat chance, I feel like telling my mother, because I don’t care 

how good of a catch Rupert is supposed to be or how much money he stands to 

inherit. But instead of making a speech I rise from my chair and get the bread out 

of the cupboard. 

"Hungry?" I ask as I sit back down, and he half-snorts again, this time. I 

assume, in assent. Mother and Mrs. Remsen are out of earshot by now, so I tell 

him that he can fix some sandwiches. Why should I do it just because I happen to 

be female? He gets up and selects a serrated knife from the magnetised holder on 

the kitchen wall and begins a frenzy of preparation, and for the first time I am 

fascinated by his actions: such dexterity, such precision. He works with powerful 

concentration, piling the assorted lunch meat high. When a piece flaps over the 



edge of the bottom slice of bread, he rounds it up with a large dramatic scooping 

movement and a sympathetic grimace of his lower lip. Before I can suggest that 

we take lunch down to the lake, he swiftly picks up the sandwich in one hand, 

raises it to his mouth, and takes a large bite. While he chews he breathes heavily 

through his nose. 

"Want to make yourself something?" he says with his mouth half-full. I 

stand up. He pushes the plate full of bread toward me with the back of his hand. 

He puts the other half of his sandwich on a tiny green bread and butter plate and 

carries it to the table. He sits with his elbows on the pine wood, his knees wide 

apart, his belly resting on his thighs, his enormous feet planted firmly on the tile 

floor. He chews and swallows with precision, focusing solely on the task at hand. 

The noise of his eating fills the room. I close my eyes, but I cannot escape the feral 

chomping and gasping that this supposedly suitable boy is emitting. I smile at the 

memory of Mother insisting that young men from the city are, without exception, 

refined and gentlemanly. 

As if on cue, Mother and Mrs. Remsen come in from the yard, talking 

about mosquitos. “Heaven’s to Betsy,” Mrs. Remsen exclaims, “I’d forgotten 

what they’re like out here in the woods.” Mother gives a sympathetic nod, but I 

can see her strain at the implication that her family’s homestead is inadequate, 

strictly small town. “And no air conditioning, either,” Mrs. Remsen continues, 

making exaggerated fanning gestures with her arms. “I declare, Susanna, I don’t 

know how you make it through the Summer out here.” I try to catch Mother’s eye, 

to let her know that I am on her side, to tell her that Mrs. Remsen is arrogant and 

rude and her son disgusting and brainless, but she avoids my gaze. Instead she 

tells us to go outside, to have a “stroll” together by the water. The words conjure 

up images of Jane Austen novels in my brain: a lady with a parasol being courted 

by a handsome gentleman, allowing her hand to be held and perhaps even kissed. 

The thought of Rupert’s big pink sausage fingers embracing mine makes me shud¬ 

der violently, but no one notices. 

Rupert rises and pats his stomach with a sigh before proceeding to waddle 

out the door. I am reluctant to follow, but after another fruitless glare in Mother’s 

direction I give up any hope I had harbored of her coming to my rescue. As I open 

the screen door, the sun hits my eyes with such force that I am blinded for a second 

and see only bright spots of green snd blue. A smile spreads over my face almost 

against my will, and I feel that the day might not turn out to be a total loss. After 

all, I am finally outside, and Rupert’s stale damp smell is diluted in the warm 

Spring air. It might not be so bad at all, I think, as I lead him down to the lake, 

shedding my shoes and socks along the way. The grass feels so cool against my 

feet that I have to smile wider, and I even begin skipping toward the water. 

His first real words of the afternoon are, “Hey, wait up,” but I ignore the 

nasal tones and break into a run. When I reach the water’s edge, I wade in, alone 
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at last, lifting my long skirt up over my knees. Rupert finally catches up, but he 

stays at the shore, doubled over and panting. A wave of kindness washes over me, 

and I apologize for my eagerness, but he just continues gasping for air. I close my 

eyes and wish that I could be capable of time travel, like in that Virginia Woolf 

story, Orlando, but when I open them I am still in the same spot, and I notice that 

Rupert is staring at my bare legs. I let my skirt fall a few inches, disgusted by the 

thought of being violated by him, if only by his eyes. 

All of a sudden, I am stunned by a deep voice that seems to rise from the 

water: 

"Hey Mary! Great day for sailing." 

My worst nightmare come true. Steven has seen me associating with this 

measly excuse for a human. I cannot bring myself to answer, but I turn to see 

Steven swaggering along the water’s edge, clad in nothing but navy swim trunks. 

I am short of breath, and I almost let the trailing hem of my skirt fall into the water. 

He climbs up onto the dock and sits on its edge, dangling his feet in the water and 

smirking at me. His blue-green eyes dance meanly as he asks who my boyfriend 

is. I close my eyes again, wishing to disappear, when I hear the little pig voice pipe 

up from shore: 

"I’m Rupert Remsen. Of the Tuscaloosa Remsens." 

I want to die. I think of drowning myself, but it seems rather impossible 

in light of the fact that I’ve been swimming since before I could walk. Instead, I 

explain to Steven that Rupert is the son of a friend of my mother's and that he’s 

only here for the day. 

"Well, how about you and Mommy’s friend take a sail with me?" 

I’m in heaven until the piglet pipes up again: 

"I don’t know. I can’t really swim, and I don’t know if I’m allowed.” 

I tell him to shut up, and, lying, say that we do it all the time. Actually, I 

am not allowed to go sailing alone with a boy, but Rupert doesn’t know that, and 

I’m getting braver by the moment in my quest to avoid spending one more second 

alone with him. It’s not dangerous, I say, we’ll just go around the lake a few times. 

No big deal. I bound out of the water and jump up onto the dock and tell Steven 

we’d love to go sailing. He smiles broadly, revealing two rows of impeccable 

white teeth, and winks at me. 

"I don’t think I’m gonna," Rupert whines as he backs away from the 

shore and turns toward the house. My face heats up as I realize that I am going to 

have to follow him back if I am to avoid the wrath of my mother. I watch Rupert’s 

massive form plod methodically in the direction of the kitchen. I feel physically 

pained with indecision, but when I turn to meet Steven’s eyes, my mind makes 

itself up. 

Only minutes have passed, but it seems like ages, as I smile at the reced- 
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ing shore. I think that all Steven lacks is a white horse and a suit of armor: he has 

rescued me from a surely devastating fate. The sail flaps feebly against the mast 

for a few moments, but a sudden gust sets us gliding swiftly toward the horizon. 

The wind seems to bring the boat to life, and I lie back against the stem, content to 

listen to the screech of the taut canvas and the pleasant sound of creaking wood. I 

am suddenly nervous at being alone with so handsome a boy. Avoiding his eyes, I 

watch the water glide along either side of the boat in two slender curling scrolls of 

very pale, very pure green. The vision is mezmerising, and the current feels com¬ 

fortably cool on my warm hand. 

"Why do all women trail their hands in the water when they are in a 

boat?" Steven asks as he slides down to sit beside me. Our legs are touching, and 

I can’t think of one thing to say. I shrug and suddenly wonder if he has taken many 

women out on this boat, but I am too embarassed to ask. I feel an anxious need to 

fill the silence. 

"I don’t know. I guess all women make the same gestures at certain mo¬ 

ments." 

"All women, huh? That makes a lot of women." He brushes my left knee 

with his right hand, presumably on his way to scratch at a mosquito bite on his 

thigh. 

"Well, I guess not all women," I answer feebly. I can still feel my leg 

tingling where he’s touched it, and my face is flushed again. I guess he thinks I’m 

windburned and cold because he gets up to retrieve a sweatshirt from the front of 

the boat and offers it to me. I pull it over my head, inhaling its spicy man smell. I 

feel like this is a dream—a forbidden dream—and I hug my knees tightly to my 

chest, revelling in my bravado. Thoughts of the ramifications of my rebellion try 

to creep into my head, but I push them out with all of my might, determined to 

make the most of this adventure. 

All at once I feel inexplicably self-conscious, and, turning my head, I 

find the source of my discomfort. Steven’s eyes, forcefully green, seem to bore 

into the center of my body. They remind me of the water, seductive, and I cannot 

turn away. He tells me he is glad I finally came out on the boat with him, and I just 

smile. Then he kisses me, square on the mouth. It happens so quickly that I am not 

sure that it has happened at all. Then he does it again, longer this time. His lips are 

thin and strong, and I think to myself that they match his body perfectly. His lithe 

arms engulf me, and a syrupy warmth instantly spreads throughout my small frame. 

This must be perfection, I think, as I allow my arms to reach for the back of his 

neck. 

When it comes, the shriek is far more shrill than I had imagined. I bolt 

upright and seek guidance from Steven, but his face is turning pink. I need him to 

be strong and to protect me, but my faith in his manhood is fading. 

"W-was that your mom?" he stutters at me. In all honesty, I cannot be 

certain. It sounded more like the death-cry of a rabbit than a noise created by 
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human lungs. I hold my breath and turn around. I can see only three tiny figures 

on the shore, one more rotund than the others, but I know it must have been my 

mother’s screech that wrested Steven and I from our embrace. Her tiny form is 

quivering on the grass as though it is made of rubber, and it waves its arms wildly. 

"That’s her all right," I say, and I am surprisingly calm. I cannot believe 

it myself, but I am unafraid. “Nothing we do now can make her any more or less 

angry,” I tell Steven as I take his hand. And all of a sudden I feel like trying to 

drown again. I know that no moment in my life has ever reached this realm of 

perfection, of ecstasy, and I will not allow it to end simply because my mother says 

it must be so. I look to Steven and tell him that I am tired of my actions being 

dictated by society’s rules. He does not respond but only looks toward shore, 

uncertain. 

"What do you want to do?" I ask him. I know I am being unladylike, but 

I want to push him, to make him say it. He doesn’t respond, so I prod further. “Do 

you want to go back?” He is silent, staring as if hypnotized by the distant figure of 

my mother who is continuing her exasperated dance. Finally, he looks at me. Our 

eyes lock, and I know he can tell that I am desperate for support. 

"No," he says. "I want to keep you here." These few words are all I need. 

I know that we cannot keep circling the lake forever, but forever need not reach 

beyond the next few hours. Eventually I will have to confront my mother, but that 

time is so distant to me, so foreign. She seems to be miles away as I move toward 

Steven and the comfort of his embrace. Finally I have a prince, and I am the 

princess whom he has rescued from the clutches of the evil troll. And now we are 

sailing into the sunset. 



James Sanders 

A conversation with the Imposter James Sanders 

over the shoulder 

of the fiery 

raime over-lied, 

up with waings— 

leather and music, 

by a thunderstorm 

on empty trees, 

into a voice— 

under the dew 

eyelid is 

a bathtub clagged 

a statue made of 

half awakened 

burying upwards, fragged 

a frame seown 

that tails. 

lalls that 

lalls that 

that 

deafening child till its 

eyelids, like 

lather 
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Mathew Goldberg 

Schism 

The epidermis drums 

Cascade 

Admonishing hums 

Cording in barbed ribs 

Before nova 

Bird cracking its rhythm 

Parting the Hemoglobin Sea 

Conducting 

The trill on bowing backs 

As the pebble’s ring 

Carries to banks— 

Tingling extremities 

Swooning the cockpit 

That strums to a star— 

Spiral staircase and higher ground 
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Brian Toth 

Aubade 

An ancient chiaroscuro upon your bare back 
speaks with a slightly muted tongue, as in 

a Chinese watercolor: 
something hot between the small spaces of 

a child’s fingers, splayed palms pressed with 
accompanying ear to the humming asphalt, 

a gruff, rheumatic saw against a slighted silence, 
an outstreched sheet folded plainly upon 

the quiet contour of your breath’s even rhythm. 

in subtle disregard I rise, separate the blinds, 

form a soft sieve with cupped hands, a rosy slattern, 
a singular prism to kindle the room. 

the blades, divided, sigh in careful acquiescence, 
marked like the hot, untenable angle drawn between 

two dusty lines that appear in the road 
overnight. 

this swollen stone, this stubborn tumescence 
finds echo below, breaking into 

the delicate Chinese landscape hidden above 
the hiss of a flickering stoplight, 

engulfed by the flame of these cupped hands which 
stoop, taut, to tremble as 

bows upon a string preceding indecision, 
drawing across their weight the tone of 
a flickering Chinese stoplight two thousand years 
above the street that lies below. 

this room, this cathedral, 
bears the heavy pendulum of our breath 

beating against the traffic, 
swallows a congregation of onlookers through 

the sensible shapes made by a pair of lips 
when pressed together in benediction 

to offer up daily devotions, or 

to hail a taxi just before the dawn 
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Tina Brown 

POEM INSTEAD OF A POEM 

too far to hard for 
the new name 
to fake for 

life hangs on 
decision 

revised 
insult to later 

the grade 
made is a lying-up 

amid the devastation, 

my eye she sed 
is turning nervous 

he riods, agrees 
with what 

inconsistently is 
she is, she says 

adds 
fort to moat 
take draw from bridge 
get keep 
damn old thing 
anyway 

they say read Z 
if so what 
then, I'm assigned 
a place in the line 
-up shot shot shot 
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Tina Brown 

LETTER TO THE LETTER IN WHICH I WRITE YOU 

/ was thinking I 
am lost without 
you is true when you 
is lost without I 

-M. Celona 

you so distanced 
move a little in me I 
write to 

breath succeeds 
dimension 
as we them 
imperfectly 
I you 

or sing it, now it moves 
as you wld move 

the poem settles down 
to look at you 

there s 
something about yr mouth 
you havent sed 
it 
wears 

I think to 
you I'm 
not supposed 

to tell you 

truly you & I 
are words 
& indecisively 
relate 

do you tell me in the old way 
what you do 

if sax cld stand for syntax 
this wld be 
a sad one after all 
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David Hess 

Swing Set 

When I am happy 

I say the stupidest 

Of things. 

And when I am sad 

I say the most reasonable 

Of things. 

O how I grow happy 

When I say the most reasonable 

Of things! 

O how I grow sad 

When I say the stupidest 

Of things! 
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Andrew DuBois 

Ballerina Sestina 

She skipped across the concrete. On these days rewards 

For being young ran high, though only so far as regrets 

For older others marked her own health happy accident. 

Day was hers. The day was all sun. Euphoric states 

Multiplied, analogous to traffic on five o’ clock streets. 

On these days the ballerina went everywhere to dance. 

She felt that a new place made a new dance, 

That this soft spot of grass, say, could offer her art rewards 

That were related somehow to the spot itself, but also to the streets 

Surrounding the spot now at different angles— and few regrets 

Reflecting that difference. In a sense, then, these states 

Of her art were ineluctably changed by a minor accident 

Of location or placement. To those who said an accident 

Was nothing to base an art upon, the girl would dance 

Around the issue, dainty and slow to offend those whose states 

Of consciousness could hardly offer chance its just rewards. 

Finally floating away, she would leave the fray with regrets 

Regarding their lost potential of found spots—piers, streets 

With two lanes, or bordered by curbs or trees, one-way streets 

On which ways mounted in the manner of fatalities in a highway accident, 

Ways after ways rolling, cresting, breaking over crushed regrets 

With the force of possibilities. Say that the street, the day, and the dance 

Are borne of a new mathematics— one plus one plus one rewards 

One with a grand plural, in the way one nation gives one fifty states. 

Different folk needed different explanations. “States’ 

Rights seem right to you,” she would say to men lining streets 

Lined with dogwood in bloom, “but to some the rewards 

Of a powerful national government are too full to be accident.” 

Certain places, certain notions was the point— illustrated best when the street 

dance 

On Rue de la rue changed flavor when moved to the nearby Street of Regrets. 



In other places she would switch examples with few regrets. 

And twirling she wrote a text which if read with care states 

The case for what is contingent, and that still with this the dance 

Is not undone; rather the fact that a thousand streets 

Can generate ten-thousand dances is a perfect cosmic accident; 

That the logic— some strange logic! —of this system rewards 

Those who with sufficient love or care dance down whichever streets 

Can be turned into states of motion. The rich occasional accident, 

Moving first from then beyond regrets, should show that dances are their own 

rewards. 
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George Sachinis 

POMPEII 

I see the hawk coming inside 

with a beak sent so sharp and lustful 

grin— it will cut 

the flesh flat open at the fat 

of the belly and the bones 

at the naked waist in half 

the tip of a muscle from the left foot to reach, an inch 

below my heart and suck that first 

enough to bend a leg and keep the other straight, 

so while I lean forward to see 

everything left again 

to eat, my upper body 

will be curved just right: 

with the back tied firmly on the rock, 

one hand stretched, one free to fall 

from the day that there was anger and 

I will shape 

the perfect contrapasto 

and he will finally remember 

how he made the statues, beautifully 

white in these streets 

now blazed by his 

fire, 

and the first man. 
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James Sanders 

B1 urring t,hey 

seem to 

, le mons and potatoes) 

becau s 
lieve , 

my tongue shoul- 

d leaf,, and the hyPerb]°1 C 
draulic 

in potatoes-, 

they c 

ear,, lemons 
’ ctnc potatoes 

shrill of lemons 

once nra 
an't concentrate on iriy 

and potatoes, lemons 

and potatoes, . 
ential lemons 

ter into fire 
flies 

bloom . A rabble 

potatoes 

’Pupi,ls stut- 

-the way light 
hears blood, or 

of lemons 
typed into 
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Pitchaya Sudbanthad 

Coconut Grove, Boston, 1942 

A voice that frail does not chronicle hope: 

Hung like wet clothes on wind flung wires, 

the tattered windows wailed and slapped the wall, 

pushed by winds that crept through the lifeless hall, 

that sneaked around the tables, and conspired 

the furious ash's rush, 

and moments of hush, 

when the breath ran out of the blackened door 

The shoes still laid where the couples mingled, 

behind the crumbled coats and someones' hats, 

where once a lady stood to keep them safe, 

while the band kept the music searing 

The stage now gone, a trumpet laid mangled, 

and only mice make noise as they scavenge 

for meager scraps a soul had left behind, 

feasting through dust and through tattered clothing 

By then they had added all the numbers, 

and they totaled the cost at 492. 

Jerry hears that on the radio 

before he climbs, 

that noon, 

into his B-29. 



Nicole Dutton 

Untitled 



Simon Glick 

Up and Down 

On Christmas of my fifth year, which would make it 1979 me and my dad went to 

visit my mother in New York City. Look out the window and see the bridge going 

by. New York City is a very far away long car ride. I do not like to be in the car for 

very long. Today I have a Lego man that I play with. Dad didn’t want me to bring 

many toys, or at least that is how I remember it. 

The poster on the wall is the same one that is always there. Eighth floor of the 

building, the smell is the same too. Sometimes when I read books now my minds 

eye hovers around the atrium which you first enter after leaving the elevator. That 

is where the poster is. In my mind's eye I am always just behind the wall with the 

elevator which must be viewed from the stairwell (I was about to write shaft) 

where dad carried me down down down the stairs. Maybe that is the only time I 

have ever been in that stairwell. Whenever I visited my mom’s apartment since 

that day I never even thought of that incident or of the stairwell. Maybe the next 

time I go there I will go down those stairs. I will stop hiding in the atrium and go 

inside. 

I am sitting on the floor kneeling. The room is not like the memory I have more 

recently of the apartment, I do not know where I am kneeling, dad is somewhere 

else talking to mom. I am playing with the Lego man, it has a few pieces, I used to 

build little space Lego vehicles, the simple ones sometimes were more elegant and 

I liked that. Mom’s apartment was full of papers, piles of papers some of which 

were divided into sections. There were a lot of books. It was messy. 

Mom told me he ghost wrote somebody’s thesis. 

I am having memories faster now. I will relate the story. 

We went to a restaurant. They were fighting off and on, when they stopped and 

were being nice to each other it was like me being glad. I wanted everybody to get 

along. In the restaurant something happened. Maybe my mom had some kind of 

issue about cigarettes. 

My dad still smoked then too but that is immaterial. 

In the restaurant there was some kind of a problem. We had to go outside. There 

were ebbs and flows of danger. You could tell all night. I did not know why we 

were there. Sitting in the apartment the papers were still there. I fidgeted a lot 



with my hands mom and dad talked to me, often in separate rooms. There were 

many machinations and allegiances at play that I did not understand. 

Mom talked to me alone. At one point. We were sitting on the floor and it was 

safer, I was facing a comer or something. Numb numb memory. Then I was 

sitting on the floor and dad was talking to me, the plans and battle lines were still 

fluxing. There was something about the kitchen. I can’t remember the kitchen. I 

do not remember the kitchen it must be there, an apartment that big in New York 

City must have a kitchen, right? Now it leads to a different room and mom doesn’t 

live in that apartment anymore. 

I am sitting on the floor dad is standing up and they are screaming at one another. 

I remember, that that was a threat all evening. With the flow and ebb of the tide. 

And they were screaming again mom had the knife raised half cocked up to her¬ 

self. Telling she was going to. Melodramatic. I am numb. Just eyes eyes eyes. 

Stirring in. Now there is a shade of a trip into the hallway and a looking back and 

I am scared of my mother. Scared of this crazy women I don’t live with who is she 

running after us and I am over my dad’s shoulder running running running down 

the stairs. Around and mom mom mom is running running down after us and 

eventually we are not there anymore. I don’t remember transitions now. And in 

the car bundled and now we are rushing home to Philadelphia. 



Landon Cox 

Detroit Steel 

Driving, 

home, I think; 

must have been 

because the 

electric gray mist 

yawning from the 

man-hole was 

pressed against 

my tired eyes. 

Detroit steel, 

82 Buick— 

tired metaphor 

of the post-war 

American dream. 

Used and abused, 

too often everythinged; 

it has not been easy. 

Let me tell you. 

Driving my 

Detroit steel 

through deserted 

highways and 

sputtering biways, 

there is a beauty to it, 

but not because 

it's pretty, only 

because it's funny. 

We aren't exactly 

chlorophyll addicts 

you know. 

:)0 



Jennifer Talansky 

Shades 

She placed her hands on her head. It felt as though it might explode. Circles, 

spinning spinning spinning, a hammer pressing down, pushing little cracks in the 

armor. Who could live like this? 

The pressure had been building for some weeks now. Sometimes, at night in bed, 

or when she listened to her favorite song, she was able to push out some of the 

nails driven in by the hammer. They were always being replaced, though. The 

building went on. 

It was a large building that the hammers were creating. It was big and white and 

tall and hollow. It was strong and solid, and it was taking up a lot of room. It kept 

pushing the other things in her head into little, cramped spaces. Soon these other 

buildings would be so tightly pressed against the sides of her head that something 

would have to give. Either it would be the walls of her mind, or else those smaller, 

red and blue buildings would be demolished. And then there would be only that 

big white monolith with its vacant window eyes, staring at pulpy red emptiness. 

So there went the neighborhood, taken over by one of those giant skyscrapers, 

which have a nasty habit of taking over places and spaces. Often, they’re not 

invited into the neighborhood, but somehow they manage to buy some land and 

sneak in anyway, and once they have a foothold, well, you know how it goes. 

That was exactly what had happened in this neighborhood. Everyone was pretty 

happy, even the poorer members of the community. Okay, so they didn’t have 

dryers. They hung their laundry out on clothes lines, and sometimes the neighbor¬ 

hood would catch a glimpse of black lacy underpants. No one was the worse for it. 

Daily existence was pretty... daily. 

When the big guy snuck in, people looked at him curiously. Hmm, who was this? 

they said. Very interesting. Some would creep in for a closer look. All in all, the 

community didn’t mind the big guy very much. He was someone new that they 

could learn about. People liked having this new thing around. They’d never seen 

such a big building before. It was exciting. 

So they let it be, and watched it grow. It kept getting bigger. Imperceptibly, at 

first. Until it was about double its original size. Then it no longer bothered to hide 

its growing spurts. After all, now that it was so big, who could stop it? It was SO 

big. 



Soon, they couldn’t bear to be away. The sidewalk changed overnight from a slab 

of gray cement to a hotdiggetydog tent town. Lots of blue and red tents, and lots of 

people. 

One night, when all the people were sleeping (even the watchman who had been 

on his big-building-watching shift), all the tents underwent a magical transforma¬ 

tion, which thrilled some of the people to their very bones. The tents had turned 

white! 

And that was the last straw. White became the national color. People dyed their 

hair white, and burned their non-white clothes. It became a federal crime to wear 

a color, say blue or red, anywhere on the streets of the mind. It was a blinding 

spectacle, anyway you looked at it (and you had no choice but to look at it— that 

white stuff was everywhere.) 

A few resistors did not join the tent town. As a concession (but mainly so as not to 

get arrested for treason), these individuals wore their squeaky whites. I know, I 

know, they don’t sound very rebellious, but I ask you to consider the following 

brave act: they did not join the tent town. In fact, they avoided the building alto¬ 

gether! What courage! 

Of course, they were terribly ostracized. People threw eggs, and vanilla ice cream, 

and white chocolate candy bars anytime one of these courageous home dwellers 

would walk by. Worse yet, the people would wait until they could see the whites 

of these traitors’ eyes, and then they would flash them— with a five foot tall poster 

of the unspeakably named building. This went on for some time, and I won’t try to 

ease your minds by telling you that things were getting any better. The end was 

nowhere in sight for these outcast individuals. 

All right, so I lied. Things did improve somewhat. Did the whitees get any less 

fanatic? No. Did they break down the tent town, or stop wearing white? Uh-uh. 

What did happen is that they seemed to stop noticing the rainbowed rebels (as they 

were now known). When such a rebel would slinky-dink down the street, any 

passing whitee would not look twice, let alone throw an enthusiastic taunt. After a 

short while, the rainboweds were entirely ignored. One day, a brazen rainbowed 

decided to take the final plunge, risking life and limb. She... she... dare I say it!— 

she wore a color! Don’t get me wrong, we are not talking a ravishing red or a 

brilliant blue. We’re talking yellow. A pale yellow belt with her sparkly white 

jeans. The color blind would have walked by anyway, but even the zealots made 

no comment. They appeared not to see her pale yellow belt! What was going on 

here? 
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A few other forays into the land of pastels revealed a shocking pattern— the whitees 

just weren’t noticing. The rebel leaders conferred, and decided to push their luck. 

They chose to make a group fashion statement. The rainbowed rulers ordered that 

all rainboweds were to wear pink, lavender, and mint green on the Monday follow¬ 

ing the Sunday of the anniversary of the day the big building snuck into the neigh¬ 

borhood. 

The Monday following the Sunday of the anniversary of the day the big building 

snuck into the neighborhood dawned bright and... bright and... sunny— no, that’s 

notit. Wait, what was my line here? Ahh, yes. It dawned bright and white. Just 

like every other day. The rainboweds donned the pink button covers and mint 

green cuff links that they had hastily hidden during the non-white clothing bon¬ 

fires, and hastened out to make a statement. I sense that you’re still thinking that 

this rainbowed rebellion is kind of wimpy. Bucking the crowd isn’t always easy, 

you know. 

All things considered, it was a pretty big display of color. People’s eyes were not 

used to such variety and excitement. It was an anxious day for the rainboweds. 

What would be the reaction of the mind’s majority? 

If I were pandering to the crowd. I’d give you some bloody gory scene where a 

rebel is disovered in his lavender suspenders and then drawn and quartered. Such 

a scene would knock your socks off— but I must be truthful. And the truth is, 

Nothing happened. I mean it. Absolutely nothing. Nobody so much as sneezed in 

the wrong direction. The act of rebellion went entirely unnoticed by the whitees. 

When the rainboweds conferred following the day of Pastel Power, they all arrived 

at the same conclusion. The whitees were so absorbed in their own selves, and in 

the worship of the big white monolith, they were no longer able to see anyone else. 

Soon, little blinders started to grow on either side of their eyes, shielding their 

vision from all but the view of the big white unspeakable. 

I would imagine that you automatically assumed that these sprouting blinders were 

white. Wrong. Never assume. The growth of these blinders signified the start of 

a new phase in the development of the whitees. 

That brazen rainbowed who had pioneered the pastel resistance with her pale yel¬ 

low belt was the first to notice the change. The growth of the blinders confirmed 

her radical suspicion. The change began at the base of the big white building, and 

gradually influenced a change in the whitees’ clothes. It started out light, and 

worked its way to darker shades. And who could stop it? It was SO big. But no 

longer was the big white building white. It was now gray! 



Of course, this change immediately swept through the dazed whitee population. 

With blank stares of devotion, they blindly complied with the new fashion scheme. 

Gray was in, white was out. 

The rainboweds (who were now branching out into mauves and purples) were the 

only ones to notice the whitee personality change that accompanied the trendy 

new threads. The whitees ceased their preaching and taunting, their marching and 

flaunting. When the whitees became gray, they lost whatever personality they had 

left after the big building took over the neighborhood. They went from fervor to 

lassitude. They worshipped the newly gray big building, but they did it without 

thinking twice (or even once) about their actions. 

The rainboweds now busted out into brilliant primary colors. They made fantastical 

combinations of red, yellow, green, blue and pink; they even invented a color or 

two. They wore these lavish creations on hats, or as feather boas. There was no 

stopping the colors now. They flaunted their rebellious hues with pride and arro¬ 

gance. The whitee-grays couldn’t see beyond their gray blinders, so who would 

stop them now? The rainboweds could do as they chose. 

You scoff and say, Huh, a small victory at best for the rainboweds. For once, 

reader, we are in agreement as we watch this battle taking place inside the mind. 

The rebels could wear neon yellow every day, but this would not change a thing. 

The majority of the people living in the young woman’s head were stuck behind 

blinders. They would never be able to see even one of the colors that a rainbowed 

might choose to wear. The rainboweds could inspire one another, but it was too 

late for the mind’s majority. 

All these references to the mind, and one puzzling reference to a young woman. 

Did you forget? Allow me to take you back to the beginning, when the story was 

set. This tormented, tumultuous tossed salad of people and monolithic buildings 

and monochromatic colors is banging around within a young woman’s head, which 

is currently in her hands, for all these elements are much too heavy to be supported 

by a mere neck. 

She cannot think— the thinking is being done for her. The battle has been engaged 

in her mind, as I have mapped it out for you. When we left the battle field only 

moments before, the impending victor was apparent. Can this victory be stopped? 

Should it be stopped ? I cannot answer that, for I am not she. 

Although she may not realize it, the power to change the situation is in her own 

hands. It may not be as easy as clicking her heels together, but if this young lady 
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were willing to send her personal soldiers into the neighborhood, she could very 

well turn the tide on the minions of the unspeakable building constructed in her 

head. These personal soldiers are at hand, waiting for the call that will spring them 

to action in defense of the rainboweds and the demolished red and blue buildings 

of yore. 

At this moment, the thinking button in her head is switched off. She will be af¬ 

fected by the outcome of the battle that rages, yet she is watching from the side¬ 

lines. If she flicks that switch to the ‘on’ position, her soldiers will come to the 

rescue, bringing the reds and blues to triumph, bringing back the old community 

that used to live in the neighborhood. I leave you, reader, and I leave off my story, 

with her finger on the button. 



Josh Max 

Tiger and Leopard 



James Sanders 

The Meeting of Hank Williams and Frank O'Hara 
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Brian Toth 

"The Tracks of This Trane Have Burst Aflame" 

(duet for trumpet and tenor saxophone) 

I. II. 

i can hear, breathing, now, 

you, for Miles 

of silence; this insulation 

will only transform itself into 

solid sheets of sound, 

for this breath to you 

contains no space between 

and to me this space 

contains no sound at all 

and every at once, made 

or not made, persisting 

nonetheless. 

here i speak so flat, 

so cool and unvarnished, 

like a steel spike 

which pierces you through. 

new, something like crackling 

around the base of my spine 

now emerging from this black gullet 

something like shriveling, or 

the crumpling of gold leaf, 

i offer a prayer now 

with this gentle tongue 

set now afire 

which declaims my own psalm 

of sweet, tender fury. 

through this soul 

issues forth nothing meant 

for this earth, and perhaps 

nothing it itself understands, 

but only flows unbroken, 

melting the tracks as they are laid down 

in succession. 

the song for your wounds 

licked clean to the bone 

amounts to my sputtering 

and everything around it. 

these several symphonies 

i can't call my own 

bleed into one another, 

devour us together, 

a problem averted by 

closing the lips. 

but just as liturgy 

comes from my bell, 

an amplified rumbling 

returns to my head, 

this is the single sound 

i hear which i cannot share, 

it vibrates in sympathy with 

my skull, chases itself in unfamiliar 

patterns that grip me like a vice, 

bring me to a flashpoint, 

even an infinite count of yarns 

cannot weave a fabric of such pain. 
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Pitchaya Sudbanthad 

It's Time 
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Josh May 

Personal Statment: A Manifesto 

I am sorry this is so late. I thank you for helping me on such short notice. 

As you might have guessed I am not fond ofpersonal statements. I pretty much 

think that my writing should speak for itself, after all I won’t always be there to 

speak for it. But I'll tell you what I do know: 

I thought it was amusing that you called me a modernist because it was 

just days before that I had realized it myself and named the movement The New 

Modernism. That is probably taken already but that is part of The New Modernism 

anyway. The main cause of this movement is that I figured out I like totality. I don’t 

think it is a totality like the one we think of in the Old Modernism. Well I think we 

thought of it wrong in the first place. 

Most of The New Modernism comes from reading Gertrude Stein, Stevens, 

Beckett, and extensive conversations with our own very convincing Brian Selsky. 

I decided if this movement doesn't work out the way I haven’t planned 

really but have hoped for than I might switch to the New Romanticism. I think it is 

pretty much a change in name only, but to make it look more convincing I would 

start with Salinger, Kerouac and Genet. The New Romanticism seems sketchy, but 

I just thought of it Today, and I am certainly willing to give credit where credit is 

due: stand up Personism. 

I don't follow any of this too carefully, due to the New Lack of Authority. 

Who needs it. I can paint some of Pollock's best works, roll die for some of Cage's 

best poems and scores, who would know. Not me for certain, and I don't want to— 

what would that prove. 

So what do I want to do. I want to keep on doing whatever it is I am doing 

now. I think I called it New Acting or New Writing but I'm not sure if that's what I 

called it or if someone else did and no matter who did if they did if I am doing it. I 

just want to fool enough people into thinking there is a right and that I got it right 

for long enough to live for two or three years without having to worry about it 

myself. 
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Mathew Goldberg 

Tower of Babel 

Each chiming surge of the bell 

is another language. They 

are unique castle spires 

yet support each other as 

they reach to the static blue. 

Unity is sealed by the 

proud boxing Peugeot lion's 

majestic and ageless form. 

White lace and chocolate 

bricks melt into their lower 

brothers. Grey newspaper feel 

becomes hot sugar waffle 

sides that drip onto rainbow 

Hansel and Gretel houses. 

Rushing from the concourse crowd 

of random paths in water 

drops, the babble flows from the 

canal streets to chattering 

trees waving goodbye to all. 
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Crockett Dunn 

Untitled 
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Danielle Pergament 

A Fish Out of Water 

She remembered a line from Shakespeare that claimed "brevity is the 

soul of wit." This phrase was incessantly repeated in her mind, as she listened to 

Professor Levinson discuss the trials and tribulations of mergers and acquisitions. 

Looking around the room, she noticed a myriad of eyeglass frames decorating the 

lecture hall. Well, perhaps wit was not the main objective on this Friday afternoon. 

Gradually, she came to the stereotypical realization that to combine wit and law 

school was a virtual impossibility. Then again, a quick tongue can reap countless 

rewards. The room itself was intimidating and cold, and the parallels she found 

between this over-sized classroom and an insane asylum were inevitable and nu¬ 

merous. As she pondered the literal meanings of polysyllabic legal terms, she won¬ 

dered if this course could fulfill her foreign language requirement. Then she no¬ 

ticed the absence of windows and realized, much to her horror, that these 120 

diligent law students are, unbeknownst to them, underground. The irony was un¬ 

mistakable, as she discovered that this law school, created to enlighten and enrich, 

could double as a bomb shelter. Another glance at her surroundings, and she found 

that raping this room of all its books, pens, and coke cans would do nothing to 

undermine its inherent power to brainwash. It was the kind of room that dictates 

the mindset and mentality of its inhabitants. The students had been swallowed 

whole and didn't even know it. Imagination was restricted to ink color, and creativ¬ 

ity was defined by choosing a laptop over the ever-poplular legal ruled. 

Her mind cried conspiracy while her heart ached for a glass of red and a 

vintage copy of a J.D. Salinger story. She contemplated the weather outside but to 

no avail, for if little green men had taken over the city beyond these walls, these 

third year, Ivy League law students, the best and the brightest, would be the last to 

know. 

The discussion of non-systematic risk, pretax incomes, and statutes con¬ 

tinued, and she felt the room close in on her. The professor was thirty feet downslope 

of her chair, and the walls were forty feet tall, but she felt trapped. Even though 

emancipation had won minor ethereal battles, claustrophobia had won the war. 

She yearns to daydream. Suddenly, bearing neither warning nor admoni¬ 

tion, an alter-reality has transpired in her mind. Possibly provoked by his hand on 

her knee, she feels like a revolutionary. This is not the place for sexual awareness, 

she tells herself. One hundred and nineteen diligent students have no inkling that 

all sorts of rules are being broken in the two chairs in the back left row. On the 

beach, in the car, or on the kitchen counter he was allowed to wrap a lock of her 

hair around his second finger, but this simple action, within these foreboding walls, 

seems to her to be one sin shy of assassinating the Pope. Wooden panels shroud 



each table, and they remind her of prison bars— an added luxury to support the 

overall motif of the room. Taboos run rampant in her thoughts, as she imagines 

that his knee leaning against hers symbolizes a final conjugal visit to an inmate on 

death row. She lets her hand rest on her leg, and the backside of his fingers fall 

comfortably in hers. She can no longer concentrate, as her daydream fills with the 

thoughts of The Escape from Alcatraz. Her displacement in this room coupled 

with her unprecedented sexual urges force her to think about a law of nature that 

has plagued her life: the world would be irrevocably different if we controlled our 

feelings rather than our feelings controlling us. 

She has thought too much, and the fatigue is overwhelming. She contem¬ 

plates Shakespeare again. Now she sees that he didn't have these students in mind, 

for brevity may, infact, be the soul of it, but it has never proven to be adventageous 

to billing. 
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Megan Rose 

Babe Ruth 
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Andrew DuBois 

All The People Are Pregnant 

She touched his neck, but she was lying. 

Hit parade of slummery floats down these 

slummy memories of streets— 

Refuse collected by accident resting blown, 

or having been thrown angry 

From a last ditch, against an effort 

of a building erected by proximity 

To eternity being zoned out of repression, 

into dilapidation, crumbling, wafer- 

Boarded over every way to see, and the taking 

away of everything bifocally, as if 

Too far from to partake of living, or maybe 

dying coming close to the nose like a book 

Listing all the unliving by tallow light, shaking 

the spine alphabetically, until you get 

Near the name where your eyes give out, 

finally, and that being the sole important name. 

Enlisting everyone you’ve ever unknown to hold 

the wires of the balloons, to keep these full 

Cartoons from flying off like the clean streets 

we had a filthy handle on. 

Because it will take people places, remember¬ 

ing; to places, like streets, and from 

Places, like trans-atlantic Spiderman bal¬ 

loons crying out for flight, 

Webbing sans feet, wing, or direction, 

difference or purpose. The point is escape. 

Whether undesired of age or lost attention, 

cultivated maybe in the case of the cables 

Cutting the hands, therein the letting go. 

And to say who this is for is hard as a bottle 

is hard before you break it, spilling 

Our last shot—at retrieval, I mean, 

the first dozen for forgetting why we need 

To forget to begin with, the thirteenth 



to hit the happy point and that wasn’t it. 

You were the greatest queen of England once, 

surrounding an island surrounded— 

By a liquid fear of fluidity, by 

insistence openness forced. 

Methinks I am a puppet unretired, and this 

desiring do forestall to hymn. 

The hottest fires are purple as a bruise, 

though violet fires do bum themselves out soon. 

Where showers lasted long (I’ll wash your back, 

you stab mine), there was choking on 

The water, a transfer of spirits, migration. 

A little death, alright, and numbers to be 

remembered, caught in the web that’s 

Conflating too much. Still, a digit was lost 

in the stable, ironic as Hell—and I 

Don’t mean it glibly, given grace and 

evfcry other cheek—a seven, 

So there was never any sense of com¬ 

pletion; an elaborate French irony, 

Centered round concepts of sundering 

middles—a done deal—and a place, 

A stable where the seven was spilled with 

the trough, instigating thy fearful 

Instability. The men with torches frightened 

your horses, they were looking for 

The dark. It was nowhere where they 

thrust their torches. Throw your 

Arms around the necks of horses. 

And verses and knuckles, little scratches 

on my knuckles, sucking all day, 

Vampiric desiring, a noble mobility from 

creature of flight to cringing 

Hanger-on, a blind stranger bumping from 

wall to painted wall, painted with 



Lichens and old money from cotton, 

dropping the weeviled boll. 

We lost some things along the way, 

and when we found them again 

They were very different things. Tinges 

of urge grew into clutchery, 

Then setting a table, the placemat torn, 

everything dead like cells 

Or especially even fingernails shorn and 

that’s the thing you call beautiful, 

The dead part. Well maybe it draws me 

livid, this offer of African violets, 

A neck bouquet, an April lozenge. It’s not 

that I’m shallow. I’m hollow, after every 

Last call one feels empty, drained as a bucket 

of peaches... 

All the people are pregnant here, they 

are full of something— but what 

They can’t say, or how it got there 

they can’t say or they won’t. 

Was it magic? The wand doesn’t work 

without religion, but I can pull 

A rabbit out for slaughter. I tried to write 

them in love with me, but all I could 

Write was a story—called breathless, 

beginning “The icecubes were 

Horribly dusty, the room filled with the 

smoke of indifference. She touched 

His neck, but she was lying. ‘Don’t hold 

your breath,’ the queen said to 

Her subject, ‘with me, there’s no tomorrow.’” 



Alexi Murdoch 

Dawn Horses 

I am awakened early. It is that dead time after night has passed but morning 
has not yet come. In the bed next to mine my friend’s body rests soundly, heavy and 
safe, drunk with long days of hard work. I sit for a moment in the half light and smile 
unseen at the strangeness of sleep on another. Yesterday we fought—dragging him at 
the end of a rope on that hard ground was not funny he said—but today we’ll laugh 
alot, I know, and if he has bruises he’ll pretend they hurt more than they do and make 
great protest that he can’t sit well, and this will amuse us further. 

I smile again with this foreknowledge and stand up quietly to find my clothes. 
It is bitterly cold and I dress in a single, fluid movement, only pausing for a moment 
with my shirt when the sound of my elbow cracking surprises me in the silence; the 
world seems to take no notice though and so, quickly dressed, I slip out of the small 
bunk-house to seek out the dawn. 

Outside nothing moves; not even a breeze. I search instinctively for some 
token of life, something to tell me that I still share this earth, but each grain is quiet 
and the sky is bare of dust or cloud. Even the air is still, empty of any scent, visible 
only as I breathe warm into it. On the eastern horizon the twilight vaguely sketches 
that great mountain range that runs north through the border into the expanse of even 
emptier lands. I wonder at them, those mountains, standing guard of these sacred 
moments, this secret world in which I now trespass, and they welcome me quietly. “I 
am ready to die,” I whisper, and smile at them, a little embarassed. Then, without a 
thought, I turn and stalk the silence in aimless search of whatever awaits. 

Down, past the main bunk-house, where sleeping men dream of women in 
bars whose love they win and lose in fights, and of hours and days of loneliness, little 
pay, hard hands, different life, different times, and other things they will share with no 
soul; along the unpaved road, past the company trucks with stiff gloves, worn thin and 
barbed-wire tom, plastic tins of udder-balm, and empty packs of cigarettes wind¬ 
shield-displayed on cracked upholstery, past attendant trailers propped on cinder blocks, 
and across the cattle-grid, chiming hollow underfoot, I walk, grow lighter with each 
step, begin to disolve. I’m almost gone completely, mindless, without fear or doubt, 
when I catch sight of them, and feel again my source and know my destination. 

They are all there, twilight figures, standing silent in the cold air, large and 
dark under the grey sky. When they move it is slow and fluid, heads bowing with 
patience, their deep breath blowing up dust that seems to float as though commanded 
by a force more peaceful, carried through a tranquil space. 

They sense my approach and, with curious and gentle eyes, look for me 
through the surrounding shapes. Having found me nearing the gate they wait for me 
to enter, as though they have been expecting my arrival. Only once I’m in, the gate 
closed behind me, do they start to move towards me. I meet them near the center by 
the water-trough, one at a time, nudging each other slightly to make way, nudging me 
gently for my attention, occasionally nipping my sleeve or collar when I take too long 
to give it. There together, so close, surrounded by their warm smell, I hum softly to 
them and we share each other’s breath. I love them, I tell them, and they know. So we 
love and move, quietly, and await together the advent of dawn. 
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David Hess 

Poem 

Fast forward this poem! 

I'm tired of the beginning. 

Fast forward this middle! 

I'm sick of the poem. 

Faster faster 

Faster to the endings! 

Where are the endings? 

Rewind! Rewind this poem 

To the poem at the beginning! 

The endings have moved! 

Slower slower 

Slower to the poem! 

The endings have moved! 

The endings are gone! 



Simon Glick 

from The Ultrafriction Project 

Bear with us, there are secrets in the end. I have three stories to tell tonight but 

recently I’ve been toying with abnegation. We move to the third. 

Regi. Regi sits at the table breaking rules. Rules of conversation. Rather than 

looking directly accross the flat spread with notes and scribbles to Regina, Regina’s 

eyes, nostrils, forehead, the fabric of her clothing (considering its sheen, weave or 

nap), her garter or hands as might have been expected normality in standard polite 

conversation; rather he stares off for the moment examining, oh, this. And that. 

Flat. Apartment story — Telling. The apartment had three rooms of unnecessary 

details (kinck-knacks, quilts). But oh, remember the parlor? The tasteful prints, 

naked table wood, hot pot burbling tea, the settee set. Decoration! 

But returning back, his eyes meeting appropriately, Regina glances upward, back, 

towards Regi’s front. Who the man, jilted or imaginably so, himself begins speak¬ 

ing like preening in a mirror. 

“Please explain your knowledge of the Bible. You explained the poems that I didn’t 

never write. Poems written never about you, heaved about you like rams and skipped 

like lambs; Song of Solomon, Ecclesiastes. Amen. You lied. How very nice for 

you to imbue those lines sent in the little letter with Bibilical accolades and me¬ 

tered vibrations; so like you, I deserved adulation after the gift I gave you by 

accident. “Your words hopped liked lambs and skipped like rams, tunneled inside 

my eyes and danced away.” It is this only you could tell me. Specificially, we 

both know the Tower of Babel is the parable that really kicks your stick into gear; 

all those bricks and letters and bricks and barrels and bricks and falling bodies and 

bricks as numerous as all the bricks above and the bricks and bricks. Let’s not 

even mention the masons. Your adulation made me go back and relearn the Psalms: 

our lady of incandescent sorrows, glory glory hallelujah, song of songs sheer ha 

sheerim; practicing in front of the mirror, horrid hours of scales. Tuning forks. 

With you it’s always the messenger, never the message! Gosh, never sang the 

song of my body. Don’t wriggle out of this by talking about the train that's part of 

the plan. Rook to Queen 4. You telegraph your moves like a screen; seeing you 

coming is easy and we’ll talk about obesession later; we failed to resolve that 

issue in the first of the three stories. Don’t you remember flirting in the dining- 

car? Don’t distract an important poetical endeavour! Too much you. Your 10 

hour train ride through New York where you pretended you were on to a sleuth 

chase. The usual fare: the usual fare, colored detectives, one-hundred seventy five 

pounds, tall dark handsome, identity, locked room, thirty-eight pound fare, ster¬ 

ling case, reflections in the window, villian across the aisle - in the lavatory, reflec- 



tions on the window, your fingers on the pages of a trade paperback. Mr. White’s 

frame crosses the aisle from page to page, you pant your little pants, stuck in the 

tunnel. Rolling hills roll by. From that coolie cat’s writing table to your train 

perch you sit wide eyed, staring, stars out the window. Tweet Tweet! was the only 

reply you could give me. Why didn’t you have time to compose that poem instead 

of galavanting with your ‘imaginary little friend’?” 

Rolling rills roll by. 

The poem about the poem that you never wrote about me was the novel with three 

words in the title and one city which was two which I gave to you by accident with 

purpose. 
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T. Emmaus 

Seven Evenings 

A woman was crapping on the toilet like a cripple. I used to 

tell her to be quiet, now I’m calm. I can’t even feel my 

wrist. 

There’s my good friend Sebastian— I never talk to 

him. Especially since I remembered I had two wrists. Now I 

only talk about my feet; and how they implode upwards towards 

my crotch. That’s the best way I know to characterize hope; 

if I could only ask Sebastian... 

The air is suspended on the hard, thin insect backs. They 

swallow it up towards the stars. The sleep in my eye smells 

like urine, but that accords with my eye feeling like a 

wound; or my bones feeling like edible candles. But nothing 

feels like a star. 

I was a cripple. Sebastian came by and we talked. I 

couldn’t hear over my leg. I asked him to speak up but he 

couldn’t hear me. 

It was winter again. I couldn’t remember my name. I sat 

down to write, restricted to one piece of paper. I filled it 

until it was as black as the wind— I’m lying, I wrote only 

the word “Sebastian.” 

I ripped my toilet out. Someone came by and arrested me for 

plagiarism. He wore a star. I read his lips trying to get 

my name—they sounded like weeds. I pissed in my pants. 

The scabs on my legs lit up like the backs of insects. 



Andrew Snow 

yelling at stone 

yelling at stone 

walls 

purple black and white 

with a red smoking jacket 

cigars 

and blood stains dribbled down the front 

of your shirt 

like the last vodka lick. 

i wish you would go 

blown away like a dandelion in autumn 

i would crush 

your green green stem 

or burn 

film. 

someone reminds you 

the greener presidents say the most 

continuing envious speeches 

dirtying hands 

like you like them to do. 

sensation deserves small assassinations 

can i fix you 

another drink 

disprove bullet theories 

lengthen precious eighteen minute silences 

fold your lips shut pale yellow and tobacco green 

hushed lifeless done 

neutral 

unresponsive 

as stone. 
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David Hess 

More Nowhere 

"She is completely nowhere" 

Our kitty 

For we found her 

Hiding in the bedroom closet 

Among boxes and fallen clothes 

Buttons of moonlight in her eyes 

And in the buttons 

The nowhere of ours 



Surekha Samal 

Big Boy, Greensboro 
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Joseph Smith 

MONDAY MAY MONDAY 

Monday. Punch Monday. As good as beginning. Midweek. Perpetually midweek. 

The ten-page novel ricocheted across the country. In vehicular writing riding. On 

telephone wires. Which are satellites. And pacing. One pacing satellite. May says 

about the sentence small arms on a late night. Peut-etre. The question of comma 

springs. Wood man apparels wood man. A name in French translates wood. Infin¬ 

ity Dubois. Of the sentence infinity du bois. He floats three swans and all gold 

holes makes a kind of sound sentence to begin. Thought—dashes. Imagine—dashes. 

Grandmother—dashes in a tree of punctual doyennes. Grade places comma peri¬ 

ods no dashes. The sentence diagrams I now pronounce you a cinch of sorts. Is not 

a sentence. It finished with you without beginning rhizome. The many hangings 

line horizon and dashes. May pens the book in purple crayon makes a change. The 

ten-page novel examines the life of a mongrel cat. Kuntslerroman spells mongrel 

cat. NorthSouth gray mongrel. His coat is purple and white and has no eyes but 

lines for whiskers. Certainly a real cat and pets him with a finger on the nose. Next 

to the woods reminisce about boyhood. It’s all on tape and ends with a suicide end 

of tape. May among sky farms. Pencil springs deforestation. Thirteen colonize a 

jigsaw puzzle. Print time boy with bowie knife throws through a South lip French 

teacher for dinner. Can may be later. Peut-etre incommensurable. Despite the im¬ 

possibility of the poem. Ho poem cover you with butter little potato potential rat- 



tling. May the poem exists under a blanket purring which won’t translate it exists. 

Today is and its opposite. Today later an dright now. No. mOnday. Destiny Mon¬ 

day and the stationary frame. Several Mondays and the tree seasonally unchang¬ 

ing. Dubois if I stayed here and obstructed sentences with pouvoir. Invisible crosses 

The Great American Novel its rhomboid states. Throbbing daily. Others have seen 

the sky and have seen holes. Reading holes one falls in. Reading holes two walk 

on water. Dubois if you believe I’m not here. At the end of the weir takes the 

practical step. The story and the step. All vitric and sop. Glasses magnify the word 

novel. All capitals. Imagination capitals and no states. ALABAMA by its rivers. 

No words live in D.C. Imaginary friends a faith healer for an imaginary friend. 

Pick a place and be that place I do believe NOWORDS. Tends to direction. About 

the names they were never wrong. Shibboleth Mon-day to poke out the eyes. Per¬ 

fect sky of imperfection. Blind having seen for one day no perfect sky I insist. But 

Monday is a different story. Opening the eye and may be du bois. 



T. Emmaus 

Lar 

a mouthful of saltwater 

deep through the leaf 

he eats with black teeth 

with black teeth 

the naked prunes 

and with black 

teeth 

over the thorn of a 

tongue. 

the sea: 

as if an eye could turn 

heavenwards. 



Elizabeth Einstein 

From Boxes 

If I had ever tried to put it into words, I mean, how I felt about him at any 

one moment, it would have been incomprehensible, for the simple reason that I 

find that I never did have a really clear idea of him at any time. I had an image of 

him, but that is not the same thing. I remember thinking that morning, as I stared 

into the bathroom mirror, that my image of him had been composed of brief stops 

my mind had made between prolonged periods of confusion. It took exactly three 

words from one doctor and twenty minutes of staring through my own reflection 

for me to realize that the image had been one of safety, rather than one of romance 

or of love. And even that had turned out to be a mirage. The very abundance of 

what had once appeared to me to be security, and which was, in reality, the most 

formless excuse for commitment, had given me at the same time pleasure and a 

sense of terrible anxiety. Unfortunately, it was the latter which proved only too 

legitimate. 

I had never before had the desire to scratch the surface of his facade. 

There had never been a need. His poetry, the flowers I had received after harsh 

words, his fingers which had the uncanny ability to relax that one tense spot at the 

base of my spine—they all glossed over any and every doubt I might have had. 

“You’re so lucky,” was the worst thing my friends had ever thought to say in re¬ 

gard to him, but staring at the little box that lay on the edge of the sink, I knew 

differently. For the first time, I was forced to realize just how wrong they had 

been. How wrong I had been. As I turned to meet my own eyes, I felt an unfamil¬ 

iar sense of betrayal, for I was the guilty party. I was supposed to be smarter than 

that. I never should have trusted him so completely. I should have known better. 

I sat down on the edge of the bath tub and turned the box over and over in 

my hands. On its own, it was harmless, pink, pristine; it was supposed to be 

protective, but it made me remember the words. “I want to be closer,” he had said. 

“I love you so much. Only you. It’ll be you forever.” And I had fallen for that line 

of bullshit. I lifted the lid of the toilet and pushed each pill from its foil casing, 

watching the minute splash each one made, wondering just how many only you’s 

there had been in those thirteen months. I guess I should feel lucky now. It could 

have been worse; it could have been incurable; it could have been AIDS; at least I 

wasn’t pregnant. But that morning, loss and humiliation were all I had room to 

feel. I do remember thinking that I had finally discovered the words to describe 

the indelible lessons that he had left me with: love is the first lie, fidelity the sec¬ 

ond. And after that, they probably just keep on coming. 



Rachel Daley 

Circus of Stars 

...a step in the right di-rection, baby is a step right up step right upsteprightup 

stepright upright step up right stirrup right up step right upsteprightupsteprightupstep 

upsteprightupup 

to our perils of jealous association and 

a seething lash, the 

simple unpredictable unmediated unmeditated 

untractable tequila and newspaper madness. 

all we’ve skinned that stream of ingenious serendipity 

witnessed it prognosticated it 

elected it for all its worth, to know trite 

bearing my final offer. 

the millennium’s latest malady, (that’s correct yet improper) 

solely a truly dustpan production (making a name of the space for the boys who 

manage without fame or a license even but a click in their grin and a gleam in their 

crown and oh yes, don’t regret, we know who you are—that mighty rock star— 

coming anon live—so well all fear not of unmarked territory or non-complicit 

collusions or always an ugly face cause you forsake to flash your head and 

someone else’s toe-to-neck and your ever-lovin’ breathand we’ll take it all—be 

simple and rare about it—what worked a thousand years ago is still a joke on us all 

but merely accept honesty for just one shot and be nothing else but your big e-y-e 

just keep it off my thigh and ears 

and then we’ll talk play and there’s a reason why Whitman switched and others 

never got around to it but when they did it got messy, avoiding redundancy) 

can play in that cordoned box filled with sand or teeth or eyelets of lace 

or with figs and orange marmalade or with Kant(s). 

fer it’s a rev-o-lution 

of a convoluted conjoined ne’er to be non-existence absent of this 

andthatfrickandfrack 

but just ‘fess up and let the rest of us go home and get some sleep, 

the incessant ashing and the insistence of the paralysis of your left cerebellum 

and the call to infinite regression 

keep messing up my floors. 

Come straddle a balcony and strech to press the net for a date 

with our finest circumstance—the rival of quick stops worldwide—(a show, though. 



that admittedly holds nothing over to the endurance of the most beautiful girls in the 

world, milemaker 157, just off break) 

ask for that part in banter and wit first class, 

tell ‘em capt.enchantee sencha. 

and During soup I finally see you running 

over 20 mad feet, centrifugal eyes exploding bulging loosely stitched lips 

and ballooned cheeks waving in sync— 

revolting up to my countenance calm 

and I am no more than sad for repulsion of emasculation. 

Presumably a symptom of something more interesting. 
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Tina Brown 

KEY_ 

(for Keith & Rosmarie) 

in your house 
words look 

out 

over 
the broke-down racecar 
I leave 
at the curb of 

the house I am 
misunderstanding 
in I am 

a trap or track 
snaps out to Vegas, 
Alabama, some concrete joint... 

we meet up 
thinking 

to ask 
how we go, better 
how to give words up 
as well as we have learned 
to take them 

The world graciously 
declines... 

Providence 
frightens me 
no less 

when it is outside. 

Already my poems are 
not in books. But 
no one can see them! 
They spin in 
my cylinder. 

Bang. A book spins 
in the air, 
drops like a deer. I 
am a ghost before I know it. 



Could I have 
all this— books, 

Were I to make of this 
what I would 
I would be so 

lucky— 

conditionally 
preserved 

addressed 
against 
the nearer all 

too honestly hung 
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James Sanders 

Caiaphas 



Josh May 

Work in Progress 

I forget when, but someone told me that emilio estevez does not exist — 

“just a computer image — been doing it since the fifties — korea — well 

thats why they let us have tvs — they had gotten the image trak and sound trak 

down — the episode of mash wherein the colonel is invented only for his own 

funeral — ‘emilio, i never worked with emilio, i thought you worked with him. 

hell, i thought i had heard you had even done coke with him — he did lines off 

your thigh’ — yardley smith to molly ringwald — no no he is one of the best since 

dick dark — actually sometimes known as the dc ver 5.1 — charlie sheen being 

sometime before or after that — if need be they will get a faceless actor and just 

overdub eyes and mouth — hell, his intonation is easy enough for anyone to do” 

so i told the story myself — made it my own — bits about up the creek 

without a paddle —jimmy the sniff — some queer a generation ago i worked on 

the set of voyagers with — do you want bog or jeffery jimmy always asked — 

cleopatra i will take — needless to say jimmy was disappointed — he was sniffing 

around and what did i give him — the times are a changin — you should be able to 

change your cover with them — 

THE RUSSIAN ESCAPADE 

“they would rather you stayed out of the whole mess — to be frank to be 

honest — well they are going to piss all over you if you take this job — metaphori¬ 

cally i am talking — why don't you just stay at home krackow — if its all the 

same, a few vodka tonics — we’re out of gin...” 

despite the wrong name — the wrong drink — i went along — played it 

all out: “well you’ve convinced me boys — but i’ll need witness protection — i’ll 

need paulina —” 

... (i might add weeks before this ... i started a little project to infiltrate the russian 

camp ... read gogol then babel, and even a bit of checkov ... yet 1 felt like i was 

missing something — (coincidentally russian enough in itself — “good job m’boy! 

we always knew you had it in you”) — bulgokov was cute but not doing the trick 

— then it hit me — “pretend you’re russian if you want to make of bulgy work” 

— the worker the flat the steppe ghosts dancing bears the whole babushka — and 

work he did, went back and reread gogol and babel — that missing thing was still 

missing ... and i was proud)... 

“jesus krak — what do we look like — a professional ball club — a union 

— paulina was gary’s cover a year ago in jerusalam — working against the pro- 
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duction metaphors of jones — she doesn’t come cheap after that job — saving 

garys neck and almost biting it herself— hell and to fuck you krak — it will take 

more rubles than we got...” 

i knew i just had to talk to them for a few more minutes — the drinks 

would kick in — we would talk about old times — ah the bars of mars i would 

break in singing — the boys of summer, the whole nine yards — they would give 

me everything i wanted — its not that i was the only one that could do this job — 

anyone could have — its just that they didn’t know anyone — hell, probably didn’t 

want to — i had been asked to join a few times — can’t say i didn’t think about it 

— (but i wouldn’t swear to it either) — 

“ok ok shes yours —just leave something for us once you’re thru” — 

“i’ll do the best i can — tell quaid no hard feelings — 

HIGH HEELS 

she bent over the desk — nothing but high heels — “i’m sorry i dis¬ 

obeyed daddy, spank me” — i was thinking it too: a little too clean, too neat, had i 

been given paulina at all — sure this is how i had imagined it — “this is just how 

i imagined it” — “am i that boring” — no honey not at all — “no honey not at all” 

regretably i was quite naked at the time — so i stepped behind her — 

rubbed the hidden stomach, placed her hands on the desk — ass high in the air — 

all the while realizing this probably isn’t the girl for me — where along the lines 

did they get mixed up — the paulina 1 knew — way back when — cuddled mostly 

— “is that a new birth mark” 

“i got it a few weeks ago — kinda like a oxen — huh krack — i thought 

you would like it — i think you would enjoy america — fifteen hundreds early 

sixteens — we should go there some...” 

“a few weeks ago — hell we hadn’t even met — there is no way you 

could have known about the assignment — that time this time: you weren’t even...— 

” lets say i was hardly expecting any of this — informant in La CCartel told me 

perhaps some senders (my specialty) — now i’ve got replica’s and a botched level 

— straight across the board — no one was going to be happy — even the nova 

police — hell by this time she was in the shower — i’d lost my hardon altogether 

— i was told she muttered something about me being a sexual — a cameraman 

who had luckily fallen asleep and woke up to a free show — after the station was 

closed — i regretted not telling her i loved her — i was sure i would see her again 

TASTE 

i was thru with krack for a while — made the quick switch, not safe or even effec¬ 

tive but i thought it would do the trick in this case — sure enough he died — 

prague ’87 — who knows whether we will be able to pick him up again — don’t 



really think i’d want to — damn shmata — who is it then — no one at all if you 

must know — need to know basis is all i can really say about it at the current 

juncture — 1 hope you understand, but there is nothing i can do either way — it 

had to happen — nothing is formless — take it anyway you want — its just busi¬ 

ness — nothing is personal — not even your taste 

WE COULDN’T ESCAPE 

that being the case — i was out and krakow was in — there were no 

distinguishing traits — i was him — a midget fidella took the photos — developed 

them with her own juice — stolen from dreams of a little tryst her and i had had — 

these photos are then placed along with my background — she wore black jeans 

no shirt and a veil — worked well her being a midget — and all — well apparently 

krackow had given her the best roman candle she had seen while i was away — the 

myan caper — she sold me out to that lousy refusnik — next thing i know i hear 

the voice of moses — but it isn’t moses at all — it’s krackows grandfather his son 

— “a candle of the world inside a book — when the wax melts and reads the page: 

no longer a candle — it was never the world’’ — we were confusing each other for 

chrisakes krak — cant we work something out — you take me friday thru Sunday 

— the entire weekend — and i will remember the week — as it is we are acting 

like an incommensurable idiot — oh heaven help us no more talmud on idiots — 

whats your answer — 

“What’s the question again — i lost you at the analogy — book candle — 

were they together or separate...” 

“was it jones after all this time — haircut jones of the metaphor mafia — 

no one would ever had thought he could make the switch to krak so quick — hell 

he practically wrote his Christmas specials — rudolph — that was him — hell he 

put the globe on the map — empirical Christianity — hopefully he won’t realize 

who i am till its too late — it all works out in the end — don’t it 

STANDING BY 

a camera man who had luckily fallen asleep — he stepped out of the 

shower — after an hour i expected at least a little pruning but that heavy metal skin 

— must have thought i was asleep — was the water to cover the assembly of the 

camera gun — Oswald could supposedly snap it together in three minutes — couldn’t 

focus for a damn — myopic — ended up creating more kennedys than he killed — 

hence: it was all a big in-joke— or just a good lay — “promise you won’t tell” — 

paulina starts rubbing the jelly on her lips — “it’s for his own good”— of course 

the cameraman never heard a word — couldn’t care less — first time a union man 

had ever had a chance at a piece of ass like paulina — “hell i don’t care if you hang 

him and he squirts in my mouth” — surprised himself— went on — rubbing — a 



tit that wasn’t much of a tit — in fact it was shrinking — the nipple was nothing to 

begin with — he couldn’t see her face — but was an ass — getting hairier by the 

instant — now a regular barnyard animal — squealing — hard to tell who was on 

top — he kept on surprising himself — couldn’t the jelly smooth things out — 

buy more time — he lost it — he lost it — some say that now the cameraman is in 

concrete and others say he's moved to annexia heights — yes it does have a pool 

— “asexual” — and woke up to a free show in any case — 

I was listening in — ear pressing to glass glass pressing to air air pressing 

to door door pressing to air — the whole thing vibrating in the same register — “the 

location of the blond has been pinpointed...” — krack, the glass shards into my 

bare feet with no time to scream or put on shoes — “he was at the door listening 

you bumbling idiot — how the hell did i get a bumbling idiot like you for a partner 

paul — i thought you said after one night with you he would be out for weeks — 

hehehe, i jizzed just looking at the blueprints — those knives and candles burning 

his... thats another story... meanwhile hes getting away” — I ran on instinct down 

to the street — trying to hail a cab in this town is as easy as guessing which leg a 

centipede likes best — was being held captive by those two such a bad thing — if 

paul was anything like paulina — fuck the cab — if i wait too long i start thinking 

— we all do — keep it on the outside though — 

after smacking up on a wind shield i grab my blaster — “there he is grab 

him” — paul and the cameraman with a hole in his belly (just large enough for) 

hank the lick and limbo tish — more than i could handle — pumped some tin into 

the former driver — pushed him to the passanger side — how much to newark i 

asked — even the lick had to laugh at that one — and i was off leaving the boys on 

both sides wondering “did we pick the right man...” — 

“what a lemon” — 

BLANK SPACE 

100 miles later — i give the corpse another look — it looks pretty much like me 

older or younger — i was afraid this might happen sooner or later — one hand on 

the wheel i check for currency — “where did i get an armani, i should be me 

sometime” —just a note — “i told you not to mess with my girl — you left a hole 

five meters wide — were talking metric here lee — you know how i hate to use 

metric — hell the next time i get a good lay out of her — get off inside an hour — 

will be ’87, mars... — one down — how many to go” — signed quaid, but we 

knew that much — better step up the policy — 

(his girl fruj — laying a claim for the blank space — hooked up with 

quaid in what we call well we don’t even have a name — her power: the act of 

receiving — well we all do it but fruj my darling was a pioneer — both marys at 

once — she could receive actively — choose what you sent her — i know it was 

news to me too — the supposed expert blade runner — very supposed — she 
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would type on you hardly even using a word — the space bar mostly — she was so 

good that at one point the entire hungarian language could only be thought thru her 

— shakespere — “communication must be made total — only way to stop it” : its 

her motto too 

and quaid was soon hers — “whats holding you back from sleeping with paulina? 

Are you afraid of termites.” — what would happen afterwards 

the lips would shrink — the feelers start to pop up — pincers in the meat 

of the ass — secreting the innards-out — the fluid goofball track — the rest is 

history — quaid was hers — 

she did what she could to put paulina out of the picture — aka the man of 

le mancha — when nothing else worked to the trouble of inventing me for her — 

“it shouldn’t take long” — but she was hasty — didn’t put the tracks the beam 

together quite right — paulina played the game though — well at that — pretend¬ 

ing to have a thing for me — high heels — bare ass high — legs and more legs — 

always from behind — the cutest little running socks you ever saw — the kind that 

just come up to your ankle — but she would squirm like a worm thru the whole 

thing — that was the tell — that and you would enjoy america — sixteen 

hundreds early fifteens” — “well look who just happens to be in the saloon paul — 

its quaid” — everywhere we went — disney world to noahs ark — all supposed 

hopping vacation spots for me and there he is — “that hot mother fucker” — 

“you don’t think im onto your game — i can rat to the fruj — no doubt i 

may get it in the end — but who doesn’t — stick with me and forget about that 

kmart controlling twerp — and maybe just maybe i won’t have fruj sic fidella on 

your ass” — was that the cause of this whole story — could i go back and change 

it — or end the whole thing — if its possible it might be better in the long run) — 

ain’t got much tape left 
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Tina Brown 

DREAM 

this spectacle 

of sanity 

unbends 

a juried 

polity 

if the point 

were 

to recreate 

the stream of 

reference 

in the morning where the birds 

were 

stinging 
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ALMOST A MOMENT 

Courtney Queeney 

On the hood of your car, you say. It's warm 
--we'll be okay. 

My car? I ask. The hood?--unsure. 

Look at the sky, is your only answer, and you 
talk down to me as a parent does to a child. You 
can't see that inside, and I am not sitting on the 
ground because it's wet. So I will sit on your car. 

And with that, you climb carefully up, 
stretch out on the maroon blanket of the Audi's 
hood that looks like drying paint in the moonlight. 

And so I get up, too--what else? But stay far 
enough away that we don't touch, not quite. And 
then we lay, backs against the windshield, legs 
stretching out, parallel with each other. 

So, you say, and I turn my head to the right, 
change my focus from the sky to your profile. My 
hair sticks in the sap that falls on the car when¬ 
ever I forget to park in the garage and pulls a bit 
but it's okay, you aren't looking at my hair. Sooo, 
you say again, this time drawing out the words, 
rolling them sensuously around in your mouth so I 
know you want to say something important. I catch 
my breath and wait for you to continue but you are 
silent. 

I stare upwards again, finishing your thought 
on my own, in my head. I hope that your parents 
don't come home to find us in your driveway, sit¬ 
ting on my car, asking us for an explanation. You 
don't seem concerned, point over our heads instead 
--There's Cassiopeia, you say. And me, I can never 
see constellations, but you point and I see it 
right away. Cassiopeia, right above us, maybe 
slightly to our right. 

You roll your left leg out, your foot touches 
my calf and I am very aware of it, but I don't 
think you even notice. Maybe you do, because all of 
a sudden you prop yourself up on your elbows and 
look forward. Your legs are tan, you say, pushing 
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my leg once more with your foot, deliberately. And 
now I am sure that your first touch was not a mis¬ 
take but a subtle, planned move; this gives me the 
confidence to resist the urge to cover up knobby¬ 
looking knees as you study my legs. Very tan. I 
wonder if your elbows will leave smudges on my 
windshield like fingerprints to distract me on the 
drive home. I wonder if you know how confused your 
hair is, sprung from underneath its usual cage of a 
hat. I wonder if you will kiss me and get it over 
with. 

But you don't, you lay back down and I am 
afraid to interrupt the silence that weighs us down 
heavier than even the humidity. In the dark, the 
moon covered by a cloud, I cannot tell if your eyes 
are open or shut. For some time we stay, still, our 
bodies parallel as our minds wander apart. You are 
like the amusement park cars I used to ride in as a 
child, with my father, I decide. The ones with 
steering wheels that do nothing no matter how hard 
you crank on them because the cars are fixed to a 
track, cannot stray from it because of the efforts 
of a little girl trying to steer by herself. Me, I 
am more like one of those white bouncing balls 
during a lottery drawing, ricocheting in a frenzy, 
hoping to be chosen, bouncing off you once, twice: 
rolling back again. 

Sooo, I finally say, trying to stretch the 
word out like you did, trying to draw up the unfin¬ 
ished beginnings of what could have been a conver¬ 

sation earlier. 
Well, you start, and I suck in a breath, lis¬ 

ten to your voice carry over the mosquitoes and 
faraway traffic noises, floating on the humidity. 

It's like this, you begin, 
but the headlights swing in then, and I throw 

my arm up over small-pupiled eyes. You jump off the 
hood, walk around the front of the car to me. My 
parents, you say: an apology offered. Don't go 
don't go, I want to whisper, we almost had a 
moment. But I let you, because as long as I have 
known you, you do only what you want. So you turn 
and walk inside — you never say good-bye to me, I 
think because you know it drives me crazy--leaving 
your elbow smudges on my windshield. The dried sap 
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pulls at my hair, my shirt, as I sit up and stretch 
my back. You pull at me, even from inside, as I 
open the car door, disturbing the night with the 
metallic ping, ping of my keys in the ignition; a 
sound that sends waves up and out, washes Cas¬ 
siopeia over to the horizon, pushes it out of 
sight. 
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WHO SAID YOU CAN'T DANCE? 

Barbara Caroline? 
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BROTHER JOB 

Martha Keller 

So the great wet back 
beats across the 
New American Saint 
rising from the 
pools of verdant death; 

greets the Mississippi twilight 
proffering life-- 

new life 
to the nighttime survivor. 

When even old bennies 
know 
that ain't 
nothin' new boy-- 
ain't here boy-- 
but your drip-drop 
wee go/leeme go 
insane 
gratitude. 

And still 
the raw damned body 
heaves across 
another 
open bank 
past something 
red and holy 

where midwestern divination cries out-- 
love him 
love him boy 

dig the leaping 
soiled soul 
(that so, so 
sweetly hides 
the face of blushing death.) 

'cause even here 
child 
mother weeps. 



AN IN-FLIGHT MOVIE 

Andrew Snow 

in frames of wide white nothing 
a Novocain frost collects on metal wings 
of shivering birds that cannot fly away, 
and inside 
spilled and crumpled in a coffee stained corner, 
a passenger, a victim of three hour snow delays 
and overbooked flights, so i standby 
as disgruntled businessmen fondle laptops 
like their tired wives, 
long rows of trenchcoat stiffs cross Armani legs, 
flipping through the Times, pretending 
not to notice the abandoned families flurrying 
down to departure boards like broken puppets, 
every three minutes and no news, 
and 1 am feeling slightly sick now, 
from slick suits and interfaces facing, 
those racing children controlling air traffic from 

the playport 
the cropped blond stewardess pacing for Fort Worth 

duty 
at the A9 gate door, 
sealing this wild crypt around me. 
outside; more numb, more white, 
the grounded birds have lost their sense of flight 
and i know- 
i need something unprescribed now, right now. 

a therapeutic splash through glass, 
a drop to the runway and run, 
bare arms down the asphalt strips, 
brandishing a shovel, a suitcase, and a lust to 

leave, 
pleading with the frigid wind 
to forget gravity just this once 
just this once for arms outstretched and up and 

away, 
alone above thirty five thousand, with nothing but 

blue 
and streaks of sun soaring above the fray. 
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ITALIAN CONSTRUCTION 

Maren Levinson 
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I WOULDN'T BE TYPING IF 

Elise Gres 

It's 11:25 at night and if Randy were here I 
wouldn't be typing-- 

Not because (and the grateful room stretches, 
Unfolding its emptiness, echoing and 
Flowering with his sudden budding absence)-- 
Not because he would force me early to bed early to 

rise. 

Though I can see him doing that--but 
Because I see myself knowing he would do so. 
Knowing he would (it's not much) speak to me 

tersely 
And brusquely--that one revolting twitch of his 

head 
Because he can't face me, can't look me in the 

eyes. I can see 
His nostrils flaring, brows descending, as 
Head tilted, he ponders my depravity. I can see 
Him tasting power in the back of his mouth, 

savoring the sour tang 
Even as he clenches his teeth and grimaces from it. 

I can see myself 
Knowing how his eyes will harden into round, self- 

righteous orbs 
And knowing how I will do anything not to incur 

their glance. 

So if Randy were here, I wouldn't be typing, 
because 

With stomach roiling and spine sickly cringing I 
would (as always) 

Be trying to slink past his glassy, white-eyed 
awareness to squeeze myself 

Into his myopic blind spot. 
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BONES 

Courtney Queeney 

I. 
Let me try to explain this way-- I 
like my bones. 
They are hard and tangible and 
offer something to grab onto 
whereas flesh is soft and yielding 
rippling away from even the slightest pressure. 
Bones are something you can 
count on. 
I like my hands especially, the way 
they look with skin drawn tight over 
knotted knuckles, the way I 
can observe tendons and bones contract and bunch 
together when I flex a fist-- I would 
miss this performance with the addition, the 
complication of fat. 

II. 
Routines are simple, reassuring with 
characteristic chill of a doctor's 
office and anonymous sterility 
of walls- these things 
are familiar, comfortable. As is 
the doctor who watches the metal bar 
waver, settle on a number, records 
figures with judgment in her eyes 
and voice as she speaks, tells me to 
get dressed. The question, too, 
is simple--though jarring-- 
haven't you been eating? 
(she doesn't understand my bones) 
I fix my stare above her gaze as the 
no 
which should break 
the room in half 
but doesn't 
slips softly from my mouth 
to settle in the chill air of the room. 
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NOTHING HERE 

Heather Seyholt 
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A DELIBERATELY MISLEADING 

HISTORICAL DOCUMENT 

John Miller 

for ABR 

There were two who met by night 
(chiefly) 
charting the city by walking outward in concentric 

circles from their referent. 

This referent, however, was not a fixed point, 
but rather the lack thereof— 

a river swollen and drained by tides: 
Its curling path penetrating the circular 

urban cartography of London. 

He, a victim of a hyperactive literary faculty, 
recounted his family history from 16:30 
to 01:00 during one assignment. 

She, (a celibate lesbian, German West Virginian, 
and legal prodigy from Buckhannon,) 

matched his penchant to ramble with patience. 

They responded to frequently changing orders 
deliberated upon by a reticent committee of two 

that often deferred their decisions to a medium 
who would toss a coin to determine whether it 

would deliver a genuine or spurious report to its 
clients, who themselves interpreted its 

statements according to the various literary and 
sociopolitical theories of the moment. 

Together, the Wednesday she bought blue-string to 
bind her poems on Greece, they infiltrated the 

Senate House under assumed identities 
(--trafficking borrowed knowledge from the city's 

south-west quadrant). 

Another mission consisted of deciphering dot matrix 
documents by the river's banks before she led 

him to a 50 year plaque and explained how she had 
kissed Rhodes for October luck. 
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One Thursday pitted them against hole-punches, pulp 
paper, and the rattle-snake charm of hysterical 

secretaries who were repelled at last by echoing 
blasts from the feminist canon. 

Other struggles included the counter¬ 
intelligence that baited them with three loaves 

of bread, shoe flavored cheese, and the deceptive 
French operative who disseminated 

propaganda concerning mad stags. 

The most infamous operation involved the danger 
of turns and locked arms which culminated 

with a kiss misplaced in the city's 
Southern reaches that burned him, 
68 bus to Aldwych, 
Northern line from 
Charing Cross to Hampstead, 
the mile's walk home-- 
and 02:30 typing--his head on fire. 



AND THEN I MET THE ORGAN 

George A. Brown, Jr. 

And then I met the organ. I stood 
straight and looked at him. 40 ft. high 
steel pipes, and he winked at me. And I 
said, “One day I will play you." And he 
looked back and said that he was in love 
with me. So suddenly? Yes, there v.’as* no 
fun in it. I didn't have the chance to 
play the guessing game, the constant--does 
he like me or not? No, I had no fun, no 
feeling of uneasiness inside. He just told 
me up front that he was in love with me. 

The next night we had dinner 
together. I met him at the bar and he was 
drinking a beer. The cold, metallic blue 
pipes turned and looked at me. He wiped 
the foam mustache off his upper lip and 
said he was glad to see me. I waited 
almost an hour for him to kiss me. An hour 
of playing footsie under the table, and an 
hour of running my fingers gently across 
his keyboard. And when we got back to the 
church he finally kissed me. I didn't know 
which pipe to kiss first. There were so 
many of them. The night finally ended when 
all his stops were pulled out. A giant 
climactic ending, and we both passed out 
on church pews. 
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UNTITLED 

Heather Seybolt 
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WRITER'S BLOCK 

Mark Sable 

I'm staring at the red light at the far end 
of Montague Street. It's still a long ways down but 
it's coming at me pretty fast. I take a breath, I'm 
not ready to focus on it just yet. I pop the face¬ 
plate out of its case and snap it on the dash. One 
of my Dad's preset stations comes on. 

A cheesy song. Probably Bryan Adams. A movie 
moment. This is one of those songs that comes on 
when the hero is driving away from the girl in a 
car. The music comes up over a montage of scenes 
with him and the girl, perfectly cut to the wiper 
blades pushing away the rain. He's laughing with 
the girl at the beach, fighting with her over din¬ 
ner, they almost kiss. Suddenly the music rises and 
he realizes they were meant to be more than 
friends. Now is when he should turn the car around 
and tell her how he feels. 

I'm not thinking about her, I swear. I'm 
thinking about how witty an observation that was as 
I put my hand on the Powerbook in the passenger 
seat. 

The red light hasn't changed. No fear. That's 
how the game is played. You never let your foot off 
the gas, you never even think about braking. If you 
believe the light will change, it will. 

Now it's at the point where even with the 
anti-lock brakes, any stop will land me smack in 
the middle of the intersection. It's a stupid game 
and there's no reason to play it in the rain, not 
without anyone in the car to impress. But it's 
Dave's game and I've always wanted to play it. 

What if I tried to blow the light out, like 
my Mom used to have me do when we were little? The 
pain in my stomach's telling me my ulcer would like 

me to do that. 
No fear. The car, the gas, my leg, the light 

are all one. I might as well be on cruise control. 
A bit of green peeks out from corner of the 

traffic light and flashes to yellow. I never 
noticed that before, not when Dave was driving. 
That you could see the light from the other direc¬ 
tion change. That your light will always change to 
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green a split second after the other one turns red. 
It's never been about psyching out a light. It's 
always been some bullshit trick. 

I'm never in on the joke. I run the light. 

To get from the Heights to Brighton Beach you 
have to go through Downtown Brooklyn. Had a little 
Geto Boyz going on for that part of the ride. "I 
like bitches, all kinds of bitches..." I check to 
see that the doors are locked, the windows are 
rolled up. 

I always believe in appropriate soundtrack 
music. I slip in the CD soundtrack to "Little 
Odessa". The movie's title is the nickname for the 
Russian immigrant Brooklyn neighborhood that I'm 
pulling into. The music does its job. Suddenly 
Brighton Beach, a land of grandparent infested 
brownstones, is the belly of the underworld of Rus¬ 
sian organized crime. 

I park about three blocks from Stoli's, 
underneath a trestle. Down the block the street is 
lined with double parked Mercedes, the current chic 
for Russian gangsters. The cops are paid off, but 
they don't have to be. That's the only way the 
Russians know how to do business. 

I reach over for the Powerbook, which the 
automatic safety belt has kept safely in place. 
Opened, it lights up the Maxima's interior. I type 
some notes. Red light = writer's block. Ulcer = 

her. The El rumbles overhead. 

The line waiting to get in is divided into 
two groups. Overly attractive Russian women three 
years behind the fashion curve and their wannabe 
gangster boyfriends, hair slicked back and ready to 
go. The awning keeps their cigarettes from going 

out in the rain. 
I give the bouncer a "Goodfellas" handshake, 

a twenty in my hand. He drops it but I pick it up 
for him, still keeping my cool. He looks at it and 
laughs. Maybe he expects it in Rubles or some shit 

like that. 
I pull out a leather case with a badge and 

flash it real quick. He doesn't get enough of a 
look at it to see the words Brooklyn District At- 
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torney's Office or the twenty year old expiration 

date engraved on it. My Dad gave it to me when I 

was like eight and at the time I was pissed it 

wasn't a sheriff's tin star. There's a reason that 

D.A.'s don't get to carry badges anymore. It's a 

good story and it involves my dad, the badge, and a 

girl he tried to pick up in a bar. 

The bouncer decides to keep the twenty and 

waves me in. That couldn't have been me he was 

laughing at. 

I'd love to be able to say this place smells 

like Vodka, cigarettes and Russians right off the 

boat, but it's like any club in the city. There is 

a lot of red in the interior design scheme, though. 

Techno sounds so much more meaningful in another 

language. 

The crowd on the dance floor is starting to 

clot, so I head towards the bar. 

I'm sipping the tall Long Island iced tea I 

just ordered with that ridiculous little red straw 

they give you. I put the glass to my lips and the 

straw goes up my nose. I don't think anyone saw 

that. 

I pop the diamond shaped orange pill out of 

the "bedtime" section of the translucent yellow 

"breakfast, lunch, dinner and bedtime" pill con¬ 

tainer my mom bought me. I snap the case closed and 

down the Zantac with my drink. 

I'm inventing my own little game. Psyche out 

the ulcer. You win if you can get drunk quickly 

enough to ignore the pain from alcohol eating away 

at your already worn down stomach lining. The pill 

is cheating, I know. 

When I notice I'm sucking on alcohol flavored 

ice cubes with the tiny red straw, I push the glass 

towards the bartender and motion for another. He 

has the nerve to ID me and I almost pull out the 

badge again. I pull out a pen and begin writing 

inside the wet circle left by the drink. 

Why am I here? I'm entitled to mourn the re¬ 
lationship Dave claims never existed. You want to 
get over disappointment, you get away from people,, 
or at least people that speak your language. Your 
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friends want to hear about your problems up to a 
point and that's it. 

I just said that last line out loud. The 

second drink isn't as strong or else I'm past tast¬ 

ing the alcohol. I'm losing the game. I've got a 

little buzz going but my stomach's on fire. 

Back to the writing. I'm spiraling the words 

in concentric circles within the wet ring now. 

Why else am I here? Hemingway. Writers need 
experience. Dave was in the Ukraine. His boss was 
killed by the Mafia over there. How come the good 
stories never happen to me? 

That tube between my stomach and my throat 

hurts. Come to think of it, it's like I have a sore 

throat from the back of my throat to the bottom of 

my stomach. I'm gaining, though. Damn, this shit is 

good. 

The woman next to me at the bar is an impos¬ 

sibility. Tall blonde, trying not to look underage. 

Dave would peg her as a girl I wouldn't have the 

balls to mack. I'd have a good excuse for pussying 

out because I could never handle dating anyone 

taller than me. She's perfect. 

"Look. I'm going to be honest with you. I'm 

tripping on ecstasy right now. So if you don't plan 

on fucking me in the immediate future, I'd appre¬ 

ciate if you'd make room at the bar for someone who 

will. " 

It's one of Dave's lines, but I don't have 

the right to use it in my writing unless I have the 

balls to say it to someone myself. 

She says something to me in Russian. I'm 

pretty sure it was nasty but it sounded cool. 

"Can you say that again? I want to get that 

down. I'm a writer." 

I've suddenly become aware that my voice is 

about ten octaves higher. 

"Does my voice sound--" All of a sudden she's 

paying attention to the guy whose arm's been draped 

around her all night. I thrust the cocktail napkin 

and pen in front of her. 

"I'll tell you what. I'm going to go call my 

girlfriend. Why don't you write down what you said 

to me in Russian so I'll have it when I come back. 

Okay?" 
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They have an actual phone booth with a clos¬ 

ing door in the back. I have to wait because there 

is a guy in there talking on his cell phone. 

I must have dozed for a second. I'm in the 

booth now. 

"Hey. It's me." 

"Who?" 

"Come on, it's only been a week?" 

"Oh god. Ross. Sorry I haven't called 

back--" 

"It's okay I don't stand on ceremony. I saw 

'Leaving Las Vegas' last night." 

"Are you okay? Your voice sounds--" 

"You've got to see that movie. It's us." 

"Where are you calling from?" 

"A bar. Kind of a hangout for Russian wise 

guys." 

"Are you drinking?" 

"Look, the movie. It was beautiful. It's 

about loving people for their faults, not despite 

them." 
"You're telling me that you're the alcoholic 

writer." 

"I'm working on the alcoholic part." 

"That makes me the prostitute." 

"Well, not literally. It's more like your 

overall approach to relationships." 

"Relationships? I'm not getting dragged into 

this ‘at two in the morn-- Wait. Your voice. The 

drinking. The ulcer--" 

"Oh. I forgot to tell you. I named it after 

you. " 

"You know you can't drink with an-- You named 

what after me?" 

"The ulcer. I mean it wouldn't have come back 

like this if you hadn't--" 

"I'm going to chalk the fucked-up thing you 

just said to me off to whatever you've been drink¬ 

ing. Listen to me. You've got to get to an emer¬ 

gency room. The thing with your voice. It sounds 

like it could be reflux. Stomach acid coming up 

your esophagus, burning your vocal chords. This is 

serious." 

"Esophagus. I couldn't think of what that 

tube was called before." 
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"Does it hurt?" 

"Only when I breathe." 

"Promise me you'll check yourself in. And 

whatever you do, don't get behind the wheel." 

"You care. You really care." 

I met her on the subway For a few weeks we 

played the eye contact game. Once and a while we 

shared a smile that meant we noticed we were the 

only white people on the train. 

"Are you an actor?" 

She must have seen the script in my hands. 

"No, a screenwriter." 

"That's sounds cool." 

"Not really. It's a euphemism for unemploy¬ 

ment . " 

She was my type. In fact you could call her 

the Platonic form of my type. Short, brown hair, 

probably Jewish. Attractive, but not so much so 

that I'd have to feel insecure dating someone sig¬ 

nificantly better looking than I am. 

"I'd love to read some of your stuff some¬ 

times. I mean, since we're always catching the same 

train. I was an English major in college." 

"And now--" I'm looking at her white coat. 

"I'm in med school at NYU." 

I'm sitting on the curb outside Stoli's, 

waiting for car service. I'm pretty sure I locked 

the car, but I press the button on the keychain to 

double check. Maybe I just unlocked the doors. I 

don't hear anything. What's the range on one of 

these things anyway? 

I want to lean forward to protect the Power- 

book I'm cradling from the rain, but I have to keep 

my back perpendicular to the ground because of the 

pain. 

The rain is making the swirls of writing on 

the cocktail napkin run and my evening's notes are 

starting to look like a black hole. My corduroys, 

my button down, my jacket, are all soaked. I wonder 

if the wet cords will make those swishing sounds 

when I walk. The only thing on me that's not wet is 

the tee shirt she wore that night. I'm not that 



bad. It's not like I haven't washed it since or 

anything. 

She was the one who suggested we go up to my 

apartment that night. 

"How do you like living in the Heights?" 

"Well, you can't get a better view of the 

skyline. I mean, if you live in the city, you have 

to look out at Brooklyn." 

Dave was sitting in there watching "Red Shoe 

Diaries." He noticed her but was too cool to turn 

it off. I waited for the inevitable cock block. 

He started in with one of his stories. They 

invariably involved some foreign country, almost 

being killed and unprotected sex with women of in¬ 

determinate ethnic origin. They're what impressed 

my Dad enough to let us both live here rent free. 

She wasn't interested. She just asked if 

there was someplace comfortable she could curl up 

and read my script. 

The blue and orange plastic seats, the vague 

smell of urine, these things make me feel at home. 

Brookdale Hospital is where my family comes to die. 

It's a proud tradition. Great grandparents, grand¬ 

parents, great aunts and uncles. And it's not just 

cancer. My grandmother got hit by a car. 

This is good. Maybe if I try to recall a 

vivid scene in my head the writing will come. When 

I think about the night we rushed over here after 

we got the call, I don't think about my grand¬ 

mother. I don't think about her lying on a 

stretcher, dried blood chafing under the 

restraints, convinced there were insects crawling 

all over her. I remember waiting while they were 

operating, and hearing a monotone announcement over 

the loudspeaker. "Will everyone with gunshot wounds 

please step over here." And about three people did. 

That's the kind of material I'm expecting to¬ 

night. I stare at the zombies they have in here. 

Mostly family members, all look like they're from 

the neighborhood. I don't see anyone with an obvi¬ 

ously mortal wound. Don't let me down, people. 

They just called my name. I'm with a male 

triage nurse now. I explain to him the situation, 
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leaving out all talk of drinking, but after a 

minute it hurts too much to talk. I slip him my 

Empire Plan insurance card and the Medic Alert 

bracelet around my neck so I don't have to bother 

to tell him everything I'm allergic to. 

She went into the single bedroom I shared 

with Dave. 

"Close the deal. But quietly, for my sake." 

"What are you talking about?" 

"Well, I'm not going anywhere. It's late and 

there's a 'Red Shoes' marathon going on. I think 

they're going to have the one where Joey from 

'Friends' guest stars." 

"No, I mean, you don't actually think she 

wants me to put a move on her or something?" 

"She asked if she could spend the night. 

What, do you need to be hit over the head with 'Let 

me slip into something more comfortable'?" 

"You really think? These things don't happen 

to people like me." 

I guess she really liked the script. 

She did this thing where she sucked on my 

tongue like she was giving it a blow job. 

I couldn't believe it. All this time I'd been 

writing to get laid. I thought I'd actually have to 

get something produced for this to happen. But sex¬ 

ual frustration has always fueled my writing. What 

would happen if I was finally happy? Would I be 

able to write anymore? 

The whole time I couldn't get into it. Why 

couldn't I just enjoy it, stay there in the moment? 

I fucked her in the third person. 

I'm staring at a blank screen on the Power- 

book. I can't believe this place. When I come to an 

emergency room I expect to be fucking entertained. 

If I can't get a story out of all this pain and 

suffering there's no point to it, is there? 

Nobody's even getting impatient, demanding to see 

the chief of ER. Will somebody please start going 

into convulsions? It's not like I'm asking for some 

guy to stumble in here clutching his bullet riddled 
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chest, and then for his assailants come in right 

after him, pull their nines and plug him in the 

head, finishing the job. Just a little seizure or 

something. 

Fuck it. If nobody interesting is going to 

walk in here I'll invent someone. 

INT. EMERGENCY ROOM--NIGHT 

A HOMELESS VETERAN, still wearing the special 
forces jacket wheels his legless body in and pulls 
up next to Ross. 

HOMELESS VETERAN 
They're going to send me 
to heaven, man. The room. 
They'll have to. Nirvana. 
It's right here in this 
hospital, they just don't want 
anyone to know about it. 
There's this room, right, where 
they just hook you up to a 
morphine drip and let you watch 
MTV all day. Once you're 
there, you never have to leave. 

I back myself over to the water fountain, the 

shorter one that's meant for kids, never taking my 

eyes off the Powerbook resting on my seat. A quick 

gulp and then I spit out what feels like phlegm. I 

hit the bar on the side to rinse it down, and the 

dark red liquid is washed over the dried gum and 

down the drain. 

"When are you going get over this? She's not 

even that good looking. She's not that smart or 

interesting. Her only redeeming quality is that she 

fucked you." 

"Do you think she was serious about the 

friends thing?" 

"Why do you even care?" 

"Maybe I should play it cool for a while, 

like you told me to. I can do that, you know." 
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"I'm going to tell you this once. The game is 

over, Ross." 

"What have we got?" 

I'm on a stretcher. They wheeled me in here 

when I collapsed by the fountain. 

"Possible bleeding ulcer. Massive reflux. 

Let's go with an endoscopy." 

A huge metal coil, with a scary black looking 

apparatus on the end. It's like an angry metal 

garden hose and they're going to fucking stick it 

in me. 

Anal probes. Alien abductions. I won't let 

you bastards shove that up my asshole. 

I notice they've got an IV in my arm. Maybe I 

should tell them how much I've had to drink before 

they sedate me. 

They spray something into my mouth and now I 

can't feel myself swallow. 

The scope is being lowered down my throat. 

There's a red light at its tip. No fear. I'm going 

to the morphine room. They're going to let me in on 

the joke. 

They tell me that I typed like a madman while 

I was in recovery. Evidently I flashed the badge at 

the nurse and insisted she bring me the Powerbook. 

She came. She probably feels guilty that her 

med student diagnosis was on the money. Now she's 

hunched over the Powerbook. 

It's been about forty-five minutes, about a 

half a minute a page. She clicks the down arrow key 

for the last time. 

"How could you do this? Put me--us—on the 

page like this?" 

She thinks she's in on the joke. 

"Don't flatter yourself." 
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THE DEADWOOD FORT 

Andrew Snow 

every day we rode our bikes into the jungle 

behind Woodfield Estates, pedaling fast 

to find our deadwood fort standing strong, 

even the makeshift felt torches lay 

in a neat pile beside the fire ring, 

still moist with sweet kerosene from Pete's 

toolshed. 

late in the afternoon we performed duties, 

repairing the garrison, feeding the central pyre 

with small handfuls of twigs and shielding the 

flames 

from the grown-ups past the fence, 

with all our strength we bent the spring green 

branches 

into bows strung with countless rubber bands, 

leaving time at the end of the day to slay beasts— 

three Hefty bags stuffed with dried leaves, 

we quietly cheered with every plastic pop 

of our nine Kmart arrows. 

before leaving, we let the setting sun stretch 

our running shadows over the untamed brush, 

climbing trees and exploring the wilderness in 

short sprints, 

skipping over poison ivy when we remembered to, 

earning our appetites for mom's dinner. 

we only left when we all agreed our beloved mass of 

fortified pulp, sticks, and pride 

looked ready to stand for 12-year old freedom 

one more night. 
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UNTITLED 

Barbara Carolino 
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NAUSET BEACH 

Andrew Snow 

at low tide, 

my family wades through the sand 

on Nauset Beach 

hunting razor clams. 

all stupid children 

cutting tender feet, we try 

to enjoy the New England sunset 

waiting for the blades to poke up 

like the fins of tiny sand sharks 

we leap to dig as they dive, 

handfuls of mud for the little black hole, 

laughing as they burrow down. 

we would snatch a slow one, 

leaving it to suffer in the hotel sink, 

sliced bragging hands a testament to the hunt. 

my family watches 

the senseless retreat from the stony wedge shell 

a martyr to the sand flat racers 

and we laugh as pearly clam fat 

oozes down the drain, 

sliding down again 

in the tiny black hole. 
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SAND DUNES AND TIDAL POOLS 

Mia L. Geisinger 

Last night you were hazel, plaid, polka dots 

and I dressed myself in the tweedsilksatincotton- 

wool of you. I always liked dress-up and now the 

heels fit. Salome and the seven veils: twisting, 

dancing, removing each of them like wet leaves or 

leeches or lies and scared I blink, hoping you 

don't disappear, wondering where souls go when we 

are asleep. A starfish embrace like honey and I 

still don't know who the hell I am supposed to be 

anyway who do you want me to be for this hour- 

minutesecond, doesn't matter? Pretending is a lot 

easier with your eyes closed, poetry like Karo 

syrup and sauerkraut and buttered bread and kosher 

pickles and pancakes and onion rings sweet salty 

bitter sour. Warm and heavy and moist and turning 

soft like a womb or black and the witches told me 

ghosts rattle chains inside the gingerbread house. 

I don't know if I believe them I wanna throw open 

the windows, let the sun in, brush away the cobwebs 

and have tea with the rats and spiders on the un¬ 

finished wood floor, insulation sticking through 

cracks, a bare orange light bulb hanging from the 

ceiling. Pass the espresso please. There is a place 

in the small of my back where I think that eternity 

has laid his hand and pushed right before he 

entered me wanting to be wanted more than anything 

and still the eyes like lasers and the ghosts that 

sleep next to me. Breathe in a fog that rolls in 

off the hills smells like sex and hot pretzels and 

subways and urine and the gin on his breath and the 

lipstick on his collar. You don't drink vodka. 

Hating whatever the funhouse mirror shows hips wide 

and round for babies I suppose I'd rather be an 

orchid or a giraffe or a polyp. Or a pink starfish. 

I'll eat ambrosia form the carton with a spoon and 

drink nectar right out of the container and I'll 

take bites out of chocolates and put them back in 

the box if they are the coconut or strawberry 

squishy marshmallowy kind. The other morning I was 

lying in the barely-awake and I thought that I 

could fly. Let it slip from my hand only brushing 

the shiny, soft underbelly. Splash into the water¬ 

fall . 
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THE BOBOLI GARDENS 
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THE FOUR SEASONS 

Maren Levinson 
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INSOMNIA 

Courtney Queeney 

This is my world 

at night: 

initial shock of black 

muting out to deep, sucking purple 

opaque. White noise 

of refrigerator growling in my 

right ear. Me on my back, suspended 

in silence so 

the blood rush through my 

veins is at first deafening, then buoys 

me up to rest somewhere 

near the ceiling parallel. Silence like 

a pause you expect to last a moment 

stretching on; a sharp intake of breath held in 

to the point of snapping bone. The 

blur gray-blue before 

sleep can begin extends, slurs 

around the edges by 5 am, drawn 

out tight around me with the tick of a clock. 

I am caught 

static 

until the red-eyed morning 

creeps up to the window 

casts slivers 

alternately light and dark 

across my carpet. 
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PAST THE HURRICANE MORNING 

Andrew Snow 

along Buchanan Avenue 

as a fat photographer steps over pinewood 

skeletons, 

her pastel lemon skirt rips over 

fingers of exposed roots, 

still white-knuckled in the dry mud. 

past the hurricane morning 

she frames certain carcasses between pudgy red 

fingers: 

a composition of broken brown arms spinning out 

from underneath the bellies of fallen hulks, 

to climb horizontally across the air 

reaching, failing to rise, 

shutter snaps interrupt the ochre chimes 

of sundried leaves, hanging from splintered 

strands, 

like restless mobiles 

trembling from a wind that ripped, snapped and left 

while she slept. 
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FEBRUARY 

John Miller 

This may be the best place for my worst month 

Sky like a slate and streets are eternally wet. 

Throbbing diesels intermittently swallow 

Traffic-swishes along the Finchley Road 

February does this to me-- wakes a four week 

Virus that leaves me shattered but full of words. 

These eyes that prefer moon to sun 

Are growing accustomed to the eternal twilight 

Of winters in London. I have begun 

To seek beauty in fleeting moments-- 

The cold, blue flash of Tube lightning 

Illuminating the faces of Underground 

travelers-- 

The jazz eloquence in the bebop clatter of 

The Jubilee line's bumps and rattles between 

stops-- 

And the London fog's sudden descents, when 

Street lamps become instant miniature moons. 
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HOKEY-POKEY 

Joshua Monten 
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BEACON STREET UNDERPASS 

Chloe Estrera 

Walking over the Beacon street bridge 

closing eyes and humming inside, listening to a 

pseudo ocean erupt 

beneath the tunneled highway 

across the horizon ahead 

an old man rises slugging aluminum, pushing a 

rusting shopping cart 

with biodegradable Walgreen plastic hanging full 

on the sides 

looking down avoiding him 

looking up rudely staring him down 

seeing right through his wrinkled dirty face and 

tattered month-old clothes 

adorning a tired body 

rags which have skimmed surfaces of survival, of 

comfort 

Rather he avoids those who meet him 

veering to the side of a cracked city sidewalk 

leading a crooked line 

towards wherever and nowhere 

putting down his cheap beer and coughing briefly 

turning away 

Having walked over Mass turnpike 

turning around a little enough to know 

he's gone 

and heading towards the Prudential building, a 

half-body lighted, 

its upper half engulfed and peeking through mist 

and fog 

Walking back over Beacon street bridge heading home 

across the horizon a shopping cart rises 

with Walgreen bags erupting silently from the 

sides 

and red and blue lights revolving about the 

atmosphere silent 

they wrap his body in a white linen sheet abruptly 

lifting him 

from an originally mangled position 
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where the welts on his wrinkled skin sharp-like 

and straight-edged 

have become comfortable 

leaving the aluminum can rusting and marking 

the drop-off point 

for passers-by who travel Beacon 

who hear the oceanic breath of gale force wind 

through the tunnel below 

kicking the can aside and looking back briefly to 

make sure 

it's gone. 
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HAPPINESS AS A POPPY 

Olga Sooudi 

Glorious, glowing flower 

I want it. 

I want it now. 

To drink from its crimson 

Lips of velvet 

The sweetest gold, 

The riches of life. 

Taking it now, 

With apprehension, 

Snapping its slender connection 

To the fountain of youth; 

I close my eyes 

In rosy reverie 

And bring this flamboyant dancer 

To my lips. 

But, alas! 

Where have you gone? 

I taste not 

The kiss of sunny wine, 

But the dissipation 

Of petals, 

The dead body of Carmen-- 

Bitter fibers 

Born of tired soil, 

Leaving me there, 

Bowlegged and still, 

Holding a crushed stem 

With the dull red blood 

Of a crimson Spanish dancer 

On my hands. 

Remnants of a forgotten flamenco. 



EVERYTHING FALLS 

Courtney Queeney 

at the greyhound station, durham 

night is falling away west 

our eyes are swept to the 

couple across-- old, 

ancient with sad flesh hanging loose 

from underneath 

a softened jaw line 

as if skin is abandoning bone. 

and the posters on the wall are sagging, 

falling, peeling from paint to 

show right-angled corners white like 

bone, glaring out. 

through the door flows a group 

of men, their collective gait carrying them 

close, past the couple and the 

woman's face nervous falls in relief 

as they walk by-- skin an angry black, and 

disappointed clothing, mail-ordered jeans 

loose in the seat and big in the hips, overdone 

indigo, deeply cheap. 

and when the bus pulls up people 

spill out, fan out in a wave across asphalt 

and you slip away up the steps and inside 

and something has fallen 

inside me. nothing stays, not 

the bus as it falls away and down a long hill 

and I sit on a curb of chipped yellow and 

watch it shudder away, west. 
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STEPHEN AND KATIE 

Elise Gres 
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WHERE LOVE LIES 

David Hoang 
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DEAREST 

Chloe Estrera 

dearest . . . 

to a man I want to meet 

but of whom I know nothing. 

I want to tell you about my day. 

And sing to you in the shower. 

Please forget I was in love 

Just two hours 

after I met him. 

I met you. And liked the way 

you contemplated your shoes. 

And how you stood closer to me than 

anyone else has for a while now. 

I wanted to fit the crook 

of my elbow around your waist 

So I could breathe you in more. 

my dearest 

who'11 sweep my brokenness up from 

the family room floor 

who'll give me leave 

to some other city 

or state 

or someplace else 

(even if it is only outdoors) 

I'm looking to escape my current situation. 

I don't want to turn to beer-full 

libation bowls 

and warm, wet palms that caress me 

and miss my soul. 

You will remember what I smell like 

won't you 

remember how to spell my name 

at least 



let me know if that's asking too much. 

Asking too much of you I'll not do. 
I'll not turn to leave by the back door 
When you say things that embarrass the person 
who was me 
before you. 

to the man I may call dearest 

how I missed you 
before I met you. 
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WE ARE NOT REALLY LOVERS 

Claire DiLorenzo 

I am sitting in the non-smoking section of 
Caffe Panzera near Milano Centrale at seven- 
fifteen. I am smoking a Marlboro Red that the young 
man facing me two tables away has given me. I met 
his eyes and placed two fingers to my lips and then 
we both got up from our chairs and I took one ciga¬ 
rette from the pack he offered to me. He lit my 
cigarette and I said Grazie and smiled. I smoked 
this cigarette in the non-smoking section, where 
everybody was smoking, and flicked the ashes in the 
saucer of my tea cup. I don't smoke, but I needed 
this one. Just one. I needed it because I am in 
love with Riccardo. 

I have been here since five o'clock, when we 
had dinner. Riccardo left a half an hour ago. I 
walked with him to the bus that goes to the air¬ 
port. He is going to Frankfurt for New Year's. He 
probably speaks German too. And it's snowing. Very 
big, light flakes. 

On the way from Milano Centrale to this 
caffe, Riccardo and I were cold. But while we were 
waiting for the bus, I don't think we felt the 
cold. And we tried to catch the big snowflakes on 
our tongues. It was nice, like in the movies. We 
kissed like lovers. His tongue was warm on my cold 
lips . 

I wonder why the ashes on the tip of my Marl¬ 
boro are white and those on the woman's next to me 
are black and gray. I don't know much about smok¬ 
ing. I have had some red wine. 

Waiting for the bus, we packed snowballs and 
dodged jerkily to avoid their touch. But as I 
walked towards Riccardo, I let them hit me softly 
in the chest. Before we kissed, he wet my lips with 
his fingers. But we are not really lovers. Earlier, 
in Pisa, Riccardo put lire in the jukebox and we 
ate sandwiches. He carried my bag through the town 
before we took the train. And I knew I could rest 
my head on his shoulder and fall asleep for the 

ride while he held my hand and touched my knee. 



In Caffe Panzera, a beautiful girl recognized 

Riccardo and asked us to join her and the elderly 

couple with whom she was having a cappuccino. He 

said No, grazie and told her that we were going to 

have dinner. And so we sat down not far away and we 

hardly spoke, knowing it was our last chance. 

Riccardo and I have spent the last three days 

in three cities: Firenze then Pisa then Milano. He 

has taught me some Italian. 

I am high from the cigarette. I wonder why I 

smoked it and I think it's because I am in love 

with Riccardo. Or Pierre. Pierre is in Paris. But 

most likely I am in love with Romain. Romain is 

also in Paris. Or maybe it's because I am in love 

with nobody but I want to be. 

I go the bathroom and leave all my things at 

my table. On my way back, the young man who gave me 

the Marlboro asks me in Italian if I would like an¬ 

other one. I don't understand him perfectly but I 

pretend that I do and I say No, grazie. He says 

it's no problem and I know that it isn't. But I 

feel slightly sick from the first one, having lost 

my high, and I say No, grazie, basta, grazie and I 

return to my seat. The tall waiter comes up to my 

table, smiles, looks at my legs, smiles again, and 

walks away. My train is at nine o'clock. And even 

though it is quite crowded I know that he will let 

me sit here without ordering anything else, 

because. 

There is a strange man at the bar with a 

McDonald's bag at his feet. He holds a hot pink 

drink and stamps his feet every once in a while. I 

watch him lift his glass high in the air, dipping 

it toward him, away from him, and then under the 

bar. Then he takes the glass and does a kind of 

cheers with the metal napkin holder. He finishes 

the drink quickly and leaves. I bet his insides are 

glowing from the pink drink. 

The tea caddie in front of me is full of 

fresh, fat tea bags. I order another pot of hot 

water. 

The tall waiter brings the hot water with an¬ 

other slice of lemon even though I didn't use one 

the first time. He also brings an ashtray, though I 

won't use that either. Riccardo doesn't smoke when 

he's with me. 
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Two policemen just walked in. One is good- 

looking. He takes a coffee with two sugars. Ric- 

cardo takes his with three. I think this is too 

much. But I never say anything. I think he forgets 

how much he has already put in and wants to make 

sure there's enough. Maybe he kisses me more than 

he wants to, also. 

This time I choose peach tea instead of Earl 

Grey. It smells like the potpourri from the hotel. 

The young man who gave me the cigarette has pretty 

blue eyes. I don't know why I keep calling him the 

young man. He is most certainly older than I am. 

The tea is hot. I think it will help get rid of the 

taste of the cigarette. 

An old, unhurried man that the management 

does not care for gets up and starts wandering 

around. Then he follows the young man with the 

cigarettes out of the caffe. On his way out, the 

young man offers to leave me with a few cigarettes. 

For doppo, he says, but I again refuse politely. I 

look into his pretty blue eyes, pretend I'm Ital¬ 

ian, and say No, grazie, ciao. 
Two more policemen walk in. They are older, 

not very good-looking, but not bad either. In fact, 

now that I look more closely, one pleases me. But 

he is standing with his back to me. The other one 

has a thick mustache. 

This time the waiter has given me only enough 

water for two cups of tea. Last time I had enough 

for three. But I guess I don't mind because I don't 

like the peach as much as I like Earl Grey. These 

policemen stand around eating hot sandwiches and 

the one with the mustache drinks a beer and keeps 

looking at me. 

The restaurant section of the caffe is now 

full. But the table where Riccardo and I sat is 

empty. The next table over is very close and one of 

the men sitting there has his arm resting on the 

back of Riccardo's chair. 

Outside, it has stopped snowing. I think I 

may never see Riccardo again. My train leaves in 

forty-five minutes. I finish my tea. I do not want 

to go outside. 

The policemen have moved to the other end of 

the bar for their coffees, but their hats and their 

gloves are still on the table where the young man 

with pretty blue eyes and the old, unhurried man 
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had sat earlier. I wonder if the State pays for 

their snack. The one that pleases me goes to the 

bathroom. Riccardo's flight took off twenty minutes 

ago. A jazzy Italian song is playing on the radio. 

The policeman comes down the stairs from the bath¬ 

room quickly, but as he nears his partner, he slows 

down, hesitant to go out into the cold. 

And I think that I will be cold as I wait for 

my train to Paris. Riccardo and I, we are not 

really lovers. 
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AT THE FUNERAL HOME IN TOWSON 

George A. Brown, 

My embalming teacher 

Gave me a rubber woman 

To practice embalming on 

But then I slept with her 

And we fell in love 

And I couldn't embalm her 

Anymore. 

I told the teacher 

The next day in class 

And the other students 

Laughed at me. 

The teacher was disgraced 

And told me that I would never 

Be a successful mortician 

With that kind of attitude. 

But the rubber woman 

Was more important 

Than embalming 

For a living. 

So we bought a house 

And live next to Eddie's 

And whenever we fight 

I just let out her air. 

Jr. 



PETER PAN'S SHADOW 

Katie King 
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WAITING FOR THE WORSHIP 

Charlie Bracken 

"I used to come here to get away from 
my wife." 

This was one of the first things he 
told me. We had just left the dock, and he 
was sailing toward the middle of the lake. 
The boat was a nineteen foot sloop, open 
deck. Four people would fit in it, but it 
only took one to sail. A simple boat for 
sailing around lakes. Nothing you'd want to 
take for a cruise. 

"Yeah. When the old bitch would start 
nagging me about how the grass needed cut¬ 
ting or about my medicine, I'd come out here 
and sail until sunset. After dark, I could 
hang around the dock. Just me and the fish, 
thinking." 

Horace Murray was an interesting fellow 
with colorful language. He did everything he 
could to make you forget that he was seventy 
years old. His family had hired me to sail 
with him every Saturday morning, eight- 
thirty sharp. They were paying me to take 
care of him out here, make sure he didn't 
overexert himself. His heart had been giving 
him problems recently, and he made it clear 
that he would not give up sailing. I'd been 
sailing for years, and I had my CPR certi¬ 
fication, which was all the family cared 
about. It's not like I could have actually 
saved the man's life in the middle of a 
lake, but I got twenty bucks to cut around 
with Horace for a few hours every weekend. 

He'd always start talking as soon as 
our sails filled, like he was full of sto¬ 
ries that could only be given breath by the 
wind. I'd sit and listen, trimming the jib 
occasionally to his unannounced turns, hik¬ 
ing out to keep the boat balanced for him. 
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"Have you ever been in a hurricane, 
son?" 

"Can't say that I have." 
"Well, in the moments before the storm 

strikes, there's a time when everything just 
hangs. It's called the worship. The birds 
stop singing, the spiders freeze in their 
webs, and all eyes go skyward. It's the last 
chance before all hell breaks loose. Many 
natives believe that the animals and plants 
are repenting, just like the people. Hurri¬ 
canes were the punishment from the gods for 
all the bad deeds of the season just past." 

I thought about this. "What would birds 
have to repent?" 

"I don't know. If the Lord is so damned 
almighty, then he should have just put an 
end to all this sinning business a long time 
ago. Birds and men." 

"He rolled the boat through the back of 
the wind. The boom swung across, and I 
ducked my head. The boat lost balance as he 
fumbled with the mainsheet. We would have 
capsized if I hadn't leaned my weight over 
the high side. 

"I used to be a lot smoother at 
jibing." 

I told him I certainly believed that. 
"You think God was listening to what I 

said back there?" He was looking at the sky. 
"Maybe." 
Horace thought about it for a bit, then 

decided against it. "Neah. He'd have killed 
me off a long time ago." 

"Maybe he's just toying with you. You 
know, for sport." 

He chuckled. For a while after that, 
there was no sound except that of the boat 
slipping through the water. 
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Eleanor buttoned her blouse back up, 
undoing an hour of carefully planned persua¬ 
sion. 

"When's your train leave?" I asked. 
"Four-thirty. I need to start getting 

my stuff together." 
"It's only two, El." 
She looked at me like everything was 

clear, but I wasn't getting it. It did not 
take two hours to pack a small bag, even for 
Eleanor. The window blinds split the light 
up all over the bed. I watched her gather 
her things, lying on the bed. Eventually, 
she came back in and sat on the edge of the 
bed. She absently flipped through the pages 
of the Bible on the nightstand. She touched 
my nonsmile. 

"I'll be back in a month or so." She 
touched my hair. 

"I know." I still wasn't smiling. 
"What?" 
"What?" she asked again. 
I reached for her, to kiss her. She 

consents, but only briefly. "Let's go for a 
walk before I leave." I let her pull me up 
off the bed. 

I used to look through old atlases, 
running my fingers over the island specks in 
the blue pages of the Pacific. Yap, Pit¬ 
cairn, Kasrae, Easter. The legends gave 
little information on the islands. I won¬ 
dered where the eighty-four residents of 
Pitcairn came from. How do you end up as far 
from civilization as you can get, suspended 
on the thinnest of shipping routes over six 
thousand miles of ocean? How long did it 
take for mail to get there? What happened if 
you had a problem with one of the other 
residents? Where could you go for privacy 
within the dozen or so square miles of land 
there? I thought of sailors who wandered 
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from island to island, who knew the island 
peoples intimately, who knew how a midnight 
moon reflected on an infinity of water. They 
were cowboys of the brine, and I wanted to 
be one. 

So I got a boat when I was twelve. 
Tummle r, I christened it. The same name as 
Einstein's boat. Back then, I wanted to be a 
physicist, too. I wanted to know how the 
universe worked. I thought that if 
figure out the internal clockworks 
world, I would be somehow superior 
least things would make sense. 

I could 
of the 

Or at 

"No. I 
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Horace and I were out 
once, sailing in the evening for 
searching the far side of the lake for 
one who might be camping over there 
hunting" as the old man called 

"Did you ever sail 
Islands?" 

always wanted to 
Bahamas and the 
when I had my 

That's where I lost my wife." 
I tried not to act surprised that he 

was telling me this. "How'd it happen?" 
"She was swept overboard in a storm. I 

believe in the Bermuda Triangle now. It was 
just as soon as we crossed the imaginary 
line between Bermuda and Miami. We were hit 
by this storm. Came out of nowhere. Left as 
fast as it came. It was just Marge and me in 
the boat. She was up at the bow when a wave 
knocked her off balance. A second wave took 
her overboard. I was trying to save the boat 
from capsizing." 

"Did you ever remarry?" I didn't want 
to see his expression, so I concentrated on 
the sail, keeping it tight. 

"No. I believe in one life, one woman." 
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I looked out into the passing water. He 
was feeling strong that day, so he let the 
boat speed along at the maximum angle to the 
water. I was hiking out as far as I could, 
my toes the only thing in the boat as I held 
onto the rope and leaned my whole body over 
the water. We were catching the evening 
winds from the land. I could see the under¬ 
side of the boat, with all its wooden flaws, 
crashing through the water. 

I soon found that he was performing 
such aquabatics for a reason. There were 
three women on the shore, setting up a tent. 
Horace was beside me, hiking out as far as 
his skinny old legs would let him, grinning 
all the way. 

After a while, we sailed past them, and 
he got a chance to wave. I don't know if the 
women could see us well enough to discern 
our ages. 

"Did you see that?" 
"Yeah. I think the blond one likes 

you, " I jested. 
"Man, that was just great." 
It was sunset. The light shifted and 

left us the only thing on the lake, the 
focus of the sky, alone upon all the water 
of the world. My thoughts emptied upon the 
surface of it, spreading through it like 
ink. We'd stopped. The sail luffed weakly at 
port. Horace had turned us into the eye of 
the wind, the dead zone where it gives no 
lift, so we could enjoy this rare moment of 
calm. We were under a painted sky--had we 
just turned and sailed toward the brilliant 
horizon, we'd have surely fallen right out 
of our painting and onto a museum floor 
somewhere. 

"I think he killed his wife," Eleanor 
proposed on her next visit. I'd never 
thought of it. 



"No. He's such a nice... well, maybe. I 
guess he could have. I mean, he's always 
calling her 'the Bitch,' and all." 

"Don't say that." Eleanor was sensitive 
to vulgar language. She wouldn't have made a 
very good sailor. 

"Well, that's what he calls her." 
"That doesn't mean you have to repeat 

it." 

"All right. Jesus!" 
She glared at me. 
"Sorry." Taking the Lord's name in vain 

was even more felonious than saying 'bitch.' 
I thought I'd gotten a handle on my speech 
around her, but hanging out with Horace had 
colored my vocabulary. I quickly changed the 
subject. 

"Did you bring my application for Whit¬ 
ney?" Whitney was a college close to her 
hometown. In those forms lay the bridge be¬ 
tween the four hundred miles that separated 
us . 

"Right here." She was already smiling 
when she reaches into her bag for them. "And 
when you're a great physicist someday, you 
can thank me for getting you the forms that 
started it all." 

"I could have gotten them in the mail, 
you know." 

"But the mailman isn't nearly as pretty 
as I am." 

In kissing her, I forgot to tell her 
that I had decided to major in English. 

I was early at the lake one morning, 
waiting for Horace in the first light. I sat 
at the end of the pier, feet dangling, 
reading Eleanor's latest letter. It was a 
thick one, almost twenty pages. She asked a 
lot of questions about what I believed. She 
felt it was time that I decide on a set of 
beliefs, and she wanted me to share hers if 
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we were to be married. There wasn't much for 
me to say in reply. During the two years 
we'd been together, she'd taken me to 
church, introduced me to people who went 
there, and given me books and pamphlets. 
This was supposed to ease some imaginary 
pain or yearning that I never felt. I went 
through the motions, but I never let the 
ritual in. I never felt compelled to seek 
out God. I knew that the world worked, and 
that it could be trusted to behave in a con¬ 
sistent manner. 

We were running out of 
about. Sometimes I'd say or 
to antagonize her, so there 
be something to say. It was 
ger her. Take the Lord's name in vain, 
something slightly lewd. She spent all 
time listening for these things, and I 
when to say them. 

"What d'ya have there?" Horace 
walking up the pier. 

"Letters from Eleanor." 
"things still all right between you?" 
"Yeah. I guess. I'm going to college 

with her in the fall." 
"Do they have a lake to sail on out 

there?" 

talk 
just 

things to 
do things 
would at least 
too easy to an- 

say 
her 

knew 

was 

"Probably." 
"Come here. I've got something for 

you." 
He led me up the pier to his beat up 

truck. He gave me a little brass instrument. 
It had a compass on one side and a barometer 
on the other. 

"It's so you'll know where you're 
going, and what the weather will be like 
when you get there." 

"Wow! Thanks. This is really nice." 
"It's not a family heirloom or any¬ 

thing, but I thought you might like it." 
"Yeah. It's really cool. I appreciate 

it. " 
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"Good then. Let's go sailing." 
We sailed until hunger and thirst drove 

us back to shore. 

Toward the end of summer, I was on the 
pier one morning reading another of 
Eleanor's letters. It was the usual Eleanor 
letter. Heartfelt, but not very interesting. 
My replies had been getting shorter re¬ 
cently. This letter from her was as long as 
she'd ever written. 

Horace never showed up that Saturday. 
He'd been complaining of breathing problems. 
He wouldn't admit it, but I could see that 
he was straining to sail the boat even in 
easy winds. He even let me take the main- 
sheet once, so I could "get the feel of it." 
The morning he didn't show up, I didn't know 
whether he'd passed away or was in the hos¬ 
pital or where he was, but I knew it was the 
end of our sailing together that summer. 

I dropped Eleanor's letter into the 
water and watched it float around before 
sinking. I had the compass-barometer in my 
pocket. The compass pointed out over the 
water. I closed the lid, stood up, and threw 
it as far as I could. I didn't want to know 
where I was going or what the weather was 
going to be like when I got there. 

I unhitched the boat, got down on the 
deck, uncleated the mainsheet, and pushed 
off. The sun was holding, pale and bright 
above the water. Out in the middle, I took a 
course due south, with the wake trailing 
behind the rudder intersecting the sun's 
streaked reflection. The tiller creaked the 
sound of old wood against my hand, and the 
sails spoke of canvas matters. It was the 
most beautiful water, black and cold but 
still trying to leap into the air as a 
silent mist. 
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Somewhere windward, I could imagine God 
himself rising up out of the lake, open- 
armed, greeting the wind, the water, and all 
the things that had escaped him over them. 
There would be worship, with all the animals 
still and quiet, waiting for the sky to 
break. 
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LOST LOVE 

Lei Li 

I met her one summer 
when I was five. 

We talked, joked, and 
laughed together, becoming 

the best of friends. 
I never knew her name nor 
she mine, but that seemed 
unimportant at the time. 
Then one day she told me 

she was leaving, going home 
with her parents. 

We sat there on 
the beach in silence, 
neither saying a word. 

Then we heard her mother 
calling. She hugged me and 

kissed me good-bye; 
then she was gone. 

And I realized I 
never told her.... 



VEGETARIANISM 

Mia L. Geisinger 

One canned grape, 
slick and round, 
a yellowish-grayish-greenish color-- 

the color of 

hope or spring or phlegm 

or any combination. 

Semi-transparent, 

a mystical orb 

in which fortunes can be told for 

five dollars ($5) a piece. 

The line starts 

here. 

Children race off the carnival rides 

to plunk coins 

heavily down on counters 

in exchange for 

baseballs 

and no one thinks: 

how do the goldfish feel? 
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LOST MOON 

John Miller 

Enter me, intimate. 

Broken and burning 

thoughts tear at strata 

tightly wound about the 

molten core of my intent. 

I have forgotten the fullness 

of minds engaged--the agility 

of intellects whose axes can 

be anchored in resistance and 

attraction all at once-- 

spinning magnets of planets 

whose paths bend time and space. 

The language of gravitation has no words. 

Perigee 

apogee 

eclipse 

and tide 

are all that manifest turns 

in interplanetary emotion. 
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WINTER BREAK 

Chloe Estrera 

Float, just float. 

Between baked yams and yellow honey basting, 

she's transported to ocean blue in summertime. 

Rending rind for the pie her sister is baking, 

she sees the sun in sweet singing lime. 

She's on a boat 

fishing over watercress 

with a father who called her the son he would 

raise. 

But at six she had a steel metal stare, 

a trained tongue, and thoughts too jumbled to 

trace. 

He had a fishing pole for her to wear 

instead of a dress. 

At nineteen and three-fourths, 

she is home a brief month, reliving childhood 

chores 

separating clothes and sweeping kitchen floor 

saving the paper and sifting through mail 

burying the future in wanted travail. 

They gave her worth. 

I let him get away. 

At a convenient pause in hors d'oeuvres 

conversation 

his face is in the fireplace, invading vacationer 

merriment. 

The very thought of you, Nat would croon to no one 

and mom humming the unknown wound, reminding her, 

he did not stay. 

And you are not her, 

the platonic lover whispers, wielding charm across 

bread sticks and china. 

Since adolescence, in his arms she felt home 

as she felt, washing dishes with her sisters, 

crickets drinking wine. 

They advise, he's not him, but she lies, we can 

still come, 

ignoring any lure. 
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Old lore lunges 

toward her each time she turns to a window and 

smells the sea. 

Salt from leftover ham turns into waves on sand and 

she is taken 

into the tales of wrinkled men and Hemingway 

soldiers who awaken 

at dawn to man the helm. She is them to a degree, 

plunging. 
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CHARLES 

Johnny Gou 
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UNTITLED 

Susannah Gora 

This will be a love story. It will incor¬ 

porate New York City, fate, and old-fashioned 
romance. Imagine, if you will, that Frank Sinatra's 
"The Way You Look Tonight" is playing during the 
entirety of this story. The woman will have large 

lips and knowing eyes. She will be street-smart and 
stubborn, but a little girl inside. The man will 
have a strong jaw and a gruff manner. He can smoke 
if you want him to. He might play the piano and 
have very strong hands. He reads. Of course, our 
man and woman are on completely different life 
tracks until fate throws them together. What are 
you in the mood for today? A stuck elevator? A bro¬ 
ken traffic light? A lost scarf? You decide. Also, 
think about what season you want this to take place 
in, since all good love stories have to have a 
season. Will our romance take place in front of 
crackling fireplaces with mugs of hot chocolate? 
How about autumn in New York, with the leaves 

changing and the Met alive with new exhibits. 

Spring is always great but perhaps a little too 
cliche (although the possibility with color and 
whimsy is endless). Summer never fails--everybody 
falls in love in the summer. Think sweaty days and 
endless nights--restless tranquillity, constant 
heat. We have all the ingredients now, so the 

results, of course, are entirely up to you. 
The woman, if you are male, is a combination 

of your mother and your seventh grade French 
teacher and the first girl you made it with and 
Heather Locklear. If you are female, the woman is, 

of course, yourself. Either way, she will have red 
hair and long legs and she will be very sad and 
very beautiful. The man, if you are female, is a 
mixture of your father and the first boy who said 
you were pretty and your favorite author and Kevin 
Costner in "Bull Durham." He will think fast and 
kiss slow, and he will be a gentleman. If you are 

male, the man is you at your best moments. 
They're probably ready to meet by now. The 

man, whose name from now on is Charlie, is in town 
on business. He is from Philadelphia--no, Chicago-- 
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and he is very tired. He stops into the bar of the 
Hyatt Regency for his usual drink, a gin martini. 
He sits quietly, fingering the rim of the glass, 
listening to the smooth jazz which is playing 
throughout the restaurant. He is very lonely and 
very tired. His morning meeting didn't exactly go 
as planned (he is in Sales, have we mentioned that 
already?) and he is confused. We don't know much 
about him, except for the usual--he grew up a tough 
street kid in Chicago, learned early to fight hard 
and for keeps. Throughout his life he has worked 
his way into scholarships and universities and jobs 
and, of course, women. But underneath the rough ex¬ 
terior we shall fill him with sensitivity and un¬ 
derstanding, a mother who died young, a sense of 

loss. Inside he will be strong and chivalrous, and 
waiting for something. 

She has missed her bus, and, exasperated, she 
decides to have a drink in the hotel. She walks in 
through the Hyatt's glass double doors, makes eye 
contact with him, stops in her tracks. Her name is 
now Anne. Our Anne sits demurely at the bar, and 
fidgets with her blouse. Charlie can't stop looking 
at her, and finally he musters up the courage to 
walk up to her, smile, and ask her to join him. 
There is an exchange of the usual niceties and ne¬ 
cessities. They are seated now, face to face, 

talking and drinking. 
Watch her. See how she smiles? Notice the way 

she crosses and uncrosses her legs, bites her lower 
lip, touches her hair. Listen to this laugh of 
hers--this nervous, controlled boyish laugh. Hear 
her measured words--they are smart and quick, 
pushing just enough buttons to make an impression, 

but not enough to be controversial. Her legs are 
tired--is she a dancer? A waitress? Does she work 

on the New York Stock Exchange? Let's make her a 
dancer. Let's give her aching feet and an anorexic 
childhood--afternoons of carrots and celery and 

exhaustion. And now that she's a dancer, it only 

follows that she has grace, that she carries her 
head high and walks as if she's on water. Maybe 

when she dances she wears her hair up in a bun and 
a few loose tendrils fall in spirals down her long, 
gentle neck. What does she want? Who has she been 
waiting for? Is it this man sitting before her-- 
this rough sweet man who has succeeded in appearing 
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from out of nowhere and is presently beginning to 
sweep her off her feet? Could it be that easy? He 
is going on and on about his career and where he is 
from, but she is not really listening. Instead, she 
is watching his lips move, listening to the sylla¬ 
bles meeting and rising and falling from his mouth. 
She remembers how her grandma taught her a Yiddish 
word as a child: "bershertwhich literally 
translated means "the one." Is this man the 
bershert her grandma told her would come for her? 
He very well may be. For the sake of the story, 
please let's believe that he is. Please don't let 
him woo her and fuck her and get on a plane to 
Chicago. Please let him be the one. That's it... he 
smiles at her as if he knows something now. Good-- 
he takes her hand mid sentence and is flustered. He 
begins to speak now—go easy with him--he speaks of 
her and how meeting her has felt different and how 
he feels like he has known her laugh and her legs 
forever, he's never done this before, there's even 
another girl in Chicago, but that's not like this. 
He can't quite place it, but this is different. He 

can't get enough of Anne--she reminds him of the 
missing piece in a childhood puzzle. 

So there they are, or here they are, and we 
are there with them in that restaurant in New York 
City, in that city of glass and steel and sex and 
thought--and what have we got? What are we going to 

do with our Charlie and Anne? What will come of his 
hands and voice and her legs and childhood? Is it 
too late to change their names? We may be dealing 
with love here, and even love at first sight. This 
is tricky stuff. Charlie doesn't know how to handle 
his story from this point on. He is scared of this, 
and so he treats Anne like all the others. There is 
a hurried rush out of the restaurant, a bumpy kiss 
in the cab, stained sheets. He may call her the 
next time he's in New York, or he may not. On the 
plane ride home he is guilty and wonders what he 
let slip through his fingers. We then admit defeat, 
chalk it up to fate and tell ourselves it was never 
meant to be... but wait. This is Anne's story, too. 
Anne won't stand for Charlie doing that to her. 
Anne changes the story. She goes back a couple of 
lines and tells the words to rearrange themselves-- 
"stained sheets" become "come with me to Chicago." 
Anne has lived too long and missed too much to let 
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this sweet rough man slip through her fingers. 
Anne's story follows itself naturally and with 
ease. Charlie and Anne admit that extraordinarily 
they have fallen in love--she settles nicely into 
his life, fills her days with children and books. 
Charlie and Anne grow old together. The words have 

arranged themselves in a way that is beautiful and 
comfortable. Now, if you're ready, what will your 

story be? 
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ON THE CONNECTION OF HOUSEHOLD DEVICES 

Pitchaya Sudbanthad 
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UNTITLED 

Jessica Smith 

"When you are tired or terrified 
your voice slips back into its old first place 
and makes the sound your shades make there... 
When Dante snapped a twig in the bleeding wood 
a voice sighed out of the blood that bubbled up 
like sap at the end of green sticks on a fire." 

"The Loaning," by Seamus Heaney 

Sunday morning coffee and a listener, 
ferns about the room canceling and 

asserting one another, 
the tasteful presence of angles 

amongst all the living: we are no more distraught 

than the necessary discomfort 
suggested by toast and slippers and 

no intimacy yet 
and as I'm hiding in my appropriate height 
suddenly I swing in space, not safety 
crouch on floor, am melting downwards 
feeding the clutchless child, unnamed 
high pitches and airclasps spoiling, 
slow semantics I no longer can taste such 
a word, there is no purchase here 
And a mournful frantic resonance 
is vibrating bones, mine 
yet somehow not cruelly, 

just 
an arrival 
or a hostage situation 
just a hostage situation 
I am three years old, pursued 
and now pursuing 
a bit of flailing and I have 
grasped the philodendron 
madly and I'm crawling up the split-leaf leaves, 
feeling quite split or perhaps spilt 
and in the gappage, here comes the upright critic 
nipping, surviving through such slippage 
oh yes, thank god or whatever, an adult 
We have become lost in narrative, I gasp 

afraid in snow I'm bent over, my kneecaps 
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I've simply been dwelling on these stories 
I must pee, I'm appalled, it's far too cold 
too wet to splash warmth here, my gash 

Time for coffee refills, 

my goodness, oh these TV specials 
I ache and must ache, I am cold and I must be 

this cold, 
Afraid again and I am not editing, 
this is truth 
then so 
I must be less than a memory; 
This must be less than all my life. 



A TOURIST ENCOUNTERS TERRORISM 

John Miller 

I had just come back from the student bar. 
My roommate had the telly on- 
mouth open 
head shaking 
as if the picture 
of the #22 red London bus, 
roof peeled back like the 
lid of a sardine can 
two hundred meters from our 
university, wasn't real. 

A disembodied voice explained 
that a symtex charge en route to 

some "more important target" 
had gone off "unintentionally," 
shredding human flesh. 

"The nineteen year-old bomber 
was among four killed in the explosion." 

Only the driver survived to linger 
in the hospital for a day or so. 

After the forensics gnomes had swept 
for chemical clues, and the fluorescent smocked 
street cleaners had removed the broken glass, 
twisted metal, and burnt bits of whatever, 
I stood in front of plywood sealed windows 
and inch-deep cuts in the foreheads of concrete 

buildings, 
my eyes tracing the blast-marked outline of the 

chassis in the street. 
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THIS IS NOT A STREET 

Heather Seybolt 
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HIRSHHORN FIREWORKS 

Pitchaya Sudbanthad 

The lights in the sky, flashes, blasts, 
are gone. But remain residued in eyes of child 
who sees no creeping darkness 
who stares up and points 
and waits 
as if there were no end 

I saw a couple in the garden 
seated on wrought-iron bench, 
whose four scores and many years 
did not gnaw away at that tender hand 
held tight in another 

And in a dark corner, a girl sits, 
repenting with folded hands 
her fate cast in bronze 

so cold 
and so calculated 
does she question 
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JOAN 

Rachel Medlock 

She burns herself because 
She's good at it: 

She skips across hot coals 
And (like every good schoolgirl) 

Laughs at the blisters. 
She rolls like a log in the fire, 

She smiles with delight as 

She roasts from 
Inside Out; 

She cooks her goose because 
She is the goose she is cooking 

(The butcher is the chef is the platter). 
She burns eternally-- 

Symbolic martyr left to 
Curdle into ash. 

(But there are no Romans, 
No witch hunters, 
No Inquisition.) 

There is only she. 
(And she burns herself because 

She's good at it. ) 



UNTITLED 

Carolyn Siefken 
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LANGUID BLUE 

Mia L. Geisinger 

One easy summer 
swimming in the blood of spring, 

emerging 

yolk 
between 

fresh, 

placenta glistening on our foreheads 

our fingers 

licking each other clean 
tongues tingling 

tasting salt 
and 
hope 

burying my feet in the 

like in 

scratchy 

woolen scent of you 

lazy ocean days 
of childhood 

running sideways from 

the horseshoe crabs 

Caught in the undertow. 
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FOR MARK (THREE MONTHS LATE) 

Courtney Queeney 

These pictures tell a story 

irrelevant in exact plot because the 
themes are there and 
overwhelmingly. They must have been 

taken moments apart--in both my 
face is upturned to light but yours 
is looking somewhere else. Behind and 

beyond me. In the second shot, I am pulling 
away from you--your hand on 
my shoulder as if 

to say: Stay. 

I need to know: why 
didn't anyone tell you 
you were not invincible? Would 
you have been able to escape 
the scrape and strength 

of pavement then? You remain 
in pieces: the sloping angles of your brother's 
face, lined in the profile of your sister, 
too young to have been already displayed 
like finely painted porcelain and 
breakable in a padded frame 
of satin. As it is, my last memory of 
you is under June sun, wearing your 

blue shirt and best suntan, blonde 

eyelashes. 

Perhaps 
it was because you died in Florida 
on a road I never saw 

I was able to slide over and 
around the news 
as if it were only a small pucker 
in that day's details, 

denial lasting 
until I open my mail 
three months late 
and these pictures hit me 
like a fist to the face 
—stopping breath-- 
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I will put them away somewhere 
in a drawer where they will be trivialized 
next to objects not as precious 

and where I will uncover them in time 

by accident 
and be surprised into you again. 



FOR THOSE WHO WEAR MY FINGERPRINTS 

Joshua Loftin 
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SHIVERING 

Pamela Mazzeo 

cold light wind in my eyes and 
we linked arms, 

strangers almost, 
and walked together into a greater light purple sky 
a walk into Narnia, you suggested 
as I took notice of the white-veiled pines 

queenly 

regal 

eyes cast to the snow-dusted ground through 
thick branches 
almost alive 
almost venturing forth a hope 

and I glanced at you, 
over cheeks cold and glowing 

and felt the presence of your arm enveloping mine 
and my fingertips tingled 
and I wondered if you were warm enough 

I shuddered 
the towering trees were murmuring to me 
they were hardly trying 
weeping brides in the dimness 
but I could not distinguish tears of love from 

tears of grief 
I only shuddered because of the wet flakes 
dropping lightly on the back of my neck 

arm in arm we walked into the snow 
your hair fell around your face 

which you turned to me open-eyed 
and we found shelter 

and still wide-eyed your face before mine 
everything glowed for you 
everything pressed in on me, and 

I could not understand 
why the other brides were weeping, 

because one lock of your hair 

wet with snow 
was pressed between our lips 
and the water softened me 
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and opened me 
to one drenching kiss 

and later I remembered the feeling 
of cold corduroy against my face 

and cold arms that managed to give a little warmth 

sweetly afflicted by you 
a long time ago, 
I can still hear the snow fall 
and see the pink sky 
sometimes 

now I watch the ground through lashes 
covered with snow 

like cinders, only wetter and colder, 
and join the weeping brides 
the snow-sheen dulled 

the cold corduroy not coming back 

I still worry that you are not warm enough. 
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VAN GOGH COLLAGE 

Gwendolyn Kerschbaumer 
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BUGS. BUGS. AND MORE. 

Heather Seybolt 
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FALL 

Mia L. Geisinger 

long slow curve 

of spine 

not electric blue, but 

purple-orange 

fills my belly 

swelling to take you in. 

exhale, 

colors swirl out of 

my mouth 

warm and spicy 

like autumn 

or cigar smoke. 

even now, 

eyelids squeezing shut 

I can smell you 

dancing 

nearby 

a window-- 

mirror. 

hand against the glass 

fading. 

moist 

fingerprints 
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DISTURBANCE, A CRANE MOTIF 

Andrew Snow 

sitting against the sun motif 

is thinking against the tree and 

a sound of bulldozers from the right 

throwing bits of Wonder at untranquil ducks 

is a woman watching the birds 

killing each other 

is disturbing against the sound of the soil 

beneath the roots and the gentle hum 

of the sun for bread 

ferments on the pond and disturbs 

the circumference of this motif 

against the disturbance 

a crane 

bringing a dull pass of majesty 

restores unearth and settles quarreling fowl 

for nothing more than a woman's circumference 

of bread 

is a disturbance driven away 

by slender blue neck and legs restoring 

order to the humming of the sun. 
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SILENCED 



THE BRIDGE: A LOVE STORY 

David Silbey 

In the simplest sense, they never knew each other 

at all. In the strongest sense, they recognized 

each other every day for the rest of their lives. 

She, Margaret Lane, early forties, still slim, the 

owner of her own business, formerly the single 

parent of eight-year old Susan (recently killed in 

a car accident that Margaret failed to believe was 

not her fault), parked her BMW at the apex of the 

bridge and slid out. She leaned back in and pushed 

the button for the hazard lights, then walked 

quickly to the railing. 

She wore a simple loose-fitting ankle-length cream 

skirt and a long-sleeved black blouse. Her hair, 

black with streaks of gray, flowed loosely. Her 

boots were leather. 

The engagement diamond, reset in a different ring, 

went first; removed and tossed over the edge, it 

dropped without noise the hundred feet to the 

water. 

She decided to hurry; the screeches of cars pulling 

around the parked convertible bothered her. 

Margaret considered this less suicide than an aban¬ 

doning of control, a letting go of her grip for a 

brief moment, just to see what would happen. The 

last time, Susan died. This time, perhaps, she 

would. 

But death, if one of her goals, ranked middle of 

the list. Other things stood higher: the chance to 

fly, the neatness of leaving the car behind idling 

and parked, and the thought of sliding, companion 

to the driftwater, out to the deep ocean, ten- 

drilled hair trailing behind. 

She pulled herself over the railing, a waist- 

height, solid block of metal, the flat top surface 

slick with condensation from below. Beyond it, a 

narrow stone ledge protruded, perfectly positioned 
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for last-minute thoughts. In the years after 

Susan's birth, she had taken up yoga to re-firm 

muscles slackened by pregnancy. The slow care of 

the movements appealed to her and, eventually, the 

calm certainty, the expert precision of each 

stretch, of each interconnected position, brought 

her back from the helpless terror that had been her 

experience of giving birth. But she found pleasure 

in this inelegant scramble over slippery metal; 

something about sweating in clothes not made for 

it; something about smooth leather soles that re¬ 

fused to grip with the race-car traction of 

athletic shoes: unexpected pleasure, but pleasure 

nonetheless. 

Finally, she managed, somewhat shakily, to turn 

herself, push the intruding skirt out of the way, 

and lower her feet to this last step. Raising her 

head, she looked back over the bridge and the 

streams of traffic. Which is when, of course, she 

saw the man, slightly older than herself, slim and 

salt-and-pepper hair, handsome, walking towards 

her, his face set in a dreamy concentration. She 

smiled at him, shook her head, and turned and 

j umped. 

He, Howard Peterson, who turned forty-seven in the 

hospital later that week, father of three, married 

a long twenty-five years, actually the son of a 

Peter (whose life had been seemingly a long quest 

searching for the perfect nickname to replace the 

embarrassment of "Peter Peterson"; the world set¬ 

tled, unfortunately for him, on "Doggie"), strode 

slowly towards the figure of the woman half- 

obscured by the bridge railing. He had put his 

Dodge minivan snug up behind the BMW, slid over the 

bench seat, and out of the passenger's side door. 

He had no idea what to do. When he played point 

guard for his college team that familiar unknowing 

came side-by-side with a heady tension; a sense 

that, when the split-second of decision came, sur¬ 

rounded there in the paint by the tall forest of 

enemy players, the delicate decision would reach 

him, and he would do the right thing, make the 

right shot, throw the right pass. 
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Maybe. Sometimes it worked. Sometimes it didn't. He 

had been a good but not great player, doomed to sit 

on the bench senior year. 

He broke into a trot, trying to get close to her 

before she went. He had jogged and played the occa¬ 

sional game of hoops after college, through all the 

years of marriage and work and fatherhood, and so 

his muscles responded more smoothly than they might 

have. 

She smiled at him when he started to say something 

(a nice smile, a little shy but still direct, con¬ 

necting to him as if they were at a cocktail party, 

eyeing each other across the room), turned away, 

raised her hands over her head and leaned forward, 

out from the bridge. The sheer absoluteness of the 

action nauseated him, and he stretched the last two 

running steps to the barrier between them, threw 

himself belly-first across the railing and seized 

her outstretched left hand with his right. 

The surface betrayed him, as the hardwood of the 

basketball court and the soft rubber of his 

sneakers never had. The sudden burden of her weight 

yanked him, sliding easily on the wet metal, over 

into the open, sunny falling-space out from the 

bridge. 

His momentum swung him around in front of her, and 

Margaret's mouth formed an 0 of surprise at his 

sudden appearance, linked to her by their hands. 

He thought disjointedly as the air rushed about 

them both, that if he couldn't save her, he could 

at least hold her hand on the way down; keep her 

company and make the last ride less solo. So he 

tightened the pressure on her hand, and nodded and, 

finally, smiled back at her. 

She saw him, and maybe she understood; she knew, 

though he never did. So, just over two seconds and 

a hundred feet later, they hit the water together. 

He lived, of course, and she died, which was what 

they both wanted. Too many broken bones to talk 

about, and the fisherman who pulled the bodies from 
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the water thought them both gone, but Howard sighed 

and started breathing again. 

They were famous. Witnesses talked about it and 

newspapers wrote stories, and TV shows offered 

money, but when Howard healed after half-a-year, 

the interest had died down. He thought, anyway, 

that making money from her would be cowardly and a 

betrayal, and so kept mostly to himself those 

seconds hanging above the sullen, waiting water. 

For all the rest of his life, he talked about her 

(when he did talk about her) like an old college 

girlfriend; with that heart-grip sense of late- 

night romance stolen in dorm rooms, of passionate 

arguments ended with kisses, of learning to sleep 

in the body-closeness of a miserly twin bed. 

It bothered his wife. It bothered him. But he could 

do nothing about that sudden tender place in his 

heart, like the spot in a thawing melon where a 

thumb sinks without warning up to the knuckle. 
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FOR VLADIMIR 

Joann Kleinneiur 

Let's play at life, old man, I know your game. 

I stumble through, though not so well as you. 

Your keen, methodic moves have won you fame, 

But I am most often lost in your milieu. 

Our stage echoes of sighs and tears and void 

And mediocrity for me and cold 

Futility for you--I'll draw that card; 

I'll reach the bottom of the heap and fold 

And say, "I can't go on," and you'll reply, 

"You must go on," and raise the stakes for me. 

Yes, I'll go on, you abstract fool, I'll try 

To win the game that's never won for free. 

But this is pointless, that's the point, I know; 

I'll learn to cope, and you'll live for Godot. 
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SUPERMODEL INTERIOR 

Pltchaya Sudbanthad 
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ASLEEP IN FINLAND 

Andrew Snow 

finally. 

because your first encounter with fins 

only tired your swim through the reluctance 

of the arctic air. 

and treading above aerial glimpses 

of a land filmed with icy syrup and jetlag, 

it was a struggle to layover 

alone with raspy sheets and Scandinavian 

television. 

only icicles upon eyelashes can drag Nervous 

away from Fatigue, 

and the newsreels I watch in empty theaters behind 

my eyes 

advise that sometimes you must forget where you are 

to fall asleep. 
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PERMISSION (THE ART OF 

Jessica Smith 

here I am, little winking cosmonaut 

hold you pinned to a door 

you would inspect the frame if 

I held it open 

first, as it is I am pleased 

to expectorate 

you are all choked up now that we are 

I should paint the scenery cobalt blue 

whether I am exasperated by 

expectorant or expect distractions 

or accept to choke on steel 

on artichoke, 

still arcs are a matter of hinges 

and I am doorless 

not adored, oh the danger 

of playing, coming on 

that I like this swing 

I should wink and stop penning 

you could play 

and I might wink entirely 

there is too much paint falling 

in slathers, why we 

had bought the cobalt, 

just the color 

but found the sky 

without support for its demise 

the slow impound, a creak 

a round, another 

screwing) 
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UNTITLED 

Joshua Loftin 
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UNTITLED 

Elliot Gipson 

Trapped in a cement block 

of pre-professional zeal, 

Grades, majors, bullshit, 

numb to the feel 

Isolation, desperation 

counting the days in gray incarceration 

Intellectualism is dead, 

soon I shall be, too 

Buried alive 

in future money's residue 

Tainting the moment with its sticky stench 

I long for the day when I will be the wrench 

stuck in the machine 

grinding 

it 

to 

a 

halt 

But I know I never will be 

or 

If I am, 

I will break 

and be ground and smothered and molded 

into a shiny piece of flat silver on display, 

but rarely used, 

in my mother's China Cabinet 

Abused by old ladies' eyes 

and crinkled, wrinkled hands 

Molesting me in their familiar land of bourgeois 

living; 

the reality of taking 

and the fiction of giving 

I am the tool used to poke and prod 

the dead flesh until it capitulates 

rising to old ladies' lips 
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where it is chewed and swallowed and digested 

into tiny bits 

I am the weapon that upholds their world order 

and into their hands I snugly fit 

and no matter how much I want to 

I cannot quit 
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FROZEN NIGHT 

Brian Bank 

The clock's long hand is sleeping, 

the television feels like a dream, 

outside the blackened window 

a perfect silence screams. 

These fingers reach for the handle 

of a sorry-soothing glass 

as every passing second 

seems lighter than the last. 

And soon down cloudy stairs 

two ambling feet alight 

from restless hours of boredom 

onto the frozen night. 

Outside the horizon's rosy, 

the Big Dipper's upside down 

dripping ancient balms 

onto the sleeping town. 

Although without a handle 

I look up open-wide 

and drink the silent wisdom 

that whispers through the lies. 

And in the moonlit air 

my breath transcends to sight, 

then dissolves like shining snowflakes 

into the frozen night. 

A lamppost stands beside my land, 

its head lights up the street, 

its gaze gives heavy shadows 

to flakes falling by its feet. 

I know inside those windows 

cozy couples already know, 

they returned from rings of fire 

in cars along this road. 

And I wonder if their feelings, 

like jets in speedy flight, 

compare to wanton fantasy 

of thoughts in a frozen night. 
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FIRST 

Courtney Queeney 

My mind is a sieve. I try to remember every 

sentence she uttered, every unconscious touch. I 

want my memory of her to be seamless, smooth and 

extending like the curve of a hip. Instead these 

moments have leaked out of me slowly, grains of 

sand traveling down the concave edge of an hour¬ 

glass. And so I have started looking for her in the 

faces of women that walk by me on the street, in 

the gait of a group of young girls, in the scent of 

someone's perfume that hits me a moment after she 

has walked by, disappeared. I try to recognize 

something in these others that can remind me of 

her, my first; something to plug up the holes, to 

stop the slow ageless pouring out from my memory. 

Sometimes, I can almost believe it is working. 

The day I think I see her--not someone who 

looks like her, but her--it is a Friday. I am at 

work, at the bank, and she walks in. At first I 

think to myself, staring out through the blinds in 

my office: she has found me. As if she has been 

looking, as if she would know where to look or even 

recognize me after the passage of so much time. And 

then I realize how stupid it is, to think I will 

ever see her again. 

This is the pattern: you grow close to some¬ 

one, you sleep with them, you lay naked with them 

and you think to yourself I will never be this 
close to anyone again, ever and you are able to 

hold this thought--maybe for a short while, maybe 

years--until one day you look at the person and you 

don't even know what it is you're looking at. And 

then you realize: I don't want to be here. So you 

get up, walk out of the room, the distance between 

you growing until there is no point in pretending 

and one of you leaves. You find someone else. 

Repeat. 

But this day, the girl walks in and I am able 

to think, for a moment, it is her. Until she is 

escorted into my office by the vice-president, in¬ 

troduced as a new teller. I am able to contain my- 
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self through the introduction, and up close I get 

over the shock rather quickly. For one thing, she 

is too young to be Catherine, by at least five 

years--she looks like she's still in high school 

with an anorexic, fragile look. And she is much 

skinnier than Catherine ever was, but in a bad way 

with legs spindly like a bird perched atop high- 

heeled stilts, wrists poking out of her suit with 

the flat, narrow look of a child's. I shake a hand 

at the end of these bony joints and watch her walk 

out of my office, not even staring. I am discreet. 

These are the things I do remember: her walk¬ 

ing over to me in the basement of my parents house, 

movements smooth and feline. We are 19. And later 

that night, she is above me with her silhouette lit 

up from behind by a lamp. She holds hair off of my 

forehead with two strong hands, thumbs on my 

temples, barks my name in short, staccato bursts of 

sound: Scott. Scott. 

And another incident stands out. This just 

the end of an argument, I don't recall even what 

about. The moment left in me is this: she grabs my 

arms with her face taut and electric, sparking from 

our fight. It is only one word--please--but this is 

a tone I have never heard from her before, apolo¬ 

getic and pleading, urgent. I had reached out to 

touch her then but she was already spinning away, 

the spell broken, and I knew I would never get an 

explanation. Later, I was surprised to find bruises 

on my arms from her fingers, purple marking the 

memory. I had convinced myself it had just been a 

dream, I was good at that. But it's her voice that 

I remember the best; it frays at me still. 

The memory of her is fragmented but still 

clear and sharp and lethal; it cuts me like a blade 

and the force of it, of what's left, slashes at me 

and draws blood. Lying on my bed in the soft smear 

before the sun commits itself to dawn is the easi¬ 

est time to remember. On my back, the sheet strung 

across my chest, I feel myself a stranger. It's not 

as if the slipping from my head has stopped in this 

time, it's just that the semi-light holds things 

suspended, slows the leak to a trickle. I can pause 

and collect all the individual images, sort and 

piece them together until they cohere and emerge 
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and come into focus with the precision of a camera 

lens, tighten into something that brings me back. 

The strength it takes to recall, to fight the leak¬ 

ing, leaves me drained. Afterwards, the alarm clock 

warns me that another day and night have slipped 

away; the sound breaks up Catherine, sends her 

sifting to the carpet in shattered form. Staring 

into the bathroom mirror with a fluorescent halo 

illuminating my face from above, this is what I 

see; a bled husk, bone-white and dry. 

Sometimes I think I am being stupid, to think 

I will see her after so many months, to want to see 

her. It's either love or it's not, it works or it 

doesn't. It's either waking with cold water slapped 

against skin in the morning or it brushes off you 

like a stranger's hand skimming your pant leg on a 

sidewalk, walks itself away. It is over, it has 

been for almost a year now. That is why I do not 

understand why I stand in my office, shaky, while 

the new teller that is almost-Catherine-but-not- 

quite walks herself away, feeling as if I had been 

cheated. Feeling as if I have missed something. So 

it doesn't make sense, even to me, that I leave the 

office then, not looking back to see the surprised 

glances of my co-workers. 

And I am quick to fall into the pattern; in 

the end this is natural, this is me. There--that 

girl has her hair. Long and dark just like 

Catherine's, waves of red when the sunlight hits 

it, iridescent like scales of a fish. And across 

the street--maybe, five years ago, she had 

Catherine's skin, transparent almost in its pale¬ 

ness, stretched tight over cheekbones. It is not an 

obsession, I know this. But she was my first, and 

all I knew for years--how else to explain it? And 

so I will walk this sidewalk which stretches in 

front like an endless line; I will trace it back to 

my apartment. And then get in bed, sheet tight 

across my chest, try to conjure an image in the 

quiet intimate empty space of my room, try to find 

her in my mind at least. 

Now, clouds stretch across the sky over tiled 

rooftops, in strands skimpy like straps of a $lip. 

Wispy and white like they could be blown away, in a 

second, by her glance. 
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TIMID INDEPENDENCE 

Stacey Storch 
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MILL LANE CEMETERY 

Andrew Snow 

this is the last half-past-six we meet 

before Mill Lane Cemetery pulls a red-orange 

blanket 

up around the chin of the autumn treeline, 

every three weeks we must tidy up around Civil War 

veterans; 

the strong boys throwing mouthfuls of wet sod from 

push-mower teeth 

making green skirts around the markers, 

the older boys assigned to weedwhack about 

lieutenants 

and other weathered residents, 

and the younger boys given hedgeclippers, told to 

trim 

around the base of each stone, 

not to leave one stray blade long-- 

it's like a bad haircut they warn. 

the volume of engines on hallowed ground, 

the sound of adolescent laughter grinding 

against foot-high granite headboards, 

coalescing into a restless hum I fear might wake 

nineteenth century sleep. 

I decide I must walk softly, a quiet creep 

to cut through fresh wafts of sliced grass 

like the disheveled bangs of Union soldiers I 

imagine resting, 

below, packed safely in soil. 

these men, safe from musketfire, 

I only hope unstirred by the crude rumble of 

groundskeep. 

I am quiet in the background noise, straining to 

hear 

the comfortable breath of the dead, 

in a child's ear pressed up against cold stone, 

as I clip, I prop up the knocked-down toothpick 

flags 

of special heroes boys don't really know, 
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sometimes reading the faded epitaphs; 

worn names and dates like engraved words of hard 

covers 

closing on late summer bedtime stories. 
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HERE 

Jason Wagner 

Marlboro Reds are a sign of tough. 

Jim, Jack, and Johnny are close friends, 

cowboy killers girlfriend stealers 

whiskey heartache donates a sad sweet song. 

Chevy trucks and broncin' bucks and away 

high ho silver smell of granite and clay. 

A light in the dark can seem like a spark 

when it shines on the wide grin of your face 

Between Velvet Elvis in the hall and 

Christ crying on the wall you are split like 

a green melon in Indian summer. 

A slap in the face from Yankee disgrace 

still hangs like the smoke from a burnt ciga 

The smell of a tobacco warehouse, 

the smell of an August night in the South. 



HERITAGE 

Susannah Gora 

The music of the South starts out swaying slowly, 

A proper dance at our cotillion. 

I watch perfumed old women 

who act younger than their years, 

rolling bourbon candy through veined hands 

that have raised boys to become men 

and girls to become polite. 

Time stands still here; 

history seems to be the local drug. 

Our song has picked up speed. 

I drink iced tea with ladies 

whose mothers lived during the Civil War. 

I listen as these wrinkled Belles 

effortlessly cram charming anecdotes 

into their talk of Jesus and manners. 

They bring my ancestors to life, 

(omitting my Northern chromosomes) 

and all the while reminding me that 

Heritage runs thick here. 

Our song has gathered such momentum that 

these flirting women 

will encircle me in a frenzied dance. 

Floating and swelling, they will 

drape me in musty blue silk, 

trying to wipe the city out of me 

(their efforts will be fruitless). 

Still, Tennessee Williams 

has wooed the Yankee in me, 

and North and South together 

will waltz me home. 
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MY EIGHT CENTS 

Joshua Loftin 

My girlfriend's cheeks are soft. 

So is the skin beneath her ear, and her hands for 
that matter. 

Unlike the man's who asked for money from me today. 
The man I've given money to before, 
but he doesn't remember me. 

I reach in my pocket to see what change I have 
Hmm... eight pennies. 
I say sorry and put it in his hand, 
which is rough like maybe an elephant. 
He looks at me and his eyes are watery, 
and I think he must have been out here for a while. 
Then he says, 
"Man don't you have like a dollar? 
I'm trying to get a cup of coffee." 
He pauses, 
then puts the change back in my hand, 
walking away, 
"Here, take your eight cents. 
Trying to give me money like I'm a dog. 
You know one day this face you look at asking you 

for money, is going to be the face you see 
when you're begging to be saved." 

Now I'm with my girlfriend, 
falling asleep on her futon. 
My wallet's on her couch with my clothes. 

When he left he muttered something about my 
children. 
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EXPECTATION 

Stacey Storch 
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WHEN I WAS YOUNG AND SHORT 

Jason Wagner 

When I was young 
and short 

and cross-legged by the campfire 
with the trees surrounding 
us surrounding the fire 
we watched smoke choke 
the tall ones who stood 
for adulthood and watched 
sparks fly far over and 

up into the sky and branches above 
watching and waiting for chaos 
above our heads. 

Now we are old and stand and 
are choked and look into the fire 
instead of above it 
and we have found what we were 
waiting for. 



FULCRUM'S SMOKEHOUSE 

Emily Colin 

flat rough bite of salt-tinged metal 
clothes thrown off like worn cliches-- 

or, impoverished slow option: 

drive geldings, wish-backed, through scorched land, 
these are two ways; there are others 
mnemnosyne a clever guide 

with my face pressed to cracked desert 
I breathe, and breathing, gulp down earth, 
let you splay me like an orange 
cleave into white-furred dividends, 
now I eat the ground I came from 
and there's pulp beneath your nails 
still my scent clings to your fingers 
that's a choice you asked to make, 
clean profile a test: true or false, no scantron 

shading 
ten thousand ways to read your skin though 
cool and flawed beneath my palms, 

without words there'd be no riddles 
(oui, "ceci n'est pas un pipe") 

so all poetry's a maze then 
(no, that isn’t what I mean) 

I'm drinking in a boiling sea 
my mouth torn burnt and swallowed-- 

in my undamaged, sinking ears 
one word: modification. 

irradiate all broca 
check each verb for truth not wit 
watch my women melt to essence 
skeletons cubed, flesh-in-air. 
joan of arc chars at the stake 
salem barbecues in effigy 
but from steak's doubt a phoenix flies 
sun-slick, coal-stained, sin cere. 

see prometheus, my ally 
with his hapless gift of flame 
blessed not punished, bound with leather 
as the vultures pluck and dive. 
in the space where once our tongues swam 
floats the name of ellen james 
I can hear you without speech though 
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dangerous, toothed cunt, they say. 
what I don't remember I sequester 
from what I can't or won't 
who relinquishes this giving? 
through blank lips your eyes paint "faith. 
spit georgia clay between white teeth 
a torch one x-rayed hand 

all seeds sucked out, a snake's dry skin 
dance bare before next planting-- 
my bones, my blood, my rebuilt tongue 
cry: "fire! fire! Fire!" 



FOSTER TOWN 

Kevin Volpe 

This place gives promises of something I've never 
found, 

for it lies far from sea, and no one will 
ask me to leave for the sake of navy and family. 
Instead I dance in the constancy of train whistles 

and chapel bells, 
knowing that departure comes only on my terms. 

The air is think here, of a sweetness I've never 
known. 

It's a heaviness that drenches the city, from the 
brick warehouses 

across the damp grass and slippery stone 
to the sizzling street, hot to the touch, 
like a steaming, crackling griddle. 

The music of the everyday talk is something I've 
never heard, 

reminding me this place is not my own, but I wrap 
my arms around it anyway. 
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GUILLANE 

Gwendolyn Kerschbaumer 
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THEY HAVE THEIR PROBLEMS 

Ken Sansone 

I spent the cool Sunday morning trying to 

convince myself that is was all bullshit. My buddy 

Stan had called and woken me up to talk about an 

article he'd seen, an article about Mr. Shaffer, 

our calculus teacher. As soon as I hung up the 

phone, I ran outside to get the paper, and started 

reading it there at the end of my driveway. The 

news wasn't good. 

I went back into the kitchen without taking 

my eyes off the paper, so I banged my shin on one 

of the chairs when I tried to sit down at the 

table. I cursed. After I rushed through the story 

one more time, I realized I needed to read it care¬ 

fully. When I read it again, though, I still 

couldn't stop myself from rushing. I studied the 

file photo of Mr. Shaffer, his pale yellow dress 

shirt, green patterned tie, and wrinkled head all 

covered in chalk dust. The man and his classroom 

and even the hall right outside his room always 

smelled like chalk, just like every mathematics 

teacher and classroom should, and he taught just 

like every mathematics teacher should, smashing 

stubby bits of chalk across the board until a 

sensible trail of figures emerged as the solution. 

You expected him to bow afterwards like a lion 

tamer or a bull fighter, but he would just stand 

there rocking back and forth on his toes and heels 

and sucking air through his lips and teeth in what 

we called the Shaffer Shuffle. We made fun of the 

Shuffle all the time--except for in front of the 

man himself. 

But in this article, a student was doing more 

than mocking him, more than mocking him to his 

face. This student was accusing him, standing up in 

the middle of class, in the middle of a problem, 

interrupting the forceful swing of Shaffer's arm as 

he chalked out the distended "S" of an integral, 

saying, "You fucked with me, like you fuck with all 

of us--you fucked with my head, you fucked my 

body." Mental, physical, and sexual abuse. The 

black got all over my hands as I read. 
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I looked out the window into the dense hills 

of the smallish town where the shout would arise, 

as it always did. It happened with a different high 

school teacher only two years ago, when a twenty- 

nine year-old woman needed to get something off her 

chest, something that had pinned her down for a 

decade and a half, no doubt. After all, she had no 

children, she wasn't married, she worked part-time 

in a library. Her high school teacher, the young 

and cocky but soft-spoken Mr. Ferris, had seduced 

the seventeen-year-old her, made her feel more im¬ 

portant than any girl in the class, in the world. 

Eventually she figured it all out, called a lawyer 

who called the school board who suspended him in- 

definitely--the kind of stuff you see all the time 

on Jerry Springer and Richard Bey. 

The phone rang. I waited a few seconds before 

answering. It was Stan, calling back. 

"I just read it," I said. "Pretty fucked-up." 

"Yeah, what bullshit. I'm gonna call him." 

"Shaffer?" 

"Just to tell him if he needs a character 

witness or whatever. You want me to give him your 

name?" 

"Sure." 

"Okay. You know who it was, don't you?" 

"The paper didn't say." 

"I guess they're, what, protecting the inno¬ 

cent?" It was Montello. Kid's all fucked-up, so he 

blames Shaffer." 

Montello was on my youth league basketball 

team in seventh grade. I think he missed the front 

end of a one-on-one at the end of one of our games 

that we barely lost. I'm pretty sure that was him. 

"They both have their problems," I said to 

Stan. "What are you up to later?" 

"Not much. I'll give you a call." 

Montello's first name, like that of the 

cartoon character he most resembled, was Fred: dark 

features, heavy brow, squat build, cute girlfriend. 

He was a year below us, played football and base¬ 

ball, real wiseass. I respected that, but I didn't 

really know him. Last month he tried to slit his 

wrists--he did, in fact, it's not as if he tried 

and accidentally slit his thumbs instead--he tried 

to kill himself, so he ended up in a juvenile de- 
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tention center somewhere. Kind of funny--in a 
fucked-up sort of way. 

I was in the shower thinking about how our 
friends had trouble telling Stan and me apart on 
the phone when the door opened and I heard someone 
pissing. My little brother. 

"How was mass?" 
"It's pretty sweet how you never have to go." 
"Were any of my friends there?" 

"What?" 
"Was Stan there?" 

"No, but we saw his folks. Stan's dad was 

pretty p.o. 'd about that Mr. Shaffer stuff." 
"What stuff?" 

"I don't know, retard! Go to mass next time." 
"What did he say?" 
"Something about how Stan would come home 

from Shaffer's house and say how he'd put his 
teacher in the camel clutch and figure four and 
stuff. You ever try your patented Boston crab on 
Shaffer?" 

"What else did Stan's dad say?" 
"Because if you did, I'd be jealous. I though 

you only liked to touch me like that." 
"Shut up, or I'm gonna kick your ass for 

real. What else did Big Stan say?" 
"I don't know, how do they allow a guy like 

that to teach and stuff like that. So you never hit 
him or anything?" 

"No, and he never hit me." 
"Why not? I mean, if one of my teachers asked 

for a flying elbow, I would be like, CRACK!" 

I went over to Stan's house. He and RB, a 
goony friend of ours who used to give Charlie 
horses that made me cry, were watching the Sox game 
and arguing. They were slumped in these two old 
recliners opposite the TV, arms and legs hanging 

off the big chairs. Stan was wearing a tank top. 
"We'll see, buddy," Stan said as he reached 

for the potato chips. "The Sox have the best staff 

in the whole East this year." 
RB shook his red head--not just red hair, but 

red head. "Don't think so chief. Yanks will tear 

that shit up, right?" 
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I was sitting on the edge of the couch not 
paying attention. RB and Stan looked at each other 
and started cracking up. "Kid's all out of it," RB 
said. ”Yo, those shots do you in last night?" 

"What? Nah, I'm just tired." 

Stan leaned over toward RB. "He's broken up 
over Shaffer," he joked. 

I let out a laugh. "Just because the Sox 
suck, don't try and change the subject. Stupid 
polack." 

"You have the nerve to insult my heritage 
right here, in my own house?" Stan snapped up out 
of the recliner and put up his hands. "You guinea 
bastard!" RB' s thick frame was on top of him before 
I could stand up myself. 

"Us Yanks fans have to stick together," he 
grinned, as he punched Dan in the shoulder. 

When I went home for dinner, my mom was 
standing over the stove with one hand on her hip. 
She was stirring a big pot of sauce. "Hi. Darcy 
called," she said. I tossed my keys on the counter 
top. "How was Stan's?" she said. Did you guys get 
your story together?" 

"Yeah, I guess." I picked up the newspaper, 
still open to the same page. "It's not like any¬ 
thing ever happened with Mr. Shaffer. All I need to 
do if anyone asks me is tell the truth." 

She was at the sink, running water. "Then 
when did Stanley do all that wrestling his father 
was talking about?" She glanced over her shoulder 
at me. "You two always went up to Mr. Shaffer's 
house together." 

Mr. Shaffer lived all the way up off Route 7, 
almost in New York, in a powder blue colonial in a 
neighborhood with colonials of other shades of 

blue. He had his name on his mailbox and a wrought- 
iron dachshund on his stoop to match the real one 
inside that you would hear when you opened the 
door, along with a talking bird that would only 
squawk, and his wife moving around somewhere in 
back. We did problems in the dining room, writing 
on top of plastic mats so we wouldn't mark up the 
table. 

"Well, hello," he would say in a deepened 
voice reserved for that phrase as he let us in. He 
would usually come to the door in this Shaffer's 
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Biergarten T-shirt, the kind they sell at those 
booths at fairs along with computer genealogies and 
ceramic family crest mugs. The shirt wasn't big 
enough, so we'd always spend part of the ride home 
talking about how skinny his arms were. 

Mr. Shaffer would usually apologize about how 
warm it was in his dining room, something to do 
with the thermostat. "That's why I always wear this 
T-shirt," he'd explain. "You two always come all 
bundled up." 

I was having a hard time folding up the news¬ 
paper. "Well, I guess Stan went to Mr. Shaffer's 
once or twice without me, then," I told my mother. 
"When I went over there with him, we'd go inside, 
make some small talk, get help with calculus, and 
leave. I never saw Stan put him in any wrestling 
holds or anything. When are we eating?" 

Later that night Darcy came over. I was 
sprawled across my waterbed listening to the radio 
when she came in with a plate of leftover macaroni. 

"Hey." She sat down cross-legged and started 
mixing the sauce in with her fork. "Your mom heated 
some of this up for me." 

"Yeah?" I checked out her striped top and 
jeans. She was short, with a great body. "You can 
sit up here if you want." 

She squinted her brown eyes. "No, I'm okay. 
Did you hear about Mr. Shaffer?" 

"Yeah. Pretty ridiculous." 
She scooped up some more macaroni. "You know, 

he made me cry once. I didn't do my homework one 
day and he humiliated me." 

"Well, you should have done it." I pushed my¬ 
self up against the headboard. "Then he wouldn't 
have yelled at you." 

"He doesn't have to be such an asshole. It 
was the first time I didn't have it." 

"He just wants you to learn. Are you almost 

finished eating?" 
She was, but it didn't matter. She just 

wasn't into me that night. Whenever we started get¬ 
ting somewhere, she'd bring up the Shaffer thing. I 

had been trying to unbutton her pants for a while 
when she did it again. "You know, I feel really bad 

for Fred," she said. 
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"I don't." I gave up and started playing with 
her hair. "He was in Shaffer's class with you last 
year. You know how the kid couldn' t keep up, would 
always make fun of you...." 

She sat up. "I'm sorry, but I just don't like 
Mr. Shaffer. I don't like his daughter, either." 

"Courtney? What's wrong with her?" 

"She tries to be so sexual. You know she and 
her boyfriend sleep together?" 

"Well, so do we. At least we used to." 
Darcy hit me in the face with a pillow. 

"Anyway, I guess she still can't get enough. You 
know what she does?" 

I wanted to say, "Who cares?" but I couldn't 
see what good that would do me, so I said, "Sleeps 
with me on the side. Well, you can't blame her." 

This time she hit me in the stomach with a 
fist. It hurt. "She fucks bananas and cucumbers! 
Can you believe that?" 

"Who told you that one?" Now she was smiling 
without showing her teeth. It was kind of pissing 
me off. 

"She said so herself. I'm telling you, the 
whole family's messed up." She stood up and kissed 
me on the cheek all in the same motion. "Sorry. I 
have to go--I'll see you tomorrow." I hadn't real¬ 
ized how late it was getting. 

Johnson and I were sitting at the end of a 

sticky cafeteria table, copying each other's prob¬ 
lem sets. I was late for homeroom that morning 
because I stopped at Amoco to buy the paper and a 
pack of gum and the towelhead didn't know how to 

make change. At least the paper didn't tell me any¬ 
thing I didn't already know. 

"Did you get number twenty-four?" Johnson's 
middle finger drummed against a new tin of Kodiak. 

"I got no clue on that one." 
"Me neither." It was Monday morning and I was 

already tired. 
"I'll get it from someone else next period." 

He spit into an empty milk carton. "Come by my 
locker before calc and you can copy it." 

"Nah, screw that. Shaffer's got more impor¬ 
tant things to worry about than whether I did one 
homework problem or not." 
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"You think?" Johnson chuckled. "But he may 
beat the shit out of you if he notices." 

I closed my book. "I don't know about you, 
but he's never laid a finger on me." Johnson had 
never gone up to Shaffer's house anyway. It's not 
like he didn't need the extra help as much as the 
rest of us--he just didn't care about his grades. 

"Oh, that's right, he gets off on having you 
guys beat the shit out of him." He closed one eye 
and peered into the carton. 

"Whaddaya mean, you guys? He never asked me 
to do anything like that, and I've been to his 
house a lot." The bell rang. "I guess he just 
doesn't find me attractive." 

Mr. Shaffer rocked back and forth outside of 
his classroom. He was wearing an olive L.L. Bean 
commando sweater (the kind with the leather 
patches, for shouldering your rifle, I guess) over 

his yellow dress shirt. "Hello," he said in his 
greeting voice as he stuck out his right hand, 
cracked and dried from years of heavy chalk use. 

"Good morning," I said. His handshake was 
weak. "Uh, did Stan call you yesterday?" 

"I'm sorry, but I'm under orders from my at¬ 
torney not to answer that question," he said. He 
was smiling through his spectacles--Mr. Shaffer was 

one of the few people I'd ever met who actually 
wore spectacles. "I'm kidding," he said. "Yes, and 
thank you." He glanced down the hallway and took a 
step away from me. 

"So what's going on?" I asked. "With that 
whole thing." 

"Well, they're letting me teach," he said. 
"That's all I care about." He smiled hello to one 
of the girls in the class as she went through the 
door. Mr. Shaffer always seemed happy. He only got 
upset when the whole class didn' t do a homework as¬ 
signment or screwed up on a quiz, and even that was 
comical. He'd say, "If you're not going to do the 

work, may I suggest you drop out of school and go 
get a job at McDonald's--I hear they're hiring." 
Then he'd suck air in through his teeth. He was 

trying to scare us into doing better, 
"That's all we care about," I said. I looked 

down at his dusty shoes as he waited. "I guess the 
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truth will prevail," I said. I stood there nodding. 
That was something my dad would say. 

The period went by without anybody bringing 
up Montello or anything. I think they were waiting 
for me to make one of my snide remarks, but I just 
sat there, watching Mr. Shaffer whirl through exam¬ 

ples in a cloud of chalk dust. Sure, my friends and 
I laughed under our breath, as always, at the 

Shaffer shuffle and his tendency to attach an "r" 

to the end of words like "area" and "parabola," but 
we were quieter than usual. And we didn't really 
talk about the Montello thing after that. 

The shout surrounding Mr. Shaffer went on for 
a month or so—a few investigative pieces in the 
paper where everybody refused to comment, one or 
two letters to the editor from disturbed parents 
calling for Shaffer's resignation, lots of letters 
from current and former students praising Mr. 
Shaffer as the best teacher ever. I said I would 
write one, but with everything that was going on, I 
never got around to it. The shout died down for 
good when the school board announced it had found 
nothing improper in its investigation, and 
Montello, still in detention, dropped the charges. 
They let him out a few months later, but he would 
have been better off staying there--for a little 

while longer, at least. 

"Come on, motherfucker," RB challenged 

Montello. They were standing within a circle of 
shadows cast from a strong bonfire that burned in 
an abandoned cul-de-sac. Our town had a lot of 
these: developers had paved over trees and brush 
for a mile or so but had never gotten around to 
building any houses. People would bring kegs up 

there and have bonfires. Montello had just gotten 
out of detention, so the few friends he had left, 
younger guys, mostly, put this one together for 
him. I went with Stan and RB, but there were plenty 
of other people from our class there. We knew what 
it was all about, but a party's a party. It's not 
as if they hung a "Welcome Back, Fred" banner from 

some trees or anything. 
We were standing around Stan's car listening 

to the radio when Montello and another one of the 
underclassmen from the baseball team walked up. It 
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was dark, so they needed to get really close before 
they could see who we were. The other kid shook 
everybody's hand and asked how we were doing. We 
all knew him from school. Montello just nodded at 
each of us. He smelled like alcohol. 

"How's it going, Fred?" I said at one point 
in the conversation, but the other kid and my 
friends were laughing about something and nobody 
heard me. Maybe it was just as well, I figured. 

"Hey, do you guys think you could each throw 
in a couple of bucks?" the other kid got around to 
saying. "For the keg?" He wasn't too big to begin 
with, and his backwards baseball cap made him look 
even smaller. Montello stood there stroking his 
Adam's apple. 

"We brought our own beer," Stan said after a 
while. I stopped reaching for my wallet. 

"That's cool," the kid said. RB was leaning 
up against the car, half-smiling. Montello took a 
long swallow of his beer. The kid turned to leave 
and Montello hesitated, but followed. 

RB took his hands from his pockets. "Trying 
to pay off your buddy's psychiatrist bills?" he 
said. Stan and I looked at the ground. I think he 
was trying to stifle his laughter. The kid kept 
walking. 

"That was so bad," I said, shaking my head. 
"Like I give a fuck," RB said. "Whoa, good 

tune." He reached into the car and turned up the 
radio. 

"...then I'll tell him to get the fuck out of 
here," I heard Montello say when the song was over. 
RB straightened up. In the light of the fire we 

could see Montello trying to get past the small 
kid. They weren't too far away from us. "Those 
fucking assholes," Montello yelled. He was slurring 
his words. 

"Shut up, man!" The other kid was stumbling 
backwards. "Shut up!" He looked over his shoulder 

at us. 
"What was that?" RB said. He raised his eye¬ 

brows. Stan pushed himself down off the hood of the 
car where he was sitting. 

"Fuck him," Montello said. I could see the 
faces of everyone near the fire looking at him. 

"What's he gonna do, kick my ass?" He was trying to 
get past the small kid. "I'm no Shaffer," Montello 
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smirked. That's when RB challenged him. Somehow he 
had gotten right up in Montello's face, with only 
the small kid standing between them. I was waiting 
for Stan. People were making a circle around them. 
RB shoved the small kid aside with one arm. They 
were near the fire, and Montello's dark eyes looked 
glassy underneath the low bill of his baseball cap. 
He was staring, past RB and the circle and into the 
dark woods. He stood with his hands at his sides 
and his weight on his heels. I didn't expect much. 
But then he swung. 

"You son of a bitch," RB grunted as his big 
hands, huge now, cracked against Montello and dark¬ 
ened his features with blood and bruises. The back 
of Montello's skull thudded against the asphalt to 
which RB's mass had him pinned. "Go ahead, kick my 

ass, kick the shit out of me," Montello moaned 
through cut and swollen lips. I could hear him 
because the noise of the crowd had quieted. We 
still hated him--I think it was because he did 
something you'd have to be crazy to do. After all, 
what are the stories of one fruitcake like him 
against the testimony of ten or twenty guys like 
us? 

But RB kept going, one big arm coming back 
and going forward, and then the other. The cracking 
and thudding grew so loud I put my hands to my 
ears. I looked at Stan. He was rocking back and 
forth on his toes and heels, sucking air through 
his teeth and lips, staring into the dense hills. 
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APOLOGY IN ADVANCE 

Courney Queeney 

This phone call will be composed mainly 
of silences 

rigid and 
rippling across copper wire 

thrumming 
north 

to New York. 
Temporary 

silences, 
but still ones that will 

crack 

and scrape away 
at you even more 

than the 
words will 

when they finally 

come. With 
weight enough 

to break you and 

knowing this I 
sit, phone receiver in 

hand and 
angry dial tone 

sounding alarm, counting 

time but so far 
all apologies I've 

composed are less than 
you deserve: 

--"I slept till 
4 PM 

woke rumpled 
in his 

tee-shirt 
wrinkled into the sheets." 

won't work. 

Let me say I am 
sorry now 

before you can hang up. 
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DAD ' S GRACE 

Chloe Estrera 

He said you look like her my dead sister 
She had your hair the same black coal varnish 
I laughed a four-year giggle at dad's feet 
He saw me crawling eating my fingers 
that played Chopin surrendering like cries 

of foolish girls who thought they filled "good son" 
Because they were not boys they were not girls 
they nabbed the fish and garnered pink dresses 

On bruised knees I shuffle at his feet 
A ghost he calls Grace not my name but Grace 
who is breathing this time, is waiting still 
As father's face falls while he throws me up 
I land in daddy's hands like raspberries 
to eat, to hold and touch, almost alive 
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"On April 7, 1938, Duke and North 

Carolina squared off in the first 

lacrosse game ever played in the 

state. Led by goalie Frank 

Pierce, who tied copies of 

The Archive, Duke' s undergraduate 

literary monthly, to his legs 

because he couldn' t find his shin 

guards, Duke prevaield 2-1." 

—Duke Dialogue, 2/27/97 
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